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September 14th    The Power of Naming                                                       (Chapter 1) 

September 21st    The Two Bedrock Names of God                              (Chapter 2) 

September 28th    What's in a Name?                                                  (Chapter 3) 

October 5th   The Earned Names of God                                        (Chapter 4) 

October 12th   When an Image Becomes a Name                            (Chapter 5) 

October 19th   How Jesus Shows Up in the Old Testament              (Chapter 6) 

October 26th   How the Father Shows Up in the New Testament     (Chapter 7) 

November 2nd    There is Power in His Name, Part I                             (Chapter 8a) 

November 9th   There is Power in His Name, Part II                            (Chapter 8b) 

November 16th    The Eternal Spirit Himself                                           (Chapter 9) 

 

The Two Bedrock Names of God 
 

What is the role of religion in society? 
 

 
re·li·gion 

noun: religion 
1. the belief in and worship of a superhuman controlling power, especially a personal God or 

gods. 
Similar: 
Faith. Belief. Divinity. Worship. Creed. Teaching. Doctrine. Theology. Sect. cult. Church. 
Denomination. Body. Following. Persuasion. affiliation 

o a particular system of faith and worship. 
plural noun: religions 
"the world's great religions" 

o a pursuit or interest to which someone ascribes supreme importance. 
"consumerism is the new religion" 

Phrases 
get religion — be converted to religious belief and practices. 
"he got religion and gave his money to the poor" 
Origin 

 
Middle English (originally in the sense ‘life under monastic vows’): from Old French, or from 
Latin religio(n- ) ‘obligation, bond, reverence’, perhaps based on Latin religare ‘to bind’. 

 

A/DA 

“Humankind’s invention of religions as a way to distance themselves from God and 

suppress the truth about Him shows that people truly are fallen creatures, in desperate 

need of redemption and of a righteousness that can only come as a gift from God.” 
Richards, L. (2001). Every name of God in the Bible (pp. 3–14). Thomas Nelson. 
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How scripture phrases it: 
  

Romans 1:25 NKJV 
25 who exchanged the truth of God for the lie, and worshiped and served the creature rather than 

the Creator, who is blessed forever. Amen. 

CEB 
25 They traded God’s truth for a lie, and they worshipped and served the creation instead of the 

creator, who is blessed forever. Amen. 

 

From: 

Isaiah 44:20 NKJV 
20 He feeds on ashes; 

A deceived heart has turned him aside; 

And he cannot deliver his soul, 

Nor say, “Is there not a lie in my right hand?” 

 

CEB 

He’s feeding on ashes; 

    his deluded mind has led him astray. 

He can’t save himself and say, 

    “Isn’t this thing in my hand a lie?” 

 

Can we just “notice” there is a God? 
  

Last week: The Role of Natural Revelation 

Romans 1:20-23 
20 Ever since the creation of the world, God’s invisible qualities—God’s eternal power and 

divine nature—have been clearly seen, because they are understood through the things God has 

made. So humans are without excuse. 21 Although they knew God, they didn’t honor God as God 

or thank him. Instead, their reasoning became pointless, and their foolish hearts were 

darkened. 22 While they were claiming to be wise, they made fools of themselves. 23 They 

exchanged the glory of the immortal God for images that look like mortal humans: birds, 

animals, and reptiles.  CEB 

Psalm 19:1-4 

Heaven is declaring God’s glory; the sky is proclaiming His handiwork. 
2 One day gushes the news to the next, and one night informs another what needs to be known. 
3 Of course, there’s no speech, no words— their voices can’t be heard— 
4     but their sound extends throughout the world; their words reach the ends of the earth. CEB 

 

Isaiah 64:4 

For since the beginning of the world 

Men have not heard nor perceived by the ear, 

Nor has the eye seen any God besides You, 

Who acts for the one who waits for Him. 

1 Corinthians 2:9 
9 But as it is written: 

“Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, 

Nor have entered into the heart of man 

The things which God has prepared for those who love Him.”  NKJV 

 

  So, how do we find out about these things? 
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The Role of Special Revelation 
 

Numbers 12:6-8 

“Hear now My words: 

If there is a prophet among you, 

I, the Lord, make Myself known to him in a vision; 

I speak to him in a dream. 
7 Not so with My servant Moses; 

He is faithful in all My house. 
8 I speak with him face to face, 

Even plainly, and not in dark sayings; 

And he sees the form of the Lord. 

Why then were you not afraid 

To speak against My servant Moses?” 
 

Joel 2:28 

“And it shall come to pass afterward 

That I will pour out My Spirit on all flesh; 

Your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, 

Your old men shall dream dreams, 

Your young men shall see visions. 

 

 

ASK:  WHY is special revelation given? 
 

Greatest Special Revelation:  

Hebrews 1:1-2a 

God, who at various times and in various ways spoke in time past to the fathers by the 

prophets, 2 has in these last days spoken to us by His Son,  

 

ASK:  WHY is special revelation given? 

 

The revelation of His Names is another way of “special revelation”. 

 

The TWO Bedrock Names of God: 

 

I.  EL 

 

Semitic word for “GOD”. (generic) 
 
Semitic name for the “original high god” amongst the ancient Semitic people. (personal) 
Richards, L. (2001). Every name of God in the Bible (pp. 3–14). Thomas Nelson. 
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“It is as if the writers of Scripture intend to make sure that the God about whom they speak is 
not the emasculated deity of the Semites, but a different God indeed. The God of Scripture is 
ha’el haggadol, “the great God.” He is ˓el hashashmayim, “the God of heaven,” and ˓el ˓olam, 
“God of eternity.” Richards, L. (2001). Every name of God in the Bible (pp. 3–14). Thomas Nelson. 

 

• Do we see God ever revealing Himself just as “EL”? 
Only in the book of Job [oldest book in scrpiture] 
 

EL:  God(‘Eloah) 
Job 23:13-16a 
“But He is unique, and who can make Him change? 

And whatever His soul desires, that He does. 
14 For He performs what is appointed for me, 

And many such things are with Him. 
15 Therefore I am terrified at His presence; 

When I consider this, I am afraid of Him. 
16 For God made my heart weak, 
And the Almighty terrifies me; 
17 Because I was not cut off from the presence of darkness, 
And He did not hide deep darkness from my face. 

 

NOTE:  God = ‘Eloah.  Ancient name.  Used primarily in the book of Job. 
EL:  ‘Eloah:  God 
Found > in the book of Job. 
Only 13 occurrences outside of that book. 
 

EL:  Go’ el:  the Kinsmen Redeemer 
Job 19:23-25 [Name] 
“Oh, that my words were written! 

Oh, that they were inscribed in a book! 
24 That they were engraved on a rock 

With an iron pen and lead, forever! 
25 For I know that my Redeemer lives, 

And He shall stand at last on the earth; 

 
Exodus 6:5-7 [Characteristic.  Ps 72:14 as well.] 
5 And I have also heard the groaning of the children of Israel whom the Egyptians keep in 

bondage, and I have remembered My covenant. 6 Therefore say to the children of 

Israel: ‘I am the Lord; I will bring you out from under the burdens of the Egyptians, I will rescue 

you from their bondage, and I will redeem you with an outstretched arm and with great 

judgments. 7 I will take you as My people, and I will be your God. Then you shall know that 

I am the Lord your God who brings you out from under the burdens of the Egyptians.   NKJV 
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EL:  ‘Elohim:  God 
 

It only occurs in Hebrew, no other Semitic language (including biblical Aramaic). 

2,570 occurrences in the O.T. = God of the Bible. 
 

Genesis 1:1[Name] 

In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 

• Created = bara’ (something brand new) not yasar (to fashion or to shape).  
 

Genesis 2:3, 6, 9a 
3 Then God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because in it He rested from all His work 

which God had created and made. 

 
9a And out of the ground the Lord God made every tree grow  

 

Psalm 148:1-5 

Praise the Lord! 

Praise the Lord from the heavens; 

Praise Him in the heights! 
2 Praise Him, all His angels; 

Praise Him, all His hosts! 
3 Praise Him, sun and moon; 

Praise Him, all you stars of light! 
4 Praise Him, you heavens of heavens, 

And you waters above the heavens! 
5 Let them praise the name of the Lord, 

For He commanded and they were created. 

• He spoke them into existence. 

 

Genesis 1:26 
26 Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; let 

• In Hebrew, Elohim is always a plural word – not meaning many as it is always used with 
singular verb forms, adjectives, pronouns.  

 
God the Creator. The title Elohim is itself a Creator name. But Scripture adds to His honor by 
calling Him “God, who formed the earth” (Is. 45:18) and “God of heaven, who made the sea and 
the dry land” (Jonah 1:9). 
Richards, L. (2001). Every name of God in the Bible (pp. 3–14). Thomas Nelson. 
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When Elohim [NAME] is qualified by descriptive words and phrases [CHARACTERISTICS]: 
 

• God the Sovereign One: (possessing supreme or ultimate power) 
“God… of all the kingdoms of the earth” (Is. 37:16) 
 “O Lord of hosts, God of Israel, the One who dwells between the cherubim, You are God, 

You alone, of all the kingdoms of the earth. You have made heaven and earth. 

 
“the LORD, the God of heaven and the God of the earth” (Gen. 24:3) 
and I will make you swear by the Lord, the God of heaven and the God of the earth, that you 

will not take a wife for my son from the daughters of the Canaanites, among whom I dwell; 

 
“God Most High” (Ps. 57:2) 
I will cry out to God Most High, 

To God who performs all things for me. 

 

• God the Judge: 
“God who judges in the earth” (Ps. 58:11)  

So that men will say, 

“Surely there is a reward for the righteous; 

Surely He is God who judges in the earth.” 

 
“God of justice” (Is. 30:18). 
Therefore the Lord will wait, that He may be gracious to you; 

And therefore He will be exalted, that He may have mercy on you. 

For the Lord is a God of justice; 

Blessed are all those who wait for Him. 

 

• A number of titles emphasize God’s relationship to the humans He has redeemed and 
called. [100 such titles are found in the O.T.: 

“the God of your father Abraham” (Gen. 26:24) 
And the Lord appeared to him the same night and said, “I am the God of your father 

Abraham; do not fear, for I am with you. I will bless you and multiply your descendants for My 

servant Abraham’s sake.” 

 
“the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob” (Ex. 3:6).  
Moreover He said, “I am the God of your father—the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and 

the God of Jacob.” And Moses hid his face, for he was afraid to look upon God. 

 
“God of the armies of Israel” (1 Sam. 17:45) 
 Then David said to the Philistine, “You come to me with a sword, with a spear, and with a 

javelin. But I come to you in the name of the Lord of hosts, the God of the armies of Israel, 

whom you have defied. 
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• God is represented as the Savior of His people: 
(1 Chr. 16:35) 
And say, “Save us, O God of our salvation; Gather us together, and deliver us from the Gentiles, 

To give thanks to Your holy name, To triumph in Your praise.” 

 
 

• God of history. Other titles link God with His acts in history.  
 (Deut. 5:24) 
And you said: ‘Surely the Lord our God has shown us His glory and His greatness, and we have 

heard His voice from the midst of the fire. We have seen this day that God speaks with man; yet 

he still lives. 

 
David declared that “God… went out before [His] people” and “marched through the 
wilderness” (Ps. 68:7). 
O God, when You went out before Your people, 

When You marched through the wilderness, Selah 

 

• God of relationships. There are also titles that convey a sense of God’s intimacy with His 
own people.  

Elohim is “a God near at hand” (Jer. 23:23)  
“Am I a God near at hand,” says the Lord, “And not a God afar off? 

 
 “God in whom you trust” (2 Kin. 19:10) 
“Thus you shall speak to Hezekiah king of Judah, saying: ‘Do not let your God in whom you 

trust deceive you, saying, “Jerusalem shall not be given into the hand of the king of Assyria.” 

 
He is “my God of mercy” (Ps. 59:17)  
To You, O my Strength, I will sing praises; 

For God is my defense, My God of mercy. 

 
“the God who has fed me all my life long to this day” (Gen. 48:15) 
And he blessed Joseph, and said: 

“God, before whom my fathers Abraham and Isaac walked, 

The God who has fed me all my life long to this day, 

 
“While our English translations frequently present such concepts as descriptions, it is clear 
from the Hebrew construction that they are titles.”  
Richards, L. (2001). Every name of God in the Bible (pp. 3–14). Thomas Nelson. 

 
 
What do I do when I read these characteristics in Scripture? 
Do I see them as Names of God? 
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II. YHWH 
Is there power in the NAME or how we pronounce it?  If we do not pronounce it correctly, will 
He not know we are talking to Him? 
 
Religiosity:  When it is more about us and our performance than about Him and His character 
and the instructions He left us. 
 
OCCURS:   5,311  times in the O.T. (> 2X as often as Elohim) 

The ONE personal name of God found in the O.T.  
Translated:  LORD in scripture 

 
Exodus 3:1-7 
Now Moses was tending the flock of Jethro his father-in-law, the priest of Midian. And he led the flock to 
the back of the desert, and came to Horeb, the mountain of God. 2 And the Angel of the Lord appeared to 

him in a flame of fire from the midst of a bush. So he looked, and behold, the bush was burning with fire, 

but the bush was not consumed. 3 Then Moses said, “I will now turn aside and see this great sight, why 
the bush does not burn.” 
4 So when the Lord saw that he turned aside to look, God called to him from the midst of the bush and 
said, “Moses, Moses!” 

And he said, “Here I am.” 
5 Then He said, “Do not draw near this place. Take your sandals off your feet, for the place where you 
stand is holy ground.” 6 Moreover He said, “I am the God of your father—the God of Abraham, the God 

of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.” And Moses hid his face, for he was afraid to look upon God. 
7 And the Lord said: “I have surely seen the oppression of My people who are in Egypt, and have heard 

their cry because of their taskmasters, for I know their sorrows[pains]. . 8 So I have come down 

to deliver them out of the hand of the Egyptians, and to bring them up from that land to a good 

and large land, to a land flowing with milk and honey, to the place of the Canaanites and the 

Hittites and the Amorites and the Perizzites and the Hivites and the Jebusites. 9 Now therefore, 

behold, the cry of the children of Israel has come to Me, and I have also seen the oppression with 

which the Egyptians oppress them. 10 Come now, therefore, and I will send you to Pharaoh that 

you may bring My people, the children of Israel, out of Egypt.” 
11 But Moses said to God, “Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh, and that I should bring the 

children of Israel out of Egypt?” 
12 So He said, “I will certainly be with you. And this shall be a sign to you that I have sent you: 

When you have brought the people out of Egypt, you shall serve God on this mountain.” 
13 Then Moses said to God, “Indeed, when I come to the children of Israel and say to them, ‘The 

God of your fathers has sent me to you,’ and they say to me, ‘What is His name?’ what shall I 

say to them?” 
14 And God said to Moses, “I AM WHO I AM.” And He said, “Thus you shall say to the children 

of Israel, ‘I AM has sent me to you.’ ” 15 Moreover God said to Moses, “Thus you shall say to the 

children of Israel: ‘The Lord God of your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the 

God of Jacob, has sent me to you. This is My name forever, and this is My memorial to all 

generations.’ 16 Go and gather the elders of Israel together, and say to them, ‘The Lord God of 

your fathers, the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob, appeared to me, saying, “I have surely 

visited you and seen what is done to you in Egypt; 17 and I have said I will bring you up out of the 
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affliction of Egypt to the land of the Canaanites and the Hittites and the Amorites and the 

Perizzites and the Hivites and the Jebusites, to a land flowing with milk and honey.” 

’ 18 Then they will heed your voice; and you shall come, you and the elders of Israel, to the king 

of Egypt; and you shall say to him, ‘The Lord God of the Hebrews has met with us; and now, 

please, let us go three days’ journey into the wilderness, that we may sacrifice to the Lord our 

God.’ 19 But I am sure that the king of Egypt will not let you go, no, not even by a mighty hand. 
20 So I will stretch out My hand and strike Egypt with all My wonders which I will do in its midst; 

and after that he will let you go. 21 And I will give this people favor in the sight of the Egyptians; 

and it shall be, when you go, that you shall not go empty-handed. 22 But every woman shall ask of 

her neighbor, namely, of her who dwells near her house, articles of silver, articles of gold, and 

clothing; and you shall put them on your sons and on your daughters. So you shall plunder the 

Egyptians.” 

 
Kethive Kere:  written one way, read another 
YeHoWaH  
(A.D. 1100 – Massoretic text dot sequencing to delinate vowels BUT read it as ADONAI=Lord.) 
KJV = Jehovah – how they thought YHWH was pronounced. 
 

• Significance of the name to Moses:   

3:12 I will be with you 

• Significance of the name to the Israelites: 

3:15-22  YHWH is the God of their forefathers 
 

“The Hebrew word translated “remember” is significant in the Old Testament. It describes more 
than a mental act. To remember something is to recall and then to act accordingly.” 
Richards, L. (2001). Every name of God in the Bible (pp. 3–14). Thomas Nelson. 

 
KNOW. (Ex. 3:7) yada˒ (yah-dah); Strong’s #3045: To know, to perceive, to distinguish, to recognize, to 

acknowledge, to be acquainted with; in a few instances to “know intimately,” that is, sexually; also to 
acknowledge, recognize, esteem, and endorse. When Scripture speaks of God’s making known His 
name, it refers to His revealing (through deeds or events) what His name truly means. Thus, in 6:3, 
“I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob as ˒El Shaddai, but by My name Yahweh I was not known 

to them.” God did not mean that the patriarchs had never heard the name Yahweh, but rather that He did 
not reveal the full meaning of His name Yahweh until the time of Moses and the Exodus. Also (John 8:32) 
ginosko (ghin-oce-koe); Strong’s #1097: Compare “prognosis,” “gnomic,” “gnomon,” “gnostic.” To 
perceive, understand, recognize, gain knowledge, realize, come to know. Ginosko is the knowledge that 
has an inception, a progress, and an attainment. It is the recognition of truth by personal experience. 
1 
 

Exodus 6:1-3 

Then the Lord said to Moses, “Now you shall see what I will do to Pharaoh. For with a strong 

hand he will let them go, and with a strong hand he will drive them out of his land.” 
2 And God spoke to Moses and said to him: “I am[YHWH] the Lord. 3 I appeared to Abraham, to 

Isaac, and to Jacob, as God Almighty[El Shaddia], but by My name Lord[YHWH-Jehovah] I was 

not known to them.  

 
 

 
1Hayford, J. W. 1995. Hayford's Bible handbook. Thomas Nelson Publishers: Nashville 
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• Is this some of the significance of the glow on Moses’ face? 
Exodus 34:29-35 
29 Now it was so, when Moses came down from Mount Sinai (and the two tablets of the Testimony were in 

Moses’ hand when he came down from the mountain), that Moses did not know that the skin of his face 
shone while he talked with Him. 30 So when Aaron and all the children of Israel saw Moses, behold, the 

skin of his face shone, and they were afraid to come near him. 31 Then Moses called to them, and Aaron 
and all the rulers of the congregation returned to him; and Moses talked with them. 32 Afterward all the 

children of Israel came near, and he gave them as commandments all that the Lord had spoken with him 

on Mount Sinai. 33 And when Moses had finished speaking with them, he put a veil on his 
face. 34 But whenever Moses went in before the Lord to speak with Him, he would take the veil off until he 

came out; and he would come out and speak to the children of Israel whatever he had been 
commanded. 35 And whenever the children of Israel saw the face of Moses, that the skin of Moses’ face 

shone, then Moses would put the veil on his face again, until he went in to speak with Him. 

 
Do I know Elohim? Or Do I know YHWH? 

 
Isaiah 40:25-31 
“To whom then will you liken Me, 
Or to whom shall I be equal?” says the Holy 

One. 
26 Lift up your eyes on high, 
And see who has created these things, 

Who brings out their host by number; 
He calls them all by name, 

By the greatness of His might 

And the strength of His power; 

Not one is missing. 
27 Why do you say, O Jacob, 
And speak, O Israel: 

“My way is hidden from the Lord, 

And my just claim is passed over by my God”? 
28 Have you not known? 

Have you not heard? 
The everlasting God, the Lord, 

The Creator of the ends of the earth, 

Neither faints nor is weary. 
His understanding is unsearchable. 
29 He gives power to the weak, 

And to those who have no might He increases 

strength. 
30 Even the youths shall faint and be weary, 
And the young men shall utterly fall, 
31 But those who wait on the Lord 
Shall renew their strength; 

They shall mount up with wings like eagles, 

They shall run and not be weary, 

They shall walk and not faint.  NKJV 

 

So to whom will you compare me, 

    and who is my equal? says the holy one. 

Power for the weary 
26 Look up at the sky and consider: 

    Who created these? 

    The one who brings out their attendants 

one by one, 

    summoning each of them by name. 

Because of God’s great strength 

    and mighty power, not one is missing. 
27 Why do you say, Jacob, 

    and declare, Israel, 

    “My way is hidden from the Lord, 

    my God ignores my predicament”? 
28 Don’t you know? Haven’t you heard? 

    The Lord is the everlasting God, 

    the creator of the ends of the earth. 

    He doesn’t grow tired or weary. 

His understanding is beyond human reach, 
29     giving power to the tired 

    and reviving the exhausted. 
30 Youths will become tired and weary, 

    young men will certainly stumble; 
31     but those who hope in the Lord 

    will renew their strength; 

    they will fly up on wings like eagles; 

    they will run and not be tired; 

    they will walk and not be weary. CEB 
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NOTEBOOK: 
Learning His names will… 
I would like to…  I want to learn…  Defining an experience of…. 
(What are my personal goal with learning His Names) 
 
Week 2:   
What does it mean to KNOW the bedrock names of the Supreme Being who created all of this 
(universe) and (humankind)?  Elohim, Yahweh.   
[Access:  He is available.  He wants me to know Him.  Heredity:  Since I am His kid, I have some 
of Him in me.] [Know like Moses means…] 
List the characteristics of God I read in scripture. 
Ask – Have is seen God as this?  Experienced like this? 
 
Week 1:  
Now that I know Heaven declares HIM:  What have I seen of Him in what He has made?    What words do I give to 
what I have discovered of Him? 
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NOTES: 

 

Oh, that my words were recorded, 
that they were written on a scroll, 

that they were inscribed with an iron tool on lead, 
or engraved in rock for ever! 

I know that my Redeemer lives, 
and that in the end he will stand upon the earth. 

And after my skin has been destroyed, 
yet in my flesh I will see God; 

I myself will see him 
with my own eyes—I, and not another. 
How my heart yearns within me! 

(19:23–27) 

Now he ventures his faith in one who, beyond this earthly experience, will stand as his 
Redeemer. 

Go’el: the Kinsman-Redeemer 

The word Job uses, translated here as ‘Redeemer’, is the Hebrew word go’el. His hope now 
centres on a go’el. Frequently in the Bible, the go’el referred to a kinsman, sometimes next of 
kin, who intervened in a situation to preserve some family rights. This might be avenging the 
death of a murdered family member, acting to redeem some person,15 or some property. It 
might, as in the case of the story of Ruth, involve marrying a widow to give her deceased husband 
an heir.17 The go’el institution depends on the solidarity of the kinship group. The go’el is a 
kinsman-redeemer. 

The word go’el is also used by the covenant people to refer to Yahweh, their covenant God. 
In the early days when God made himself known to Moses and commissioned him to negotiate 
with Pharaoh for the release of the Israelite slaves from Egypt, he told Moses: ‘Say therefore to 
the people of Israel, “I am the Lord, and I will bring you out from under the burdens of the 
Egyptians, and I will deliver you from their bondage, and I will redeem (g’l) you with an 
outstretched arm.” ’ The Lord who redeems his people from the burden of their slavery is their 
Kinsman-Redeemer. The psalmist in Psalm 72 also says: 

From oppression and violence he redeems (g’l) their life; 
and precious is their blood in his sight. 

The saving actions of Yahweh, the Kinsman-Redeemer, flow from his love, and express the 
costliness of his redeeming effort (‘with an outstretched arm’). 

Surely this picture of Yahweh must have been in Job’s mind when he uses this word to speak 
of the one on whom his hope rests. Yet the picture is one of perplexity. God, for Job, has been 
his enemy (16:9), his accuser and his adversary. So is it the case that the go’el to whom Job looks 
is some third party who is going to mediate between him and God? Some commentators take 
this view, believing that Job’s view of God, and the understanding of the go’el we have just 
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outlined, are incompatible. However, there is no doubt in the very next verse that Job looks 
forward in faith to ‘seeing God’. It seems more than likely, therefore, that the go’el to whom he 
appeals is none other than Yahweh, the covenant Lord himself. The vindicator who will stand in 
court on Job’s behalf is God himself. Perhaps it is precisely this paradox in the nature of Job’s God 
that we are meant to see. Job’s experience of God has been of one who comes to him in the 
clothes of an enemy. All he has seen these past days has been the dark side of God. The name 
Yahweh, the personal covenant name for ‘the Lord’ in whom Job had earlier put his faith (1:21), 
has not been used since chapter 2. ‘Yahweh’ seems to have been replaced in Job’s experience by 
‘the Almighty’. But now, in the very teeth of divine opposition, Job holds on to what he knows of 
the covenant Lord. It was Yahweh who redeemed Israel from Egypt with his outstretched arm. It 
will be Yahweh the Kinsman-Redeemer who will vindicate him!2 
 

NAMES OF GOD IN THE OLD TESTAMENT Overviews the main names and titles the Old 

Testament uses for God. 

In the Old Testament, the name יהוה (yhwh) is the proper name of God, but God is also 

referred to with a variety of other names and titles, especially  ֱאֹלִהים (elohim, “God”) and ֲאֹדָני 

(adonay, “Lord”). This article gives an overview of the major names of God used in the Old 

Testament. 

 (yhwh) יהוה
The name יהוה (yhwh) is known as the Tetragrammaton, and was probably pronounced as 

Yahweh. In the Old Testament, it is the proper name of God and is the most common term used 

to refer to Him (e.g., Gen 4:1). Exodus 3:13–15 connects this name with the verb ָהָיה (hayah) 

“to be”; in this passage, God uses two related names for Himself that are not used elsewhere in 

the Bible: ֶאְהֶיה ֲאֶשר ֶאְהֶיה  (ehyeh asher ehyeh, “I am who I am”) and the abbreviated ֶאְהֶיה 

(ehyeh, “I am”), and declares that יהוה (yhwh) is His name. By the time that the Septuagint 

version of the Torah was translated in the third century BC, Jews avoided pronouncing the 

Tetragrammaton to avoid committing blasphemy; in reading the Scriptures, the name ֲאֹדָני 

(adonay, “Lord”) was substituted, and the Septuagint translated this with the Greek word κύριος 

(kyrios, “Lord”). In English translations of the Bible, יהוה (yhwh) is usually represented as “the 

LORD,” using capital or small-capital letters to distinguish it from “Lord” as a translation for 

other Hebrew words. The English representation of this name as “Jehovah” is based on a 

misunderstanding of a scribal convention that combined the consonants of יהוה (yhwh) with the 

vowels of ֲאֹדָני (adonay) to remind the reader to pronounce Adonai in place of the 

Tetragrammaton. 

For further details, see these articles: YHWH; Tetragrammaton; Tetragrammaton in the New 

Testament; Jehovah; I Am Who I Am. 

 
2 Atkinson, D. (1991). The Message of Job: Suffering and Grace (J. A. Motyer & D. Tidball, 

Eds.; pp. 93–94). Inter-Varsity Press. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/bst18job?ref=Bible.Job19.23-29&off=1709&ctx=+side+of+the+story.%0a~Oh%2c+that+my+words+we
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Compound Names with  יהוה (yhwh) 
Sometimes the name יהוה (yhwh) was combined with other terms characterizing God to produce 

a compound name. The most important of these is ְצָבאֹות ְיהָוה  (yhwh tseva'oth, “YHWH of 

Hosts”; e.g., 1 Sam 1:11), which expresses God’s position as the leader of the armies of heaven. 

Some compound names involving יהוה (yhwh) are translated in the King James Version or in 

other English translations using the erroneous representation “Jehovah.” 

For further details, see these articles: Lord of Hosts; Jehovah-Jireh; Jehovah-Tsidkenu; 

Jehovah-Nissi. 

 and Related Words (elohim) ֱאֹלִהים 

Hebrew  ֱאֹלִהים (elohim) is by far the most common member of a small group of Hebrew and 

Aramaic words used to refer to God and other deities. This word is plural in form, but is most 

often used with singular meaning as a name for the one God of Israel; in this meaning, it occurs 

with singular verbs (e.g., Gen 1:1). It can also be used with plural meaning to refer to deities of 

polytheistic belief; in this case, any verbs and adjectives that go with it are plural (e.g., Deut 

13:13). 

The other words in this family also refer either to the one God or to a polytheistic deity. 

These are Hebrew ֵאל (el, “god”; e.g., Num 12:13; Deut 32:12), Hebrew   ֱאלֹוה (eloha, “god”; 

e.g., Job 11:7; Dan 11:38), and Aramaic ֱאָלה (elah, “god”; e.g., Ezra 6:3; Dan 6:7). 

For further details, see these articles: Elohim; Eloah. 

Compound Names with El 
Hebrew El (“God”) sometimes occurs with other terms in compound names for God. These 

compound names differ from one another in several ways. For example, the name י ֵאל ד  ש   (el 

shadday) combines El with the word י ד   which also occurs by itself as a name for ,(shadday) ש 

God—often translated “Almighty.” The compound name El Shaddai is not frequent, but does 

occur in several passages (e.g., Gen 17:1; Ezek 10:5). By contrast, the name ֳרִאי ֵאל  (el ro'iy) 

“God of seeing, God who sees me” occurs only in Gen 16:13, and ֳרִאי (ro'iy) does not occur 

independently as a name of God. 

For further details, see these articles: El Roi; El Elohe Israel; El Shaddai; El Elyon. 

 (adonay) ֲאֹדָני  and (adon) ָאדֹון
The Hebrew word ָאדֹון (adon, “master, lord”) is not specifically a divine title. It can be used of 

humans, indicating a person who has authority (e.g., Judg 19:11; Gen 45:8). It is sometimes used 

to describe God, emphasizing His authority (e.g., Josh 3:13). 

The divine title ֲאֹדָני (adonay) is related to ָאדֹון (adon) and is used only of God (e.g., Psa 

2:4). Its form is very close to and may be derived from ֲאֹדנ י (adonay, “my lords”), which is 

simply the plural of ָאדֹון (adon) followed by a first-person singular suffix (e.g., Gen 19:2); but it 

has a short a vowel in the suffix while the divine title ֲאֹדָני (adonay) has a long a vowel. The 

divine title may have originated as a respectful title used to address God (e.g., Exod 4:10), using 
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a plural form to express extra respect. However, in the Old Testament it is used not merely to 

address God, but also to talk about Him (e.g., 2 Kgs 7:6). 

For further details, see this article: Adonai. 

י ד   (shadday) ש 
The origin of the name י ד   is uncertain, but it is used as a title for God, especially in (shadday) ש 

the book of Job (e.g., Job 13:3). Its original meaning is debated, but it is often translated 

“Almighty.” It is sometimes combined with ֵאל (el, “god”) in the compound name י ֵאל ד  ש   (el 

shadday) (e.g., Gen 17:1), but more often occurs alone. 

For further details, see these articles: Shaddai; El Shaddai. 

 (elyon) ֶעְליֹון
The word ֶעְליֹון (elyon) means “high, highest”; as a title for God, it is commonly translated 

“Most High.” It most often occurs alone (e.g., Psa 91:1), but also occurs in compounds with 

other names of God, including El (e.g., Gen 14:18–22), YHWH (e.g., Psa 7:17), and Elohim 

(e.g., Psa 57:2). 

For further details, see this article: El Elyon. 

Other Names 

A variety of other names and titles are used for God. A few examples include צּור (tsur, “Rock”; 

e.g., Isa 17:10), ֹרֵעה (ro'eh) (“Shepherd“; e.g., Gen 49:24), and ּבֹוֵרא (bore', “Creator”; e.g., Isa 

40:28). In Psalm 68:4, the Masoretic Text refers to him as “Rider through the Desert”; this is 

sometimes taken to be a modification of an expression “Rider on the Clouds” which was applied 

to Ba’al in Ugaritic. In Hosea 2:16, God declares that Israel will no longer call Him ֲעִלי  ּב 

(ba'aliy) “my master, my Ba’al” but will instead call him ִאיִשי (ishiy, “my husband”); these 

names are not used elsewhere in the Old Testament. 

For further details, see these articles: Rider on the Clouds; Baali; Ishi. 

Related Article 

For information about the names of God used in the New Testament, see this article: Names of 

God in the New Testament. 

RACHEL KLIPPENSTEIN3 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2 

————————❖———————— 

 
3 Klippenstein, R. (2016). Names of God in the Old Testament. In J. D. Barry, D. Bomar, D. R. Brown, R. Klippenstein, D. Mangum, C. Sinclair 

Wolcott, L. Wentz, E. Ritzema, & W. Widder (Eds.), The Lexham Bible Dictionary. Lexham Press. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/lbd?hw=Names+of+God+in+the+Old+Testament&off=6384
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THE PRIMARY NAMES OF GOD 

• WHY IS “SPECIAL REVELATION” NECESSARY? 
• WHAT’S DIFFERENT ABOUT THE OLD TESTAMENT’S NAME FOR “GOD?” 
• WHAT IS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT OLD TESTAMENT NAME OF GOD? 
• IS IT YAHWEH, OR JEHOVAH? 
• WHAT DOES YAHWEH MEAN TO US TODAY? 
 

  
Imagine if you will two teenagers on a date. As they walk toward the movie theater his hand 

brushes against hers. Immediately, naturally, their fingers entwine, and they walk on together 
holding hands. Now imagine the same girl preparing for her date, using an iron to put the finishing 
touches on the garment she plans to wear. Her hand brushes the hot iron—and instinctively she 
jerks her hand away. 

This is what has happened to the relationship between human beings and the true God. No 
wonder humankind has invented substitutes. 

HUMANKIND’S RESPONSE TO THE TRUE GOD 

In Romans 1 Paul argued that human beings have been provided with sufficient truth about 
God to recognize His existence and be moved to gratitude. But instead of responding to God’s 
revelation of Himself in this way, humankind chose to suppress what they knew about Him. In 
this way humankind “exchanged the truth of God for the lie” (Rom. 1:25). Paul has a simple 
point to make in presenting this argument. Humankind’s reaction is unmistakable evidence of 
our lost condition. 

What Paul is showing us is that when human beings brush up against the God who created 
and loves us, our instinctive response should be to draw closer, warmed and thankful for His 
touch. But what actually happens, in individuals and in history, is that human beings 
instinctively pull away! Again in Paul’s words, “they did not like to retain God in their 
knowledge” (v. 28). 

Humankind’s invention of religions as a way to distance themselves from God and suppress 
the truth about Him shows that people truly are fallen creatures, in desperate need of 
redemption and of a righteousness that can only come as a gift from God. 

NATURAL AND SPECIAL REVELATION 

There is, of course, another problem with the knowledge of God to be gained through the 
creation, a source theologians call “natural revelation.” There are definite limits to what even a 
person tuned to God might learn about Him from this source. We can both intuit and reason to 
His “eternal power and theotes.” But more than this remains hidden, a mystery beyond 
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penetration by mere human powers. The apostle Paul makes this point in 1 Corinthians 2:9 
when he speaks about the limits of human wisdom: 

Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, 
Nor have entered into the heart of man 
The things which God has prepared 
for those who love him. 

While many have taken this verse as a allusion to Isaiah 64:4 or 65:17, it is more likely Paul 
has in mind a passage in the writings of the fifth century B.C. philosopher Empedocles: 

Weak and narrow are the powers implanted in the limbs of man; many the woes that fall on 
them and blunt the edges of thought; short is the measure of the life in death through which 
they toil. Then are they borne away; like smoke that vanished into the air; and what they dream 
they know is but the little that each hath stumbled upon in wandering about the world. Yet 
boast they all that they have learned the whole. Vain fools! For what that is, no eye hath seen, 
no ear hath heard, nor can it be conceived by the mind of man. 

———————— 

 

God does reveal Himself to all people in nature, but what can be known about Him 
through this source is limited. 

————————❖———————— 

We know certain limited truths about God through nature. But we cannot even imagine 
what the whole might be. To know more about God would require a truly special revelation—a 
revelation by God in unmistakable word and deed. 

————————❖———————— 

BIBLE BACKGROUND: 

SPECIAL REVELATION 

The Book of Hebrews begins, “In the past God spoke to our forefathers through the 
prophets at many times and in various ways, but in these last days he has spoken to us 
by his Son” (1:1–2). Special revelation has come through dreams, waking visions, and by 
“face-to-face” communication with God. This revelation has been shared in stories 
passed down verbally, expressed in ritual and sacrifice, and recorded in Scripture. 
Separate revelations, unfolding over the centuries, have been gathered into a 
harmonious whole, together giving us in our Scripture a clear portrait of God and his 
purposes. 
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What is so exciting about special revelation is that it does more than show us God 
from a distance. Special revelation takes us inside the heart and mind of God, showing 
us his deepest motives and purposes. In special revelation, the meaning of his actions in 
our world is explained. Why did God create? Who are human beings? What is God’s 
attitude toward sin and sinners? Why did to God choose Israel as his people and 
miraculously free this people from slavery in Egypt? As God reveals more and more 
about himself and his purposes, we come to realize that all special revelation is gospel; 
all is good news, for all portrays a God who cares deeply about human beings and who 
reaches out to establish a personal relationship with any who will trust him. Through 
general revelation we know that God is. Through special revelation we know who he is 
and what he is like. 

Special revelation takes us beyond the evidence that God exists to help us know God 
as a person. We trace his thoughts as they are unveiled in Scripture, and in Jesus we 
sense the fervor of his love and the depth of his commitment to us. As we come to know 
the God who unveils himself so fully, our fears dissolve, and we joyfully respond by 
trusting him with everything we have and are. 

The Zondervan Dictionary of Christian Literacy, p. 309. 

————————❖———————— 

When we approach Scripture to study the names and titles of God, we enter the realm of 
special revelation. The words and phrases we find here are vastly different from the names and 
descriptions of “god” given in human religions. Scripture’s names and titles are unveilings. 
Through the names and titles given, God unveils Himself, stripping off the layers of mystery, so 
that we might see Him as He really is. 

While the names and titles will have little impact on those who dismiss the God of the Bible 
as yet another invention of the human spirit, for believers these names and titles are wonderful 
gifts. For we who know and love God delight to draw closer to Him. As a man or woman in love 
delights in the letters sent by the beloved, so we delight in every fresh insight into our Lord. 
And this is exactly what we have in His names and titles. 

One of the things that amazes us as we look into Scripture is to see the vast number of 
names and titles that the Bible contains. At the same time we quickly become aware that the 
Old Testament revelation of God focuses on two names, each of which is unique to Scripture, 
and each of which frequently appears as the core of other compound names. In this chapter 
we’ll look at these two foundational names of God, and then in the next chapters go on to look 
at the many names constructed on them. 

‘ELOHIM 

“El” was both the word for “god” and the name of the original high god among the Semitic 
peoples of the ancient Middle East. In the Old Testament we find three closely related terms: 
‘el, ‘eloah, and ‘elohim. 
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EL: GOD, MIGHTY ONE, STRENGTH 

The ancient name “El” was the most widely used term for the deity among the Semitic-
speaking peoples of the ancient Middle East. It functioned both as a personal name for God and 
as a generic term. However, as we noted in Chapter 1, in the mythologies of the ancient world 
El was gradually but definitely emasculated. Overcome by the younger deity Baal, El was 
portrayed as castrated and powerless, huddling impotent at the end of the world. 

It is not surprising then that in Scripture, El seldom stands alone as a name for the true God. 
Instead in the Bible, El is “almost always qualified by words or descriptions which further define 
the word” (Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament, p. 42). It is as if the writers of 
Scripture intend to make sure that the God about whom they speak is not the emasculated 
deity of the Semites, but a different God indeed. The God of Scripture is ha’el haggadol, “the 
great God.” He is ˓el hashashmayim, “the God of heaven,” and ˓el ˓olam, “God of eternity.” In 
the following chapters, we’ll look at the many names and descriptions of God constructed in 
this way. 

It is only in the Book of Job, the oldest book in the Old Testament, where Job and his friends 
use El as the common term for the true God, that El is used without further definition. 

‘ELOAH: GOD 

The exact relationship of this name for God to El and Elohim is uncertain. It is an ancient 
name, found most often in the Book of Job. It occurs only 13 times outside of that book. While 
seldom found in the Old Testament, a similar term is constantly used in Aramaic. 

‘ELOHIM: GOD, GODS, JUDGES, ANGELS 

The most striking thing about this towering Old Testament word for God is that it occurs 
only in Hebrew and in no other Semitic language, including biblical Aramaic. It is as if Elohim is 
carefully isolated from the El of other Semitic peoples, that He might be honored as truly 
unique. No one speaking about the God of the Hebrews and using this title could possibly 
confuse Him with the emasculated El of other traditions. Used in the general sense of deity 
some 2,570 times in the Old Testament, Elohim is a distinctive name for the God of the Bible. 

————————❖———————— 

BIBLE BACKGROUND: 

UNCOMMON USES OF ELOHIM 
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Infrequently Elohim is used with some other purpose than to designate Scripture’s 
God. The Old Testament speaks about the “gods” of Egypt (Ex. 12:12) and other nations 
(Deut. 6:14; 13:7, 8; Josh. 24:15; Judg. 6:10). The images of the pagans are also referred 
to generically as their gods (Ex. 20:23; Jer. 16:20). There are also irregular uses of 
Elohim, as in Psalm 82:6, where it has the sense of “judges,” and 1 Samuel 28:13, where 
it simply means a “supernatural being.” Most take the use of Elohim in Psalm 8:5 as a 
reference to angels, often called “mighty ones.” 

These uncommon uses of Elohim in no way diminish the significance of this majestic 
name of Scripture’s God. 

————————❖———————— 

THE INTRODUCTION OF ELOHIM (GENESIS 1) 

Elohim is introduced to us in the very first verse of the Old Testament: “In the beginning 
God created the heavens and the earth” (Gen. 1:1). The name is repeated 28 times in this 
chapter, each time describing what God did, said, or intended. This foundational chapter not 
only introduces Elohim but also identifies and defines Him as the Creator, the One glimpsed by 
all humankind through natural revelation. 

“In the beginning God created” (Gen. 1:1). The text immediately asserts that there was a 
beginning to the cosmos. The material universe, the heavens and the earth, are not self-
existent. They were created by Elohim. 

The Hebrew word for created here is bara’. It is used in the Old Testament in a tense found 
here only of God’s action. A similar word, yasar, means to fashion or shape an object. But bara’ 
emphasizes initiation of something new. God did not just re-form existing matter when He 
made the universe; He brought something totally new into existence. 

Thus we are immediately introduced to an eternal person who existed before the universe 
and who is Himself its origin. There is no confusion about the relationship between Elohim and 
the material universe, no doubt as to which has precedence, and no uncertainty about the 
power possessed by Israel’s God. 

“Then God said” (Gen. 2:3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 20). Psalm 148:1–5 picks up on this theme in awed 
wonder at the power of God. The psalmist says, 

Praise the LORD from the heavens; 
Praise Him in the heights! 
Praise Him, all His angels; 
Praise Him, all His hosts! 
Praise Him, sun and moon; 
Praise Him, all you stars of light! 
Praise Him, you heavens of heavens, 
And you waters above the heavens! 
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Let them praise the name of the LORD, 
For He commanded and they were created. 

It is not simply that Elohim created; it is the fact that He required no intermediary means to 
create. What God’s mind conceived, God simply spoke into existence. 

God’s power over the creation is utter and absolute. 
 

God did not just re-form existing matter when He made the universe; He brought 
something totally new into existence. 

————————❖———————— 

Whether the sun and stars worshiped by pagans, the hills and mountains, or the living 
creatures that adorn the earth, these all exist because God chose to call them into being, and 
they persist at His pleasure. 

The apostle Paul expresses his confidence that “neither death nor life, nor angels nor 
principalities nor powers, nor things present nor things to come, nor height nor depth, nor any 
other created thing, shall be able to separate us from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus 
our Lord” (Rom. 8:38, 39). That confidence is rooted in Genesis 1’s revelation of God as being 
supreme over all creation. He is the source and the sustainer of all. What power indeed could 
thwart the purposes of a God, who by merely speaking a word could and did bring all things 
into being? 

“Let us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness” (Gen. 1:26). This verse introduces 
several important themes. First, it introduces a peculiar feature of the term, Elohim. For in 
Hebrew Elohim is plural, not singular. 

Hebrew scholars typically describe this as a “plural of majesty” rather than a true plural. 
That is, this plural does not suggest that there are several gods, but rather that the one God so 
indicated is to be exalted above all. In fact, the Hebrew noun Elohim is consistently used with 
singular verb forms, singular adjectives, and singular pronouns. 

However, here in the very first chapter of Genesis, God speaks and says, “Let Us make man 
in Our own image” (v. 26; emphasis mine). And what is special about the plural Elohim is that in 
this word we have a term capable of communicating the unity of the one God while also 
allowing for a plurality of persons. While the nature of Scripture’s one God as a trinity of 
persons was unveiled later in Scripture, here in the first chapter of Genesis God is identified by 
a plural name found in no other Semitic language! 

No single name of God reveals all that may be known about Him. But the name Elohim 
identifies God as the Creator, and in its uniqueness sets the stage for future revelations of His 
nature and character. 

THE ENRICHMENT OF ELOHIM 
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Earlier we noted that when used of Scripture’s God, the word El is qualified by descriptive 
words and phrases. In the same way descriptive words are attached to the Hebrew noun 
Elohim, and so these become titles by which God’s people know Him. In fact, Elohim is a 
favorite word used in God’s titles. 

We’ll look at specific titles later in this book. But it is helpful now to note various categories 
of titles by which Elohim came to be known. 

God the Creator. The title Elohim is itself a Creator name. But Scripture adds to His honor by 
calling Him “God, who formed the earth” (Is. 45:18) and “God of heaven, who made the sea and 
the dry land” (Jonah 1:9). 

God the Sovereign One. A number of titles emphasize God’s sovereignty. He is called “God… of 
all the kingdoms of the earth” (Is. 37:16), “the LORD, the God of heaven and the God of the 
earth” (Gen. 24:3), summed up in “God Most High” (Ps. 57:2). 

God the Judge. One aspect of Elohim’s sovereignty is seen in His role as “God who judges in the 
earth” (Ps. 58:11) and as “God of justice” (Is. 30:18). 

God as Savior. A number of titles emphasize God’s relationship to the human beings He has 
redeemed and called. Thus Elohim is “the God of your father Abraham” (Gen. 26:24), “the God 
of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob” (Ex. 3:6). In fact, some 100 such titles are 
found in the Old Testament, including those that link God with Israel, as “God of the armies of 
Israel” (1 Sam. 17:45). In these titles God is represented as the Savior of His people, truly the 
“God of our salvation” (1 Chr. 16:35). 

God of history. Other titles link God with His acts in history. Moses noted that the Israelites 
“heard His voice from the midst of the fire.… God speaks with man; yet He still lives” (Deut. 
5:24). David declared that “God… went out before [His] people” and “marched through the 
wilderness” (Ps. 68:7). 

God of relationships. There are also titles that convey a sense of God’s intimacy with His own 
people. Elohim is “a God near at hand” (Jer. 23:23) and “God in whom you trust” (2 Kin. 19:10). 
He is “my God of mercy” (Ps. 59:17) and “the God who has fed me all my life long to this day” 
(Gen. 48:15). 

While our English translations frequently present such concepts as descriptions, it is clear 
from the Hebrew construction that they are titles. They are words and phrases that invite the 
faithful to look at Elohim in yet another fresh and new way, to come to know Him better, and to 
be captivated by the wonder of this Person who has called us to know and to worship Him. 

———————— 
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In calling Himself the “God of Abraham” the Lord defined Himself as a Person who 
seeks a personal relationship with those who believe in Him. 

————————❖———————— 

YAHWEH 

Elohim is the first name of God we meet in Scripture. Genesis 1 immediately establishes the 
fact that Elohim is the Creator, the one and only true God. He is the source of and sovereign 
over all that exists in the material and immaterial universe. From this information we see that 
Elohim is one of the primary names of God. 

But there is another primary name of God found in the Old Testament. That name, Yahweh, 
occurs 5,311 times in the Old Testament, more than twice as often as Elohim. Yahweh also is 
found 50 times as the poetic abbreviation, Yah. This name is unique among all the names of 
God, for it is the one personal name of God found in the Old Testament. It’s not necessary to 
know Hebrew to tell where this name occurs in the Old Testament text. This name is so 
significant that the translators of many English versions identify its every occurrence by printing 
it with a capital “L” followed by “ord” in small capitals: LORD. 

Why is this name so significant, and what does it mean? The answers are found in the Book 
of Exodus, where a critical moment in sacred history is described. 

A SHORT HISTORY OF ISRAEL 

ABRAHAM (GENESIS 12–50; EXODUS 1) 

Genesis tells us how God spoke to a man named Abram in the ancient Mesopotamian city of 
Ur. God gave Abram, who was later renamed Abraham, great and wonderful promises. God 
also told Abraham to leave Ur and travel to a land He would show him. That land was Canaan, 
which is modern Israel/Palestine. When Abraham arrived in Canaan, God promised Abraham 
that his descendants would surely inherit that land (Gen. 12:1–9). 

Abraham lived out his life in Canaan. The promises God had made to him were transmitted 
to his son Isaac, his grandson Jacob, and to Jacob’s twelve sons. When a terrible famine 
devastated Canaan, Jacob’s family moved to Egypt and settled there. In Egypt the little family 
prospered and multiplied. Within a few hundred years there were so many of Abraham’s 
descendants living in Egypt that the ruler of that land, Pharaoh, became concerned. At that 
time foreign enemies ethnically related to the Hebrews threatened Egypt. What if the all-too-
numerous Hebrews inside Egypt should join forces with the foreign hordes (Ex. 1:1–10)? 

Pharaoh’s solution was to enslave the Hebrew people. He stripped them of their privileges 
and set them to hard labor under cruel overseers. But still the Hebrew people multiplied. Finally 
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Pharaoh issued orders that every male child born to the Hebrews should be cast into the Nile 
River and drowned (vv. 11–22). He would reduce the threat by gradually eliminating the race! 

————————❖———————— 

BIBLE BACKGROUND: 

KEY EVENTS IN ISRAEL’S EARLY HISTORY 

• c. 2167 B.C. Abraham is born in Ur of the Chaldees 
• c. 2091 B.C. Abraham is called to set out for Canaan 
• c. 2066 B.C. Isaac is born to Abraham and Sarah 
• c. 2006 B.C. Jacob is born to Isaac and Rebekah 
• c. 1991 B.C. Abraham dies in Canaan 
• c. 1915 B.C. Joseph is born to Jacob and Rachel 
• c. 1886 B.C. Isaac dies in Canaan 
• c. 1876 B.C. Jacob and his family move to Egypt 
• c. 1859 B.C. Jacob dies in Egypt 
• c. 1805 B.C. Joseph dies in Egypt 
• c. 1730 B.C. The Israelites are enslaved in Egypt 
• c. 1527 B.C. Moses is born 
• c. 1487 B.C. Moses flees Egypt for Midian 
• c. 1447 B.C. Moses receives revelation of the name “Yahweh” 
• c. 1446 B.C. Moses leads the Israelites out of Egypt 
• c. 1445 B.C. God delivers the Law on Mount Sinai 
• c. 1446–1406 B.C. Forty years of wilderness wandering 
• c. 1406 B.C. Moses presents the Deuteronomic Law 
• c. 1406 B.C. Moses dies 
• c. 1405 B.C. Joshua succeeds Moses 
• c. 1405 B.C. The conquest of Canaan begins 
• c. 1405 B.C. The Israelites cross the Jordan into Canaan 
• c. 1405–1400 B.C. The Israelites take Jericho and other cities 
• c. 1398 B.C. Canaan is apportioned to the tribes 
• c. 1380 B.C. Joshua dies 
• c. 1375–1050 B.C. Judges rule in Israel 
• c. 1105 B.C. Samuel is born 
• c. 1050 B.C. Saul becomes king of Israel 

————————❖———————— 

MOSES (EXODUS 2) 
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The command to murder all the male Hebrew children was in force when Moses was born. 
At first his mother hid him in their home. But in time she determined to hide Moses in a basket-
boat placed among the rushes of the very river that Pharaoh had intended to be Moses’ grave 
(Ex. 2:1–3). 

It was there, while Moses lay in a basket-boat woven from papyrus reeds, that an Egyptian 
princess found him, had compassion on him, and decided to raise him as her own. For the first 
few years of Moses’ life, Pharaoh’s daughter had his own mother nurse him. She undoubtedly 
took this opportunity to teach him the traditions of his people (vv. 4–10). 

Although in his later years Moses was educated as an Egyptian prince, he identified himself 
with the Hebrews, and dreamed of delivering his people from slavery (Acts 7:20–25). One day 
when Moses was about forty years old, his zeal betrayed him and he killed an overseer who 
was brutalizing a Hebrew slave. When Moses realized that his act had become known, he fled 
to the Sinai Desert. There Moses spent the next forty years as a simple shepherd. And there 
Moses’ dream of delivering his people apparently died (Ex. 2:11–22; Acts 7:26–29). 

During the four decades Moses spent in the wilderness, the anguished cries of the Hebrews 
came up to a God known by them as Elohim. He was the God of their forefathers, Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob. This is the same God who had made promises to the patriarchs centuries 
earlier and who intended one day to fulfill them (Ex. 2:23–25). 

YAHWEH (EXODUS 3–4) 

When Moses was eighty years old, he saw a wonder in the desert. A flame burned brightly 
in a bush, but the bush was not consumed. When Moses approached the spot, God spoke to 
him from the burning bush. God then commissioned Moses. Moses was to return to Egypt. And 
Moses was to set God’s people free (Ex. 3:1–10). 

Forty years before, Moses would have leaped at the chance. But now, an old man, his pride 
perhaps burned from him by the desert heat, Moses could only say, “Who am I that I should go 
to Pharaoh, and that I should bring the Israelites out of Egypt?” (v. 11). Stripped of the self-
confidence that had marked him in his youth, Moses saw no way that he could carry out the 
mission that long ago had been his dream. 

God responded with a promise: “I will certainly be with you” (v. 12). But still Moses 
hesitated. And then Moses asked the question that led to the revelation of the Old Testament’s 
most significant name of God. Moses said to God, “Indeed, when I come to the children of Israel 
and say to them, ‘The God of your fathers has sent me to you,’ and they say to me, ‘What is His 
name?’ what shall I say to them?” (v. 13). 

In response God revealed to Moses the name Yahweh, “the LORD” (vv. 14, 15). 

The meaning of Yahweh. Exodus 3:14 is the key verse in this passage. It states, “God said to 
Moses, ‘I AM WHO I AM.’ And He said, ‘Thus you shall say to the children of Israel, “I AM has 
sent me to you.” ’” 

Scholars have struggled over how best to translate “Yahweh.” The name is composed of 
four Hebrew letters, Yod, Hey, Vav, and Hey. All agree that the name is constructed on 
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consonants used in the Hebrew verb “to be.” But just what aspect of the verb “to be”is 
emphasized? 

Many settle for the simple phrase found in verse 14, “I AM,” and let it go at that. Others 
suggest that God here is identifying Himself as the “Self-Existent One.” Yet this rather abstract 
and philosophical rendering of the name fails to do justice to the context. In context, the 
revelation of the name “Yahweh” was to have unique significance to Moses, to the Israelites, 
and to succeeding generations. 

————————❖———————— 

BIBLE BACKGROUND: 

YAHWEH OR JEHOVAH? 

Why does a debate exist over how this special name of God should be pronounced? 
The reason is both simple and complex. Old Testament Hebrew was written using only 
consonants. There were no written vowels, and a reader was expected to add the 
appropriate vowel sounds. Thus, this special name of God was written YHWH. But by the 
time the name was translated into English, the original pronunciation had been lost. 

The reason, however, for the confusion is more complicated. Around A.D.1100, a 
group of Jewish scholars produced what is known as the Massoretic text. In this 
document, the scholars added a series of vowels to the Hebrew text, the vowels being 
represented by various placements of dots. 

The special name of God was so sacred that no observant Jew would pronounce it. 
Instead, when reading the Scripture, a person coming to that name would substitute an 
entirely different word. This is a technical rule known as “kethive Kere.” This phrase 
means “written one way, to be read another.” It directed readers of the sacred Hebrew 
text that when they came to the four consonants YHWH, they were to attach vowel 
signs indicating that in its place they should read the Hebrew word Adonai, which means 
“Lord.” In this case, the scholars who produced the Massoretic text added the vowels 
“e,” “o,” and “a” to the consonants “Y,” “H,” “W,” and “H” (in other words, 
“YeHoWaH”). 

The translators of the King James Version of the Bible followed this convention to 
translate YHWH as “Jehovah” (the sound of the consonant “Y” being represented by “J” 
and the sound of the consonant “W” by “V”). In other words, they used the vowels of 
the term to be pronounced (namely, Adonai) rather than the vowels associated with 
YHWH, which represented the correct pronunciation of this most sacred name of God. 
This explains how the name “Jehovah” was introduced into the English language Bible. 
And it is for this reason that the form “Jehovah” does not represent the correct way to 
pronounce the covenant name of God. 

The majority of Hebrew scholars think the consonants YHWH were originally 
pronounced “Yahweh.” A minority of others, however, remain unsure. Regardless of just 
exactly how the sacred name was pronounced in Bible times, its essential meaning 
shines through to enrich our understanding of God. 
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————————❖———————— 

The significance of the name for Moses (Ex. 3:12). God had commissioned Moses to go to 
Egypt and free the Hebrew slaves. Moses responded by pleading his inadequacy: “Who am I?” 
(v. 11). God’s next words to Moses were, “I will certainly be with you” (v. 12). Moses could not 
succeed on his own. But the God who spoke to Moses in the wilderness would be with Moses in 
Pharaoh’s court. Wherever Moses went, there God would be. 

The significance of the name to the Israelites (Ex. 3:15–22). God told Moses to inform the 
elders of the Hebrew people that, as Yahweh, God was the God of their forefathers. This was 
the same God who had appeared to Moses. God explained to Moses that even as the Israelites 
suffered in slavery, He had watched over them. He had seen what was being done to them. God 
was now ready to free them from their misery in Egypt and bring them into Canaan—”a land 
flowing with milk and honey.” 

Notice the many points in time referred to in this brief section. When Abraham and the 
other forefathers lived, God was there. When the Israelites suffered as slaves, God was there. 
When Moses found the burning brush, God was there. Even in the future, when the Israelites 
would journey to Canaan, God would be there. 

God is not merely self-existent. As Yahweh, He is ever present with His people! God was 
present with Abraham, present with the Israelites, and present with Moses. God would also be 
present in the future as He fulfilled the ancient promises! 

In essence, the name “Yahweh” revealed God as the “One who is always present” with His 
people. 

The significance of the name for future generations (Ex. 3:15b). The words that God spoke to 
Moses when the name “Yahweh” was revealed included this significant affirmation: “This is My 
Name forever, and this is My memorial to all generations.” The NIV renders the verse, “This is 
my name forever, the name by which I am to be remembered from generation to generation.” 

The name “Yahweh” is central to our understanding of God. Each generation is to 
remember God as the “One who is always present.” 

The Hebrew word translated “remember” is significant in the Old Testament. It describes 
more than a mental act. To remember something is to recall and then to act accordingly. Thus 
when God says that all future generations are to remember Him as Yahweh, what God is saying 
is that from that point onward, all who know God are to see Him as being present with them, 
and to act accordingly. 

Because God is present with us, we need not draw back as Moses did from any task to 
which God calls us, no matter how challenging it might be. Of course, because God is present 
with us, we do draw back from sin. We are aware that His eyes are upon us, and we are ever 
eager to please Him. 

The person who lives in the awareness that God is present at every moment will live a very 
different life from the person who forgets and ignores God! 
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The immediate literary context of the revelation of God’s name as “Yahweh,” then, leads us 
to understand and to translate that name as “the One who is always present.” Whenever we 
read the Old Testament and see the name “LORD” printed so distinctively, we are to remember 
who God is and how He wants us to know Him. 

The significance of the name established in history. God’s revelation of the name “Yahweh” 
took place in a distinct historical context. One of the rather interesting objections to the 
trustworthiness of Scripture has been raised by critics who point to Exodus 6:3. The verse 
quotes God as stating, “I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob as God Almighty, but by 
my name LORD [Yahweh] I was not known to them.” 

The critics are quick to point out that the name “Yahweh” does occur earlier. For instance, 
Genesis 15:7 records God saying to Abraham, “I am the LORD [Yahweh], who brought you out of 
Ur.” And verse 8 records Abraham’s reply: “LORD [Yahweh] God.” Not only did God speak of 
Himself as Yahweh to Abraham, but Abraham also used the name! 

But before we follow the critics and jump to the conclusion that Exodus 6:3 is in error, we 
need to note something important. This verse does not say that the name “Yahweh” was 
unknown. What it says is that God was not known by that name. It is one thing to have a label 
to pin on God. It is another thing entirely to understand the label’s significance! The patriarchs 
may have used the name “Yahweh.” But God had not unlocked its meaning for them. 

———————— 

 

The Exodus plagues were a powerful demonstration of the significance of the name 
Yahweh: God proved to be present with His people indeed! 

————————❖———————— 

While the Bible’s account of creation immediately establishes the significance of Elohim, it 
was the events of the Exodus period that filled the name “Yahweh” with meaning. For 
immediately after God revealed Himself as Yahweh to Moses, the Lord sent Moses back to 
Egypt on a mission of redemption. In Egypt, God explained to Moses that Pharaoh would resist 
His demands. God told Moses to explain to the Israelites what would happen: “I will rescue 
you… and I will redeem you with an outstretched arm and with great judgments” (v. 6). And 
God added, “then you shall know that I am the LORD your God” (v. 7). 

Exodus describes the ten devastating plagues that followed. These plagues reduced the 
verdant land of Egypt to a wasteland, and stripped the nation of its wealth and power. These 
plagues, which came at Moses’ command and left when he dismissed them, were unmistakably 
supernatural. They demonstrated God’s unfettered ability to intervene in this world on His 
people’s behalf. And the culminating event that followed Israel’s release, the parting of the Red 
Sea, served to underscore the wonder of it all. In the plagues on Egypt God filled the name 
“Yahweh” with meaning, and displayed what it meant for His people to experience Him as the 
“One who is always present.” 
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It was this experience of the meaning of the name “Yahweh” that the patriarchs lacked. And 
it was the experience of a slave people saved by the exercise of Yahweh’s great power that 
filled the name with meaning for all time to come. No wonder God said “this is My name 
forever, and this is My memorial to all generations” (v. 15b). Whenever the name “Yahweh” 
came to mind, so did images of God’s power unleashed on behalf of His people. The “One who 
is always present” is the powerful God of miracles. Because He is present, we can walk securely. 
And we can follow Him anywhere. 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE NAME “YAHWEH” FOR TODAY 

At times we may fall into the habit of thinking of God primarily in past or future tenses. As 
Christians, we memorialize the death and resurrection of God’s Son, and we look forward to 
Jesus’ return. This is good to do. But the name “Yahweh” reminds us that we are to know and 
experience our Lord as God of our present as well as our past and future. We are to walk with 
Him daily. We are to trust Him with our daily needs. We are to act on His Word, confident that 
He who is with us can and will intervene on our behalf. When we understand and honor God as 
Yahweh, we will never be alone. 

 Perhaps Isaiah’s exalted vision of a God who is both transcendent and wonderfully 
immanent best sums up the implications of the name “Yahweh” for us. 

“To whom will you liken Me, 
Or to whom shall I be equal?” 

says the Holy One. 
Lift up your eyes on high, 
And see who has created these 

things, 
Who brings out their host by 

number; 
He calls them all by name, 
By the greatness of His might 
And the strength of His power; 

Not one is missing.… 
Have you not known? 
Have you not heard? 
The everlasting God, the LORD, 
The Creator of the ends of the 

earth, 
Neither faints nor is weary. 
His understanding is unsearchable. 
He gives power to the weak, 
And to those who have no 

might He increases strength. 
Even the youths shall faint and 
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be weary, 
And the young men shall 

utterly fall, 
But those who wait on the 

LORD 
Shall renew their strength; 
They shall mount up with 

wings like eagles, 
They shall run and not be 

weary, 
They shall walk and not faint. 
 Isaiah 40:25–26, 28–31 

Richards, L. (2001). Every name of God in the Bible (pp. 3–14). Thomas Nelson. 
 

 

 

EL (Ĕl) One of several words for God found in biblical Hebrew and the name of the high god 

among the Canaanites. The word is common to Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic, yet the origin and 

root from which the word was derived is obscure. “El” is a general term that expresses majesty or 

power. It occurs 238 times in the OT, most frequently in Psalms and Job. The normal biblical 

usage is as a simple noun for deity. “El” is a synonym for the more frequent noun for God: Elohim. 

“El” refers to the God of Israel and in other passages to one of the pagan gods. In some instances 

qualifying words are associated with “El” in order to distinguish which god is being addressed. 

Exodus 34:14 is an example of the expression “other god”; Pss. 44:20 and 81:9 are translated 

“strange god.” 

“El” was frequently combined with nouns or adjectives to express the name for God with 

reference to particular attributes or characteristics of His being. El Shaddai, “God Almighty,” 

appears in Gen. 17:1. El-elohe-Israel, in Gen. 33:20, was used to distinguish the God of Israel from 

all others. El Elyon, in Gen. 14:18 and Ps. 78:35, was written to suggest the exalted nature of God. 

El Gibbor (Isa. 9:6; Jer. 32:18) has been interpreted as a portrayal of God as a mighty warrior. El 

Roi, the God who sees, is found only in Gen. 16:13. See Canaan. 

James Newell4 

 

 

CANAAN Territory between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River reaching from the brook 

of Egypt to the area around Ugarit in Syria or to the Euphrates. This represents descriptions in 

Near Eastern documents and in the OT. Apparently Canaan meant different things at different 

times. Numbers 13:29 limits Canaanites to those who “live by the sea and along the Jordan” 

(HCSB; cp. Josh. 11:3). Israel was aware of the larger “promised land” of Canaan (Gen. 15:18; 

Exod. 23:20; Num. 13:17–21; Deut. 1:7; 1 Kings 4:21), but Israel’s basic land reached only from 

“Dan to Beersheba” (2 Sam. 24:2–8, 15; 2 Kings 4:25). At times Israel included land east of Jordan 

 
4 Newell, J. (2003). El. In C. Brand, C. Draper, A. England, S. Bond, E. R. Clendenen, & T. C. 

Butler (Eds.), Holman Illustrated Bible Dictionary (p. 470). Holman Bible Publishers. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/evnogib?ref=Page.p+3&off=-3200&ctx=%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%9D%96%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%E2%80%94%0a~INTRODUCTION%0aWelcome+t
https://ref.ly/logosres/hlmnillbbldict?ref=Page.p+470&off=1059
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(2 Sam. 24:5–6). Other times the land of Gilead was contrasted to the land of Canaan (Josh. 22:9). 

After the conquest Israel knew “a great deal of the land remains to be possessed” (Josh. 13:1 

HCSB). Canaan thus extended beyond the normal borders of Israel yet did not include land east of 

the Jordan. At times the land of Canaanites and the land of Amorites are identical. Whatever the 

land was called, it exercised extraordinary influence as the land bridge between Mesopotamia and 

Egypt and between the Mediterranean and the Red Sea. 

History The word “Canaan” is not a Semitic name, although its appearance about 2300 B.C. in the 

Elba texts attests to its antiquity. Because of the final “n,” it has been conjectured to be a Hurrian 

form. Quite probably the name was derived from a merchant designation; certainly Canaanite was 

ultimately equated in the biblical text with “trader” or “merchant” (Zech. 14:21). Isaiah 23:8 uses 

“Canaanites” as a common noun meaning “merchants” or “traders” as the aristocracy to Tyre in 

the prophet’s day. Similar association may be found in passages such as Hos. 12:7–8; Ezek 17:4; 

Zeph. 1:11. Canaan’s identity as merchants probably goes back to a time when Canaan was limited 

to the area of Phoenicia, the rather small and narrow country along the seacoast of Canaan. 

Phoenicia was particularly known for a special purple dye produced from crushed mollusks. This 

product was shipped throughout the Mediterranean world. The word “Canaan” may be related to 

the special colored dye. 

The biblical genealogical references are not particularly helpful in clarifying our understanding 

of Canaan. According to Gen. 9:18 and 10:6 Canaan was a son of Ham, one of the three sons of 

Noah. Genesis 10:15–20 clarifies the implications of this Hamitic descent in the sons of Canaan: 

Sidon, Heth, the Jebusites, the Amorites, the Girgasites, the Hivites, the Arkites, the Sinites, the 

Arvadites, the Zemarites, and the Hamathites. All of these people are characterized by being 

generally within the Egyptian sphere of influence. 

Settlement within the land of Canaan is attested from Paleolithic times. Furthermore, a Semitic 

presence in the area is evidenced at least by 3000 B.C. Some of the best examples of cities 

indicating Semitic influences are Jericho, Megiddo, Byblos, and Ugarit. 

 

These twin basalt column bases are a part of one of four Canaanite altars excavated at Beth-
shean. 

The best attested period in Canaanite history is the Bronze Age (ca. 3200–1200 B.C.). During 

the Old Kingdom (ca. 2600–2200 B.C.), Egypt’s power extended as far northward as Ugarit. From 

recoveries at several sites including Byblos and Ugarit, it is clear that Egypt controlled the area 

during the period of the 12th Dynasty (1990–1790 B.C.). From this general time period come the 

Egyptian Execration Texts that list peoples and princes of the area who owe their allegiance to 

Egypt. Egyptian control over Canaan waned, being withdrawn about 1800. 

Canaan had to contend with other aggressors besides Egypt. Approximately 2000 B.C. the 

Amorites invaded the area, having migrated via the Fertile Crescent from the southern 

Mesopotamian Valley. In addition, the Canaanites were beset by the Hyksos, who controlled Egypt 

from 1720 until 1570. Hurrians and Hittites also sought control of Canaan. The mingling of so 

many cultural influences still resulted in a rather unified culture. 

When the Egyptians were able to expel the Hyksos in the 16th century, the Egyptians were 

able to extend their power over Canaan. Again, however, Egyptian power weakened. By 1400 B.C. 

a number of small, established nations in the area struggled with each other. From the 14th century 

the Amarna Letters are derived. These are approximately 350 letters written in cuneiform 

Akkadian. They represent correspondence between the Egyptian court at Tell el-Amarna and 
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numerous Canaanite cities, including Jerusalem, Megiddo, and Shechem. These letters indicate the 

unrest characteristic of these Canaanite principalities socially and politically. 

Prior to Israel’s entrance into Canaan, the country seems to have been organized around major 

cities creating rather small principalities. There was apparently no attempt to organize centrally 

for defense, thus making possible the success the Israelites enjoyed in the 14th century and the 

parallel success of the Philistines in the 12th century. The biblical evidence is scant for any type 

of concerted Canaanite aggression against the Israelites. Stories in the book of Joshua (9:1–2; 

10:1–5) indicate that in emergency situations the independent city-state kings formed defense 

coalitions, but no one had power to unite all Canaan against Israel. In the book of Judges only one 

judge, namely Deborah (Judg. 4–5), is depicted as having fought against the Canaanites. Rather 

than struggling with each other after the conquest, the Canaanites and Israelites gradually melded 

together, a phenomenon essentially completed by the end of David’s rule. 

The most significant finds have been the cuneiform tablets discovered in the royal library 

and/or temple of Ugarit. These tablets date from ca. 1400 B.C. to the final fall of Ugarit in ca. 1200 

B.C. These tablets represent Canaanite culture in the second millennium B.C. 

The Pantheon A pantheon of deities was worshiped at Ugarit. On the one hand, each deity had a 

clear duty assignment; while on the other hand, considerable fluidity flowed in deity perception. 

The role(s) of any given deity might be assumed by another. 

El was acknowledged as the titular head of the pantheon. As king of the gods, he was both the 

creator god and a fertility god. He had earlier been more strongly associated with fertility than was 

true in the 14th century, although he was still depicted in the form of a bull. El lived at some 

distance from Ugarit upon a mountain (Mount Saphon) located to the north. 

El was joined by Athirat, apparently his wife, who is represented in the OT as Asherah, with 

both feminine (Asheroth) and masculine (Asherim) plurals. Athirat was acknowledged as the 

mother of the deities, having given birth to some 70 gods and goddesses. Thus, she was 

predominately a fertility goddess and designated “creatress of the gods.” 

Baal was the chief god in the popular worship of the people. Baal means “master” or “lord” 

and could refer to any one of the numerous Baalim (Baals) who had authority in various locations. 

The Ugartic Baal, however, referred to the ultimate Baal. 

Whereas El was located at some distance from the people, Baal was easily accessible. Baal 

statues have been recovered. These depict Baal wearing a conical hat with horns that convey the 

strength and fertility associated with bull imagery. In his right hand Baal holds a club that 

represents his military strength as well as thunder. In his left hand he grasps a stylized lightning 

bolt which symbolizes his role as a storm god. He is sometimes portrayed as seated on a throne, 

indicating his authority as king of gods. 

Baal was joined in his task by Anat, represented in the Bible as Anath. She was portrayed as 

both sister and consort of Baal. In her role she was goddess of love, the perpetual virgin, and the 

goddess of warfare, whose exploits in Baal’s behalf were sometimes remarkably cruel. 

As Baal gradually supplanted El, many of the prerogatives earlier associated with El were 

naturally transferred to Baal. The biblical text derives from the period when this symbolic struggle 

between the deities had in essence been accomplished. Thus in the Bible Baal is often depicted 

with Asherah (i.e., Athirat) rather than Anath (i.e., Anat), as in Judg. 3:7. 

Two additional gods fulfilled important roles in the popular mythology. Mot was the god of 

death and sterility. (In the Hebrew language the word for death is also mot.) Mot was associated 

with death, whether that refers to the seasonal cycle of vegetation, the sabbatical understanding of 
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a seventh year of agricultural rest, or in some fashion to the individual’s death. Mot was clearly 

understood as a power capable of rendering impotent Baal’s regenerative powers. 

Yam was called both “Prince River” and “Judge River.” (Again, the Hebrew word for sea is 

Yam.) In the Ugaritic texts Yam was the chaotic god of the sea, capable of turning cosmos into 

chaos. The people of Ugarit, like their Mesopotamian counterparts (and unlike the Egyptians), 

apparently recognized both their dependency upon as well as the dangers associated with water. 

Cultically, the fear of chaos overcoming cosmos was represented in Baal’s struggle with Yam. 

This sampling of some of the more important members of the pantheon indicates that the 

Ugaritic schema, and thus that of the Canaanites in general, offered abundant options for worship. 

The mode of worship was tied especially to procreative sympathetic magic. The sexual union of 

god and goddess assured the fertility of mankind, the animals, and the larger world of nature. 

Crucial for this mode of worship was the worshiper’s possibility to assist the process via 

sympathetic magic. In the temple a male priest or devotee fulfilled the goddess role. These two 

individuals became for the moment as god and goddess. In sympathetic magic humans ordain 

when and how the god and goddess act. This mode of human arrogance undergirded the tower of 

Babel story in Gen. 11. Practically all ancient worship structures operated from such a fertility-

sympathetic magic orientation. The Israelites encountered this thought pattern when they entered 

Canaan. It took many centuries (note King Josiah’s removal from the Jerusalem temple about 621 

B.C. of the vessels made for Baal and Asherah as well as the houses of the male cult prostitutes—

2 Kings 23) for Israel in daily practice of popular religion to resist Canaanite practices. The 

teachings of inspired leaders and the actual practice of religion often stood in stark contrast. 

 

A Canaanite altar located at Megiddo in Israel. 

Canaanite Mythology The seven tablets upon which the Ugaritic mythological material was 

found are often mutilated, frequently making difficult an assured rendering of the material. 

The mythology apparently centered on three primary exploits of Baal. Through these events 

he established himself as the god of supreme power within the pantheon, built the palace or temple 

which he merited by virtue of his victory over Yam, and in the third scenario struggled with, 

succumbed to, and ultimately escaped from the clutches of Mot. 

El is portrayed as having been unashamedly afraid of Yam, this chaotic god of the sea. In fact, 

El was so frightened that he hid beneath his throne, fearful himself to encounter Yam but 

encouraging anyone to come forward who would confront this agent of chaos. Eventually, 

following some negotiations having to do with his role if successful against Yam, Baal stepped 

forward and proceeded to engage Yam. Baal was successful, bringing Yam under control by 

dividing him and thus making helpful an otherwise destructive, chaotic force. By this act Baal 

demonstrated himself worthy of exaltation. 

The second mythological sequence emphasized that Baal was now worthy of his own palace 

or temple. Given the cyclic view of reality and the recurring danger posed by Yam, it is 

understandable that Baal did not want any windows in his palace. After all, the threat of chaotic 

flooding would surely occur again, for such recurrence is characteristic of mythological thought. 

Eventually Baal was convinced otherwise. Anat secured El’s permission to build the palace, and 

the master craftsmen erected the structure. Baal opened the completed palace to all the pantheon 

for a type of sacred meal. During the meal Baal opened one of the windows and bellowed out the 

window, surely understood as an indication of thunder’s origin, given Baal’s association as god of 

the storm. 
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All should be well, but Baal had one more enemy to confront, Mot. According to the 

mythology, the two met in battle. Baal was defeated, being consigned thereby to the nether world. 

When Baal was separated from Anat, sterility reigned on earth. The wadis dried up, and Anat 

anxiously searched for Baal. While she could not find Baal, one day she chanced upon Mot. She 

had with her a blade with which she cut Mot into many pieces, which she then sifted, with the 

remains being scattered across the ground, probably an allusion to some type of grain festival. 

Regardless, this action by Anat enabled Baal to escape from his confinement. Rapidly thereafter, 

fertility returned! Thus the full cycle has been traversed, whether the intent be the annual cycle 

experienced in the world of nature, the seven-year sabbatical cycle, or perhaps the human birth-

to-death cycle. What is transparent is the cyclic nature of the highly sensual, sympathetic magic 

worship. The Israelites were forced to contend with this mythology upon their entrance to Canaan. 

They faced a worship structure that had proved itself successful in the view of the Canaanites. 

Apparently the Israelites had to offer in exchange a non-agrarian wilderness God who had no 

record of success in agriculture! 

Old Testament Relationships The Israelites settling into Canaan were not impervious to their 

surroundings. In the ancient Near East people assumed that as a people migrated from one area to 

another area they would take over the gods and religion of the new area in which they settled. At 

the least, they would incorporate the new religion into their own old religious structure. After all, 

these gods and goddesses had demonstrated their capability in meeting the inhabitants’ needs. For 

the Israelites the most natural thing would have been to embrace baalism, although perhaps not to 

the exclusion of Yahwism. 

Strong argument can be made that a type of Yahwism—baalism synthesis gradually 

established itself, particularly in the Northern Kingdom. During the period of Joshua and the 

judges a cultural struggle was waged which had to do more with the conflict between wilderness 

(Israelite) and agrarian (Canaanite) cultural motifs than between Yahweh and Baal. As earlier 

indicated, in the book of Judges only one judge, Deborah, is depicted as fighting directly against 

the Canaanites. Another judge could be called Jerub-baal (Judg. 6:32), having a father with an altar 

to Baal (Judg. 6:25). Without leadership Israel worshiped Baal-berith (Baal of the covenant) 

mixing baalism with the covenant of Yahweh (Judg. 8:33). 

The early monarchial period demonstrates the same type of syncretistic behavior. Saul 

assuredly did not struggle to eliminate baalism, and he even named a son Eshbaal (man of Baal, 1 

Chron. 8:33). Jonathan had a son, Merib-baal (1 Chron. 8:34). In like manner David named a son 

Beeliada (“Baal knows,” 1 Chron. 14:7). Solomon was even more of a syncretist. Solomon’s 

crowning glory, the temple, was designed and built by Canaanite architects. In such an atmosphere, 

lines of demarcation were loosely drawn. Solomon’s politically-motivated marriages brought 

many other gods and their worship into Jerusalem (2 Kings 11:1–8). 

Following Solomon’s death and the disruption of the united monarchy, the identity crisis 

continued in both north and south, but not as much in the south as in the north. Judah was the base 

for worship of Yahweh and the site of the Jerusalem temple. In addition, Judah was geographically 

isolated from the northern Canaanite area where baalism was more regularly practiced. 

In Israel, however, the initial king, Jeroboam I (922–901 B.C.), erected rival shrines to the 

Jerusalem temple at Dan and Bethel. These shrines, in the shape of bulls, are viewed by most 

scholars as being associated in some fashion with baalism (recall that both El and Baal could be 

represented in the form of a bull). Regardless, the adherence to Jeroboam’s shrines was for the 

biblical writers the mark of apostasy for Israel’s kings. 
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During the Omride dynasty, Ahab (869–850 B.C.) married Jezebel, a princess from Tyre, as a 

sign of the diplomatic relationship between Israel and Tyre. Jezebel brought the clearest infusion 

of baalism into Israel. Amidst the building of a Baal temple in the capital city of Samaria and the 

persecution of Yahweh’s prophets, the Prophet Elijah emerged on the scene. In a classical story of 

cultural confrontation, Elijah encouraged a contest atop Mount Carmel (1 Kings 18–19). On the 

one hand, the contest was an attempt to determine which deity could provide the life-giving rain. 

On the other hand, it had a much greater significance. It clarified that a person must worship either 

Yahweh or Baal. It was not possible to worship both, for Yahweh demanded exclusive allegiance. 

The struggle Elijah initiated with this either-Yahweh-or-Baal imperative, King Jehu (842–815 

B.C.) carried forward politically. Religiously, in the Northern Kingdom, Hosea gave voice to the 

anti-baalistic message. 

In the south two kings led the anti-baalistic struggle. Hezekiah (715–687 B.C.) is remembered 

as a reforming king (2 Chron. 29–31). Josiah (640–609 B.C.) was the reformer par excellence. 

Judah also had its vocal prophetic spokesmen against baalism. Isaiah about 740–700 B.C. 

addressed the issue. Jeremiah from 615 B.C. onwards issued the strongest denunciation of baalism. 

The baalistic Canaanites influenced Israel in many ways: temple construction, sacrificial 

rituals, the high places, a rejection of any sexual motif as a worship instrument (Deut. 23:17–18), 

and a lessening of the purely mythical with a concomitant emphasis upon the historical happening 

as with Yahweh’s splitting of the sea (Yam Suph) rather than a struggle with a mythological Yam 

(Exod. 14–15). 

It is too easy for the biblical interpreter to focus on the numerous ways that Israel found the 

Canaanite religion to be offensive. In some cases, such as the use of sex in worship, the level of 

antipathy witnessed in the OT may not always have characterized Israel’s actual practice, as 

prophetic denouncements like Hosea’s show. The marked hostility (Deut. 20:16–18) which 

clamored for the wholesale destruction of the Canaanites came from inspired religious leaders who 

did not represent the majority of Israel’s population. A priest could call a prophet to leave the 

king’s place of worship (Amos 7:12–13). The prophet could command people not to go to 

traditional worship places (Amos 5:5). 

In summary the Israelites did not settle into a cultural vacuum upon entering Canaan. They 

encountered a people with a proud history and a thriving religion. Historically speaking, that 

encounter could potentially have led to the elimination of Yahwism. It did not. Rather, a long 

historical process led to the eventual elimination of baalism and the other elements of Canaanite 

religion. Israel’s battle with Canaanite religion gave new dimensions and depth to Israel’s faith. 

The biblical record affirms that Yahweh, the Lord of history, has used the reality of historical 

encounter as a means to bring biblical religion to its mature development as revealed in the full 

canon of Scripture. See Amorites; Anath; Asherah; Baal; El; Elijah; Gods, Pagan; Israel; 

Phoenicia; Ugarit. 

Frank E. Eakin, Jr.5 

 

 

 

 

 
5 Eakin, F. E., Jr. (2003). Canaan. In C. Brand, C. Draper, A. England, S. Bond, E. R. Clendenen, 

& T. C. Butler (Eds.), Holman Illustrated Bible Dictionary (pp. 257–263). Holman Bible 

Publishers. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/hlmnillbbldict?ref=Page.p+257&off=21333
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EL, DEITY (ֵאל, el). A West Semitic word meaning “god.” In the Old Testament, it is frequently 

used to refer to the God of Israel (e.g., Gen 31:29; 33:20; Num 12:13) or to other gods (Exod 

15:11; 34:14; Deut 32:21; Psa 44:20). In ancient texts from Ugarit, it was the name for the 

Canaanite creator god, father of gods and humans, and head of the Canaanite pantheon. 

Relationship to the Old Testament 

The Hebrew word El—along with related forms such as Elohim ( ֱאֹלִהים, elohim)—appears 

frequently in the Bible, but it is a generic term, most often translated as “God/god.” It appears as 

a proper name particularly in narratives involving the patriarchs (Gen 14:18–22; 21:33; Psa 

78:35), but in such instances it is usually combined with an appellation such as Shaddai (ָדי  ,ש 

shadday; Psa 68:14; Job 37:23) or Elyon (ֶעְליֹון, elyon; Num 24:16). The Bible makes clear that 

the God referred to in these instances is Yahweh (Exod 6:3). 

Worship of the Canaanite god El does not seem to have been widespread in biblical Israel. 

As a result, the common prophetic polemics directed against the worship of Baal are not found 

against El in the Old Testament. 

Etymology 

The term “El” has long been recognized as occurring in West Semitic languages as both a divine 

name and a generic term of divinity. This is clear from the two largest West Semitic textual 

bodies: the Bible and the writings discovered at Ugarit. 

In East Semitic (Akkadian), the term appears as “ ‘Ilu.” Some scholars believe this term was 

used only as an appellation (DDD, 275). Others have argued that ‘Ilu does occur as a proper 

name for a specific god, although there is not enough textual evidence to indicate who this god 

might have been in the East Semitic pantheon (Roberts, Earliest Semitic Pantheon, 31–32). The 

relationship between the uses of El as a divine proper name and as an appellative is cloudy, 

which complicates any investigation into this deity. Some note the similarity with Semitic words 

for “oak tree” and postulate that El originally was a tree god, though this seems unlikely (Turner 

and Coulter, Dictionary of Ancient Deities, 164). 

Representations in Various Locations 

The city of Ugarit is the primary source for what we know about the gods in Syro-Palestine, 

including El, although the name is attested elsewhere (Dahood, “Ancient Semitic Deities,” 67): 

• El/’Ilu is attested at Fara and in several other East Semitic texts of the third millennium BC 

(Gelb, Old Akkadian Writing and Grammar, 4, 140). 

• El is absent from Mari, though there are some gods recorded who have compound names in 

which El is a component (del Olmo Lete, Mythologie et Religion, 1:180–81). 

• The name ‘Il occurs on an obelisk of Menishtusu; in this case, it is probably a proper name 

rather than an abstract term of divinity (Dahood, “Ancient Semitic Deities,” 75). 

• Inscriptions on plaster in an Israelite house from around 800 BC at Deir ‘Alla describe visions 

in which El communicates with Balaam, son of Beor (COS, 2:27). 

• A reference to El, creator of earth (“il qōnē “arṣ), appears at Elkunirsa in cuneiform Hittite. 

There are other indications that El may have been actively worshiped in some parts of 

Anatolia (Yakubovich, “West Semitic God El,” 385). 

Character 
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The various representations of El’s character are fairly consistent, in contrast to many other 

deities whose descriptions vary widely (Dahood, “Ancient Semitic Deities,” 72). In Ugaritic 

myth, El sits at the head of the pantheon. Some take this position to be merely titular (Albright, 

review of Marvin Pope, 255). Others assert that El was a more dominant god than any head of 

the Mesopotamian pantheon (Walton, Ancient Near Eastern Thought, 96). El’s consort is 

Asherah. He is the father of other gods, such as Baal, Yammu, and Anat. This parental nature 

(not only of other gods, but of humans) is unique to El and seems to be an important element of 

his nature as the primordial deity, solidifying his supremacy in Ugaritic myth (del Olmo Lete, 

Mythologie et Religion 2:27, 178). 

As head of the pantheon, El was believed to preside over the council of gods, but not in a 

harsh or domineering manner. He is depicted in Ugaritic texts, as well as Old Akkadian sources, 

as a gracious and patient god (Roberts, Earliest Semitic Pantheon, 34). He is not ascribed any 

warlike traits. For this reason, figurines that have been found in Canaan of an enthroned 

individual are often identified as El, whereas those holding weapons and taking an aggressive 

posture are generally identified as Baal (Mazar, Archaeology, 272). 

Several epithets and descriptive phrases are applied to El, including: 

• “Creator of Creatures” (bny bnwt); 

• the Bull El (ṯr il); 

• the benevolent, good-natured El (lṭpn il dpid); 

• the Father of Years (ab šnm), a description that may refer to his venerability (Pope, El in the 

Ugaritic Texts, 82); 

• the Father of Mankind (ab adm); and 

• Holy El (qdš il). 

Mythological Roles 

El appears in the three major Ugaritic literary works—the Baal Cycle, the Kirta epic, and the 

legend of Aqhat—as well as several other texts. As is the case with most ancient Near Eastern 

literary depictions of gods, El is highly anthropomorphized. 

In the Kirta epic, El descends from heaven and appears in a dream to the hero of the story, 

encouraging him and instructing him in how to overcome his misfortunes (COS, 1:102). In return 

for his kindness, El receives sacrifices from Kirta. El blesses Kirta in the midst of the divine 

council, and when Kirta falls ill and the other gods are unwilling to heal him, El fashions a 

female healer who brings Kirta back from the brink of death. 

El plays a prominent role in the Baal Cycle, though he is not the main character (COS, 1:86). 

He sends messages to other gods and is approached when decisions need to be made regarding 

the activities of the other gods. His daughter Anat treats him with disrespect, threatening to strike 

his head and make his hair flow with blood. Yet a few lines later she affirms that his wisdom is 

eternal and his decisions bring good fortune (column 5, lines 19–34). When approached by 

Aṯiratu, who requests that a palace be built for Baal, El refers to himself self-deprecatingly as a 

servant, though it is apparent in context that he has the power to grant or deny such requests. 

When Baal is killed by Môtu, El descends from his throne and takes part in typical ancient 

mourning practices, such as pouring dirt on his head and cutting himself (column 6, lines 1–25). 

El is not omniscient, as he learns through a dream that Baal has died and seeks confirmation 

from other sources. 

In the legend of Aqhat, Baal approaches his father, El, on behalf of the childless Danil (COS, 

1:103). El agrees to bless Danil, promising that he will have a son; this son is Aqhat. 
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El also appears in other mythological contexts: 

• The tale of Dawn and Dusk portrays El as the father of two gods (COS, 1:87). After hunting 

for birds and testing women to see how they respond to the food he offers them, El selects 

two women and impregnates them both with his divine offspring. 

• In text RS 24.258, El hosts a drinking club (marziḥu; COS, 1:97). El becomes intoxicated, is 

met by some unknown but obviously intimidating creature, and falls down in his own 

excrement. 

• El is also mentioned briefly in an incantation against venomous reptiles (COS, 1:94). 

Manner of Worship 

Although archaeologists have uncovered many liturgical instructions and sacrificial guidelines 

for use in the temples of various ancient Near Eastern gods, nothing has been recovered that 

indicates how the worship of El might have taken place. Two temples have been found at Ugarit, 

one belonging to Baal and the other to Dagan. Some have understood Dagan to be the same as 

El, since at different points in the Baal cycle, both Dagan and El are said to be the father of Baal. 

However, since the familial relations are unclear, this claim cannot be sufficiently substantiated 

(COS, 263n190). Thus, there is no clear textual or archaeological evidence for an active cult of 

El in Ugarit. It is possible that El was mainly a mythological character and not the focus of 

religious service, which would explain the lack of biblical polemic against El; if a god was not 

actively worshiped in his homeland, he posed no threat of seduction to the followers of the God 

of the Bible. 
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KURT BACKLUND6 

 

REFLECTIONS: YAHWEH IS EL 

El was a common designation for the head of the Canaanite pantheon of gods. The Israelites 

generally avoided referring to Yahweh by this designation, lest there be any confusion that their 

God was the same as the Canaanite El. The Canaanite El was king, the father of the gods and of 

humans, and he lived in a palace on Mount Zaphon. He was benign, the giver of all good gifts. 

Further, he was responsible for order among the gods and peace on earth. Israel believed that 

Yahweh was everything the Canaanites claimed for El and for his son Baal—and even more. 

In the poetical sections of the OT, the inspired authors freely adapted Canaanite literary 

expressions to the service of Yahweh. In their hearts the psalmists were committed to Yahweh and 

knew that El was a figment of the imagination. Yet they borrowed the descriptions, perfections, 

and acts attributed to El. At times, a clear polemical force shines through, as the psalmists defend 

their faith that only Yahweh is El and that there is no other El than Yahweh! At other times, the 

psalmists creatively employ literary motifs in the service of Yahweh. 

Yahweh-El is the Creator of heaven and earth (19:1; 90:2). His glory and power are evident in 

his creation (29:3). He is King over all creatures, even the heavenly beings: “For the LORD is the 

great God [El], the great King [melek] above all gods” (95:3). 

Yahweh-El is holy, full of love, compassion, and forgiveness: “But you, O LORD, are a 

compassionate and gracious God [El], slow to anger, abounding in love and faithfulness” (86:15). 

His power is great, and the “holy beings” in heaven recognize his supremacy: “In the council of 

the holy ones God [El] is greatly feared; he is more awesome than all who surround him” (89:7). 

Yahweh-El upholds love, justice, and righteousness; he takes vengeance against the wicked 

(52:1, 5; 55:9; 94:1) and delivers (vindicates) the innocent (7:11; cf. 10:11–12; 18:47; 77:9, 13–

14). He hates evil (5:4) and sees the hidden deeds the wicked commit (10:11; 73:11, 17). He knows 

the needs of his own: “Search me, O God [El], and know my heart; test me and know my anxious 

thoughts” (139:23). Yahweh-El protects the needy, righteous, and godly in his palace-fortress on 

the mountain (16:1; 18:2, 30; 78:35). Even the animals look to him for food (104:21). 

Yahweh-El rules with integrity. He loves those who lead their lives with integrity: 

As for God [El], his way is perfect; 
the word of the LORD is flawless. 

He is a shield 
for all who take refuge in him.… 

It is God [El] who arms me with strength 
and makes my way perfect. 

PSALM 18:30, 32 

Yahweh-El may delay his salvation, giving the impression that he is absent (22:1; cf. 42:9; 

83:1). Blessed are those who hope for his deliverance: “Blessed is he whose help is the God [El] 

 
6 Backlund, K. (2016). El, Deity. In J. D. Barry, D. Bomar, D. R. Brown, R. Klippenstein, D. 

Mangum, C. Sinclair Wolcott, L. Wentz, E. Ritzema, & W. Widder (Eds.), The Lexham Bible 

Dictionary. Lexham Press. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/lbd?hw=El%2c+Deity
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of Jacob, whose hope is in the LORD his God” (146:5; cf. 31:5). Yahweh-El will restore all 

blessings to his needy people (85:8–13). 

Yahweh-El gives meaning in life: “My soul thirsts for God, for the living God [El]. When can 

I go and meet with God?” (42:2; cf. v. 8; 43:4; 57:2; 63:1; 84:2). Yahweh-El alone is the “living” 

God, for whom the godly yearn: “My soul yearns, even faints, for the courts of the LORD; my heart 

and my flesh cry out for the living God [El]” (84:2). 

Yahweh is El Shaddai (“God Almighty”). The meaning of Shaddai is obscure. There have 

been many proposals: “breasted one,” “Mounted One,” “Almighty.” Yahweh was known to the 

patriarchs as Shaddai (cf. Ge 17:1; Ex 6:3). Recently the mythopoetic background has come more 

to the foreground, helping us to see the cultural environment of the ancient Near East. From this 

background, the meaning of Shaddai as “Mounted One” or “Mountain God” has been proposed. 

The Psalter has only two occurrences of this ancient designation: 

When the Almighty [Shaddai] scattered the kings in the land, 
it was like snow fallen on Zalmon. 

PSALM 68:14 

He who dwells in the shelter of the Most High [Elyon] 
will rest in the shadow of the Almighty [Shaddai]. 

PSALM 91:1 

Yahweh-El reveals himself from Mount Zion: “The Mighty One [El], God, the LORD, speaks 

and summons the earth from the rising of the sun to the place where it sets” (50:1; see commentary 

at Ps 50). He is present with the Davidic monarch (89:26). The godly, too, experienced his support, 

protection, and blessing (68:19–20) and rejoiced in taking part in the procession of the godly to 

the temple of Yahweh-El: 

Praise be to the Lord, to God [El] our Savior, 
who daily bears our burdens. Selah 

Our God [El] is a God [El] who saves; 
from the Sovereign LORD comes escape from 

death.… 

Your procession has come into view, O God, 
the procession of my God [El] and King into the 

sanctuary.… 
You are awesome, O God, in your sanctuary; 

the God [El] of Israel gives power and 
strength to his people. 

Praise be to God! 

PSALM 68:19–20, 24, 35 

Yahweh-El is the object of praise and devotion: “You are my God [El], and I will give you 

thanks; you are my God, and I will exalt you” (118:28; cf. 136:26). All creatures in heaven and 

earth will praise Yahweh-El: “Praise the LORD. Praise God [El] in his sanctuary; praise him in his 

mighty heavens” (150:1). 
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Related Psalms: 5:4; 7:11; 10:11–12; 16:1; 17:6; 18:2, 30, 32, 47; 19:1; 22:1, 10; 29:1, 3; 31:5; 

42:2, 8–9; 44:20; 50:1; 52:5; 55:19; 57:2; 63:1; 68:19–20, 24; 73:11, 17; 77:9, 13–14; 78:7–8, 18–

19, 41; 82:1; 83:1; 84:2, 8; 86:15; 89:7, 26; 94:1; 95:3; 99:8; 102:24; 104:21; 106:14; 107:11; 

118:27–28; 136:26; 139:17; 140:6; 146:5; 150:1. 

Related Topics: Reflections, p. 106, Yahweh Is My God; p. 119, Yahweh Is King; p. 135, The 

Name of Yahweh; p. 152, Yahweh Is El Elyon; p. 263, Lord Sabaoth; p. 271, The Perfections of 

Yahweh; p. 408, Zion Theology; p. 505, The Praise of Yahweh; p. 544, Yahweh Is My Redeemer; 

p. 603, The Mighty Acts of Yahweh; p. 733, Yahweh Is the Divine Warrior. 

See TDOT 1:242–61; THAT 1:142–49; TWOT 1:41–43.7 

 

 

e. Psalm 7 From Lament to Confidence in Yahweh to Praise 

f. Psalm 8 The Glory of Yahweh’s Creation; Dignity of the Ideal Human 

2. Psalms 9–14 From the Glory of Humans to Their Folly 

a. Psalms 9–10 From Praise to Lament (9); Abandonment; Oppression; Prayer; 

Confidence (10) 

b. Psalm 11 Yahweh’s Righteousness; Collapse of Order 

c. Psalm 12 Prayer; Prayer of Imprecation; Divine Oracle of Deliverance 

d. Psalm 13 Great Anguish; Confidence in Yahweh 

e. Psalm 14 The Folly and Evil of Human Beings 

3. Psalms 15–17 Dwelling with Yahweh; Blamelessness; Evil 

a. Psalm 15 Dwelling with Yahweh; Blamelessness 

b. Psalm 16 Commitment to Integrity; Eternal Pleasures at Yahweh’s Right Hand 

c. Psalm 17 Commitment to Integrity; Evil; Seeing Yahweh 

4. Psalms 18–23 The King: His Victory; His Suffering; His Deliverance; Praise 

a. Psalm 18 Confidence in Yahweh; Evil; Deliverance; Commitment to Integrity; 

God’s Perfect Word 

b. Psalm 19 God’s Glory in Creation; Perfection of God’s Word; Commitment to 

Integrity 

c. Psalm 20 Prayer for the King and the Community 

d. Psalm 21 The King’s Joy; Confidence; Praise 

e. Psalm 22 The king’s Abandonment; Suffering; Prayer; Praise 

f. Psalm 23 Yahweh is the King’s Royal Shepherd 

5. Psalms 24–28 A Lifestyle of Integrity 

a. Psalm 24 Yahweh is the Great King over the Earth; Invitation to Integrity 

b. Psalm 25 A Lifestyle of Wisdom 

c. Psalm 26 Commitment to Integrity; Prayer for Redemption 

d. Psalm 27 Confidence in Yahweh’s Presence; Prayer; Hope in His Presence 

e. Psalm 28 Prayer; Evil; Confidence 

6. Psalm 29 Yahweh’s Glory; His Power in Nature; Redemption of His People 

7. Psalms 30–32 Yahweh’s Absence and Presence 

a. Psalm 30 Absence; Pain; Prayer; Restoration 

b. Psalm 31 Absence; Anguish; Prayer; Presence; Thanksgiving 

 
7 VanGemeren, W. A. (2008). Psalms. In T. Longman III & D. E. Garland (Eds.), The 

Expositor’s Bible Commentary: Psalms (Revised Edition) (Vol. 5, pp. 250–251). Zondervan. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/ebcrev05?ref=Page.p+250&off=4857
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c. Psalm 32 Confession of Sin; Restoration; Presence; Way of Wisdom 

B. Psalm 33 Orphan Psalm: God’s Wisdom in Creation; His Presence with the Godly; 

Way of Wisdom 

C. Psalms 34–41 Psalms of David 

1. Psalm 34 Thanksgiving; Yahweh’s Presence with the Poor in Spirit; Way of 

Wisdom8 

 

 

KENITES (ֵקיִני, qeiniy). A pastoral community chiefly associated with the region south and east 

of Israel between Judah and Edom. 

Overview 

The Kenites interact with some of the leading characters in the Bible, appearing throughout the 

Old Testament. Their origin is ancient, possibly as far back as Cain. 

The Kenites existed roughly during the Iron Age (1200–550 BC). Judges 5:24 refers to the 

Kenites as a tent-dwelling people, and Exod 2:16 portrays the Midianite/Kenite family of Jethro 

as pastoralists. They lived in the region of the Arabah north of the Gulf of Aqaba (Exod 2:16–22; 

Num 24:21–22; Josh 15:22; 1 Sam 15:6), at times extending further west (Judg 1:16) and north 

(Judg 4:11). Relations with the Israelites were generally friendly (Exod 18:7–12; Num 10:29–32; 

Judg 4:17–22; 1 Sam 30:29), although they are sometimes cast in an antagonistic light (Gen 

15:19; Num 24:21–22). 

The Kenites and Cain 

The Bible does not explicitly link the Kenites to Cain, but two details implicitly provide the link: 

1. The Hebrew term for “Kenite” (ֵקיִני, qeiniy) is related to the Hebrew term for “Cain” ( יִ  ןק  , 

qayin). Based on the linguistic relationship, “Kenite” literally means “Cainite” or “the 

community/clan of Cain.” In fact, in Num 24:22, the Kenites are referred to simply as “Cain” 

ִין)  .(qayin ,ק 

2. Genesis 4:20–22 relates how the descendants of Cain were responsible for mediating the arts 

of civilization: the establishment of pastoralism, the development of instruments, and the 

forging of bronze and iron. Moreover, the name “Cain” (ִין  qayin) is derived from a root ,ק 

that means “metalworker, smith” in other Semitic languages such as Aramaic, Palmyrene, 

Nabataean, and Arabic. Archaeologists have discovered mines and forges in the region 

associated with the Kenites south and east of Israel. This has led some scholars, such as 

William Albright and Roland de Vaux, to argue that the origin of the name “Kenite” refers to 

a people whose area of expertise was metalworking (de Vaux, Ancient Israel, 478–79; 

Albright, Archaeology, 98). Both options are linguistically possible. 

It is possible that the Kenites traced their origin back to Cain and thus took his name as their 

own, and they may have also been skilled in the arts associated with Cain’s descendants. Both of 

 
8 VanGemeren, W. A. (2008). Psalms. In T. Longman III & D. E. Garland (Eds.), The 

Expositor’s Bible Commentary: Psalms (Revised Edition) (Vol. 5, pp. 75–76). Zondervan. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/ebcrev05?ref=Bible.Ps1-41&off=325&ctx=salm+6+Deep+Trouble%0a~e.+Psalm+7+From+Lame
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these details lend support to the notion that Cain, in some way, was the eponymous ancestor of 

the Kenites. 

Scholars beginning with Heinrich Ewald and Julius Wellhausen have observed the link 

between the Kenites and Cain. Others, such as Claus Westermann, have questioned but not 

absolutely dismissed the possibility (Westermann, Genesis, 317, 333; for a list of commentators 

who have failed to mention the connection between the Kenites and Cain, or even the possibility 

thereof, see Day, “Cain and Kenites,” 336 n. 2). 

The Kenites and Moses 

Two texts link the Kenites to Moses: Judg 1:16 and 4:11. Both specify that Moses’ father-in-law, 

who bears three names in the Bible—Jethro, Hobab, and Reuel—was a Kenite. After fleeing 

from Egypt to escape reprisal for killing a cruel Egyptian taskmaster (Exod 2:11–15), Moses is 

welcomed into the family of “the priest of Midian” (Exod 2:16–22). In this land, Moses receives 

his call to lead God’s people out of bondage (Exod 3:1–22). God tells Moses His name (Exod 

3:14), which, when transliterated from the Hebrew, is represented as “Yahweh” (or sometimes 

just with the consonants YHWH). 

The Kenite Hypothesis 

Some scholars have formulated what is now called the Kenite Hypothesis, or the Midianite-

Kenite Hypothesis, which purports that Yahweh was a Kenite deity and that Moses would have 

first learned about Yahweh from his Kenite father-in-law. Acting as a missionary of his 

newfound faith, Moses then sought to encourage the Hebrew people to adopt Yahweh as their 

deity too. Once the people of God were out of Egypt and in the shadow of Sinai, Jethro 

reconnected with his son-in-law and was encouraged by all that Yahweh had done in Egypt 

(Exod 18:7–11). In Exodus 18:12, it appears that Jethro is teaching Moses and Aaron how to 

worship Yahweh. 

Other evidence—both biblical and archaeological—exists for this hypothesis. In certain 

poetic texts, Yahweh is associated with the region south and east of Israel, the same region 

associated with the Kenites. Deuteronomy 33:2 says, “Yahweh came from Sinai, and he dawned 

upon them from Seir; he shone forth from Mount Paran.” All three locations—Sinai, Seir, and 

Mount Paran—are in Kenite land. In Judges 5, Deborah sings about Yahweh’s deliverance of His 

people. According to the song, He approaches the battle from the south and east, “Yahweh, when 

you went down from Seir, when you marched from the region of Edom” (Judg 5:4). Similarly, 

Psalm 68:7–8 speaks of Yahweh approaching a battle from Sinai. Two prophetic texts, Isa 63:1 

and Hab 3:3, also echo this theme. Proponents of the Kenite Hypothesis see these texts as 

remnants of the early Kenite Yahwism that associated Yahweh with the region of their 

sojourning. 

An archaeological dig at Kuntillet Ajrud in northeastern Sinai unearthed two inscriptions that 

refer to Yahweh. One of the inscriptions makes reference to “Yahweh of Teman and his 

Asherah.” Yahweh is also associated with Teman in Hab 3:3. Teman is also part of Kenite 

nomadic territory. This inscription is seen as evidence of the influence of Kenite Yahwism in the 

same region where Moses would have learned about Yahweh from his father-in-law. 

Joseph Blenkinsopp also points to two Egyptian texts that list bedouin tribes from generally 

Kenite locales (Blenkinsopp, “The Midianite-Kenite Hypothesis,” 139–40). One of the tribes—

”the Shasu land of Yahu”—seems to be connected to Yahweh (Yahu can be a derivation of 

Yahweh), although “Yahu” syntactically refers to the geographical location of the tribe, not the 
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name of their deity. Nevertheless, Blenkinsopp posits that the name of the region could have 

arisen from the name of the chief deity worshiped there, or vice versa. 

Further, some scholars, Blenkinsopp included, point to a supposed connection between the 

Kenites and the Rechabites, a nomadic tribe of Yahweh loyalists lauded in Jer 35, as evidence of 

the Kenite Hypothesis. English translations of 1 Chr 2:55 often link the two communities, 

making the Rechabites an offshoot of the larger tribe of Kenites (see ESV, NIV, NKJV, NRSV). 

Supporters of the Kenite Hypothesis understand the Rechabites’ devotion to Yahweh to be 

indicative of the attachment between the Kenites and Yahweh. The Rechabites were maintaining 

the traditions of their forefathers, the Kenites, who originated the worship of Yahweh. Knights, 

however, has shown that 1 Chr 2:55 does not refer to the people group “Rechabites,” but rather 

to a geographical region known as “Beth-Rechab” (Knights, “Kenites = Rechabites?” 10–18). 

His argument is based on the syntactical construction that concludes the verse. In all other 

instances of the same construction in 1 Chronicles 1–9, it always refers to a geographical 

location, not to a people. 

Finally, the connection between Cain and the Kenites has been cited in favor of this view. In 

Genesis 4, the narrative about Cain, “Yahweh” as a name for God appears throughout the text. 

Cain’s birth is the product of Yahweh’s help (Gen 4:1). Cain offers a sacrifice to Yahweh (Gen 

4:3), but Yahweh rejects the sacrifice (Gen 4:5). Surrounding the murder of Abel, Yahweh and 

Cain engage in a lengthy dialogue in which Yahweh promises to protect Cain by marking him 

with a protective sign (Gen 4:6–15). These data demonstrate two points: 

1. Cain had a substantive relationship with Yahweh, albeit a tumultuous one. 

2. Yahweh became Cain’s protector and signified that protection with a mark of some kind. 

With those points in mind, it is plausible that Cain could have passed down this knowledge of 

Yahweh, and possibly even the “mark of Yahweh,” to his offspring, thus setting apart the 

“Cainites”/Kenites as Yahweh’s people. 

In summary, the Kenite Hypothesis maintains that Yahweh was a Kenite deity Jethro 

introduced to Moses. Moses, in turn, introduced Yahweh to the Israelites. It presupposes that 

Exodus 3 is the first time God revealed Himself to an Israelite as Yahweh. After the miraculous 

events of the exodus, the Israelites adopted Yahweh as their own deity, but still needed direction 

from Jethro. 

Criticism of the Kenite Hypothesis 

The Kenite Hypothesis is not without its detractors. Roland de Vaux specifically takes issue with 

the conflation of the place name and the deity in the “land of Yahu” found in the Egyptian texts 

mentioned above and, more generally, with the accumulation of circumstantial evidence that 

undergirds the hypothesis (de Vaux, “Sur l’Origine Kénite,” 28–32). Furthermore, the biblical 

account of the exodus emphasizes the God saving the Israelites from Egypt is the same God their 

forefathers worshiped, a point that Exod 3 makes clear (see Exod 2:24; 3:16; 6:3, 8). Exodus 6:3 

states that, even though the patriarchs did not know the Lord as Yahweh, they still interacted 

with Him. Yahweh revealing His name to Moses while in Kenite territory does not necessitate a 

divergent explanation of the origins of Yahwism among the Israelites. Before Exod 3, the 

Israelites worshiped a God whose name they did not know, and after Exod 3 they worshiped the 

same God, only now they knew His name. 

Even so, it is possible Kenites had some understanding of Yahweh. They could have 

maintained the knowledge of God they had inherited from Cain. That knowledge could have 
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been supplemented by the arrival of Moses into Kenite territory, especially after the revelations 

he received from Yahweh. It is not necessarily an indictment on Moses and the leaders of Israel 

that Jethro took the lead in offering sacrifices in Exodus 18, since 

• he was a priest and Aaron was at the time not one 

• this would not be the first time a foreign priest exercised authority among the people of God 

(see Melchizedek in Gen 14; compare Heb 5:10; 7:1–19). 

The Kenites in the Book of Judges 

Early in the period of the Judges, Israel was oppressed by King Jabin of Canaan, who ruled from 

Hazor (Judg 4:1–3). Yahweh delivered His people by raising up Deborah and Barak, who 

mustered an army from a portion of the twelve tribes. This army defeated Jabin’s force, and 

Sisera, Jabin’s military leader, fled for safety (Judg 4:12–16). He ended up in the tent of Heber 

the Kenite and was welcomed by Heber’s wife, Jael (Judg 4:11). After playing the gracious host, 

Jael killed him with a tent peg (Judg 4:17–22). To commemorate the victory, Deborah and Barak 

sang about Yahweh and His deliverance (Judg 5). 

Three important details about the Kenites emerge from this episode: 

1. This text indicates it was uncommon for Kenites to be living in the northern part of the land. 

It explains the presence of a Kenite in the north by saying that Heber had “separated” from 

the Kenites, who were typically associated with the region to the south and east of Israel. 

2. The text witnesses to the nomadic lifestyle of the Kenites, detailing that Sisera entered Jael’s 

tent (Judg 4:18, 20, 22; 5:24) and that Sisera’s demise was caused by a tent peg (Judg 4:21; 

5:26). 

3. The text indicates that the Kenites were friendly toward the Israelites, at least enough to fight 

against Israel’s enemies. Other texts affirm the notion that, generally, there was an affinity 

between the Kenites and Israelites (see Exod 2:16–22; 18:7–12; Num 10:29–32; Judg 1:16; 1 

Sam 15:6; 30:26–30). 

The Kenites’ Association with Other People Groups 

As a nomadic people, the Kenites interacted with other people groups and nations as they 

migrated through the territory of more settled populations. This sometimes led to conflation with 

other peoples and disseminated Kenite influence across a wide swath of cultures. Two examples 

of this influence from the Bible are the association of the Kenites with the Midianites, as well as 

the Kenite/Levite connection. 

The Kenites and the Midianites 

As mentioned, Moses’ father-in-law is referred to as both a Midianite (Exod 2:16; 3:1; 18:1; 

Num 10:29) and a Kenite (Judg 1:16; 4:11), thus bearing witness to a relationship between the 

peoples. Scholars like William Dumbrell, following Paul Haupt, do not see this as contradictory, 

arguing the Midianites should not be understood as a unique people living in their own land, but 

rather “a general term for an amorphous league … of wide geographical range” (Dumbrell, 

“Midian,” 327). It is plausible, then, that the Kenites were one of the tribes in the Midianite 

league during the lifetimes of Jethro and Moses. 

The Kenites and the Levites 

Although the two tribes are never conflated, an intriguing relationship developed between the 

Kenites and the Levites, since Moses himself was a Levite (Exod 2:1). Jethro, the Midianite 
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priest, took the lead during an Israelite worship service and seems to teach the Levites—Moses 

and Aaron—how to sacrifice to Yahweh in Exod 18:12. The two tribes were both landless. The 

Kenites, going back to the Cain tradition, were landless because of murder (see Gen 4:12). The 

Levites, likewise, were a landless tribe because of Levi’s murder of Shechem (see Gen 34:25–31; 

49:5–7; Lev 25:34; Deut 18:1). These parallels suggest Kenite influence among the tribe of Levi. 
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a. The Names of God 

The most prevalent designation of deity in the Psalms is “the LORD” (Yahweh, somewhat fewer 

than 700 times, of which Yah occurs 43 times), followed by God (Elohim, 365 times; El, 79 times; 

Eloah, 4 times), the Lord (Adonai, 54 times), Most High (Elyon, 22 times; see Reflections, p. 152, 

Yahweh is El Elyon), Most High (Shaddai, only in 68:14; 91:1), LORD Almighty (“LORD of 

Hosts,” Yahweh Sabaoth, 15 times; see Reflections, p. 263, Lord Sabaoth), and many other names 

and titles. 

The practice of rendering the name of the Lord, Yahweh, by a title (“the LORD”) keeps us from 

sensing the richness of Israel’s religious experience and practice. The title lacks the emotive quality 

inherent in the relationship between God and his people. The Lord had revealed his name (YHWH 

or Yahweh) to Israel. They not only knew that God has a name but also the pronunciation of its 

four sacred letters—YHWH (the tetragrammaton). Though we are not sure of the precise 

pronunciation, we accept a common form of pronouncing them as Yahweh. This covenantal name 

was holy (Ex 20:7) but also precious. An example of the love of Yahweh is found in Psalm 7:17, 

where the psalmist, as on so many occasions, uses several references to his beloved God: “I will 

 
9 Snearly, M. (2016). Kenites. In J. D. Barry, D. Bomar, D. R. Brown, R. Klippenstein, D. 

Mangum, C. Sinclair Wolcott, L. Wentz, E. Ritzema, & W. Widder (Eds.), The Lexham Bible 

Dictionary. Lexham Press. 
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give thanks to the LORD [Yahweh] because of his righteousness and will sing praise to the name of 

the LORD [Yahweh] Most High [Elyon].” 

See Reflections, p. 106, Yahweh Is My God; p. 135, The Name of Yahweh; p. 152, Yahweh 

Is El Elyon; p. 250, Yahweh Is El; p. 263, Lord Sabaoth; p. 733, Yahweh Is the Divine Warrior.10 

 

 

The Spirit of Yahweh in the Samson Accounts 

Judges 13–16 emphasizes Yahweh’s direct involvement in Samson’s activities. For example, the 

“spirit of Yahweh” begins to “stir” ( פעם, p'm) Samson in Judg 13:25, which Stone argues 

prefigures how the Spirit will soon influence him (Stone, Judges, 378). In three instances, the 

text states that “the Spirit of Yahweh rushed upon” Samson and empowered him to perform acts 

requiring supernatural strength: 

1. Judges 14:6 records that the Spirit of Yahweh came to Samson to enable him to kill the lion 

en route to Timnah. 

2. Judges 14:19 records that the Spirit of Yahweh came to Samson before he slaughtered 30 

men of Ashkelon after his wedding 

3. Judges 15:14 records that when the Philistines approached Samson at Lehi, the Spirit of 

Yahweh came upon Samson, the ropes binding him broke, and he killed 1,000 men with a 

donkey’s jawbone. 

Exum notes that each of these manifestations of God’s Spirit is sudden and temporary (Exum, 

“Theological Dimension,” 38–39). In Block’s view, these episodes serve as literary 

foreshadowing and are theologically countered by the spirit of Yahweh’s departure in Judg 16:20 

(Block, Judges, Ruth, 461–62). Without the physical empowerment provided by Yahweh, 

evidenced by the obvious Nazirite status of his uncut hair, Samson’s efficacy as a supernatural 

strongman is gone. This certainly parallels Israel’s spiritual weakness in light of its infidelity to 

Yahweh (Wong, Compositional Strategy, 101).11 
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10 VanGemeren, W. A. (2008). Psalms. In T. Longman III & D. E. Garland (Eds.), The 

Expositor’s Bible Commentary: Psalms (Revised Edition) (Vol. 5, p. 41). Zondervan. 
11 Fleenor, R. (2016). Samson the Judge, Critical Issues. In J. D. Barry, D. Bomar, D. R. Brown, 

R. Klippenstein, D. Mangum, C. Sinclair Wolcott, L. Wentz, E. Ritzema, & W. Widder (Eds.), 

The Lexham Bible Dictionary. Lexham Press. 
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The book of Exodus is the second book in the Hebrew Bible. It is one of five books that make up 

the Torah or Pentateuch. The title “Exodus” derives from the title in Codex Alexandrinus of the 

Septuagint (LXX) version of the Hebrew Bible: “Exodus from Egypt” (Exodos Aigyptou). In 

Jewish tradition the title consists of the opening words of the book: “And these are the names” 

(wĕ’ēlleh šĕmôt). The title “Exodus” is the more common in Christian tradition. It emphasizes 

Israel’s departure from Egypt and their salvation from slave labor, a central event in the first half 

of the book. The title does not adequately describe the content of the entire book, which includes 

stories of Israel’s initial wilderness journey as well as the revelation of law and the tabernacle at 

Mount Sinai. 

LITERATURE 

The book of Exodus is an anthology of liturgy, law, and epic lore from many different periods of 

Israel’s history. This insight has given rise to the study of genre in Exodus as interpreters seek to 

understand the diverse literary forms within the book as well as the method and purpose of their 

present composition. 

The study of genre proceeds on two levels. At the smaller level, the focus is on individual 

stories and law codes. Many stories and laws in Exodus existed independently of their present 

context in the book. Interpreters seek to describe the literary character, the message, and the 

social function of the independent stories and laws to gain insight into their use within Exodus. 

At a larger level, the study of genre is applied to the entire book of Exodus and its relationship to 

the other books in the Pentateuch (Genesis, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy) and in the 

Deuteronomistic History (DtrH: Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings). The larger study of genre 

has demonstrated that several authors have contributed to the composition of Exodus, and that 

Exodus is part of a larger history, spanning at the very least the Pentateuch, and likely also the 

Deuteronomistic History. Interpreters seek to identify the anonymous authors, the time in which 

they lived, and the method and purpose of their writing. 

INDIVIDUAL GENRES 

Exodus contains a rich variety of literary forms, including poetry, law, cultic etiology, 

genealogy, and theophany. G. W. Coats has identified eighty-nine distinct genres of literature in 

Exodus, along with an additional twenty stereotyped formulas. The presence of so many fixed 

forms of literature indicates that Exodus is anything but a free composition. Yet the 

incorporation of established literary genres is undertaken in a creative manner in the composition 

of Exodus. Individual genres are employed by the authors of Exodus to address the central 

themes of divine identity, power, and presence (see below, “The Power and the Presence of 

Yahweh”), or to aid in defining the character of Moses (see below, “Leadership of Moses”). For 

example, the repeated use of the prophetic messenger speech when Moses addresses Pharaoh, 

“Thus said Yahweh,” establishes his authority as Yahweh’s representative and aids in defining 

his character. The following four examples illustrate the range of literary genres in Exodus and 

how they are employed to develop the themes of divine power and presence in the book. 

Hymns in Exodus 15 
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The power of Yahweh to save is explored in the two hymns in Exodus 15, the Song of the Sea 

(sometimes called the Song of Moses) in vv. 1–18 and the Song of Miriam in v. 21. Each 

celebrates the power of Yahweh as the Storm God, who uses nature to defeat enemies. There are 

many parallels between the image of Yahweh in the hymns and the Canaanite storm god Baal, 

who also wars against his enemies through the thunderstorm. In Studies in Ancient Yahwistic 

Poetry, F. M. Cross and D. N. Freedman concluded that the two hymns are older than their 

surrounding narrative context and that they functioned independently in the history of Israelite 

worship. Of the two hymns, the Song of Miriam is often judged to be more ancient than the Song 

of the Sea. The Song of Miriam presents a celebration of divine power in a single poetic couplet: 

Sing to Yahweh, for he has triumphed gloriously; 

horse and rider he has thrown into the sea. 

The victory war song states that God is powerful enough to destroy unnamed armies by 

drowning them in the chaotic sea. F. Crüsemann expresses the opinion of many scholars when he 

concludes that the Song of Miriam is an early example of the hymn form preserved in the 

Hebrew Bible. It praises Yahweh in the first line and gives the reason for praise in the second. 

The poem represents reflection from ancient Israelite worship on the character and strength of 

divine power as overwhelming both unnamed political foes and the mythological sea. 

The Song of the Sea in 15:1–18 is also judged to be an independent liturgy. Cross and 

Freedman, followed by D. A. Robertson, provide a catalogue of archaic forms of language, 

grammar, and orthography in the poem that separate the hymn from the surrounding narrative, 

suggesting that it too, like the Song of Miriam, represents an ancient liturgy. Yet the Song of the 

Sea also contrasts to the Song of Miriam. It presents a more expanded interpretation of Yahweh’s 

power as a song of victory. Pharaoh is identified as Yahweh’s opponent (v. 4). The arrogance of 

Pharaoh is explored (v. 9). Yahweh’s cosmic weapons of war are elaborated: they include his 

right hand (v. 6) and the breath of his nostrils (v. 8). And the chaotic sea is given location as the 

Red Sea in the first half of the poem (v. 4), before the poem turns its attention to Israel’s future 

march through the desert and their eventual conquest of Canaan (vv. 13–18). 

The hymns in Exodus 15 will require further interpretation in the commentary. Yet the 

present summary already indicates that Exodus includes independent poems on the theme of 

divine power. Moreover, comparison of the hymns suggests theological development. The Song 

of Miriam appears to be a core confession of divine power, expanded, refined, and historicized 

by the Song of the Sea. In the commentary I will demonstrate that the process of theological 

reflection and refinement continues in the composition of Exodus, from the poems to the 

narrative accounts of Yahweh’s defeat of Pharaoh in Exodus 11–14. 

Theophany on the Mountain 

The word “theophany” means “appearance of God.” Biblical scholars use this term to identify a 

specific genre of literature, describing the appearance of God to Israel. J. Jeremias has identified 

the oldest form of theophany in ancient Israel as consisting of two parts: the approach of God is 

proclaimed at a time of crisis, and the reaction of nature is described through the imagery of a 

storm. The Song of Deborah in Judg 5:4–5 provides illustration. In this poem Yahweh 

approaches from the desert region of Seir and Edom to aid Israel at a time of crisis, prompting 

the elements of nature to respond through storm imagery—the earth trembles, mountains quake, 

and the heavens pour out rain. 
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The theophany of Yahweh was also interpreted as an event that took place on a mountain. 

Storm imagery still accompanied the appearance of God, but in this account of theophany 

lightning and thunder were envisioned at the summit of a mountain. R. J. Clifford has clarified 

the prominent role of the storm imagery on the cosmic mountain in Canaanite mythology, where 

the appearance of Baal in his temple mountain also included the imagery of the thunderstorm. 

The same imagery of theophany dominates in Exodus, with several accounts of God’s 

appearance on the cosmic mountain in chaps. 19–24. Exodus 19:16–17 is one account of 

theophany on the mountain that may be older than its present narrative context. T. N. D. 

Mettinger notes that the verses assume God dwelling on the summit of the mountain, as 

compared to a more mobile presentation of the Deity descending and ascending from the 

mountain in the larger narrative context. Yet the imagery in 19:16–17 has also changed from the 

oldest accounts of theophany as presented in Judg 5:4–5. The appearance of God to Israel is 

accompanied with the storm imagery of thunder and lightning, while the people tremble, rather 

than nature. 

Exodus 24:10–11 may be another account of theophany that existed independently of its 

present narrative context. E. W. Nicholson notes the distinctive imagery, in which the leaders of 

Israel are envisioned as actually seeing the “God of Israel,” while they eat and drink with the 

Deity at the summit of the divine mountain. Feasting in the immediate presence of God is not a 

common motif in the Hebrew Bible. A notable exception is Isa 25:6, which describes a similar 

festival on the cosmic mountain before Yahweh. Feasting with God on the mountain is a motif 

from Canaanite religion. Baal also feasts in his temple on Mount Zaphon, suggesting that the 

writers of Exodus are incorporating mythological motifs from their broader cultural and religious 

environment. The incorporation of ancient Near Eastern mythology continues in tradition. The 

Christian Eucharist conceived as a messianic banquet with God continues the same cultic 

mythology of feasting with the Deity in the cultic site. 

The genre of divine theophany on the mountain plays a central role in developing the theme 

of divine presence in Exodus. Yahweh appears to Moses (Exod 3:1) and to Israel (24:13) on the 

unnamed “mountain of God.” The mountain of theophany is also specifically named as Mount 

Sinai (e.g., 19:18) and as Mount Horeb (33:6) at different points in the book. Still other names 

for Yahweh’s mountain of revelation outside Exodus include Mount Yahweh (Num 10:33) and 

Mount Zion (Ps 48:2). The variety of names for the mountain of theophany points to different 

interpretations of divine revelation in Israel’s worship traditions. The distinct names for 

Yahweh’s mountain of theophany in Exodus alert us to the fact that several interpretations of the 

nature of divine revelation and cultic presence have been incorporated into the story. 

Sanctuary of God 

In his study God and Temple, R. E. Clements argued that the center of ancient Israelite religion is 

Yahweh dwelling in a sacred cultic site. The more recent research of J. Milgrom on the complex 

theologies of the sacred and the profane as well as the pure and the impure, which are associated 

with the temple in ancient Israel, reinforce the insight of Clements, alerting us to the important 

role of the sanctuary in Exodus.12 There are indications that Exodus has incorporated several 

independent accounts of the sanctuary. 

The tabernacle (Exodus 25–31, 35–40), the tent of meeting (33:7–11), and the Jerusalem 

temple are different forms of sacred dwellings. When Solomon completed the Jerusalem temple, 

he stated to Yahweh: “I have built you an exalted house, a place for you to dwell on earth” (1 

Kgs 8:13). The same is true for the tabernacle. It is the place where Yahweh dwells on earth. 
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Yahweh states to Moses: “Have [the Israelites] make me a sanctuary, so that I may dwell among 

them” (Exod 25:8). The architectural plans for the tabernacle are a pattern of God’s heavenly 

home. Construction of the tabernacle will allow God to descend to the earth. Thus, as M. Eliade 

has demonstrated, the temple connects heaven and earth. It can even be conceived as the axis 

mundi—the central point of creation where heaven and earth link. All communication with God 

is channeled through cultic rituals in the tabernacle. 

Sacred dwellings are located on symbolic mountains, creating a close relationship between 

the themes “Theophany on the Mountain” and “Sanctuary of God.” In Canaanite religion Baal’s 

temple is on his sacred mountain, Zaphon, located in the north. Solomon’s temple for Yahweh is 

on Mount Zion (Psalm 48). The tent of meeting in Exod 33:7–11 is associated with Mount 

Horeb, which is also the mountain of theophany in Deuteronomy 4–5 and in the story of Elijah (1 

Kings 19). Jethro feasts with Moses on the “mountain of God” (Exodus 18). Numbers 10:33–34 

identifies the desert mountain of God as Mount Yahweh, and the tabernacle is situated on Mount 

Sinai (Exod 24:15–18). Yahweh has many mountain homes. 

The dominant role of the theophany of God on the mountain in the second half of Exodus 

becomes a magnet for biblical writers to incorporate independent genres describing the presence 

of God in the sanctuary. The reason, according to J. D. Levenson, is that the cosmic mountain 

discloses “the essential … relationship of YHWH to his people.” The account of the leaders 

“seeing the God of Israel” at the summit of the divine mountain in Exod 24:10–11 includes a 

description of a sanctuary. The vision of God by the elders gives way to temple imagery. The 

elders are located under blue sapphire stone, a common feature of temples in the ancient Near 

East. Baal’s temple, for example, is also described with the terms “clarity of stone” (ṭhr) and 

“pavement” (lbnt). After the leaders see God they perform the cultic rituals of eating and 

drinking with God. These details suggest that Exod 24:10–11 may be categorized as a 

description of a sanctuary in addition to its earlier classification as a theophany. The text 

illustrates the close relationship between the two genres of literature. 

The identification of Yahweh’s sanctuary as the tent of meeting in Exod 33:7–11 may also be 

an independent tradition, perhaps arising from a distinct Canaanite mythology of the sanctuary, 

as Clifford has argued. It appears abruptly in its present narrative context, as a tent that Moses 

sets up outside the Israelite camp. This tent shrine contrasts to the Priestly tabernacle (chaps. 25–

31, 35–40), which is constructed at the center of the Israelite camp. Moreover, the tent of 

meeting is associated with a distinct mountain of theophany—Mount Horeb (33:6)—as 

compared to the construction of the tabernacle at the base of Mount Sinai. The appearance of 

Yahweh in the tent of meeting is also unique. The act of revelation consists purely of divine 

speech to Moses, signaled by the descent of the pillar of cloud at the door of the tent of meeting. 

The construction of Yahweh’s sanctuary is central for developing the theme of divine 

presence in the second half of Exodus. The importance of the sanctuary is indicated by the 

detailed description of the Priestly tabernacle (chaps. 25–31, 35–40), which dominates the 

account of Yahweh’s revelation at Mount Sinai (chaps. 19–24, 33–34). But, as we have seen, the 

dominant role of the tabernacle does not eclipse the other descriptions of Yahweh’s sanctuary 

incorporated in Exodus. 

Law Codes 

Law played a central role throughout the history of the ancient Near East. Many law codes have 

been discovered. The most famous is the Code of Hammurabi, the Babylonian ruler. Law codes 

like Hammurabi’s are not intended to be complete. They provide the framework for legal 
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decisions, but leave out many specific case laws. The administration of law in the ancient Near 

East resided ultimately with the king, but local officials and temple priests also acted as judges. 

Biblical law codes are similar to the ancient Near Eastern examples. They are not complete; 

many individual case laws are lacking. 

Exodus contains law codes that explore the religious and ethical life of Israel. The laws do 

not mention the king as the leader who is ultimately responsible for the administration of law and 

justice. Rather, Moses is idealized as the lawgiver, while elders (chap. 18) aid in the 

administration of law. The authority of law rested ultimately with God. The Ten Commandments 

root the revelation of law in Yahweh (20:1–17). The theological role of covenant provides the 

link between religion and the administration of law. “Covenant” is a legal term in the ancient 

Near East, the Hebrew term bĕrît perhaps deriving from Akkadian biritu, “fetter.” The Israelites 

are envisioned as making a covenant with Yahweh at Mount Sinai (19:1–8; 24:3–8), which 

describes their relationship with God as a legal treaty. 

The laws in Exodus are written in different styles. A. Alt distinguished two genres of law in 

the composition of the law codes. Casuistic laws are written in the form of case law. Each law 

separates into two clauses. The first clause (the protasis) presents the situation or incident under 

examination. The second clause (the apodosis) states the consequences of the action. Exodus 

22:1 provides an example: “If a man steals an ox … and sells it, then he must pay back five head 

of cattle.” Apodictic law, by contrast, is categorical, not conditional. The command in 20:13, 

“You shall not kill,” is apodictic. 

The law codes in Exodus include the Decalogue (20:1–17), the Book of the Covenant 

(20:22–23:19), and the ritual law associated with the tabernacle (chaps. 25–31, 35–40). The law 

codes, or at least parts of them, were likely independent compositions. The Decalogue, for 

example, appears to have had a long literary development before reaching its present form in 

Exodus 20 (and in Deuteronomy 5), according to F.-L. Hossfeld. Even without an interpretation 

of its earliest literary forms, a comparison between the two occurrences, Exodus 20 and 

Deuteronomy 5, indicates a history of commentary. Sabbath rest, for example, arises from the 

experience of the exodus in Deuteronomy 5, as compared to the act of creation in Exodus 20. 

The Book of the Covenant also contains several distinct compositions of law, including civil law 

in casuistic form (Exod 21:1–22:17) and religious, cultic, and moral instruction, some of which 

is written in apodictic form (22:18–23:19). 

The law codes are woven into the account of divine revelation on Mount Sinai. The 

Decalogue is presented as a divine speech to the people of Israel. The Book of the Covenant and 

the cultic legislation of the tabernacle are revealed privately to Moses at the summit of the 

mountain. The careful distribution of the law codes indicates their important role for interpreting 

Exodus. The law codes provide a means for biblical authors to explore how humans live in the 

presence of God. Ritual law explores human conduct in the realm of the sacred, while ethical law 

outlines the social implications of living in the presence of God. 

GENRE OF SALVATION HISTORY 

The individual genres are woven into a larger story of salvation history, which is a difficult genre 

to evaluate. G. von Rad underscored the complex character of salvation history, noting the way 

in which it intertwines historical experience and cultic legend into a “canonical history” of 

election. He concluded that salvation history refers to a fixed pattern of God’s saving actions that 

give identity to Israel as a nation. These include the promise of offspring and land to the 
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ancestors, the exodus from Egypt, the wilderness wandering, the revelation at Mount Sinai, and 

the hope for a future life in the promised land of Canaan. 

T. L. Thompson rightly notes that salvation history must not be confused with the modern 

understanding of history. Modern history writing requires a critical evaluation of sources to 

represent past events. It does not allow for actions of the Deity to account for causes of events 

and their effects. Salvation history, by contrast, is motivated by religious concerns. God remains 

the primary force behind the causes of events. Exodus touches on all of the themes of salvation 

history noted by von Rad, while focusing in particular on the exodus from Egypt and the 

revelation at Mount Sinai. 

An investigation into three related topics will aid in defining the genre of salvation history. 

First, an interpretation of literary context will demonstrate that the genre of salvation history 

requires that Exodus be read with other books in the Torah and in the Former Prophets. The 

interpretation of literary context will also underscore the problems that arise from reading 

Exodus as an episode in a larger history. Second, a comparison of the genre of salvation history 

to ancient history writing will illustrate similarities between Greek and Hebrew history writing. 

The points of similarity will also clarify the different purposes of the biblical historians and the 

early Greek historians, which have raised the question of whether biblical literature conforms to 

the genre of ancient historiography. Third, an examination of the relationship of the story of the 

exodus to historical events will clarify the contrast between modern history writing and the book 

of Exodus. 

Literary Context 

Exodus is part of the five books of the Torah or Pentateuch, suggesting a close literary 

relationship between Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. The antiquity of 

the literary formation of the Pentateuch (meaning a book in five parts) is not clear. Philo of 

Alexandria is aware of the Pentateuch in the first century C.E., as is Josephus. J. Blenkinsopp 

suggests that the formation of the Pentateuch is evident already at Qumran in the second century 

B.C.E.24 The plot of the Pentateuch recounts the origin of the Israelites within the framework of 

an extended migration initiated by God. The journey begins with Abraham, who leaves Ur of the 

Chaldeans upon receiving the divine promise that he would become a great nation and acquire a 

land of residency. The journey of Abraham develops into a national pilgrimage when his 

descendants escape from Egypt, traverse the desert, and reach the border of the promised land of 

Canaan. The story of Torah breaks off with the Israelite people not yet acquiring the land of 

divine promise. 

The narrative sequence in Torah appears to flow seamlessly upon first reading. The account 

of creation and the ancestors (Genesis) brings the family of Jacob to Egypt, reuniting them with 

Joseph and setting the stage for the liberation of the Israelites from Egypt (Exodus). The exodus 

from Egypt launches the nation on a wilderness journey, where the people encounter God at the 

divine mountain, receive law, and construct the sanctuary (Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers). The 

story concludes with Moses recounting the events from Genesis through Numbers in 

Deuteronomy, before he dies at the end of Deuteronomy. 

Yet a closer reading of the Torah raises questions about the literary context of Exodus. How 

closely is Exodus tied to the other books in the Torah, especially Deuteronomy, which repeats 

the entire story? Is Exodus related to the Former Prophets (Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings), 

which recount the history of the Israelite people in the promised land as well as their loss of it in 

the exile? An overview of the textual traditions of the MT and LXX indicates that the questions 
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of literary context were already occurring to the ancient writers. The chart in figure 1 on page 11 

indicates which books in the MT and LXX begin with the conjunction “and,” indicating a literary 

relationship to the preceding book, and which books lack the connection, suggesting at the very 

least a more distant literary relationship between the books. 

The books lacking a conjunction in the MT are Genesis and Deuteronomy, resulting in a 

separation between Genesis-Numbers and Deuteronomy-2 Kings. The MT suggests a close 

literary relationship between the story of the ancestors in Genesis and the Israelite liberation 

from Egypt in Exodus. It also raises questions about the literary relationship between Exodus and 

Deuteronomy, with their distinct accounts of the liberation from Egypt and the revelation of law 

in the wilderness. Does Deuteronomy begin a version of salvation in the MT distinct from 

Exodus? Does the story line of Deuteronomy continue through the fall of the monarchy in Kings, 

as is indicated by the conjunction at the beginning of each book in the Former Prophets? 

Figure 1 

Book 

 

MT 

 

LXX 

 

Genesis 

 

bĕrē’šît, “in the beginning” 

 

en archē, “in the beginning” 

 

Exodus 

 

we’ēlleh šĕmōt, “and these 

are the names” 

 

tauta ta onomata, “these are 

the names” 

 

Leviticus 

 

wayyiqrā’, “and [Yahweh] 

called” 

 

kai anekalesen, “and [the 

Lord] called” 

 

Numbers 

 

waydabbēr, “and [Yahweh] 

spoke” 

 

kai elalēsen, “and [the Lord] 

spoke” 

 

Deuteronomy 

 

’ēlleh haddĕbārîm, “these are 

the words” 

 

houtoi hoi logoi, “these are 

the words” 

 

Joshua 

 

wayĕhî ’aḥărê môt mōšeh, 

“and after the death of 

Moses” 

 

kai egeneto …, “and it 

happened …” 

 

Judges 

 

wayyĕhî ’aḥărê môt 

yĕhôšua‘, 

“and after the death of 

Joshua” 

 

kai egeneto …, “and it 

happened …” 

 

Ruth 

 

 

 

kai egeneto …, 

“and it happened …” 

 

MT: 1 Samuel 

LXX: 1 Kingdoms 

 

wayhî ’îš, 

“and there was a man” 

 

anthrōpos ēn, 

“there was a man” 

 

MT: 2 Samuel 

LXX: 2 Kingdoms 

wayhî ’aḥărê môt šā’ûl, kai egeneto …, 

“and it happened …” 
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 “and it was after the death of 

Saul” 

 

 

MT: 1 Kings 

LXX: 3 Kingdoms 

 

wĕhammelek dāwid, 

“and the king, David” 

 

kai ho basileus Dauid, 

“and the king, David” 

 

MT: 2 Kings 

LXX: 4 Kingdoms 

 

wayyipša‘ mô’ab bĕyiśrā’ēl 

’aḥărê môt ’aḥ’āb, 

 

kai ēthetēsen Mōab …, 

 

 

 

“and Moab rebelled after the 

death of Ahab” 

 

“and Moab rebelled …” 

 

The books lacking a conjunction in the LXX are Genesis, Exodus, Deuteronomy, and 1 

Samuel (= 1 Kingdoms in the LXX). The LXX suggests four broad divisions in the literature: (1) 

the ancestors (Genesis); (2) the exodus under the leadership of Moses; (3) the premonarchical 

period (Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Ruth); and (4) the monarchical period (MT 1 Samuel-2 

Kings = LXX 1–4 Kingdoms). The LXX supports the MT in underscoring a separation between 

Exodus and Deuteronomy. Thus it too raises the question of the literary relationship of the two 

books. But the LXX raises a further question about the relationship of Genesis and Exodus, since 

they also are not related with a conjunction. Is the history of the ancestors in Genesis distinct 

from the more nationally focused salvation of the Israelites under the leadership of Moses in 

Exodus-Numbers? And how do these two episodes relate to the Former Prophets, now also 

conceived as two distinct episodes? 

The LXX and MT indicate three areas of research surrounding the literary context of Exodus: 

(1) the relationship of Exodus and Deuteronomy; (2) the broader literary relationship between 

Exodus and the Former Prophets; and (3) the connection between the story of the ancestors in 

Genesis and the account of Moses’ liberation of the Israelite people in Exodus. 

Exodus and Deuteronomy 

The events of the exodus, the wilderness journey, and the revelation of the law codes at the 

mountain of God are presented twice, first in Exodus and a second time in Deuteronomy. The 

two accounts are written in different styles. Exodus is written in the third person narrative, while 

Deuteronomy is a first person speech by Moses, in which he recounts the past events of the 

exodus to the next generation of Israelites preparing to enter the promised land. The relationship 

between Exodus and Deuteronomy is one of the central literary problems of pentateuchal 

research in the modern period of biblical interpretation. The central role of this literary problem 

began with W. D. L. de Wette. E. Otto has recently reaffirmed its crucial role in understanding 

the composition of the Pentateuch and the Deuteronomistic History (Former Prophets). 

De Wette established the paradigm for interpreting the literary relationship of Exodus and 

Deuteronomy. He concluded that the two accounts indicate different religious outlooks, written 

by different authors during distinct periods in the history of ancient Israel. This insight has 

provided a hallmark in the historical-critical study of Exodus, even though de Wette focused on 

the second body of law contained in Deuteronomy. 

De Wette noted that the story of Moses comes to an end at the close of Numbers. Moses’ 

impending death is confirmed (Num 27:12–14), the land of Canaan is divided (26:52–56), and 
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Joshua is appointed as successor (27:15–23). Then somewhat unexpectedly Deuteronomy begins 

the story anew, by repeating much of the material that occurs in Exodus, Leviticus, and 

Numbers. New law is given (Deuteronomy 4–5, 12–26), the story of the wilderness journey is 

retold (chaps. 1–3), the sin of the golden calf is described (chaps. 9–10), many specific laws 

repeat (Leviticus 26; Deuteronomy 28), Joshua is appointed a second time to succeed Moses 

(Deuteronomy 31), and God tells Moses again of his impending death (chaps. 31, 34). The 

repetitions suggest that the history of Moses is completed at the close of Numbers. 

De Wette also pointed out that the style of the writing and the religious outlook in 

Deuteronomy were different from Exodus. He judged the language to be more reflective and 

theologically sophisticated than the literature in Genesis-Numbers. It contained distinctive 

phrases (i.e., “that you may live in the land that Yahweh our God gives you”). And the book 

presented a unique view of the cult, advocating worship at a single sanctuary (Deuteronomy 12). 

The demand for centralized worship meant that Passover became a national festival celebrated at 

the central temple (chap. 16). The command for centralized worship was at odds with the biblical 

portrait of Israel as having many sanctuaries throughout the Mosaic (i.e., Exod 20:24–26) and 

monarchical (i.e., Saul in 1 Samuel 13; David in 1 Samuel 21; and Solomon in 1 Kings 3) 

periods. As a consequence, de Wette argued that the books of Exodus and Deuteronomy were the 

product of separate authors, and that Deuteronomy was the later account. 

De Wette concluded that the earliest portions of Deuteronomy were written in the closing 

years of the monarchical period, during the Josianic reform (621 B.C.E.). The most important 

innovation of the Josianic reform was the centralization of worship (2 Kings 22–23) advocated in 

Deuteronomy. Thus this book with its command for one sanctuary and centralized worship must 

have been the “book of the law” (2 Kgs 22:8) that guided the reform of Josiah. Its original 

author, according to de Wette, wrote at the close of the monarchical period, with later writers 

adding even more literature in the exilic and postexilic periods. 

De Wette’s fixing of the date of Deuteronomy to the end of the monarchical period, and his 

assumption that Deuteronomy must be interpreted as a distinct version of the exodus, have 

influenced all subsequent interpretations of the book of Exodus. De Wette concluded that the 

Exodus was the older story and that Deuteronomy represents a later reinterpretation of Exodus. 

More recent interpreters have tended to reverse the literary relationship between Exodus and 

Deuteronomy, advocating that Deuteronomy is the older literary document, and that many 

portions of Exodus were composed by post-Deuteronomistic (so J. Van Seters) or post-Priestly 

(so Otto) authors. Whether one follows the lead of de Wette or the more recent trend in 

interpretation in which the historical development of the literature is reversed, the relationship 

between the books of Exodus and Deuteronomy has become a central interpretive problem in 

modern commentaries on Exodus. 

M. Noth is the most influential proponent of the hypothesis of de Wette. He accentuated the 

difference between Exodus and Deuteronomy even more than de Wette, to the point where he 

introduced new terminology for interpreting the relationship of the two books. The literary 

context of Exodus must be restricted to the Tetrateuch, according to Noth, consisting of the first 

four books of the Hebrew Bible: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers. Deuteronomy 

introduced a separate corpus of literature, the Deuteronomistic History (DtrH), consisting of 

Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings. Noth’s description of a Tetrateuch and his argument that 

Deuteronomy must be combined with the Deuteronomistic History corresponds to the 

relationship of books in the MT. Central to Noth’s hypothesis was the conclusion that there was 

no direct literary relationship between Exodus and Deuteronomy, at least one that could be 
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attributed to the same author. For Noth this meant that there was no Deuteronomistic literature in 

the Tetrateuch. In reaching this conclusion Noth followed de Wette in accounting for the literary 

repetition in the Torah as a reinterpretation of the older account in Exodus in the later book of 

Deuteronomy. 

Noth’s hypothesis is very influential in the contemporary interpretation of Exodus, and I 

employ his terminology throughout the commentary, especially with regard to the term 

“Deuteronomistic History,” to describe the literary composition that embraced Deuteronomy and 

the Former Prophets. But I do not follow Noth’s strict literary separation between Exodus and 

Deuteronomy. In the commentary I explore a closer literary relationship between Exodus and 

Deuteronomy, indicating the presence of the same or at least closely related authors in the two 

books. In many cases I follow the lead of recent interpreters, who attribute the composition of 

Exodus to an author who is writing after the composition of Deuteronomy. In the commentary I 

explore Deuteronomistic themes throughout Exodus, including the call of Moses (Exodus 3), the 

festival of Passover or Maṣṣôt (chap. 13), the revelation of God on the mountain (chaps. 19–24), 

and the story of the golden calf (chap. 32). 

The departure from Noth’s hypothesis of restricting Deuteronomistic literature from the 

Tetrateuch follows the lead of recent interpretations. H. H. Schmid identified broad similarity in 

language, style, and literary forms between Exodus and Deuteronomy, concluding that each book 

reflected the influence of the prophetic tradition, especially evident in the use of Deuteronomistic 

language. R. Rendtorff focused more narrowly on similar phrases that related Exodus and 

Deuteronomy, such as the divine promise of land.31 E. Blum fashioned the new literary insights 

of Rendtorff into the hypothesis that Exodus must be more closely related in composition to 

Deuteronomy, identifying the books of Exodus and Deuteronomy as part of a broader D 

Komposition (KD). Blenkinsopp echoes many of the conclusions of Blum, employing instead the 

term “Deuteronomistic corpus.” 

Yet Van Seters cautions that the similarity in language between Exodus and Deuteronomy 

should not overshadow clear literary differences. A central difference, according to him, is the 

identity of the ancestors. In Deuteronomy the ancestors are often the generation of the exodus, 

while in Exodus they are the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The differences between the 

books provide the basis for Van Seters to advocate a modified version of Noth’s theory of the 

Tetrateuch, in which Genesis-Numbers is judged to be a later composition than Deuteronomy. 

Van Seters identifies the author as the exilic Yahwist historian, who reinterprets Deuteronomy in 

Genesis-Numbers, providing a new history of origins. Otto represents a distinctive redaction-

critical model of composition. He judges Van Seters’s identification of a single post-

Deuteronomistic historian to be too simple a hypothesis to account for the composition of 

Exodus or the Tetrateuch as a whole. He proposes, instead, multiple authors in the composition 

of Exodus, all of whom are post-Deuteronomistic and post-Priestly authors, whom he identifies 

as the hexateuchal and the pentateuchal redactors. The theories of composition indicate the 

growing trend to date the composition of Exodus to the exilic and postexilic periods. 

Exodus and the Former Prophets 

Interpreters have suspected a literary relationship between Exodus and the Former Prophets from 

the outset of the modern historical-critical period of interpretation. Already in the Theologico-

Political Treatise, B. de Spinoza concluded that the Pentateuch was part of a larger history, 

extending through Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings. The evidence for Spinoza was the 

connecting phrases between books: “as soon as he [the author] has related the life of Moses, the 
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historian thus passes on to the story of Joshua: ‘And it came to pass after Moses the servant of 

the Lord was dead, that God spoke to Joshua,’ and so in the same way, after the death of Joshua 

was concluded, he passes with identically the same transition and connection to the history of the 

Judges.” Spinoza suspected Ezra (Ezra 7:10) to be the author of this history, which spans from 

Genesis through Kings. Contradiction between similar accounts in the histories of Chronicles 

and Genesis-Kings led Spinoza to conclude further that Ezra did not actually write the histories, 

but compiled them. 

The conclusions of Spinoza remain influential to subsequent interpreters, while also 

undergoing modification. Source critics like J. Wellhausen narrowed the focus from the entire 

corpus of the Former Prophets to the book of Joshua in tracing the literary connections to 

Exodus. Wellhausen came to the more restricted conclusion that Genesis-Joshua formed a 

literary corpus, which he described as a Hexateuch. The Hexateuch narrated the history of the 

origin of Israel from the promise of land to the ancestors (Genesis) to its fulfillment in the 

conquest of the land (Joshua). The hypothesis of a Hexateuch remains influential for interpreting 

the relationship of Exodus to the Former Prophets.39 

But as the work of Spinoza already indicated, the separation of Joshua from the remaining 

books of the Former Prophets poses a literary problem. The covenantal ceremonies at the close 

of Joshua (chaps. 23–24) indicate a significant transition in the history of Israel, but the story 

continues into Judges, creating literary relationships between Exodus and the larger corpus of the 

Former Prophets. A notable example is the notice of the death of a generation in Exodus (1:6) 

and in Judges (2:8–10). T. C. Vriezen first noted the strategic role of this repetition in the larger 

design of Genesis-2 Kings. His insight has been expanded by Van Seters, Blum, and K. Schmid. 

D. N. Freedman introduced the literary category of a Primary History, an Enneateuch, 

consisting of the nine books from Genesis through Kings, to account for the literary relationships 

from the promise of land to the ancestors (Genesis) through the loss of the land in the exile (2 

Kings). This literary evaluation echoes to some extent the insight of Spinoza. Although 

interpreters debate the literary process by which the books of the Enneateuch were formed, there 

is a growing tendency to interpret Exodus within this large literary context. Blenkinsopp 

describes the literary boundaries of the Deuteronomistic corpus as extending from Genesis 

through 2 Kings. Van Seters interprets an exilic Yahwist as combining the Tetrateuch with the 

Deuteronomistic History, which also requires Genesis-2 Kings to be read as a broad history by 

the time of the exilic period.42 R. E. Friedman, too, relates the Enneateuch as a history, which for 

him takes shape already in the monarchical period. E. Aurelius has examined the literary 

relationship between Exod 19:3b–8 and 2 Kgs 18:12, exploring the literary development of the 

material in the exilic period. These few examples indicate that there is debate among current 

interpreters concerning the literary process that created an Enneateuch. At the very least the 

debate encourages an exploration of the literary relationship between Exodus and the 

Deuteronomistic History. 

Exodus and Genesis 

Modern interpreters of the Pentateuch have regularly raised questions about the relationship of 

Genesis and Exodus. Wellhausen noted the problems of narrative unity and style that arise from 

a comparison of Genesis and Exodus, not to mention the abrupt transition between the two books 

from family stories to a national epic. But the tendency of modern interpreters has been to merge 

the story of the ancestors and the exodus into a single narrative by the same author(s). As a result 

the abrupt transition between the two books, as well as the changes in style, did not become the 
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focus of interpretation. This judgment has continued even after the research of K. Galling 

identified the story of the ancestors and the exodus as separate traditions of election, which were 

combined later into their present literary form.46 A. de Pury’s subsequent study of the book of 

Hosea adds further support to the research of Galling. He concluded that the references to Jacob 

and to the exodus remain distinct in the formation of the book of Hosea, with the prophet using 

the exodus tradition to evaluate critically the Jacob tradition of origin. 

The literary relationship between Genesis and Exodus has undergone further interpretation in 

recent studies on the Pentateuch. Following the lead of F. V. Winnett, Van Seters accentuated the 

literary separation between Genesis and Exodus by examining the references to the ancestors in 

Deuteronomy, the Deuteronomistic History, Ezekiel, and Jeremiah. He argued that the earliest 

references to the ancestors in Deuteronomy are to the exodus generation, not the patriarchal 

heroes Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. He also noted that the earliest reference to the patriarch 

Abraham in the prophetic corpus is in the exilic writing of Ezekiel and Second Isaiah. He 

concluded that the merging of the generation of the exodus and the patriarchal ancestors in 

Genesis was a literary innovation in the exilic period by a Yahwist historian, indicating the late 

development of history writing in ancient Israel. 

Rendtorff reinforced the conclusion of Van Seters, working in the opposite direction, from 

Genesis to Exodus. Rendtorff noted that the theme of promise of land to the ancestors was 

central to the formation of Genesis, but nearly absent from Exodus, where it is clustered at the 

outset, mainly in the commission of Moses: three times in the Priestly (P) History (Exod 2:24; 

6:3, 8), four times in the Yahwistic (J) History (3:6, 15, 16; 4:5), with only two additional 

references later in the book (32:13; 33:1). He too concluded that the identification of the divine 

promise to the patriarchal ancestors, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, with the exodus generation was 

a late literary development. For Rendtorff the literary process was the work of a Deuteronomistic 

editor, who sought to relate the previously separate literary traditions (“complexes”) of the 

patriarchs in Genesis with the story of the exodus. 

The insights of Van Seters and Rendtorff raise the question of whether the separation of the 

books of Genesis and Exodus in the LXX may reflect more than a minor textual difference and, 

instead, provide a window into a larger literary development in the formation of the Pentateuch. 

In this case the joining of Genesis and Exodus is at least as significant a literary problem in the 

formation of the Pentateuch as the relationship between Deuteronomy and Exodus-Numbers. 

More recent interpreters have probed this question, arguing that the merging of Genesis and 

Exodus is the most significant literary development in the formation of the Pentateuch, 

overshadowing the problem of the relationship between Exodus and Deuteronomy that was so 

pivotal to Noth. T. Römer developed the thesis of Van Seters in a study of the theme of the 

ancestors in Deuteronomy and related literature. He extended the conclusion of Van Seters, 

arguing that the ancestor stories in Genesis were combined with the story of Moses only in the P 

History, not in the pre-P Yahwist, as Van Seters had concluded. K. Schmid has extended the 

argument, concluding that the ancestor stories in Genesis and the story of liberation by Moses 

must be interpreted as two distinct origin traditions of ancient Israel, both of which are centered 

on the promise of land.52 Schmid follows Römer, placing the combination of the distinct 

accounts of origin in the postexilic period as the product of a post-P writer. The hypothesis has 

prompted Blum to restrict the literary boundaries of pre-P literature (designated KD) to Exodus-2 

Kings, thus separating Genesis from Exodus until the P composition (designated KP). 

Origin traditions, writes F. V. Greifenhagen, recount the ethnogenesis of the Israelite people. 

Such traditions define the boundaries of group identity by employing selective perception and 
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memory, fashioning aspects of historical experience into a founding mythology. The ancestor 

stories in Genesis locate the origin of the Israelites in Babylon and present an indigenous account 

of land possession through peaceful negotiation. The story of Moses in Exodus, by contrast, 

locates the origin of the Israelites in Egypt. It emphasizes the formation of the people outside the 

land of promise, requiring holy war and conquest for the fulfillment of the promise of land 

possession. The combination of the two accounts results in a master narrative, in which the 

origin tradition of the ancestors in Babylon and the Moses tradition about Egyptian origins 

become episodes in the story of salvation history. This emerging line of research raises new 

questions about the relationship of Genesis and Exodus that I will explore in the commentary, 

especially whether the two traditions of origin are related before the P History (see below, 

“Authors”). 

Ancient History Writing and Exodus 

The overview of the literary context indicates that Exodus is part of a larger story, which begins 

broadly with the creation of the world before narrowing to the family stories of the ancestors in 

Genesis. The family stories in Genesis acquire a national perspective in the life of Moses in 

Exodus-Deuteronomy, which continues into the story of Israel’s life in the land in the 

Deuteronomistic History. The interweaving of a divine creation, ancestral legends, epic accounts 

of salvation, and the chronicles of different kings results in a genre of literature that is difficult to 

describe. In the commentary I have characterized the book of Exodus as salvation history—a 

canonical story of Israel’s divine election. But scholars have long since debated its proper 

description. Van Seters notes that it is not myth in the narrow understanding of the term, since 

the divine actions are confined for the most part to this world, rather than taking place in heaven. 

But, as T. L. Thompson has indicated, salvation history does not conform well to the genre of 

history writing, at least in the modern sense of the term, where sources are critically evaluated by 

a strict rational standard in the recounting of past events.56 Thus interpreters debate whether 

salvation history is an example of ancient history writing. 

The Greek word historia means “inquiry” into the past as opposed to the mere retelling of 

accepted tales. Historia has entered the modern study of history in several forms that must be 

distinguished in order to evaluate the genre of salvation history as ancient history writing. The 

word “historiography” describes a broad category of literature whose aim is to address current or 

past events or people. Van Seters notes that the term could potentially include many genres of 

literature, including tales, stories, prophetic oracles, and poems. The result is that most books of 

the Hebrew Bible, including Exodus, fall under the umbrella of historiography. But such a broad 

definition is not sufficiently narrow to separate out “history as a form of the narration of past 

events.”59 It is the more narrow definition of ancient history writing that is our concern in the 

commentary, namely a genre of literature in which writers sought to explain the causes of their 

present circumstances by recounting the past. Van Seters encapsulates the more narrow concern 

of ancient history writing with the definition of J. Huizinga: “History is the intellectual form in 

which a civilization renders account to itself of its past.” Van Seters stresses that history writing 

is a distinct intellectual form of composition, aimed at explaining the causes of events, especially 

as they influence corporate or national identity.61 

D. Edelman has sharpened the definition of ancient history writing in three ways. First, it is a 

narrative genre of current or past events and people, based on sources of information. Second, 

history writing creates meaning by attempting to answer the question, Why? How has the current 

situation of a people evolved? Third, history writing is concerned with the causes behind events. 
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Thus there is a degree of critical evaluation in ancient history writing, both in the use of sources 

and in the quest to discover causation between events. The critical orientation separates the genre 

of history writing from mere antiquarian literature, in which authors simply collect and preserve 

past tradition. But, according to Edelman, ancient history writing must also be contrasted at least 

in degree to modern history writing. The difference between ancient and modern history writing, 

she concludes, is the application or standard of critical evaluation. Unlike modern historians, 

ancient history writers allow for a wide range of sources to recount the past, including tales and 

oral reports. They also allow for both divine and human causation to account for events. 

Salvation history incorporates many of the characteristics of ancient history writing. 

The civilizations of the ancient Near East recounted their past in many different ways. Van 

Seters notes a wide variety of forms, including royal inscriptions, king lists, omens, chronicles, 

historical epics celebrating victory in war, annals, and dedication and commemorative 

inscriptions. A. Kuhrt also includes the additional genres of annals of military achievements and 

autobiography as a means of social explanation, while also stressing the importance of 

chronicles, especially the Babylonian Chronicles from the mid-eighth century B.C.E. and later. 

Many of these forms of literature appear in the Hebrew Bible, but they do not provide an 

adequate model for the complex and extended narrative of salvation history, of which the book 

of Exodus is a part. 

The Greeks provide a closer analogy to ancient Israelite history writing. The earliest Greek 

writing is epic poetry from the ninth or eighth century B.C.E. like Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey. 

These epics are rooted in national pride, celebrating the honor and glory of national heroes. 

Greek prose writing emerged in the sixth century B.C.E. with the Ionians. Anaximander of 

Miletus made a map of the world in the mid-sixth century, accompanied with the relevant 

geographical information. Hecataeus of Miletus followed Anaximander, writing first his 

Genealogies, an account of family histories, followed by Periegesis, a travelogue of the lands of 

the world with ethnographic information. 

The sixth-century prose tradition of geography and ethnography by the early Greek 

logographers blossomed into the historiography of Herodotus a century later. M. Hadas notes the 

subjugation of the Ionians to the Persians as an important cause for the transition from national 

epic to history writing: “Epic, of which national pride is the lifeblood, could not survive in a 

subject people.” Instead: “The Ionians could only look to the remote past for their heroes.” As a 

result, Hadas concludes: “History … was looked to for the kind of record of the past which epic 

had provided.”67 

Greek history writing included inherited traditions and legends, often organized and 

rationalized from a critical perspective. The ancient historians sought to assess the causes of past 

actions and the responsibility for the present state of affairs. Herodotus sought to record the great 

deeds of the past and, more particularly, to assess the causes of the wars between the Greeks and 

the Persians.69 His is a tragic history. Whether tragedy or not, the content of ancient history 

created images for transmission as tradition, forming a national or corporate identity. As E. Shils 

writes: “The promotion of a belief in continuity and identity with the national past, reverence for 

national heroes, the commemoration of founding events … were among the tasks laid on the 

teaching of national history.” Early Greek history writing reflects this aim. It sought to recount 

the causes of past events and institutions in order to provide identity by explaining present 

behavior, religious practice, and social circumstances. 

Salvation history, like early Greek history writing, is written in prose rather than poetry. It 

demonstrates an interest in antiquarian customs, but its organization, ethnographic interest, and 
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development of themes go beyond the genre of antiquarian literature. The Pentateuch is 

especially concerned with the remote past, including the creation of the world (Genesis 1–11), 

the origin of the first ancestors from Babylon (Genesis 12–50), and the origin of the Israelite 

nation from Egypt (Exodus-Deuteronomy). The history of the kingdoms in the Former Prophets 

(Joshua-2 Kings) turns its attention to the more recent past. As is the case with early Greek 

history writing, the literature includes local records, epic lore, temple law, now organized around 

genealogy, chronology, and travelogue. 

The exact relationship between ancient Israelite and Greek history writing is unclear because 

of debate surrounding the date of the earliest writing of history in ancient Israel. Biblical scholars 

have dated the pentateuchal narrative anywhere from the tenth to the second century B.C.E. The 

earlier dates would place Israelite history writing significantly before the rise of Greek prose, 

while the later dates suggest a closer relationship with the development of Greek history writing. 

I assume a moderate date for the emergence of Israelite history writing, perhaps the late 

monarchical period at the earliest, but the most significant development occurs in the exilic and 

postexilic periods under Neo-Babylonian and especially Persian rule, not in the Hellenistic 

period, nor in the early monarchical period. The dating suggests a similar cultural environment 

for the emergence of Greek and Israelite history writing, as each group reacts to the new world 

order of Persian rule. But a more specific literary influence is difficult to confirm.75 

A date for the rise of ancient Israelite history writing in the exilic and postexilic periods 

suggests that, like its Greek counterpart, Israelite history writing grew during a time of social 

subjugation under Neo-Babylonian and Persian rule. The story of salvation history in the 

Pentateuch does not celebrate national heroes or exhibit national pride. Rather, like early Greek 

histories, the Pentateuch looks to the past for heroes, while national pride is only a future hope 

when the Israelites enter the promised land of Canaan. Yet the similarities in outlook between 

Greek and Israelite history writing must not obscure important differences. A summary of their 

contrasts will provide focus for interpreting Exodus. 

Greek history writing portrayed a critical spirit toward mythology and the epic legends of the 

gods. The role of gods in human affairs was not completely eliminated. Yet the critical spirit 

meant that the actions of the gods were not the central subject of history, because they did not 

provide reliable evidence for the causes of events. The concern with the reliability of evidence 

limited the focus of Greek historians. They did not trace history to the origin of the world, but 

examined instead the causes of more recent events. Thus Herodotus avoids the story of the origin 

of the world, because it cannot be verified. He also states his intent to avoid investigating the 

business of the gods (Hist. 2.3.2; 2.65.2). The reason is that there is no way to distinguish true 

from false (2.23). Thucydides is even more restrictive in probing the past.78 

Ancient Israelite history writing shares the Greek critical spirit in evaluating past tradition. 

The actions of heroes like Moses are often mixed in motive. But the Israelite historians do not 

eliminate the action of God in human affairs as a reliable source of evidence. A. Momigliano 

concludes that history and religion become one for ancient Israelite historians. Their aim is to 

preserve a “truthful record of the events in which God showed his presence.” Thus, rather than a 

distinct enterprise from mythology, history becomes a religious duty for the biblical authors. As 

a consequence the writing of the past becomes a story of God’s history of salvation toward the 

Israelites. The merging of history and religion into a salvation history separates ancient Israelite 

history writing from its Greek counterpart. The difference is crucial for interpreting Exodus. 

Edelman states the difference between ancient and modern history writing as residing in the 

role of critical thinking. Ancient history writers surpassed mere antiquarian interests, because 
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they introduced a critical spirit in their use of sources and in the evaluation of causality. But, she 

adds, they differed from modern historians precisely in the same characteristic: in the application 

and standard of critical thinking with regard to sources and causation. The characterization of 

ancient Israelite history writing as salvation history underscores how far removed Exodus is from 

modern history writing, and even more importantly from ancient history writing. It shares 

aspects of the genre of ancient history writing, but as Momigliano concludes it also departs from 

the genre in its focus on divine causality. Herodotus wrote about the great and wonderful deeds 

of humans, including Greeks and barbarians (Hist. 1.1). The genre of salvation history alerts us 

to the insight that Yahweh is the central character throughout salvation history. Exodus is a story 

of Yahweh and his deeds of salvation, carried out by Moses, his servant. The personality of the 

most important hero in Exodus, Moses, is nearly absorbed into the Deity, when divine holiness 

radiates through his face after the revelation of law (Exod 34:29–35). The departure of salvation 

history from the more critical perspective of Greek historiography has prompted Römer to 

suggest the phrase “narrative history” to describe the story of salvation history. He describes 

narrative history as “the organization of material in a chronologically sequential order and the 

focusing of the content into a single coherent story, albeit with subplot.” 

History and Exodus 

A central question in the modern interpretation of Exodus concerns the historical background to 

the narrated events. Scholars have sought to determine whether there is a historical event of 

salvation from Egypt that has prompted the elaborate narrative of Exodus. The question 

concerning historical background has influenced the way in which Exodus has been interpreted, 

especially in the modern historical-critical period. A review of this important question will 

provide both methodological and theological focus for the commentary, illustrating further that 

ancient history writing in general and salvation history in particular are not the same as modern 

history writing. 

Evaluating the exodus from Egypt as history must begin with the witness of the biblical 

writers themselves. The biblical writers certainly wish to anchor the exodus from Egypt firmly in 

history. They date the event to the year 2666 (Exod 12:40–41) from the creation of the world, or 

year 1 (Gen 1:26–27). The construction of the tabernacle takes place in the year 2667 (Exod 

40:1–2, 17). Biblical writers state further that the Israelite period of enslavement is 430 years 

(Exod 12:40–41), making their arrival in Egypt the year 2236 (Gen 47:9). Jacob and his family 

settle in a specific land within Egypt, Goshen (Gen 46:28; Exod 8:22; 9:26), also known as the 

“land of Rameses” (Gen 47:11). When the Israelites’ guest status in Egypt turned into slavery, 

the biblical writers of the MT identify the cities of Pithom and Rameses (Exod 1:11; the LXX 

adds the city of On) as the product of their slave labor. During this period of time the Israelite 

population grows from the original family of Jacob to a nation of six hundred thousand men 

(Exod 12:37), making the total number of those leaving Egypt (including women and children) 

approximately two to three million persons, not counting the mixed multitude that accompanied 

the people upon their leaving Egypt (12:38). 

The specific dates for the exodus, along with the careful numbering of the people, encourage 

a historical interpretation of the story. But the dates, the vague references to geography, and the 

unrealistic number of the group indicate that Exodus is not history. Goshen has not been clearly 

identified in the Delta region of Egypt. Two to three million people in the Sinai desert would 

overwhelm the fragile environment. It is also impossible to interpret the biblical chronology as 

literal history or, for that matter, to translate the chronology of the biblical writers into the 
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general Western system of dating (B.C.E. [Before the Common Era] and C.E. [the Common Era]. 

1 Kings 6:1 provides some help. It states that the fourth year of King Solomon’s reign was the 

480th year after Israel left Egypt. The traditional Western dates for the reign of Solomon are 

approximately 960–922 B.C.E., making the fourth year of his reign 956 B.C.E. and the year of the 

exodus 1436 B.C.E. This chronology would place the Israelite exodus from Egypt under the 18th 

Dynasty of Egyptian rule, specifically during the reign of Thutmose III (1490–1436 B.C.E.). This 

date would associate the Israelite exodus with the Amorite migration into the ancient Near East 

described in Babylonian texts. But such an ethnic association conflicts with the biblical writers, 

who contrast themselves with Amorites (Gen 10:16; Numbers 21), while the cities attributed to 

their construction are 19th Dynasty sites. 

Other biblical chronologies yield different dates for the exodus, further complicating the 

quest for history. Genesis 15:13 states that Israel’s time in Egypt was 400 years, not 430 years. 

Genesis 15:16 shortens their time in Egypt even further to three generations. The biblical system 

of dating may simply be formed for theological purposes. The 2,666 years from creation to the 

exodus is two-thirds of 4,000, which may be considered the period of time in a “world epoch.” 

Blenkinsopp has argued that the fulfillment of this world epoch is the rededication of the temple 

under the Maccabees in 164 B.C.E. 

Exodus does not qualify as history. Yet the tradition that Yahweh saved Israel out of the land 

of Egypt has deep roots in the Hebrew Bible. Many scholars have argued that the two hymns in 

Exodus 15, the Song of the Sea in vv. 1–18 and the Song of Miriam in v. 21, are instances of 

ancient poetry. If this is so, then Exodus itself contains some of the oldest references to salvation 

as a defeat of the Egyptians. The prophet Hosea, whose career took place in the second half of 

the eighth century B.C.E., provides the earliest identification of Yahweh with Egypt outside the 

Pentateuch. F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman also see evidence of the exodus tradition in the 

book of Amos (Amos 3:1; 9:7), a contemporary of the prophet Hosea. Hosea states that Egypt is 

the place of origin for Israel (Hos 2:15; 11:1), as well as the place of identity for Yahweh (“I am 

Yahweh your God from the land of Egypt”; Hos 12:9; 13:4). But the prophet is not familiar with 

the exodus as an event attached to the wilderness wandering tradition, in which Israel journeys 

for forty years through the desert as one stage in their history of salvation. In the six references to 

the wilderness in Hosea (Hos 2:3, 14–15; 9:10; 13:5, 15), the prophet uses the wilderness to 

signify Israel’s loss of land. He does not refer to a past pilgrimage through the desert from Egypt 

to Canaan. 

Hosea prophesied to the northern kingdom of Israel, focusing specifically on the ritual 

practices of the Bethel cult (Hos 4:17; 12:2–6). The Bethel cult is also the setting for the oracles 

of the prophet Amos. This setting leads to the conclusion that the tradition of associating 

Yahweh with Egypt may have been centered in the worship practices of the northern kingdom of 

Israel, thus providing a contrast to worship practices in the southern temple of Jerusalem, where 

salvation was envisioned as Yahweh’s enthronement on Mount Zion. A historical exodus from 

Egypt, however, cannot be determined from either the hymns in Exodus 15 or from the oracles of 

the prophet Hosea. The references to the exodus in Hosea suggest that the story of salvation 

history as recounted in Exodus had not yet been written, since it relates Israel’s deliverance from 

Egypt with their subsequent journey through the wilderness, an event unknown to the prophet 

Hosea. The hymns in Exodus 15 and the book of Hosea do indicate that the tradition of salvation 

as a liberation from Egyptian rule is formative in the religious practice of Israel during the 

monarchical period. 
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Research on the history of an Israelite exodus from Egypt has branched out from the book of 

Exodus to include the broader study of archaeology and of ancient Near Eastern literature. There 

is no direct evidence that the Israelites dwelt in Egypt or that they escaped from slave labor. 

Scholars cite indirect evidence, however, that such an event might have been possible, although 

on a much smaller scale than the biblical story. The indirect evidence also lowers the dating by 

several centuries from the biblical chronology, since it points to the 19th rather than the 18th 

Dynasty of Egyptian rule. Reference to the city of Rameses (Exod 1:11) indicates the capital of 

Ramesses II (1290–1224 B.C.E.), the second pharaoh of Egypt during the 19th Dynasty. The 

Egyptian Papyrus Leiden 348 refers to the building of Piramesse and to the slave laborers, 

described as ‘Apiru—a term some scholars associate with the word “Hebrew.” The papyrus 

reads, “Distribute grain rations to the soldiers and to the ‘Apiru who transport stones to the great 

pylon of Rameses.” Moreover, the Egyptian Papyri Anastasi provides insight into border 

crossings, migrations, and even runaway slaves during the thirteenth century B.C.E. 

The most interesting Egyptian evidence concerning the origin of Israel and their relationship 

to Egypt comes from the Merneptah Stele, composed during the fifth year of Merneptah’s rule 

(ca. 1220 B.C.E.). Merneptah is the third pharaoh of the 19th Dynasty. He followed Ramesses II, 

ruling in 1224–1211 B.C.E. The Merneptah Stele has the oldest reference to Israel in the Egyptian 

records. In describing his military successes Merneptah writes: “Canaan has been plundered into 

every sort of woe; Ashkelon has been overcome; Gezer has been captured. Yano’am was made 

nonexistent; Israel is laid waste, his seed is not.” The Egyptian writing indicates that the middle 

three references (Ashkelon, Gezer, and Yano’am) are cities, and that the term “Israel” refers to a 

people, not a city or a particular place. The reference to Canaan is also not to a specific city, 

raising the question of the relationship between the terms “Canaan” and “Israel.” The Merneptah 

Stele indicates that an “Israelite” people could be identified in some way already in the thirteenth 

century B.C.E. But the evidence also tends to argue against the exodus from Egypt. Israel appears 

to be an indigenous group within Canaan who were the object of Egyptian conquest. As such 

they certainly would know firsthand Egyptian oppression. Not only Merneptah but also 

Ramesses II and Seti I (1305–1290 B.C.E.) made frequent military excursions into Palestine in 

order to tighten Egyptian control over the area during the 19th Dynasty. But there is no 

indication that “Israelites” had recently fled Egypt, that a pharaoh died in the encounter, or that 

the people marched through the desert two to three million strong for an entire generation before 

their children conquered the land of Canaan. 

The story of the defeat of Pharaoh and of his army in the Red Sea is a cultic legend, not 

history, perhaps associated with Bethel. It speaks to an ongoing political reality in the life of 

Israel. Egyptian rule loomed large in Israel’s life from their earliest years, and it continued 

throughout their political history, giving the legend of the exodus from Egypt immediacy and 

continuing religious significance. Moreover, the ancient Israelite writers were also familiar with 

Egyptian customs and practices. Egyptian language influences the story of Exodus both in small 

details and in large events. The name “Moses” (mōšeh), for example, derives from the Egyptian 

word msi, a common theophoric element in proper names, meaning “son.” The word appears on 

such names as Thutmose, “son of Thut,” or Ptahmose, “son of Ptah.” The “bulrush” (gōme’) in 

which Moses is placed in Exod 2:3 may derive from the Egyptian word for “papyrus” (g/kmy). 

Even the plagues may be polemical actions against Egyptian gods, including Hapi, the god of the 

Nile; Osiris, the god of the dead; and Ra, the sun god. The influence of Egyptian culture on 

ancient Israelite writers may reach back to an experience of oppression in Egypt itself, but it 

need not. 
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The reference to Pithom as one of the cities built by the Israelites may provide historical 

background for dating the composition of the story of the exodus. D. B. Redford noted that the 

name Pithom does not appear in hieroglyphic writing with the town determinative until after 600 

B.C.E. This historical insight would place the author of the exodus in the late exilic period at the 

earliest. 

AUTHORS 

The author of Exodus is not explicitly stated. Yet within the book both God and Moses are 

credited with writing. God writes laws (Exod 24:12), the architectural plans for the tabernacle 

(31:18), and the tablets containing the Ten Commandments (34:1). Moses writes instruction 

about holy war (17:14) and laws (24:4; 34:27–28). The song in 15:1–18 is also attributed to him. 

As a result, tradition has assigned the authorship of Exodus and the entire Pentateuch to Moses. 

The historical-critical study of the literature in the modern era has clarified that Exodus was not 

written by Moses or any other single author. 

The identification of the anonymous authors, the time of their composition, and the method 

by which the literature was combined into a single history has dominated the interpretation of 

Exodus in the modern period. The central theory in the past century concerning the authorship of 

the Pentateuch, including Exodus, has been the Documentary Hypothesis. A description of the 

Documentary Hypothesis and its implications for interpreting the literature in Exodus will 

provide background for describing the method of interpretation in the commentary. 

DOCUMENTARY HYPOTHESIS 

The Documentary Hypothesis has provided biblical scholars with a model for identifying three 

anonymous authors in the composition of Exodus. The authors are entitled the Yahwist (J), the 

Elohist (E), and the Priestly writer (P). The work of each author is not confined to Exodus, but 

extends throughout the Tetrateuch (Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers) and perhaps even to 

the book of Joshua. In addition the Documentary Hypothesis identifies the author of 

Deuteronomy as the Deuteronomist (D). Those who identify the anonymous pentateuchal authors 

as also responsible for the book of Joshua speak of a Hexateuch. 

The three authors of Exodus (J, E, P) are evident where the same story (repetition) is told 

from different points of view (contradiction). Examples of stories containing both repetition and 

contradiction include the two names for the mountain of God (Sinai and Horeb), the two stories 

of the revelation of the divine name Yahweh (Exodus 3 and 6), several interpretations of the 

conflict at the Red Sea (chaps. 14–15), divergent law codes (chap. 20 and Deuteronomy 5), and 

different accounts of the appropriate sanctuary (i.e., the tent of meeting in Exodus 33, and the 

tabernacle in chaps. 25–31, 35–40). These and many other repetitions confirm the existence of 

several anonymous authors in the composition of Exodus with divergent views of God, 

community, and worship. 

An important goal for interpreters employing the Documentary Hypothesis is to unravel the 

sources into their previously independent versions so that each can be interpreted separately from 

the others. In the process the narrated events of Exodus are not read for historical information 

about the Mosaic period, but to discern the social setting and religious outlook of the different 

authors writing centuries later. Careful interpretation of the individual sources, therefore, 

provides insight into the social, cultural, and religious circumstances of Israel’s monarchical, 
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exilic, and postexilic periods, the time when the sources were written. The authors are profiled in 

the following manner. 

The titles J and E arise from the use of the divine names Yahweh (sometimes written 

“Jahweh” from the Latin, taken up also in English “Jehovah”) and Elohim, especially in Genesis, 

but also in Exodus-Numbers. The advocates of the Documentary Hypothesis locate each source 

in the early monarchical period. The author of J was placed either in the time of the united 

monarchy of the tenth century or in the southern kingdom of Judah in the ninth to eighth century 

B.C.E. The J source begins with creation in Genesis 2, focusing on the garden of Eden. Its style is 

a terse but flowing narrative, free of formulaic phrases. Stories in the opening chapters of 

Genesis include Adam and Eve’s expulsion from the garden of Eden, the murder of Abel by 

Cain, the flood, subsequent stories of Noah, and the tower of Babel. The ancestral literature is 

organized around the divine promise of land and descendants (Gen 12:1–3), a promise conceived 

as a covenant (Genesis 15). The J literature is also prominent in the story of Moses, including 

accounts of his birth and early years, the exodus, the revelation at Sinai, the wilderness 

wandering, and perhaps also stories of the conquest in Joshua. As noted above, the J History was 

thought to reflect the renaissance under David and Solomon in the tenth century, or the religious 

outlook of the southern kingdom of Judah in the ninth to eighth centuries. 

The author of E was thought to have written in the northern kingdom of Israel in the ninth to 

eighth centuries. The E source presents a prophetic interpretation of Israel’s origins. Central 

examples include the second episode of Abraham falsely presenting Sarah as his sister to 

Abimelech of Gerar (Genesis 20), where Abraham is idealized as a prophet. The testing of 

Abraham in the divine command to sacrifice Isaac (Genesis 22) is considered an important story 

in the E source. Source critics also identify E in Exodus-Numbers. Examples include the use of 

the name Elohim in the call of Moses (Exodus 3) and in the theophany at Sinai (Exodus 19). The 

prophetic perspective of E provides insight into the religious perspective of the northern 

kingdom of Israel. 

The author of Deuteronomy is associated with the Josianic reform at the close of the 

monarchical period in the late seventh century. The D source is not a history but a law book. It is 

confined to Deuteronomy, which divides between sermons and laws presented by Moses to Israel 

on the plains of Moab. The time span of the sermons is one day. Moses dies at the close of the 

day, giving Deuteronomy the character of a testimonial, as D. Olson has argued.97 Central 

themes include covenant, the need for Israel to be distinct from surrounding nations, centralized 

worship, the importance of putting law above a king, and the danger of idolatry. Deuteronomy is 

a polemical treatise that advocates the Israelites’ exclusive loyalty to Yahweh over the other 

gods. The polemical rhetoric indicates the innovative nature of the message of monolatry, with 

the need for centralized worship (chap. 12). 

The P writer is judged to be the latest to compose a history of Israel, sometime in the 

postexilic period. The P source is an independent account of Israelite origins, which uses the 

divine name Elohim in Genesis, hence its early designation as E1. The P source is judged to be 

later than Deuteronomy, since it assumes the singular worship of Yahweh at a central cult. The 

absence of the polemical rhetoric that characterized Deuteronomy further reinforced the 

conclusion of the late composition of P. 

The literary scope of the P source is debated. Some interpreters identify it as beginning with 

creation in Genesis 1 and continuing perhaps as far as the account of land distribution in Joshua 

18–19. Wellhausen recognized the similarity in language and themes between portions of Joshua 

and the P source, yet he identified the literature in Joshua to be secondary to the P source. T. 
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Nöldeke extended the P source itself into Joshua.100 Blenkinsopp represents a contemporary 

example of a similar interpretation. Others limit the P source to the death of Moses announced in 

Num 27:12–23 and fulfilled in Deut 34:1–8. Noth advocated this position with his hypothesis of 

the Deuteronomistic History, a literary composition that included Deuteronomy + Joshua-2 

Kings, that is distinct from the P Tetrateuch. More recently interpreters have sought the ending 

of the P source in the revelation at Mount Sinai, either in the construction of the tabernacle103 or 

in the ordination of the Aaronide priesthood in Leviticus 8–9. The unifying thread throughout the 

different interpretations is that P literature is composed independently and only later combined 

with the other pentateuchal sources. 

Interpreters also debate the literary character of the P source. Early critics separated law from 

narrative and identified only the narrative as the P source (Pg). P legal material was judged to be 

a supplement to the P source (designated Ps). Noth represents a later formulation of this position. 

More recently interpreters have questioned the separation of law and narrative, arguing instead 

for a mixture of literary genres in the P source.106 The style of the P History is formulaic. 

Genealogies and dating organize the literature.108 The central theme is the presence of God with 

Israel. This theme is developed by relating world creation (Gen 1:1–2:4) and temple construction 

(Exodus 24, 25–31, 35–40). Other important themes are the covenants with Noah (Genesis 9), 

Abraham (Genesis 17), and Israel (Exodus 2), which include the promise of land. The life of 

Moses in Exodus-Numbers is organized around the revelation (Exodus 25–31) and the 

construction of the tabernacle (Exodus 35–40), the creation of its sacrificial cultic system and 

priesthood (Leviticus), and the social organization of the wilderness camp (Numbers 1–10). The 

P source reflects the social and religious changes of Israel during and after the exile, as a 

province under Persian rule, now organized as a theocracy. 

The independent “sources” (J, E, P) were merged into their present form in the Pentateuch 

well into the postexilic period by editors (also called “redactors”). The editors who fashioned the 

Pentateuch were concerned to preserve and harmonize tradition. They were not formative or 

creative theologians in their own right. As a result advocates of the Documentary Hypothesis 

judged the present form of the Pentateuch, including Exodus, to lack a clear literary design. The 

goal of interpretation is to isolate the different sources. It is not to interpret the present form of 

the Pentateuch in general, or Exodus in particular. Propp’s commentary on Exodus illustrates this 

view: according to him, the redactor is a scribe, but not an author. “His raw materials were 

already highly polished works of art, which he had but to transcribe.” 

CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH AND METHOD OF STUDY IN THE COMMENTARY 

The research supporting the Documentary Hypothesis provides a starting point for my method of 

interpretation in this commentary. I interpret Exodus as the product of anonymous authors, not 

the work of Moses. Three lasting effects of the Documentary Hypothesis influence this 

commentary: (1) the identification of repetitions in the Pentateuch as a clue for profiling the 

anonymous authors, (2) the dating of Deuteronomy from the Josianic reform into the exilic 

period, and (3) the dating of the P literature later than Deuteronomy. 

But I also depart from the Documentary Hypothesis. Three areas of research have contributed 

to the breakdown of the Documentary Hypothesis: (1) the difficulty in identifying an E source, 

(2) the debate over the date of the J source and its relationship to Deuteronomy and the 

Deuteronomistic History, and (3) the literary character of the P material and its relationship to 

earlier tradition. 
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The Elusive Author of the Elohist Source 

The identification of an anonymous author as the “Elohist” goes back nearly to the beginning of 

the historical-critical study of the Pentateuch. One of the earliest historical-critical interpreters of 

the Pentateuch, J. Astruc (1684–1766), identified two authors, A and B, based on the divine 

names Elohim and Yahweh. Astruc’s “A” author could just as well have been called the 

“Elohist,” since this author was identified by a preference for using the divine name Elohim. But 

the Elohist source of the Documentary Hypothesis came into focus only after the P source was 

identified and separated from the non-P uses of Elohim. 

The Elohist source constitutes the non-P stories in which the name Elohim is used. Examples 

are sparse. As noted above they include Abraham’s deception of Abimelech that Sarah was his 

sister and not his wife (Genesis 20), the sacrifice of Isaac (Genesis 22), the story of the midwives 

(Exod 1:15–21), and the meeting between Moses and Jethro (Exodus 18). This list of stories is 

not exhaustive, but it indicates a central problem confronting the Documentary Hypothesis: the 

scarcity of material in the Pentateuch that can be attributed to the Elohistic author. 

Thus scholars debate whether there ever was an independent E source. If such a document 

existed, most of the material is now lost, since so little of the literature attributed to it is evident. 

Those who favor the existence of an E source assume that most of the composition is absent 

from the Pentateuch.114 Those who reject the hypothesis of an independent E source interpret the 

E stories as additions to the J History, often designated as JE. The E source of the Documentary 

Hypothesis will play no role in this commentary. The stories traditionally attributed to it, such as 

the midwives in Exodus 1 or Moses’ meeting with Jethro in Exodus 18, will be interpreted as 

distinct stories incorporated into a single history. 

The Exile and the Non-P History 

The most recent debate among pentateuchal interpreters concerns the authorship and date of the 

Non-P History, which would be identified as J and E in the Documentary Hypothesis, especially 

its relationship to Deuteronomy (see above, “Literary Context”). Throughout the modern 

historical-critical period of interpretation there has been a strong consensus for dating the Non-P 

History to the early monarchical period. Thus it was viewed as preceding Deuteronomy in 

composition by several centuries. Wellhausen, a pioneer in the formation of the Documentary 

Hypothesis, placed the Non-P History (the J source) in the ninth-eighth century B.C.E. Later 

scholars like von Rad pushed its date to the tenth century B.C.E. In either case there was 

agreement that ancient Israel began to write historical narrative early in the monarchical 

period—if not during the renaissance of the united monarchy (10th century), then shortly 

thereafter (9th–8th century). Scholars debated questions of genre. Could such writing be called 

history, or were other categories such as epic, myth, legend, or folklore more appropriate? (See 

above, “Ancient History Writing and Exodus.”) Within this debate, however, there was general 

agreement that some form of history writing emerged during the early monarchical period, well 

before the composition of Deuteronomy. 

The consensus influenced the interpretation of ancient Israelite religion in at least two ways. 

First, an early date for the Non-P History allowed interpreters to use it as an avenue for 

discerning the social and religious worldview of the united monarchy of David and Solomon. 

Second, the presence of history writing during the early monarchical period also accentuated the 

uniqueness of Israel within its larger cultural setting, since no other contemporary culture had 

produced anything like the Non-P History. The closest parallels to such history writing, as we 
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have seen, appear much later in the ancient Near East. Early forms occur in the Babylonian 

Chronicles, dating from the mid-eighth century B.C.E. Closer parallels emerge with the early 

Greek historians like Herodotus, writing during the Persian period in the fifth century B.C.E. and 

later. 

Contemporary interpreters are increasingly arguing for a later date to the Non-P History. The 

central arguments surround its relationship to Deuteronomy (D) and the Deuteronomistic History 

(DtrH: Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings). Van Seters argued in 1983 that the Non-P History 

(identified by him as the Yahwist History) is later than Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic 

History.120 He focused on the terminology and literary techniques in Genesis, Exodus, and 

Numbers, and the relationship of this literature to Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic 

History. In subsequent work he has included the comparative study of history writing to provide 

a broader basis for evaluating the development of literature in ancient Israel as it is reflected in 

the composition of the Pentateuch (see above, “Genre of Salvation History”). He concluded that 

comparison does not support the presence of the Non-P History in the early monarchical period 

of ancient Israel, since the genre of history writing in the complex form of the Pentateuch and the 

Deuteronomistic History emerges only late in the literary history of the ancient Near East. 

In 1976 H. H. Schmid undertook a fresh literary study of J stories, terminology, and themes. 

He discovered similarity between the Non-P literature in Genesis, Exodus, and Numbers and 

prophetic themes and genres in the Deuteronomistic History (e.g., the commissioning of Moses 

in Exodus 3–4 is a prophetic genre repeated in Judges and Samuel). He concluded that the “so-

called” J literature was formed by Deuteronomic writers, accounting for the thematic emphasis 

on blessing, nationhood, and the promise of land (see above, “Literary Context”). He did not 

work out a clear framework for dating the literature. 

Blum reached somewhat similar conclusions to Schmid, employing more tradition-historical 

methodology. He too noted a literary relationship (a “profile”) between the Non-P literature in 

Genesis-Numbers, Deuteronomy, and the Deuteronomistic History. He highlighted this network 

of linguistic and thematic connections by identifying the Non-P literature in Genesis-Numbers as 

the D-Komposition (KD). The KD incorporates older traditions, but the author reflects the 

worldview of the Deuteronomistic tradition, presupposing Deuteronomy and the 

Deuteronomistic History. He concluded that the KD was likely written in the postexilic period as 

a supplement to Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History, although he did not spell out the 

exact literary relationship between distinct blocks of literature. The KD provides a prelude to a 

larger history extending through the fall of the monarchy. It is intended to ground the faith of the 

Israelites in Abraham, while also providing a future orientation with the unfulfilled promise of 

land. Blum subsequently refined this conclusion, separating Genesis from the KD as a distinct 

story of origins, combined with the story of Moses only in the P History. (See above, “Literary 

Context.”) 

I will employ the term “Non-P” to describe the earliest history in the Pentateuch, which 

likely extends into the Deuteronomistic History. Debate over the best designation for the Non-P 

literature in the Pentateuch is far from settled. Van Seters continues to identify the exilic history 

as the Yahwist History. But it is important to realize that the Yahwist History of Van Seters has 

nothing to do with the Documentary Hypothesis. The anonymous author is not identified by the 

use of the divine name Yahweh. The history is not part of the social development of the 

monarchy under David and Solomon, but is actually critical of the monarchical period. And the 

history shares many of the perspectives of Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History, 

providing a later reinterpretation of their central themes. Van Seters’s use of the J History has 
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been criticized as not reflecting clearly the breakdown of the Documentary Hypothesis. But as 

recent reviews of pentateuchal studies have illustrated, the term “J” has been used in a variety of 

ways throughout the history of the modern period of interpretation. Thus C. Levin employs the 

term “the Yahwist” to identify a postexilic redaction of pentateuchal literature.125 Others have 

preferred to restrict the term “J History” or “J Source” to the methodology of the Documentary 

Hypothesis, and therefore they have dropped the name altogether, as evidenced by Blum’s 

designation KD, or Blenkinsopp’s term “Deuteronomistic corpus.” These terms rightly 

emphasize the close literary relationship between the Non-P literature in Genesis-Numbers and 

Deuteronomy. But the literary designations “composition” by Blum or “corpus” by Blenkinsopp 

do not capture the genre of ancient history writing clarified by the comparative study of Van 

Seters. 

The debate over the identification of the author indicates the dynamic character of 

pentateuchal studies at the present time. For this reason, I will employ the tentative title “Non-P” 

to identify the Non-P literature, following the lead of D. Carr. The Non-P History shares many of 

the perspectives of Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History, although each body of 

literature undergoes a distinct history of composition. In the commentary I will illustrate that the 

Non-P History in the Pentateuch includes diverse literature from many periods of Israel’s history, 

organized by chronology, genealogy, and travelogue. A firm date for the Non-P History is not 

necessary for interpreting Exodus. Deuteronomy is in formation as early as the late monarchical 

period. The Deuteronomistic History is likely written and revised in the exilic period. The exile 

may also be the date for the completion of the Non-P History, although the postexilic period is 

more likely, since in many places the Non-P History is clearly post-Deuteronomistic, for 

example, in the story of the golden calf, where Exodus 32 is later than Deuteronomy 9–10 and 1 

Kings 12. 

The important point for interpreting the Non-P History is its close relationship to 

Deuteronomy and to the Deuteronomistic History. Although these bodies of literature do not 

represent a single, unified composition, they share a religious outlook in their late stages of 

composition, which makes it possible to read Genesis through Kings loosely as a broad history of 

salvation, which Freedman calls a Primary History. Thus in the commentary I interpret the Non-

P History as combining the promise to the ancestors in Genesis with the story of the exodus from 

Egypt in Exodus-Deuteronomy. The repetition of themes such as the death of a generation in 

Exod 1:6 and Judg 2:8–10, or the story of the golden calf in Exodus 32, Deuteronomy 9–10, and 

1 Kings 12, also indicates that the author of the Non-P History relates pentateuchal literature to 

the Deuteronomistic History. 

The central themes of the Non-P History can be summarized in the following manner. The 

Non-P History roots the promise of salvation in the ancestors, especially Abraham. The exodus is 

an event of liberation from Egyptian slavery, arising in part from the divine promise to Abraham. 

The exodus signifies the continuity of the divine promise to the patriarchs. The linking of the 

promise of land to the ancestors and the exodus also gives the Non-P History a future orientation, 

since the exodus requires the future conquest of the land of Canaan for completion. The 

crossings of the Red Sea and the Jordan River symbolize a two-part sequence in salvation history 

marked by the crossing of water, from Egypt into the wilderness, and from the wilderness into 

the land of promise. The repetition anchors the literary relationship between the Non-P History 

(Exodus 14) and the Deuteronomistic History (Joshua 3–5). Both bodies of literature provide 

tragic accounts of how the Israelite people failed to secure the promise of land. The Non-P 

History records the failure of the first generation of Israelites, those who undertook the journey 
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through the wilderness, but lacked the faith to undertake holy war in a conquest of Canaan. The 

Deuteronomistic History records the failure of the Israelite monarchy; Israel loses the land 

because their kings abuse their power and reject the laws of Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy 

assumes a pivotal role between the Non-P History in the Pentateuch and the Deuteronomistic 

History. It represents the hope of a second generation of Israelites in the wilderness. It contains 

the constitution for a nation-state in which monarchical power is restricted by law. 

After the Exile and the P History 

The Documentary Hypothesis advances two assumptions about the P History in Exodus. First, 

advocates of the Documentary Hypothesis argue that P originally existed as an independent 

source, even though it is presently interwoven with Non-P literature throughout the 

Pentateuch/Hexateuch (see the summary of the P source above, “Documentary Hypothesis”). 

The existence of a once independent P source is supported by the quantity of literary units in the 

Pentateuch/Hexateuch that share similar motifs and themes. The evidence far exceeds that of the 

E source. The P literature in Exodus includes the revelation of the divine name Yahweh (Exodus 

6), a series of plagues (snakes, 7:6–13; gnats, 8:16–19; boils, 9:8–12), the Passover instruction 

(12:1–20), the story of manna (chap. 16), an account of the theophany on the mountain (24:15–

18), and the revelation of the tabernacle (chaps. 25–31, 35–40). 

Yet the once independent status of the P History is difficult to establish, because the reader 

encounters P literature as a supplement within the present structure of the Pentateuch/Hexateuch 

and not as an independent document. For this reason, in the commentary I will not reconstruct an 

independent P source as a starting point for interpretation. I will focus instead on the distinctive 

themes of the literature within the present narrative context. The methodology will allow for an 

interpretation of the particular view of the cult, society, and theology within the P History 

without advocating a firm position on its literary character prior to incorporation in the 

Pentateuch. 

Second, the Documentary Hypothesis assumes that editors sought to preserve tradition by 

combining the P source with the other sources. Thus the editors were not creative theologians. 

This assumption raises a more pressing issue of methodology for the commentary. The 

implication is that the context of the P literature in Exodus lacks design. As a result, the literary 

context of the P stories has not been a central focus for interpretation by advocates of the 

Documentary Hypothesis. 

I view the role of editors differently from the perspective of the Documentary Hypothesis. I 

assume intentional literary design in the distribution of P literature in shaping Exodus. The 

design may be the result of a P author, who is both using P tradition and composing literature, in 

which case the P History is a supplement of the Non-P History and a significant influence in 

creating the present structure of the Pentateuch. The implication of this hypothesis is that P 

literature in the Pentateuch/Hexateuch is not an independent source, but a supplement to a prior 

Non-P History, a position advocated by a number of recent interpreters. The literary design, 

however, may be the product of a separate editor (a post-P redactor [Rp]), which would then 

require a separate designation for the once independent status of the P History (Pg). 

In the commentary I will restrict the designation of P literature to the term “P History” in 

order to focus on the literary context of the P stories and law codes in Exodus. I assume that the 

author of the P History is aware of and dependent upon the Non-P History. Thus one aim of the 

commentary is to describe the literary relationship between the distinct bodies of literature, the 

Non-P and the P Histories. Careful attention to the literary context of the P literature will reveal a 
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dynamic inner-biblical relationship with the Non-P History in Exodus, in which divergent 

interpretations of origin stories are related without being harmonized. The implication of the 

methodology is that Exodus contains a range of authoritative interpretations of salvation history, 

which force the reader to relate historically divergent traditions in the formation of the canon, as 

has been argued in slightly different ways by B. S. Childs and J. A. Sanders. 

The designation “P History” runs the risk of simplifying the P literature in Exodus. Past 

interpretations of the P literature have identified a history of composition in the literature, 

regardless of whether the reader works with the hypothesis of a P source. Interpreters have long 

argued for a history of composition in the P legislation, some have even identified separate P 

documents,133 while more recently interpreters have described a series of post-P redactions. The 

complex character of the P History is indicated in the variety of designations that emerge in 

modern literature, including Pg (Priestly source), Ps (Priestly supplements), and Rp (post-Priestly 

redactions, of which there can be several). In the commentary I highlight the more complex 

nature of the P History in the distinct exegetical sections, while maintaining a focus on the broad 

outline of a P corpus of literature. 

The boundaries of the P History are debated (see above, “Documentary Hypothesis”). The 

literature is concentrated in the Tetrateuch, although there are signs of editing in Deuteronomy 

(e.g., the death of Moses in chap. 34) and in the Deuteronomistic History (e.g., the distribution of 

land in Joshua 18–19). The concentration of literature in Genesis through Numbers suggests that 

the P History is not tied as closely to the Deuteronomistic History as the Non-P History is, 

although it is equally critical of monarchical power. The P History envisions a sacerdotal society 

in the Mosaic age of the Pentateuch, not a monarchy. Salvation history is structured around the 

renewal of creation from Genesis 1, in contrast to the important role of conquest in the Non-P 

History. The P History envisions the history of Israel as a series of divine revelations, rather than 

as a sequence of acts of salvation (e.g., the progressive revelation of the divine name in Genesis 

1, 17; Exodus 6; and the relationship of creation and temple construction in Genesis 1 and 

Exodus 25–31, 35–40). The exodus (Exodus 1–14) inaugurates the new creation, bringing back 

the lost structure of the Sabbath in the first wilderness story of manna (Exodus 16). The 

construction of the tabernacle (Exodus 25–31, 35–40), the formation of the sacrificial cult with 

its priestly personnel (Leviticus), and the establishment of a temple community (Numbers 1–10) 

offer an alternative vision of society to monarchical rule, providing a broad literary relationship 

between divine creation (Genesis 1) and the sacral community (Exodus 25–Numbers 10). The 

first generation of the Israelites dies in the wilderness, not because they fear the conquest of the 

promised land, but because they deny the goodness of the promised land (Numbers 13–15) and 

they resist the leadership of Moses and Aaron (Numbers 16–19). The P History progresses to the 

legislation regulating the land of Canaan (Numbers 26–36), before recounting the death of Moses 

and the close of the Mosaic age (Deuteronomy 34). The distribution of land (Joshua 18–19) also 

points the reader beyond the wilderness to the Israelites’ future life in the land of Canaan. 

THE BOOK 

Exodus is central to the Hebrew Bible. It probes the identity of Yahweh, the God of Israel, 

through two related themes: the character of divine power, and the nature of divine presence in 

this world. These two themes of Yahweh’s power and presence go to the heart of ancient 

Israelite religion. It is not surprising, therefore, that Exodus contains many of the etiological 

stories for Israel’s cultic practice, including circumcision, the death of the firstborn, the Passover, 
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the Feast of Unleavened Bread, Firstfruits, Sabbath observance, as well as the building 

instructions for the sanctuary. As a story of Yahweh, Exodus is presented on a grand scale as a 

drama about kings, gods, and the forces of nature. Though written in prose, not poetry, the story 

is epic in content and scope. 

Exodus also contains the first part of the biography of Moses. Momigliano defines biography 

simply as “an account of the life of a man from birth to death.” The life of Moses provides a 

human story to parallel the grand drama of Yahweh’s power over nations and descent into this 

world. The parallel stories of Yahweh and Moses intersect throughout Exodus. Each character is 

introduced lacking identity. Yahweh is absent at the outset of Exodus, requiring a series of self-

introductions to Moses, to the Israelite people, and even to Pharaoh. Moses also lacks identity in 

the opening chapters of the book. He is born an Israelite, adopted into the Egyptian family of 

Pharaoh, and marries a Midianite, Zipporah. The formation of Israelite religion is tied closely to 

the clarification of Yahweh’s identity and that of his servant Moses. 

Thus Exodus is a story of the interdependence between divine identity and Mosaic authority. 

The absence of God in the life of the Israelite people and Moses’ lack of identity create a 

problem of authority. The stories of Yahweh and Moses are interwoven, because the authority of 

Moses is dependent on the power of Yahweh to fulfill past promises of salvation to the ancestors. 

THE POWER AND THE PRESENCE OF YAHWEH 

Although intimately related throughout the entire book, the themes of divine power and presence 

take prominence at different stages in the story, allowing for a loose division in the outline of 

Exodus. The first half of the book, Exod 1:1–15:21, explores the power of Yahweh to be faithful 

to past promises by saving Israel and leading them to the promised land. The biblical authors 

explore the power of Yahweh to save Israel, to influence other nations (the Egyptians), and to 

impact nature itself (the plagues, the control of light and darkness, and the splitting of the sea). 

The second half of the book, 15:22–40:38, describes the ways in which Yahweh is present with 

Israel in this world. Stories of travelogue through the wilderness, revelation of law from God’s 

mountain home, eating and drinking with God on the divine mountain, and the construction of a 

sanctuary in the midst of the Israelite camp explore different channels by which Yahweh, the 

God of the ancestors, will now dwell with the Israelite nation. Geography reinforces the two-part 

division of Exodus. The theme of divine power is explored, for the most part, in the setting of the 

land of Egypt. The theme of divine presence is developed in the setting of the wilderness, as 

Israel journeys with God from Egypt to the promised land of Canaan. A brief summary of the 

events within the two parts of Exodus will provide further content to the themes of divine power 

and presence. 

The Power of Yahweh: 1:1–15:21 

The nature of divine power takes center stage in the first half of the book. Other themes and 

traditions are employed to probe the power of Yahweh to save Israel. The background to the 

events of Exodus is the divine promise to the ancestors from Genesis (e.g., Gen 12:1–9) that their 

offspring would become a great nation and one day also possess their own land. Events in 

Genesis do not allow for the fulfillment of this divine promise. Instead, Genesis ends with the 

family of Jacob migrating to Egypt because of famine in the land of Canaan. Exodus opens by 

recalling the divine promise to the ancestors when it states that the family of Jacob has grown 
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into a great nation, fulfilling one aspect of the divine promise to the ancestors (Exod 1:7). But 

their vast population in the land of Egypt, not Canaan, threatens Pharaoh, prompting oppression 

and even genocide. The result is a paradoxical situation. The partial fulfillment of the divine 

promise creates suffering, not blessing, for Israel. Exodus 1 raises the central question for the 

first half of the book: Is Yahweh powerful enough to fulfill promises made to the Israelite 

ancestors in spite of the opposition of Pharaoh? 

Exodus 1:1–15:21 narrates the conflict between Yahweh and Pharaoh over the fate of Israel. 

It is an epic battle between kings and gods. The weapons of war are the forces of nature. Yahweh 

summons reptiles, insects, and meteorological elements, including hail and darkness, in an initial 

assault on Pharaoh (chaps. 7–10). When these elements fail to persuade Pharaoh to release Israel 

from Egyptian slavery, the personification of death itself, described as “the destroyer,” descends 

upon the land of Egypt in the pitch darkness of midnight, slaying all Egyptian firstborn children 

and animals (chaps. 11–12). Even the plague of death, however, does not dissuade Pharaoh from 

continuing the conflict. During the night he musters his army one last time and pursues the 

fleeing Israelites to the Red Sea (chap. 13), where Yahweh destroys him at dawn, this time using 

the sea itself as a weapon (chap. 14). The hymns in chap. 15 look back over the battlefield and 

answer the question raised in chap. 1: Yahweh is indeed a warrior God, possessing power over 

Pharaoh and over all the forces of nature. 

The Presence of Yahweh: 15:22–40:38 

The hymns in Exodus 15 also provide a change in focus from the exodus to the unfulfilled 

promise of land. Yahweh’s power over Pharaoh leads to the confident conclusion that God will 

lead the Israelite people in a march through the wilderness, with images of conquest pointing to 

the fulfillment of the promise of land (15:13–18). The utopian vision of life in a land ruled by 

God introduces the theme of divine presence with Israel. Although never realized, the theme of 

divine presence in the promised land is central to the second half of Exodus. Instead of the 

promised land, the wilderness becomes the setting for exploring a variety of ways in which 

Yahweh dwells with Israel as they journey toward Canaan. 

Exodus 15:22–40:38 describes Yahweh’s leading of Israel into the desert after the defeat of 

Pharaoh in the Red Sea. The relationship of Yahweh and Israel is developed in two opening 

stories, the bitter water at Marah (15:22–27) and the absence of water at Rephidim (17:1–7). 

Both stories are initiated by crises over water in the wilderness. The crises allow for mutual 

testing between Yahweh and the Israelites. Yahweh tests Israel’s faithfulness in the crisis of the 

contaminated water at Marah, promising the people healing from the polluted water in exchange 

for obedience. The absence of water at Rephidim, also identified as Massah/Meribah, provides 

the occasion for the Israelites to test Yahweh. They raise a question in this story that provides the 

central theme to the second part of Exodus: Is Yahweh in our midst or not? The miracle of water 

from the rock signifies God’s initial positive answer to Israel’s question. 

The remainder of the wilderness stories in Exodus elaborate on the different ways that 

Yahweh will be present with Israel and what obligations Israel must assume in order to live in 

the presence of God. The miracle of manna (chap. 16) indicates one way in which God is present 

with Israel in this world. It also establishes the Israelites’ obligation to observe Sabbath rest. The 

central event in the second half of Exodus is the revelation of Yahweh on Mount Sinai. Exodus 

19–24 describes Yahweh’s descent to the summit of Mount Sinai to reveal law and to make 

covenant with Israel. Exodus 25–40 focuses on Yahweh’s sanctuary. The revelation of the 

tabernacle (chaps. 25–31) is halted when the Israelites worship the golden calf (chap. 32). God 
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forgives Israel (34:1–10), issues new laws (34:11–29), and commissions the building of the 

tabernacle (chaps. 35–40). Exodus ends with Yahweh finally descending from Mount Sinai and 

entering the completed tabernacle on New Year’s Day (40:1–2, 17), filling the sanctuary with 

fire and smoke (40:34–38). 

The story of Yahweh’s revelation to Israel in the wilderness is also told on an epic scale. The 

forces of nature change their role, however, from providing Yahweh with weapons of war to 

signaling the presence of God with Israel. Israel is repeatedly rescued from crises through 

miracles. Polluted water is purified, water is drawn from rock, and food falls from heaven. 

During the revelation of Yahweh at Mount Sinai natural forces like thunder, lightning, darkness, 

and fire also signal the nearness of God to Israel and its inherent danger to humans. Yet Exodus 

presents an incomplete story about the presence of Yahweh. The Israelites’ initial question in the 

wilderness of whether Yahweh was with them (17:1–7) is not fully answered at the close of the 

book. God is present with Israel when the divine glory enters the tabernacle (40:34–38). But the 

promise of life with God in the land of Canaan remains a future hope. 

LEADERSHIP OF MOSES 

The epic drama of Yahweh’s war with Pharaoh and the divine revelation to Israel on Mount 

Sinai also provide the background for the story of Moses, the central human character in the 

book. The life of Moses is a human drama paralleling the divine epic of war and revelation. 

Moses, like Yahweh, begins the story without clear identity. Moses is born during Pharaoh’s 

initial genocide (Exodus 2). He miraculously survives this ordeal and even becomes adopted into 

the house of Pharaoh. Exodus traces his doubts, struggles, and successes in becoming Israel’s 

leader. His story relates the two parts of the book, with their divergent themes of divine power 

and presence. The first part traces Moses’ character development as the Israelites’ savior in the 

liberation from Egypt, while the second half explores his role as mediator during the revelation 

of law at Mount Sinai. 

Exodus 2–5 introduces the character of Moses, noting his mixed identity (he is both an 

Egyptian and an Israelite), his good intentions (he wishes to help his people Israel), and his 

violent nature (he kills impulsively). His early life experience with the Midianites in the 

wilderness foreshadows Israel’s experience in the second half of Exodus. He is commissioned at 

the mountain of God (chaps. 3–4), he returns to Egypt to mediate for Yahweh in confronting 

Pharaoh (chap. 5), and he continues to represent Yahweh to Pharaoh during the sequence of the 

plagues (chaps. 7–10), including the plague of death (chaps. 11–12). In the process Moses 

emerges as the liberator of the Israelites. But he is also their mediator. He informs the people of 

their forgotten ancestral God, Yahweh (chap. 4). He instructs them in cultic practice (chap. 12). 

He leads them in their march from Egypt (chap. 13) and even through the Red Sea (chap. 14). 

The character of Moses is further developed during Israel’s wilderness march (chaps. 16–18), 

when complaints by Israel about their journey force him to intercede with Yahweh on their 

behalf. His mediatorial role is greatly expanded during the revelation of the law (chaps. 19–24) 

and in the construction of the tabernacle (chaps. 25–40). Through repeated trips to the summit of 

the mountain, Moses begins to model the offices of priest, prophetic teacher, and even scribe as 

he purifies Israel, teaches the people the covenant, and records divine law. Yet the portrayal of 

Moses in Exodus is incomplete. His character development progresses through the Pentateuch 

until his death at the conclusion of Deuteronomy, completing his biography from birth to death. 
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NON-P AND P HISTORIES 

I will limit interpretation of Exodus for the most part to the identification of two bodies of 

literature, the Non-P History and the P History. Both histories were composed in the exile or 

later, although each contains literature from earlier periods in Israel’s history. Both histories 

trace the origin of the Israelite people through the central events of salvation history (e.g., 

creation, ancestors, exodus, revelation at the mountain of God, and promise of land), linking the 

events through travelogue, chronology, and genealogy. Both histories are critical of the 

monarchical period. Finally, both histories present a new vision of the Israelite society through 

divinely revealed law codes. 

Non-P History 

The Non-P History begins with the Israelite slavery in Egypt (Exodus 1). Yahweh commissions 

Moses in the wilderness (chaps. 2–4), liberates the Israelites (chaps. 5–15), and leads them to the 

mountain of God (chaps. 16–18). Yahweh reveals law and establishes a covenant with the 

Israelites at the divine mountain (chaps. 19–24). The Israelites break the covenant by building 

the golden calf (chap. 32). Moses persuades Yahweh in the tent of meeting (chap. 33) to renew 

the covenant (chap. 34), concluding the literature of the Non-P History in Exodus. The following 

list provides a broad outline of the Non-P History in Exodus. The introduction to each section of 

the commentary will include a more detailed identification of the literature. 

1:6, 7*, 8–12 

 

Pharaoh’s Enforcement of Slave Labor 

 

1:15–21 

 

Pharaoh’s Genocide and the Midwives 

 

1:22–2:10 

 

Birth of Moses 

 

2:11–23a 

 

Moses’ Flight to Midian 

 

3:1–4:18 

 

Commission of Moses in the Wilderness 

 

4:19–6:1 

 

Failed Confrontation with Pharaoh 

 

7:14–10:29* 

 

Plagues 

 

7:14–24* 

 

Blood 

 

7:25–8:15* 

 

Frogs 

 

8:20–32* 

 

Flies 

 

9:1–7 

 

Death of Livestock 

 

9:13–35* 

 

Hail 

 

10:1–20* 

 

Locusts 
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10:21–29 

 

Darkness 

 

11:1–13:16* 

 

Death of the Egyptian Firstborn and 

Passover 

 

13:17–14:31* 

 

Death of the Egyptian Army at the Red Sea 

 

15:1–19 

 

Song of the Sea 

 

15:22–27 

 

Bitter Water at Shur 

 

16:1–36* 

 

Manna 

 

17:1–7 

 

Water from the Rock 

 

17:8–16 

 

War against the Amalekites 

 

18:1–27 

 

Jethro and Moses 

 

19:3–8a* 

 

Proposal of Covenant 

 

19:8b–19* 

 

Revelation on the Mountain 

 

20:1–20* 

 

Revelation of the Decalogue 

 

20:21–23:33 

 

Revelation of the Book of the Covenant 

 

24:3–8* 

 

Covenant Ceremony 

 

24:12–15a*; 31:18* 

 

Tablets of Stone 

 

32:1–35* 

 

Golden Calf 

 

33:1–11 

 

Tent of Meeting 

 

33:12–23 

 

Mediation of Moses 

 

34:1–35* 

 

Renewal of Covenant 

 

The Non-P History in Exodus develops further the promise of the ancestors in Genesis. It 

progresses from the revelation of the tent of meeting (Exodus 33) and covenant renewal (chap. 

34) to additional stories about Mosaic authority in the setting of the tent of meeting in Numbers 

11–12, where the authority of Moses is developed further in relationship to the elders and Aaron, 

themes first introduced in the commission of Moses (Exod 3:1–4:18). 

P History 
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The P History opens with the theme of creation, emphasizing the fertility of the Israelite people 

(Exodus 1). Yahweh remembers the past covenant with the ancestors (chap. 2), commissions 

Moses (chaps. 6–7), and defeats Pharaoh, bringing the Egyptians to the knowledge of God 

(chaps. 8–15). Yahweh reveals the Sabbath to the Israelites in the wilderness (chap. 16), before 

the Glory of Yahweh appears on Mount Sinai (chaps. 19–24). The revelation of the tabernacle 

concludes the events at Mount Sinai in Exodus (chaps. 25–31, 35–40), linking world creation 

with temple construction. The following list provides a broad outline of P literature in Exodus. 

The introduction to each section of the commentary will include a more detailed identification of 

the P History. 

1:1–5, 7* 

 

Fertility of Israel 

 

1:13–14 

 

Violence of the Egyptian Oppression 

 

2:23b–25 

 

Divine Memory of Covenant 

 

6:2–7:7 

 

Commission of Moses in Egypt 

 

7:8–10:29* 

 

Plagues (Editing of the Plagues, Especially 

Blood and Frogs) 

 

7:8–13 

 

Snakes 

 

8:16–19 

 

Gnats 

 

9:8–12 

 

Boils 

 

11:1–13:16* 

 

Death of the Egyptian Firstborn and 

Passover (Editing to the Divine 

Announcement to Moses in 11:1–10*) 

 

12:1–20 

 

Passover and Feast of Unleavened Bread 

Legislation 

 

12:40–51 

 

Passover Legislation 

 

13:17–14:31* 

 

Death of the Egyptian Army at the Red Sea 

 

15:20–21 

 

Song of Miriam 

 

16:1–36*; 17:1b 

 

Manna 

 

19:1–2* 

 

Arrival at Mount Sinai 

 

19:11b, 18, 20–25 

 

Revelation on Mount Sinai 

 

20:1–17* Revelation of the Decalogue 
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24:15–18 

 

Revelation of the Glory of Yahweh on 

Mount Sinai 

 

25:1–31:17* 

 

Revelation of the Tabernacle 

 

31:18* 

 

Tablets of Testimony 

 

32:1–35* 

 

Golden Calf 

 

34:1–35* 

 

Renewal of Covenant 

 

35:1–40:38 

 

Construction of the Tabernacle and Its Cult 

 

The P History in Exodus continues the themes of creation (Genesis 1) and covenant (Genesis 

9, 17) from Genesis. The P History progresses from the revelation and construction of the 

tabernacle (Exodus 25–31, 35–40) to the ordination of the priesthood and formation of the 

tabernacle cult in Leviticus and the establishment of the wilderness camp in Numbers 1–10. 

Mount Sinai remains the setting for the revelation of the cult and community in Exodus 19–

Numbers 10. 

HISTORY OF INTERPRETATION 

The events in Exodus have been the source for ongoing interpretation from the time of the 

ancient Israelites to the present. The process of interpretation begins already in the book itself. 

The study of genre indicated that the Song of Miriam (Exod 15:21) and the theophany of God on 

the mountain (19:16–17) were reinterpreted in the formation of the book. But reinterpretation is 

not confined to Exodus. The story of the exodus was also interpreted throughout the Hebrew 

Bible. The prophet Hosea, for example, interpreted the exodus from Egypt as the result of 

prophetic leadership (Hos 12:13). The exilic prophet Second Isaiah explored the mythical 

meaning of salvation from Egypt as a defeat of the sea monster (Isa 51:9–11), while the prophet 

Ezekiel viewed Israel’s wilderness journey negatively, as a time of idolatry (Ezekiel 20). The 

events in Exodus thread their way throughout the entire Hebrew Bible. 

Exodus was also influential in shaping the broader history of Judaism and Christianity. Early 

Jewish writers like Josephus and Philo of Alexandria reinterpreted the exodus and the life of 

Moses to a Hellenistic culture. In his Life of Moses, for example, Philo described the tutoring of 

Moses in arithmetic and geometry by the Greeks. Hecataeus of Abdera interpreted the exodus as 

an expulsion of foreigners from Egypt to Greece, whose leader was Moses. The group founded 

colonies, one of which was Jerusalem.138 

NT writers explored the meaning of Jesus’ ministry and passion within the framework of the 

exodus. Jesus was called out of Egypt (Matt 2:15), underwent testing in the wilderness (Luke 

4:1–12), and became the paschal lamb (John 19:36), while the early Christians were also 

identified with the wilderness generation of Israelites (1 Cor 10:1–13). The Passover Haggadah 

continues to propel the events of the exodus through time, interpreting the exodus to new 

generations of Jewish worshipers. In the commentary I explore selective passages in the history 

of Jewish and Christian interpretation that enrich the interpretation of Exodus. 
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OUTLINE AND FORMAT 

The literary summary indicated a division in Exodus between the themes of divine power (1:1–

15:21) and divine presence (15:22–40:38). The commentary follows this division. Each half of 

the book breaks down further into three episodes. The theme of divine power includes episodes 

on “Setting” (chaps. 1–2), “Characters” (3:1–7:7), and “Conflict” (7:8–15:21). The theme of 

divine presence includes episodes on “Journey” (15:22–18:27), “Revelation” (19:1–24:11), and 

“Sanctuary” (24:12–40:38). 

Each of the six episodes separate between a general introduction and more detailed 

commentary. The introduction for each episode will outline the central themes, an overview of 

current research, the literature of the Non-P and P Histories, and a more canonical appraisal of 

the present literary structure. The use of an asterisk (*) next to a biblical text in the allocation of 

verses to authors indicates that a verse or a section of text includes literature from more than one 

author. The commentary will include a translation, notes, and a literary interpretation of the 

individual texts. The translation will indicate the P History with boldface print and the Non-P 

History with regular print. The notes will address syntactical problems and compare the Hebrew 

and Greek texts of Exodus, using the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia based on the Leningrad 

Codex for the Masoretic Text (designated as MT; K. Elliger and W. Rudolph, Biblia Hebraica 

Stuttgartensia. Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1997), the Samaritan Pentateuch 

(designated as Sam; A. F. von Gall, Der Hebraische Pentateuch der Sameritaner, Giessen: 

Alfred Topelmann, 1918), and the A. Rahlfs edition of the Septuagint (designated as LXX; 

Septuaginta. Id est Vetus Testamentum graece iuxta LXX interpretes. Stuttgart: 

Württembergische Bibelanstalt, 1962). The literary interpretation will examine central motifs 

within distinct stories or laws, the literary structure of different scenes, and the relationship of the 

texts to the larger ancient Near Eastern literary tradition. 

PART 1 

The Power of Yahweh in Egypt (1:1–15:21) 

Setting (1:1–2:25) 

INTRODUCTION 

CENTRAL THEMES 

Exodus 1–2 establishes the social and geographical setting for the salvation of the Israelites as 

one of oppression through slave labor and genocide in the land of Egypt. The oppression of the 

Israelites in the land of Egypt allows biblical authors to explore salvation as an experience of 

liberation from slavery. Indeed, the story of liberation has become the paradigm for a long 
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history of political and social interpretations of salvation. G. V. Pixley provides a contemporary 

illustration, noting the privileged place of the exodus for oppressed urban and rural Christians in 

the Third World. The story of the exodus, writes Pixley, is the resource for oppressed people to 

discover that the “true God of their faith is the God who accompanies them in their struggle for 

liberation from modern tyrants who oppress and repress them as the Pharaoh did the Hebrews.” 

The book of Exodus explores the themes of divine power and presence as a resource for 

liberation. But the themes are developed only indirectly in Exodus 1–2, since the story opens 

with the absence of God in the land of Egypt, and, hence, in the life of the Israelites. Years have 

transpired since Joseph ruled in the land of Egypt. Jacob and his sons have died. Yet the divine 

promise of fertility to Jacob (e.g., Gen 28:13–15) lingers, prompting a population explosion 

among the Israelites. The fertility of the Israelites underscores the power of divine promise, even 

when God is not an active character in the story. 

The absence of God in Exodus 1–2 allows biblical writers to explore the theme of power and 

oppression from a human perspective. The story moves quickly. Vignettes provide insight into a 

range of human responses to the effects of the divine promise on the Israelite population. As a 

result human power takes on many faces in chaps. 1–2, including Pharaoh, the taskmasters, the 

midwives, a Levite woman and her daughter, the daughter of Pharaoh, Moses, shepherds at the 

well in Midian, and Reuel and his daughters. Glimpses of the Deity emerge only indirectly 

through human actions of liberation. 

The major opponent to the divine blessing is Pharaoh. He fears Israel’s growth. His use of 

power is evil. He acts shrewdly in his interest to control the Israelite population through a series 

of oppressive actions, progressing from slave labor to genocide of male children. The oppression 

of Pharaoh is a catalyst in separating Israelites and Egyptians, and in the process the authors 

begin to define the identity of the Israelite nation. Pharaoh’s oppression becomes the object of 

satire.3 The authors emphasize how easily Pharaoh can be subverted by actions of women 

functioning in the role of tricksters. The midwives fear God rather than Pharaoh, allowing the 

Israelite babies to be born. A Levite woman hides her son in a basket and sets him adrift in the 

Nile River. Even Pharaoh’s daughter joins in the action by rescuing the child from the river and 

adopting him. The series of reversals carries a clear message. The power represented by Pharaoh 

is certainly dangerous to human well-being, but as an antidote to the power of divine promise it 

is futile. The fertility of the Israelites, so feared by Pharaoh, penetrates into his own family 

without his even knowing it. 

Moses represents a far more ambiguous character than Pharaoh in his use of power. He is an 

Israelite, born a Levite, but adopted by Pharaoh’s daughter. Biblical writers use the motif of 

adoption to explore how actions by Moses define his identity as an Egyptian and as an Israelite. 

The two stories immediately following the birth and rescue of Moses provide the core tension in 

the development of his character. The initial story recounts a failed attempt by Moses to save 

Israelites from oppression in killing an Egyptian. The next story tells of Moses’ successful rescue 

of Reuel’s daughters at the well in the land of Midian. Both stories underscore that Moses 

embodies the power to save. But this power is dangerous and leads to very different outcomes 

depending on Moses’ different social context and geographical setting. In the land of Egypt 

Moses identifies with the Hebrews, but mirrors the brutality of Pharaoh. This story is about 

murder, prompting hostility from Israelites and Egyptians alike. But in the wilderness of Midian 

Moses emerges as a savior, even though he is identified as an Egyptian. This story is about 

deliverance, leading to hospitality and marriage. The biblical writers skillfully use the motif of 
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adoption to underscore the close relationship between identity, action, and environment in the 

character development of Moses. 

AUTHORS 

Research 

The identification of the authors in Exodus 1–2 has tended to focus on repetition, distinctive 

vocabulary, and gaps in the narrative logic of the literature. The most agreement among modern 

interpreters is in identifying the P author in 1:1–5, 7, 13–14; and 2:23b–25. The list of Jacob’s 

sons in 1:1–5 is attributed to the P author because the phrase “and these are the names” is similar 

to the P writing style in Gen 46:8–27. The motifs “bearing fruit,” “swarming,” and “filling the 

land” repeat from the P creation story (Gen 1:28). The reference to hard service in Exod 1:13–14 

anticipates legal language in Lev 25:43, 46, 53. And the motif of divine memory and covenant in 

Exod 2:23b–25 repeats earlier themes in the P History from the conclusion of the flood (Gen 

9:8–17) and the covenant with Abraham (Genesis 17). 

The assessment of P literature has undergone revision in more recent evaluations of Exodus 

1–2. F. V. Winnett questioned whether 1:7 was P literature, since the motifs of the Israelites 

“multiplying” and “becoming strong” are not characteristic of P literature, and they repeat 

frequently in the chapter (1:9, 12, 20) in the Non-P History. He concluded that the verse was a 

mixture of P and Non-P literature. A number of recent interpreters have reinforced the literary 

insight of Winnett (e.g., Van Seters, Propp, P. Weimar, C. Levin), raising a question about the 

nature of P tradition.6 Does P literature constitute a supplement to Non-P literature, thus 

accounting for the complex literary character of v. 7? Or must P literature be separated into two 

levels of tradition, a P source and a post-P redaction? Propp advocates the latter position, arguing 

that v. 7 and the list of Jacob’s family in 1:1–5 constitute a post-P redaction, based on literary 

differences between Gen 46:26–27, a P text, and Exod 1:1–5, which he judges to be a post-P 

redaction. The result for Propp is the limitation of the P source in Exodus 1–2 to 1:13–14 and 

2:23b–25, with a significant post-P redaction including 1:1–5 and 7. 

The interpretation of the Non-P literature in Exodus 1–2 has tended to focus on the 

separation of E and J literature. M. Noth singled out the story of the midwives (1:15–21) as E on 

the basis of the divine name Elohim and the phrase “king of Egypt” to describe the Pharaoh. He 

attributed the remainder of the narrative to J, including 1:8–12, 22; 2:1–23a, although he noted 

points of tension in the present form of the text, such as the role of Moses’ sister (2:4, 7–10aa) in 

the story of his birth. 

The separation of the Non-P literature in Exodus 1–2 is debated, however, depending on the 

evaluation of the divine names Elohim and Yahweh, and more comprehensive literary theories 

about the composition of the Pentateuch. Propp continues to separate E (1:15–21) from J (1:22–

2:23a) on the basis of divine names and the distinctive views of the population of the Israelite 

people. The unity of the J section (1:22–2:23a) is both thematic (the confusion surrounding 

Moses’ ethnic identity) and literary (patterns of key motifs, such as the Hebrew root yld, 

distributed in groups of 7/8). Other interpreters have moved away from the distinction of J and E. 

Winnett argued that the story of the midwives (1:15–21) requires the threat of the Israelite 

growth of population (1:8–12). He asks: “Are not these two stories interdependent parts of the 

same narrative?” The theme of hard labor (1:8–12) evolved into the theme of the genocide of 

male babies (1:15–21). The literary source for both episodes, according to Winnett, is the birth of 

Moses (2:1–10), with its theme of the hero who is cast away in infancy. The three stories cannot 
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be separated into distinct literary sources. Such a hypothesis, of course, plays down the 

separation of the divine names as a marker of distinct sources. Developing further Winnett’s 

position, Van Seters reads the Non-P literature in Exodus 1–2 as the composition of a single 

Yahwist historian. 

The literary context of Exodus 1–2 has become an increasingly important factor in evaluating 

authorship. Van Seters points to numerous parallels between the Non-P literature in Exodus 1–2, 

Deuteronomy, and the Deuteronomistic History to identify an exilic Yahwist who is post-

Deuteronomistic. E. Blum has reinforced many of the same literary connections as Van Seters in 

describing KD, the Non-P body of literature that relates Exodus, Deuteronomy, and the 

Deuteronomistic History. Examples of the literary parallels include the transition of generations 

(Gen 50:26; Exod 1:6–8; Judg 2:8–10), the increase of descendants (Gen 18:18; Exod 1:7, 9, 12, 

20; Deut 7:1; 9:1; 11:23), the reference to storehouses (Exod 1:11; 1 Kgs 9:19), and the model of 

Moses as a political fugitive (Exod 2:11–23a; 1 Kgs 11:14–22). 

Source critics have long recognized the loose connection between Exodus 1–2 and Genesis, 

although the relationship of the two books has not been a focus of interpretation. Noth wrote: 

“The introduction of the great theme ‘The Exodus from Egypt’ is connected briefly and loosely 

to the theme of the Patriarchs which has preceded it in the book of Genesis. We now have this 

connection only in the late formulation by P (vv. 1–7).” Noth assumed that the original 

connection between Genesis and Exodus in the older sources was suppressed by the present 

position of the P literature, which allowed him to maintain the source-critical hypothesis, even 

though the older sources, according to Noth, presently lack a clear literary connection. 

More recently interpreters have built on the insight of Noth. The loose relationship between 

Genesis and Exodus has taken on larger meaning, however, with the rejection of source 

criticism. The result is an emerging hypothesis concerning the formation of the Pentateuch in 

which the combination of the ancestral story of origin and the Mosaic account of salvation from 

Egypt become the central literary accomplishment in the formation of the Pentateuch. The 

problem of the relationship of Genesis and Exodus is evident in Propp’s position; he attributes a 

significant role to the post-P redactor in the composition of 1:1–5, 7. Such a literary conclusion 

makes the most explicit connection between Genesis and Exodus the product of a very late 

author. The Documentary Hypothesis led Propp to conclude that the purpose of the post-P 

redaction was to provide an introduction to the book of Exodus. 

J. C. Gertz represents a literary analysis of the P and the post-P literature in Exodus 1–2 

similar to that of Propp. He too limits the P literature to 1:7*, 13–14; 2:23ab–25, while 

expanding the role of a post-P final redactor of the Pentateuch to include 1:1–6, 8–10, 20b–21a. 

But by not working within the framework of the Documentary Hypothesis, Gertz interprets the 

function of the P and the post-P literature as forging the literary relationship between the books 

of Genesis and Exodus, which represent independent origin traditions. Van Seters already 

suggested such a master narrative in the early 1970s, which he attributed to an exilic Yahwist. 

Blum’s hypothesis of KD advanced in the mid- to late 1980s conforms to the argument of Van 

Seters, although he reaches his conclusion through more tradition-historical methodology. The 

interpretations by Gertz and Schmid in the late 1990s, however, advocate a later forging of the 

master narrative by the P author and by the post-P redactors. This hypothesis has prompted Blum 

to qualify his literary description of KD, the pre-P corpus of literature in Genesis-2 Kings, to 

exclude Genesis. 

The overview of the research on the authorship of Exodus 1–2 indicates the dynamic 

character of scholarship at the present time. Old hypotheses of authorship are being significantly 
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revised or abandoned altogether. We have seen that the debate concerning the multiple 

authorship of Non-P literature (J and E) continues, and that there are new debates about P 

literature, especially its relationship to post-P authorship. We have also seen that the 

identification of authorship has branched out from a focus on internal problems in the style of the 

narrative, to the larger literary relationship of Exodus 1–2 to Genesis, on one hand, and to 

Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History, on the other. The result is that the interpretation 

of Exodus 1–2 is related to broad questions about the literary formation of a Primary History, 

consisting of Genesis-2 Kings. My comments will address aspects of the ongoing debates about 

the multiple levels of authorship in the P and Non-P literature. The focus of interpretation, 

however, will remain at a more general level, seeking to distinguish the two histories, the Non-P 

History and the P History, both of which contain a history of composition. 

Non-P and P Histories 

The chart in figure 2 on page 61 identifies the literature of the Non-P and P Histories. The 

subsequent sections provide a summary of their distinct interpretations of the oppression of the 

Israelites in Egypt. 

Non-P History 

The Non-P author is most prominent in Exodus 1–2. The author begins the story by noting the 

death of Joseph and his entire generation (1:6), the continuing fertility of the Israelites, and more 

importantly the strength of the new generation of Israelites (1:7*). A new pharaoh, who is 

unfamiliar with Joseph, immediately takes center stage in three actions. He institutes slave labor 

to slow down the population growth and to weaken the Israelite people (1:8–12). He commands 

the midwives to kill all male Hebrew babies (1:15–21), and he makes a public proclamation that 

all male Hebrew babies should be thrown into the Nile, providing background for the birth story 

of Moses (1:22–2:10). The Non-P author is also responsible for the story of Moses’ murder of 

the Egyptian (2:11–15a), his rescue of Reuel’s daughters at the well, his marriage to Zipporah, 

the birth of a son, Gershom (2:15b–22), and most likely the death notice of the king of Egypt 

(2:23a). The literary structure of the Non-P History accentuates death as a sign of generational 

transition, and the increase of violence in history—a theme first introduced in the genealogy of 

Cain (Gen 4:17–26). The theme of death frames the episode. The death of Joseph and his 

generation opens the episode (Exod 1:6). The section concludes with the death of the oppressive 

pharaoh who did not know Joseph (2:23a). 

Figure 2 

Topic 

 

Non-P History 

 

P History 

 

Israel in Egypt (1:1–7) 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Family of Jacob 

 

— 

 

1:1–5 

 

2. Death of Joseph 

 

1:6 

 

— 

 

3. Israelite Fertility 1:7* 1:7* 
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Pharaoh (1:8–21) 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Slave Labor 

 

1:8–12 

 

1:13–14 

 

2. Genocide 

 

1:15–21 

 

— 

 

Moses (1:22–2:22) 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Birth 

 

1:22–2:10 

 

— 

 

2. Murder 

 

2:11–15a 

 

— 

 

3. Flight to Midian 

 

2:15b–22 

 

— 

 

Israel in Egypt (2:23–25) 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Death of Pharaoh 

 

2:23a 

 

— 

 

2. Lament 

 

— 

 

2:23b–25 

 

P History 

The P author adds a new opening (1:1–5, 7*) and closing (2:23b–25) to the Non-P History. 

Exodus 1:1–5, 7* relates the fertility of the Israelites to the creation of the world in Genesis 1. It 

also makes more explicit the divine promise of offspring to the ancestors as background to the 

story of the exodus. The closing episode stresses the theme of covenant from the P story of the 

flood (Gen 9:1–17) and from the divine promise to Abraham (Genesis 17). The P author 

concludes the episode with the notice that Yahweh remembered the covenant with the ancestors, 

thus firmly linking the story of the exodus with the promise to the patriarchs in Genesis. With the 

addition of Exod 1:13–14, the P author also underscores the violent and illegal nature of the 

Egyptian oppression. 

LITERARY STRUCTURE 

The Non-P History establishes the central themes in the opening episode, including the death of 

humans to signal generational transition and the absence of God from the life of the Israelites. 

Although not stated explicitly the divine promise of offspring to the ancestors lingers from 

Genesis through the fertility of the Israelites. But without the accompanying promise of land to 

provide a safe location for offspring, the fertility of the Israelites creates suffering and even death 

from the oppressive actions of Pharaoh, who fears their presence in his land. 
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The P History sharpens the themes from the Non-P History with a new introduction (1:1–5, 

7*) and conclusion (2:23b–25) to the episode. Exodus 1:1–5 underscores the connection between 

the ancestral stories in Genesis and the national liberation of the Israelite nation in Exodus 

through genealogy (1:1–5). Exodus 1:7* expands the scope of the Israelite fertility with 

references to creation in Gen 1:28. Exodus 2:23b–25 gives voice to the suffering of the Israelite 

people with lament. The combination of the two histories yields the following four-part outline. 

 I. Fertility of Israel (1:1–7) 

 II. Fear of Pharaoh (1:8–21) 

III. Identity of Moses (1:22–2:22) 

IV. Human Lament (2:23–25) 

COMMENTARY 

FERTILITY OF ISRAEL (1:1–7) 

1:1 And these are the names of the Israelites who came to Egypt. They came with Jacob, each 

with his household: 2 Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and Judah, 3 Issachar, Zebulun, and Benjamin, 
4 Dan and Naphtali, Gad and Asher. 5 All the humans coming from Jacob’s thigh were seventy 

humans. But Joseph was in Egypt. 6 And Joseph died, and all of his brothers, and all that 

generation. 7 Yet the Israelites bore fruit; they swarmed; they multiplied; and they became very, 

very strong, so that the land was filled with them. 

Notes 

1:1 And. The MT begins with the conjunction wĕ-, while the LXX lacks a conjunction. The difference 

may provide insight into the relationship of Genesis and Exodus and the larger organization of the 

Pentateuch and the Deuteronomistic History in the distinct textual traditions. The lack of the 

conjunction in the LXX raises a question about the relationship between Genesis and Exodus. (See 

the overview of the MT and LXX in the introduction, “Literary Context”). 
Israelites. The Hebrew bĕnê yiśrā’ēl indicates both familial and national identity. Exodus 1:1 indicates a 

more familial context of descendants, prompting NRSV to translate “sons of Israel,” as compared to 

1:7, where NRSV translates the same phrase as “Israelites.” 
they came. The translation follows the MT, reading the phrase “with Jacob” in the second half of the verse 

in conjunction with the verb “they came.” NRSV and NIV follow the LXX, placing “with Jacob” in 

the first half of the verse: “And these are the names of the sons of Israel who came to Egypt with 

Jacob.” 
1:2 and Judah. The translation follows the MT. The conjunction missing from the LXX suggests that 

Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Zebulun, and Benjamin form one group, with Judah at the 

center, as compared to the two groups in the MT. 
1:5 humans. The Hebrew nepeš repeats in the verse, indicating a human being or a living soul. The LXX 

is psychai (“lives, souls”). 
All the humans … But Joseph was in Egypt. The LXX reverses the order of v. 5, placing the reference to 

Joseph first in the verse (“But Joseph was in Egypt”), so that his name appears at the conclusion of 

the list of sons, followed by the number. 4QExodb lists Joseph with the sons of Jacob. The textual 

traditions suggest confusion over the status of Joseph, perhaps also reflected in Gen 46:26–27, where 

the number of offspring changes depending on whether Joseph is included. 
seventy humans. The LXX numbers the descendants at seventy-five, rather than seventy. 4QExodb and 

4QGen-Exoda follow the LXX. 
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1:7 multiplied. The LXX has chydaioi, meaning “abundant,” like Hebrew rābbâ, but the Greek word can 

also signify “common” or “vulgar,” a meaning beyond the Hebrew. 

Commentary 

The fertility of the Israelite people is stated in v. 7. It establishes the central theme for the 

opening section of Exodus. The people of Israel have evolved into a great nation, fulfilling the 

divine prediction from Genesis even though God is absent. 

1:1–5 The book of Exodus begins with a list of the sons of Jacob who migrated to Egypt. The 

P historian relates the books of Genesis and Exodus with this list. Three times in Genesis the 

sons of Jacob are specified: (1) the birth of the sons except Benjamin is given in Gen 29:31–

30:22; (2) a full summary of Jacob’s sons is provided after the birth of Benjamin in 35:23–26; 

and (3) a list of the sons who migrated to Egypt with Jacob along with their households occurs in 

46:8–27. The sons are also enumerated in Jacob’s blessing in Genesis 49. The lists are not the 

same. Only the first list (29:1–30:22) is organized by birth. 

Leah: Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and Judah 

Bilhah, Rachel’s servant: Dan and Naphtali 

Zilpah, Leah’s servant: Gad and Asher 

Leah: Issachar, Zebulun, and a daughter Dinah 

Rachel: Joseph 

The other lists organize the sons by the arrangement of the mothers. For example, Leah’s six 

sons are grouped together in all subsequent lists, and Rachel’s sons precede those of Bilhah and 

Zilpah in Gen 35:23–26. 

Repetition between Exod 1:1–5 and the preceding lists ties Genesis and Exodus together, 

while also advancing the plot of the story. The opening words of v. 1, “[And] these are the names 

of the sons of Israel” (wĕ’ēlleh šĕmôt bĕnêyiśrā’ēl), repeats the similar phrase from Gen 46:8, the 

original list of Jacob’s sons who migrate to Egypt (Gen 46:8–27). Both texts also place the 

number of Jacob’s descendants at seventy persons. This number is repeated in Deut 10:22. 

Seventy persons may be a symbolic number for completeness in the MT tradition. Seventy sons 

are attributed to Gideon, the judge (Judg 8:30), and to King Ahab (2 Kgs 10:1). Moses also 

selects seventy elders to judge the people (Num 11:16). U. Cassuto notes the mythological 

background of the Canaanite goddess Atirat who also has seventy sons, perhaps implying 

perfection. The LXX places the number of persons migrating to Egypt at seventy-five, the 

apparent source for the NT writers (see Acts 7:14). 

The order of the sons in Exod 1:2–4 does not follow Gen 46:8–27, but more closely 

resembles the list in Gen 35:23–26 (see fig. 3). 

The differences have prompted interpreters to distinguish the author of Exod 1:1–5 from the 

P History, as a post-P redactor (Propp), or as an even later final redactor of the Pentateuch (J. C. 

Gertz). I will interpret the literary unit within the larger context of the P History. In this setting 

the differences between the lists indicate that the P writer is adapting the literature to advance the 

plot of the story. First, the absence of Joseph in 1:1–5 is the result of his prior residency in Egypt, 

which is necessary for the context of the book of Exodus and stated explicitly in v. 5. Second, the 

change of reference to the family of Jacob is also noteworthy. Genesis 35:26 concludes the list of 

sons with the familial statement: “These are the sons of Jacob” (’ēlleh bĕnê-ya‘ăqōb). This 

phrase fits the context of Gen 35:23–26, since the family of Jacob is complete with the birth of 
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Benjamin in Gen 35:16–20. Exodus 1:1 provides a more national perspective to the same list 

with the phrase “sons of Israel” (bĕnê-yiśrā’ēl). The name “Israel” is given to Jacob in the Non-P 

History during his struggle with God at the Jabbok River (Gen 32:22–32) and again in the P 

History when Jacob returns to Bethel (35:9–15). The name Israel is used sparingly in the story of 

Jacob’s migration to Egypt (42:5; 45:21; 46:5, 8; 50:25), including, as we have seen, in the list of 

his sons migrating to Egypt (46:8). The change in title between the original list of Jacob’s sons in 

Gen 35:23–26 and in Exod 1:1 alerts the reader to a transition in subject matter from ancestral 

origins in Genesis to the beginning of the Israelite nation in Exodus. 

Figure 3 
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1:6–7 Death and life are juxtaposed in these verses. Verse 6 recounts the death of Joseph, his 

brothers, and the entire generation. This verse is likely the Non-P historian’s introduction to the 

exodus. Verse 7 notes the fertility of the Israelites with a variety of motifs, including “bearing 

fruit,” “swarming,” “multiplying,” “becoming strong,” and “filling the land.” The density of 

motifs suggests the presence of both the Non-P and P historians (see the introduction to this 

section, “Authors: Research”). 

The references to Joseph’s death and the passing of a generation in 1:6 do not reflect motifs 

from the P History. Thus v. 6 has traditionally been assigned to the Non-P source(s) of the 

Pentateuch. It is often designated as the beginning of Exodus in the J History. Verse 6 is 
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noteworthy because it couples the death of Joseph with an entire generation (dôr). T. C. Vriezen 

provided an important insight into the interpretation of v. 6 by noting a parallel to Judg 2:8–10, 

where the death of Joshua was also interwoven with the passing of a generation (dôr). The 

repetition relates Exodus with the Deuteronomistic History, since each passage marks the death 

of a hero (Joseph, Joshua) and the death of an entire generation. 

Judges 2:10 provides a parallel for interpreting Exod 1:6: “Moreover, that whole generation 

was gathered to their ancestors, and another generation grew up after them, who did not know 

Yahweh or the work that he had done for Israel.” Judges 2:10 clarifies that the passing of a 

generation signifies the breakdown of tradition and memory. The generation after Joshua loses 

all knowledge of God. The same meaning is likely intended in Exod 1:6. The immediate context 

of 1:6, however, focuses more on the new pharaoh than on the people of Israel (1:8). He has 

forgotten Joseph. It is not until the call of Moses in Exodus 3 that the Israelites’ loss of memory 

of God becomes a central topic that will require the self-introduction of Yahweh as the “God of 

the fathers.” 

The comparison of 1:6 and Judg 2:8–10 leads to an initial conclusion. The reference to the 

death of an entire generation (dôr) is more than a transition between Genesis and Exodus. It 

accentuates a break between the story of the ancestors and the deliverance from Egypt, at least as 

great as that between the books of Joshua and Judges. The generation after Joseph has lost 

knowledge of past tradition, which, in the present narrative context of Exodus, is the story of the 

ancestors in Genesis. Verse 6 may be a technique by which the Non-P author relates the ancestor 

stories in Genesis with the account of Moses in Egypt. The motif of generational transition 

allows for the juxtaposition of the two accounts of origin, with only minimal repetition of motifs 

between the two bodies of literature.7 The absence of God as an active character in Exodus 1–2 

further underscores the separation from the stories of Genesis, where the Deity was imminent 

and active with the ancestors. 

Van Seters noted a larger parallel between 1:6 and Josh 2:8–10 when the death notice of 

Joseph at the end of Genesis (Gen 50:26) and the rise of a new pharaoh in Egypt (Exod 1:8) are 

included. The parallels are: (1) the death notice of the two heroes, Joseph and Joshua, both at the 

age of 110 years (Gen 50:26a; Judg 2:8); (2) the burial notice for each hero: Joseph is embalmed 

(Gen 50:26b), and Joshua is buried in his tomb at Timnath-heres in Ephraim (Judg 2:9); (3) the 

death of a generation (Exod 1:6; Judg 2:10a); and (4) the break in continuity of tradition with the 

accompanying loss of memory: a new pharaoh does not know Joseph (Exod 1:8), and a new 

generation of Israelites do not know Yahweh (Judg 2:10b). When the context is expanded even 

further to include Exod 1:9–10 and Judg 2:11, a fifth parallel emerges concerning the actions of 

those who forget. Exodus 1:9–10 describes the oppressive actions of the new pharaoh, while 

Judg 2:11 laments the apostasy of the new generation of Israelites. The final parallel indicates the 

negative meaning in each story associated with the death of a generation. The passing of a 

generation signifies the loss of memory and the breakdown in the continuity of tradition. In 

Exodus it leads to violence by Pharaoh, and in Judges it results in evil acts of worship against 

Yahweh. 

The parallels between Gen 50:26; Exod 1:6, 8–10; and Judg 2:6–11 indicate a literary 

relationship in the Non-P History between Genesis, Exodus, and the Deuteronomistic History. 

Childs concluded that the recurrence of the death notice from Gen 50:26 and Exod 1:6 has a dual 

function to point backward to the patriarchs and forward to the exodus. The repetition of 

generational transition relates Exodus with the Deuteronomistic History. The interweaving of the 

ancestor stories in Genesis, the Egyptian oppression in Exodus, and the account of the Israelites’ 
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life in the land in the Deuteronomistic History creates a version of salvation history that includes 

two epochs. The first epoch of salvation history, according to J. C. Gertz, is the transition from 

the ancestors (Genesis) to Moses (Exodus); the second is the changeover from the generation of 

Joshua, who acquire the land through conquest (Joshua), to the rebellion of the Israelite people 

during the time of the judges (Judges).10 

The literary design advocates a dark view of history. K. Schmid interprets the two-part 

structure as a tragic story of salvation history (Genesis-Joshua) and its downfall (Judges-2 

Kings). The repetition of generational change also suggests a parallel design to the two epochs: 

each period passes from an ideal time to a state of violence. In the first epoch the pacifism of the 

ancestors in Genesis, culminating in the peaceful life of Jacob’s family in Egypt, gives way to 

slavery and oppression in the story of Moses in Exodus when the new pharaoh forgets Joseph. 

The successful liberation of the Israelite people from Egypt ushers in a new epoch of salvation 

history, which reaches an ideal when Joshua leads the Israelite people in the successful conquest 

of the land, culminating in a covenant between a unified Israelite people and Yahweh at the close 

of the book of Joshua (chap. 24). The book of Judges signals the downfall of the ideal portrayal 

of Israel in the second epoch, when a new generation forgets Yahweh, leading to their acts of 

apostasy, which are traced to the downfall of the kingdom in 2 Kings. 

The reference to fertility in Exod 1:7 includes language from both the Non-P and P Histories. 

F. V. Winnett noted that the motifs “to multiply” (rābbâ) and “to become strong” (‘āṣam) are not 

characteristic of the P author. Furthermore, the motifs are presupposed in the following statement 

of Pharaoh, when he expresses his fear that the Israelites are multiplying and becoming strong 

(1:9). The word pair continues in the Non-P History in the summary of Pharaoh’s slave labor 

(1:12) and again in the story of the midwives (1:20). The motifs of fertility and strength may be 

intended to recall the divine promise of offspring to the ancestors, which repeats in different 

forms to Abraham (Gen 12:1–4; 13:14–17; 15:5; 17:6–8; 22:17), Isaac (26:2–5), and Jacob 

(28:13–15; 35:11–13; 46:3–4). But the literary relationship is not explicit. Only once is the motif 

of strength noted in the sequence of promises to the ancestors, in the divine soliloquy in 18:18: 

“Shall I hide from Abraham what I am about to do [to Sodom and Gomorrah], seeing that 

Abraham shall become a great nation and powerful (wĕ‘āṣûm).” The Hebrew verb ‘āṣam in Exod 

1:7 may signify the continuing power of the divine promise, even though the new generation of 

Israelites (1:6) has forgotten it. What is emphasized in the Non-P History, however, is that the 

fertility of the Israelites accounts for the cruel treatment by the new pharaoh who has forgotten 

Joseph and now fears their strength. 

The P historian emphasizes the fertility of the Israelites with language from the story of 

creation in Genesis 1. The P addition to Exod 1:7 recalls the divine blessing on the first humans 

in Gen 1:28, whom God commands to be fruitful (pārâ) and to fill (mālē’) the land (’ereṣ). The 

new generation of Israelites in Egypt fulfills all of these commands and more. They even swarm 

(šāraṣ) like the fish and birds in Gen 1:20. The language of fertility allows the P writer to create 

a repetition between the opening stories in Genesis and Exodus. The creation story recounts the 

beginning of all humanity. The fertility of Israel in Egypt signals the beginning of the Israelite 

nation, which has evolved from the genealogy of Jacob’s family in Exod 1:1–5. 

Finally, the juxtaposition of death and life in the present form of 1:6–7 is noteworthy. This 

combination is accentuated by the P writer’s additions in v. 7. A similar juxtaposition occurs in 

Gen 35:16–26, a text that informs Exod 1:1–5. Genesis 35:16–26, like Exod 1:6–7, is a 

combination of literature from the Non-P and the P Histories. The thematic focus of the Non-P 

author is the death of Rachel, as she gives birth to Benjamin, and the account of her burial (Gen 
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35:16–22). The P historian adds the list of Jacob’s sons in Gen 35:23–26, moving the episode 

beyond the death of Rachel to the next generation. I have clarified that the P author repeats this 

list in Exod 1:1–5. But there is a progression in how the list is interpreted. The sons of Jacob 

represent the generation that dies, thus reinforcing the message of the Non-P author in 1:6. Yet 

the final word of the P author is not death (v. 6) but new life (v. 7), as it was in Gen 35:16–26. 

The Israelites are fertile and they give birth to a new generation. The explicit literary ties to the 

creation story accentuate the triumph of life over death in the P History, providing a countervoice 

to the Non-P History with its more tragic vision of salvation history, as a process whereby 

humans forget the past and act violently in the present. 

FEAR OF PHARAOH (1:8–21) 

1:8 Then a new king arose over Egypt, who did not know Joseph. 9 And he said to his people, 

“Look, the Israelite people are more numerous and stronger than we. 10 Come, let us deal 

shrewdly with him, lest he multiply, and in the event of war, even he be added to our enemies and 

fight against us, and go up from the land.” 11 So they set over him taskmasters to oppress him 

with their forced labor. And he built the storage cities for Pharaoh: Pithom and Rameses. 12 Yet 

as they oppressed him, he would multiply and he was breaking out. And the Egyptians dreaded 

the Israelites. 13 And the Egyptians forced the Israelites to serve with violence. 14 And they 

made their lives bitter with hard service in mortar, in bricks, and in all kinds of fieldwork. All 

of their work they forced upon the Israelites with violence. 
15 And the king of Egypt said to the Hebrew midwives, one of whom was named Shiphrah and 

the second Puah, 16 and he said, “When you aid the Hebrew women in birthing, and you see them 

on the birth stones, if he is a son, kill him, but if she is a daughter, she may live.” 17 But the 

midwives feared the God. And they did not do as the king of Egypt commanded them, and they let 

the boys live. 
18 Then the king of Egypt called to the midwives, and he said to them, “Why have you done 

this thing, and let the boys live?” 19 And the midwives said to Pharaoh, “The Hebrew women are 

not like the Egyptian women. For they are teeming with life, and before the midwife comes to 

them, they give birth.” 20 So God dealt well with the midwives, and the people multiplied and 

they became very strong. 21 And because the midwives feared the God, he made houses for them. 

Notes 

1:8 a new king. The LXX has basileus heteros, “another king.” 
1:9 to his people … the Israelite people. The MT repeats the word ‘am in describing both the Egyptians 

(“to his people”) and the Israelites (“the Israelite people”). The LXX distinguishes the two groups by 

describing the Egyptians as ethnos (nation, people) and the Israelites as genos (possibly meaning 

“nation,” but more likely “descendants, family”). 
1:10 him. The MT refers to the people in the collective singular. The LXX uses the plural pronoun, 

autous. 
1:11 Pithom and Rameses. The LXX adds a third city, On, identified as Heliopolis. 
1:12 was breaking out. The LXX underscores the threat of power that the fertility of the Israelites posed 

to the Egyptians, ischyron sphodra sphodra, “so they became very very strong.” 
1:15 Hebrew midwives. The MT reads “Hebrew” as an attributive adjective. In the LXX, by contrast, the 

word is a noun, tais maiais tōn Hebraiōn. The difference in syntax has contributed to debate over the 

ethnic identity of the midwives, whether they are Egyptians or Hebrews. See the commentary below. 
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1:16 she may live. For discussion of the form of the verb in the MT see GKC §67k. The LXX reads, 

peripoieisthe auto, “save her.” 
1:19 teeming with life. See Propp, who translates, “they are lively.” 
1:21 he made. The MT lacks an explicit subject. The translation assumes God as subject from the 

preceding clause. The LXX reads, epoiēsan heautais oikias, “they [the midwives] made houses for 

themselves.” 

Commentary 

The section describes the response of Pharaoh to the fertility of Israel. A new Pharaoh lacking 

knowledge of the past assumes the throne. He fears the fertility of the Israelites and seeks to stop 

it. Two stories probe the use of power for oppression. Exodus 1:8–14 is a story of slave labor 

aimed at limiting the birth rate of the Israelite people. Verses 15–21 intensify the abuse of power 

from slavery to genocide. The futility of such power is illustrated through a series of reversals. 

1:8–14 Verse 8 sets the stage for the abuse of power by Pharaoh. It states that a new king 

arose in the land of Egypt, who did not know about Joseph. The “lack of knowledge” by the new 

pharaoh is crucial for the thematic development of the exodus. For the Non-P author, the motif of 

knowledge plays a restricted role in the opening chapters of Exodus. It develops from v. 6, where 

a transition in generation was already indicated. Verse 8 makes explicit that the transition of 

Egyptian rulers results in the loss of memory about Joseph and the Israelites. Genesis 41:37–40 

provides insight into what the new pharaoh has forgotten. Past pharaohs knew that Joseph was 

“discerning” (nābôn), “wise” (ḥākām), and filled with “the spirit of God” (rûaḥ ’ĕlōhîm). This 

knowledge led to acts of hospitality toward Joseph and his entire family. For the Non-P author 

the new king’s loss of memory sets the stage for the Israelite oppression. The P historian will 

expand the motif into a central theme for the exodus. The purpose of the exodus, according to the 

P writer, is to bring all of the Egyptians (e.g., Exod 7:5), including Pharaoh (e.g., 7:10), to the 

knowledge of God. 

The speech of Pharaoh in 1:9–10 provides insight into his character. Without knowledge of 

the past, the wisdom that previous pharaohs saw in Joseph fades. In its place the new pharaoh 

sees the Israelites only as a military threat. In the process, “wise” actions (ḥākām) become 

perverted into “shrewd” ones (nitḥakmâ). Pharaoh states: “Come, we must deal shrewdly with 

them.” The Hebrew nitḥakmâ, “deal shrewdly,” is a Hithpael form of the verb ḥākm, “to be 

wise,” but it carries negative connotations. The author of Ecclesiastes illustrates the negative 

meaning of the word, and, in the process, he also provides commentary on Pharaoh. He warns: 

“Neither be overwise [shrewd], why destroy yourself?” (Eccl 7:16). 

The new pharaoh’s decision to be shrewd is the first act in his self-destruction. He introduces 

a distinction between “his people” and the “people of Israel.” He fears that the Israelites “are 

more numerous and stronger” than the Egyptians. Pharaoh fears not only the size (rab) of the 

Israelites, but also their strength (‘āṣûm). The use of similar motifs in subsequent stories of the 

Non-P History indicates that the fear of Pharaoh concerns war. Similar language of fear is used 

to describe Israel’s conquest of Canaan (Num 14:12; Deut 7:1; 9:1) and Balak’s fear of the 

Israelites (Num 22:6). 

Pharaoh makes the context of war explicit. He fears that Israel will war against the Egyptians 

by joining the side of their enemies. Such an action will result in Israel “going up from the land” 

(wĕ‘ālâ min-hā’āreṣ). The fear that Israel might leave the country is somewhat odd, since the 

pharaoh fears their presence in the land. The Non-P author may be alluding to the exodus or 

more precisely to the Israelite possession of their own land. The possession of land as an 
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outcome of the exodus is often described as an event in which “Yahweh brought Israel up from 

the land [of Egypt]” (see the commentary on 3:8, 17). The allusion may be the way by which the 

author points ahead to future events. The shrewdness of Pharaoh for the purpose of self-

preservation sets in motion his own destruction and the eventual liberation of Israel, when they 

“go up from the land of Egypt.” 

The action of Pharaoh and its futility are outlined in vv. 11–12. Slave masters are appointed 

to oppress the Israelites with forced labor, supposedly to slow down their birth rate. The 

oppression of the Israelites as slaves fulfills the divine prediction to Abram in Gen 15:13. The 

thematic link to Genesis 15 also provides the outcome of Pharaoh’s action. The point of the 

divine promise to Abram is not the slavery of his descendants, but their liberation and eventual 

return to Canaan. 

Verses 11–12a state that the construction of Pithom and Rameses is accompanied by an 

increase in the birth rate of the Israelites. The Hebrew is more ominous than a simple reporting 

of their population growth. The Israelites not only multiply (rābâ), they also break out (pāraṣ). 

The Hebrew pāraṣ may signify population growth, prompting the translation “to spread out” 

(Gen 28:14). It can also have a more active meaning, in which the word describes a “breach in a 

wall” (2 Kgs 14:13) or the act of breaking through enemy lines during war (2 Sam 5:20). It is 

even used to signify the danger of the Divine during times of revelation (Exod 19:22, 24). The 

Israelites are not simply multiplying, they are “breaking out” in spite of the Egyptian oppression. 

The language of the Non-P author suggests two active forces pushing against each other: the 

Egyptian oppression and the Israelite fertility and strength. 

For discussion of the cities Pithom and Rameses, see the introduction, “History and Exodus.” 

The Egyptian response in v. 12b is “dread” (qûṣ), a form of fear that arises in the context of 

war. Ahaz, the king of Judah, dreads Rezin and Pekah when these kings lay siege to Jerusalem 

(Isa 7:16). Balak and the Moabites dread the Israelites as they marched toward Canaan (Num 

22:2–3). Like the Egyptians, Balak and the Moabites fear the Israelites as opponents in war 

because of their fertility. Balak’s solution to population control is not slave labor but divination. 

He hires the diviner Balaam to curse the Israelites, thus hoping to create an antidote to their 

fertility. Neither war nor divination is able to halt the Israelites’ fertility, which, when interpreted 

in the context of Genesis, is the result of divine promise. It just keeps breaking through, creating 

dread in those who oppose it and exposing the paranoid character of those who act shrewdly to 

preserve their own power. 

The P author adds vv. 13–14. These verses explore the legal background of the Egyptian 

oppression. Twice the P writer states that the Egyptian oppression was “violent” or “ruthless” 

(pārek). Such treatment of slaves is a violation of the Jubilee law, outlined in detail by the P 

author in Leviticus 25 (vv. 43, 46, 53). Thus, according to the P writer, the forced labor is not 

only oppressive; it is illegal. 

1:15–21 The story of the midwives represents an increased effort by Pharaoh to control the 

Israelite population. The progression is from slave labor to the killing of all male Hebrew babies. 

Verses 15–16 introduce the theme of the massacre of the male babies and the problem it poses 

for the midwives, the central characters in the episode. The text suggests that Pharaoh’s 

instruction to kill the babies is secret. He addresses only the midwives for the Hebrew women, 

who are named Shiphrah (“Beauty”) and Puah (“Splendor”). 

The story of the midwives is a tale of civil disobedience. The conflict is developed in 1:16–

17 through a play on the words “to see” (rā’â) and “to fear” (yārē’), forms of which often sound 

similar in Hebrew. The Pharaoh instructs the midwives to kill every male Hebrew child, which 
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they “see” born on the stones (v. 16). The “two stones” may indicate the place of birth (i.e., 

birthing stones) or the testicles of the male infants. The Non-P author establishes the conflict in 

the story by juxtaposing Pharaoh’s instruction with the additional information that the midwives 

“fear the God.” The reference to the Deity as “the God” is most likely a literary device. It is the 

more impersonal word for Deity in Hebrew, Elohim, as compared to the personal divine name, 

Yahweh, which has not yet been revealed to Moses (see Exodus 3). The use of the definite article 

in Hebrew, translated “the,” makes the reference to the Deity even more remote. 

The impersonal reference to the Deity fits the context of Exodus 1–2. The break between 

Genesis and Exodus, signifying the loss of memory, means that the midwives could not know the 

Deity as Yahweh at this point in the story, whether they are Egyptians or Israelites. The 

revelation of the more personal divine name Yahweh takes place in chap. 3. “The God” feared by 

the midwives is not revealed to them through worship. It is implanted in their conscience in the 

very act of being created as a human. Thus the story of the midwives has a background in the 

tradition of wisdom. It poses conscience against a tyrannical regime and raises the question: Will 

the midwives conform to the command of Pharaoh and act upon what they “see,” namely the 

birth of Hebrew male babies condemned to death by the state? Or will they follow their 

conscience and act because they “feared the God”? 

The midwives act on their fear of the God. Their actions provide guidelines for civil 

disobedience. The midwives disobey Pharaoh and allow the male babies to live (v. 17). They 

also lie to account for their actions (vv. 18–19). When Pharaoh inquires why his order is not 

being executed, the midwives play on his fear. They accentuate the difference between the 

Egyptians and the Israelites, first introduced by Pharaoh in 1:9. They state: “The Hebrew women 

are not like the Egyptian women.” Then the midwives play upon the more primordial fear of 

Pharaoh, the explosive population growth of the Israelites: “[The Israelite women] are teeming 

with life, and before the midwife comes to them, they give birth.” This is exactly what Pharaoh 

feared in the first place. The midwives are heroic characters in the opening episode. But not all 

commentators agree. John Calvin, for example, condemns their action as sin. The story 

illustrates, according to Calvin, that all human actions contain mixed motives, requiring divine 

grace for purification. 

Commentators have struggled to discern whether the midwives are Egyptian or Israelite. 

Although their names are Semitic, the phrase “the Hebrew midwives” is ambiguous enough in 

the MT to allow for divergent interpretations. Are they “Hebrew midwives”? Or are they 

“midwives of the Hebrews”? The LXX reinforces the confusion by appearing to identify the 

midwives as Egyptians. 

The Talmud favors the Hebrew identity of the midwives, going so far as to equate Shiphrah 

with Moses’ mother, Jochebed, and Puah with Miriam (b. Soṭah 11b). Rashi also follows this 

line of interpretation. According to this reading, the midwives model Hebrew heroes who risked 

their lives to save the people of Israel. In Jewish legend Miriam even calls down God’s wrath on 

Pharaoh for his evil plan. God rewards the midwives with progeny, who belong to the house of 

Levi. The Hebrew identity of the midwives need not lead to their further identification with the 

mother of Moses and Miriam. Propp and C. Meyers support identifying the midwives as 

Hebrews. Propp writes of the midwives: “Their brave defiance of Pharaoh implies they are 

Hebrews themselves, not ‘righteous gentiles.’ ”5 

Josephus follows the LXX translation by identifying the midwives as Egyptians (Ant. 2.206). 

C. Houtman provides a contemporary illustration of the same interpretation, noting that the 

midwives are familiar with the birth process of Egyptian women (1:19), that Pharaoh at first 
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gives the order only to a few Egyptians (1:22), and that the disobedience of two Egyptian women 

is more striking. As Egyptians the midwives model the righteous gentile or perhaps the proselyte. 

N. Liebowitz summarizes this line of interpretation: “In the Bible the ‘fear of God’ is a demand 

made on every person created in His image. A gentile devoid of the fear of God is branded by the 

Bible as a traitor to his elementary obligations as a human being.”7 

The history of interpretation indicates the struggle by commentators to identify the ethnicity 

of the midwives. The emphasis on the identity of the midwives reflects the larger focus on 

ethnicity in the opening chapters of Exodus; out of fear Pharaoh introduces ethnicity negatively. 

The midwives blur the boundaries of separate ethnic identities. They could be either Hebrews or 

Egyptians without changing the underlying message of the story. When the midwives are 

identified as Egyptians they represent those who “fear God” (vv. 17, 21), thus providing a 

counterpoint to the fear of Pharaoh. But, since there is a break in tradition between Genesis and 

Exodus, along with the fact that God has been absent from the story until this point, the 

midwives’ fear of God would be just as surprising from two Israelite women. The interpretation 

of the story does not depend on the ethnic identity of the midwives, but on the fact that they fear 

God more than Pharaoh. The Non-P author will continue to blur the line of ethnicity in those 

who possess an authentic fear of God/Yahweh in the portrayal of Jethro and Zipporah at the 

mountain of God (Exodus 3–4, 18; Num 10:29–36), the positive portrayal of Balaam at the close 

of the wilderness journey (Numbers 22–24), and even the Kenites in the promised land (Judges 

1, 4). 

Contemporary feminist interpreters shift the focus of identity from ethnicity to gender in 

evaluating the action of the midwives. As a result the midwives model the courage of women to 

oppose patriarchal oppression, represented by Pharaoh. The midwives, whether Hebrew or 

Egyptian, are tricksters who thwart the evil command of Pharaoh. Had Pharaoh known their 

cunning, writes P. Trible, he would have commanded all infant females to be killed. “Their 

clever response to Pharaoh,” writes R. Weems, “is not a lie, they simply do not tell the whole 

truth … a conventional weapon of the powerless, especially women in the Old Testament.”10 Not 

only are they cunning, the midwives also embody the theme of birth in Exodus, according to D. 

O’Donnel Setel: “They are the first to assist in the birth of the Israelite nation.” J. C. Exum sees 

the resistance of the midwives as a window into the heroic role of women throughout the 

opening chapters of Exodus. The book begins with a focus on women, including the mother and 

sister of Moses, and the daughter of Pharaoh. They defy oppression, give life, and model 

wisdom. And their actions determine the outcome of events.12 

The word “Hebrew” (‘ibrît) appears three times in the story of the midwives (Exod 1:15, 16, 

19), providing commentary on the previous story of Pharaoh’s oppression of the Israelites (1:8–

14) in two ways. First, the word “Hebrew” separates the Israelites from the Egyptians as a 

distinct ethnic group. This distinction follows from Pharaoh’s original separation of “his people” 

and the “people of Israel” (1:9). The ethnic identification of the Israelites as “Hebrews” is not 

common in the Hebrew Bible. References to Abram (Gen 14:13) and Jonah (Jon 1:9) are two 

examples. 

Second, the word “Hebrew” gives name to the experience of slavery imposed by Pharaoh. As 

slaves the Israelites are “Hebrews.” The root meaning of the word is “to cross over.” But this 

meaning raises more questions than answers. Is the “crossing over” the experience of salvation 

from Egypt? Scholars have sought to relate the word “Hebrew” to Akkadian ḫa-pi-ru (Sumerian 

SA.GAZ), a reference to fugitives and outlaws in the ancient Near East. But continued research 

has made a direct connection between the word “Hebrew” and “Hapiru” unlikely. 
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The designation of some form of slavery or social alienation, however, is central to the word 

“Hebrew” in the Hebrew Bible. The Israelites are called Hebrews by other nations when they are 

in slavery to them, implying their lower social status or at least their status as the “other.” There 

are also overtones of condescension when the word is placed in the mouth of non-Israelites. 

Potiphar’s wife describes Joseph as a “Hebrew” when she accuses him of sexual assault (Gen 

39:14, 17). The Philistines call the Israelites “Hebrews” when the Israelite people are under 

Philistine control (1 Sam 4:6, 9; 14:11, 21). Pharaoh’s description of the Israelites as “Hebrews” 

indicates their low social status and objectifies their experience of slave labor. It may also imply 

his condescension. 

The predominant use of the word “Hebrew” by non-Israelites prompted M. Sternberg to 

identify four patterns of meaning in the “Hebrewgram.” When used in place of the word 

“Israelite” by a native speaker of a language other than Biblical Hebrew, the word “Hebrew” 

implies the superiority of the speaker and hostility toward the Israelites. Sternberg concludes that 

these dynamics continue even when Israelite characters use the term. Thus, if one Israelite 

addresses another and uses the term “Hebrew,” the intent is to convey a foreign perspective on 

Israelites. The same is true when the narrator uses the term. The focus continues to be one of 

alienation between Israelites and another ethnic group. The repeated use of “Hebrew” in the 

opening chapters of Exodus underscores the alienation and tension between Israelites and 

Egyptians, especially from the point of view of Egypt. 

But the condescension of Pharaoh is not the last word on the identification of the Israelites as 

Hebrews. Once Yahweh takes an active role in the story, the word “Hebrew” defines the 

character of God. Yahweh is introduced both to the Israelites and to Pharaoh as “the God of the 

Hebrews” (Exod 3:18; 5:3; 7:16; 9:1, 13; 10:3). The Non-P historian is setting the stage for an 

interpretation of salvation as an experience of social reversal by the way in which the word 

“Hebrew” is woven into the story. G. V. Pixley captures this meaning when he interprets the 

exodus as a story of liberation. 

Exodus 1:20–21 provides the conclusion to the story of the midwives. The Deity Elohim 

enters the book of Exodus as an active character for the first time in v. 20. The civil disobedience 

of the midwives is rewarded: “So God dealt well with the midwives.” As a consequence of the 

ethical action of the midwives, the Israelites continued to multiply (rābâ) and to increase in 

strength (‘āṣam), fulfilling Pharaoh’s original fear (1:9). 

Verse 21 yields two interpretations, depending on the meaning of the second clause in the 

verse. All commentators agree that the opening clause translates: “And because the midwives 

feared the God.” But the second clause is more ambiguous. The verb “to make” (‘āśâ) lacks a 

subject, and the word “houses” (bāttîm) is not altogether clear. The vast majority of interpreters 

read the closing verse as providing a positive ending to the risky action of the midwives. In this 

translation, “the God” is understood to be the subject of the verb “to make,” and the word 

“houses” is interpreted metaphorically as a reference to families (see 1 Sam 25:28). Thus God 

rewards the midwives with families of their own. The NIV and NRSV represent this 

interpretation: “And because the midwives feared God, he [the God] gave them families of their 

own.” 

Rashbam takes the ending in a different direction as accentuating the dangers of civil 

disobedience. He interprets the subject of the verb “to make” as Pharaoh, and “the houses” as 

some form of house arrest, thus translating: “And because the midwives feared the God, he 

[Pharaoh] made houses for them.” This interpretation would tie v. 21 more closely into the 

following verse, where Pharaoh is clearly identified as the subject of action, when he progresses 
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from his secret instructions, directed only to the midwives, to a public announcement, aimed at 

all Egyptians, stating that the Hebrew male babies must be thrown into the Nile River. 

IDENTITY OF MOSES (1:22–2:22) 

1:22 Then Pharaoh commanded all his people, saying, “You will throw every son that is born into 

the Nile, but you shall let every daughter live.” 
2:1 And a man from the house of Levi went and took a daughter of Levi. 2 And the woman 

conceived and bore a son. And she saw him—that he was good—and she hid him for three 

months. 3 But she was not able to hide him any longer, and she took for him an ark of papyrus, 

she tarred it with tar and pitch, she set the boy in it, and she set it in the reeds on the edge of the 

Nile. 4 And his sister stationed herself at a distance to know what would happen to him. 
5 Now the daughter of Pharaoh came down to bathe, and her attendants were walking on the 

bank of the Nile. She saw the ark in the midst of the reeds, and she sent her maid, and she took it. 
6 She opened and saw him, the boy. Indeed, the child was crying, and she took pity on him. And 

she said, “This one is from the children of the Hebrews.” 
7 Then his sister said to the daughter of Pharaoh, “Shall I go and call for you a woman 

nursing from the Hebrews, and she can nurse the boy for you?” 8 And the daughter of Pharaoh 

said to her, “Go!” And the young girl went and called the mother of the boy. 9 The daughter of 

Pharaoh said to her, “Take this boy and nurse him for me. And I will give you your wage.” And 

the woman took the boy, and she nursed him. 10 The boy grew, and she brought him to the 

daughter of Pharaoh, and he became a son to her. And she called his name “Moses,” and she 

said, “for I drew him from the water.” 
11 And it happened in those days Moses grew up. And he went out to his brothers, and he saw 

their forced labor. And he saw an Egyptian man striking a Hebrew man from among his 

brothers. 12 And he turned thus and thus, and he saw that there was no one. And he struck the 

Egyptian, and he hid him in the sand. 
13 And he went out on the second day and there were two Hebrew men fighting. And he said 

to the evil one, “Why did you strike your companion?” 14 And he said, “Who placed you as 

prince and judge over us? Do you intend to kill me, as you killed the Egyptian?” And Moses 

feared and he said, “Clearly the affair is known.” 
15 And Pharaoh heard of this affair, and he sought to kill Moses. And Moses fled from before 

Pharaoh, and he settled in the land of Midian, and he sat down by a well. 16 Now the priest of 

Midian had seven daughters. And they came and drew and filled the troughs to water their 

father’s flock. 17 But shepherds came and drove them out. And Moses arose, and saved them, and 

watered their flock. 18 They went to Reuel, their father, and he said, “Why have you hastened to 

come today?” 19 And they said, “An Egyptian man rescued us from the hand of shepherds. He 

even drew water for us and watered the flock.” 20 And he said to his daughters, “Where is he? 

Why did you leave the man? Call him, so he may eat bread.” 21 And Moses agreed to settle with 

the man. And he gave his daughter, Zipporah, to Moses. 22 And she bore a son. And he called his 

name, Gershom, for he said, “I am an alien in a foreign land.” 

Notes 
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2:1 went and took. The MT does not explicitly state that the man married the woman (contra NRSV), but 

a marriage may be understood (see comment). The LXX adds the ambiguous phrase “and he had her” 

(kai eschen autēn). 
2:6 the child was crying. The LXX adds “in the basket.” 
2:9 take. The Hebrew hêlîkî should read hōlîkî. GKC §69x suggests confusion with the following verb, 

hēniqihû, “nurse him.” 
2:11 in those days. The LXX underscores the passing of time with the phrase “many days” (tais hēmerais 

tais pollais). 
a Hebrew from among his brothers. The LXX further identifies the “brothers of Moses” and the 

“Hebrews” as “Israelites.” 
2:12 thus and thus. The Hebrew phrase kōh wākōh could also be translated “this way and that way”; cf. 

LXX hōde kai hōde. 
2:14 prince and judge. Propp translates the MT: “Who set you as a man (lĕ’îš), ruler (śar) and judge 

(wĕšōpēṭ) over us?” 
do you intend to kill me. The translation follows the LXX. The MT translates “to kill me are you 

saying?”12 

Commentary 

The central event in Exodus 1–2 is the birth of Moses in 2:1–10. K. Schmid has argued that the 

story of the liberation of the Israelites from slavery originally began with the birth of Moses in 

Exodus 2. Other interpreters suggest that the threatening birth story of Moses is the core tale that 

prompted ancient historians to add the additional stories of threat in chap. 1. There is certainly a 

change in perspective between chaps. 1 and 2. The fertility of the Israelites has been a central but 

abstract theme in the opening stories of Exodus. The perspective has been panoramic, taking in 

the whole nation. The people are multiplying and even swarming like flies. The theme of fertility 

continues in this section, but the lens narrows to a single Israelite family, creating a more 

intimate story of birth, beginning with Moses (2:2) and ending with his son, Gershom (2:22). 

The focus on a particular Levitical family allows for the character development of Moses. He 

is born during the third phase of Pharaoh’s oppression of the Israelites, in which all the 

Egyptians are called upon to kill the Israelite male babies (1:22–2:10). Thus his birth and rescue 

bridge the theme of Pharaoh’s fear from the previous section. The ironic reversal of Moses’ 

adoption into Pharaoh’s family sets the stage for two stories that probe Moses’ identity, the act of 

murder in Egypt (2:11–15a) and the rescue of Reuel’s daughters in Midian (2:15b–22). These 

tales contrast death and life, recalling the same contrast from 1:6–7. The act of murder in the 

land of Egypt leads to hostility between Moses and his Israelite brothers and a death sentence 

from his adopted father, the pharaoh. The rescue of Reuel’s daughters in the wilderness of 

Midian leads to hospitality, marriage, and new life through the birth of Moses’ son. 

1:22–2:10 The story of Moses’ birth is told by the Non-P historian. The birth takes place 

under the shadow of Pharaoh’s edict that all male children should be thrown into the Nile (1:22). 

In spite of the threatening situation, a Levite man takes a Levite woman and she bears a son. The 

syntax of 2:1–2 is ambiguous in a number of ways. First, the statement that “a man from the 

house of Levi went and took a daughter of Levi” suggests marriage. The NRSV even translates 

the Hebrew, which is literally “went and took,” as “went and married.” K. Schmid has argued 

that the phrase suggests Moses’ illegitimate birth on analogy to the Legend of Sargon (see the 

 
12 Dozeman, T. B. (2009). Commentary on Exodus (pp. 1–79). William B. Eerdmans Publishing 

Company. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/eecrtcomm02ex?ref=Bible.Ex1.1-15.21&off=60706
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commentary below). But, as Blum has noted, the phrase is so general that it can also signify 

marriage.5 Other ambiguities also arise. The notice suggests that the son is the first child born to 

the couple. Similar language is used to describe the birth of the first child born to Hosea and 

Gomer (Hos 1:3). Later events in the story of Moses indicate otherwise, when an older sister 

enters the scene in v. 4. She takes an active role in vv. 7–10a, when the daughter of Pharaoh 

finds the baby boy. The sister may be a later embellishment to the story, accentuating the role of 

Miriam in the salvation of Moses. 

The story of Moses’ birth is rich in literary allusion. Once the son is born, the mother sees in 

v. 2 “that he is good” (kî-ṭôb hû’). For the Non-P author this expression most likely means that 

he is healthy. But when read in the larger context of the P History in the present context of the 

Hebrew Bible, links with Genesis 1 are forged. Seven times the goodness of creation is affirmed 

with the phrase, “God saw that it is good” (kî-ṭôb). The context of the P History adds meaning to 

the birth story of Moses in the Non-P History, stressing that the Israelites as a whole and the 

Levite couple in particular were fruitful as God commanded in Genesis 1, and that Moses is 

“good” like the original creation, further reinforcing the parallel between the beginning of 

Genesis and Exodus. 

The mother hides the baby for three months in disobedience of Pharaoh’s command. But 

eventually she floats him on the Nile in a basket (tēbâ), placing it in the reeds (sûp) at the edge of 

the river (Exod 2:3). References to other stories of chaotic water infuse the baby’s river ordeal 

with overtones of judgment and salvation. The “basket” is an allusion to the flood in Genesis 6–

9, where the same word is used to describe the vessel in which Noah escaped judgment. God 

states to Noah in Gen 6:14: “Make for yourself an ark (tēbâ).” The “reeds” of the Nile point in 

the other direction, to the future, not the past. They foreshadow Israel’s impending salvation at 

the Red or Reed Sea (yam-sûp). Moses experiences many of the Israelites’ key events of 

salvation in the opening chapters of Exodus. His river ordeal prefigures the Red Sea (Exodus 

14). He encounters Yahweh on the mountain of God (chap. 3), where Israel will eventually meet 

God (chap. 19). And he experiences a divine attack (4:24–26) like God’s attack on the Egyptians 

during the night of Passover (chap. 12). 

Surprising events unfold in 2:4–10. The daughter of Pharaoh descends to the river for bathing 

with her retinue in vv. 5–6. They see the ark in the reeds, fetch it, open it, and recognize the 

crying baby as a Hebrew. Verse 6 plays on the Hebrew verb ḥāmal, which means to have 

compassion and to spare. The compassion of the daughter of Pharaoh is evident in her sparing 

the baby’s life, an act of civil disobedience like that of the midwives. When the story is read 

without Moses’ sister (vv. 4, 7–10a), the ending is immediate. It concludes in 2:10b with an 

etiological story about the name Moses. 

Two etymologies are provided for the name Moses (mōšeh). The first underscores the 

adoption of Moses by Pharaoh’s daughter through the wordplay between “son” in Hebrew (ben) 

and in Egyptian (mose). The name Moses is Egyptian. The Egyptian verb msy means “to be 

born,” and the noun ms means “a son.” The word is used in the names of the pharaohs, such as 

Thutmose. Thut or Thoth is the name of the Egyptian moon god, represented as an ibis or 

baboon, and associated with wisdom, writing, and wise government. The name Thutmose means 

“son of Thut.” The wordplay between Egyptian ms and the name “Moses” is likely intended to 

function in a similar manner as in the name Thutmose: in the story of Moses mōšeh now conveys 

adoption. Exodus 2:10b could be paraphrased: “He became her son (ben). And she named him 

‘Son’ (mōšeh).” But when the name Moses is compared to the name Thutmose, it becomes clear 

that the divine component is missing in the former, as D. N. Freedman notes: “In the case of 
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Moses, his name is typically hypocoristic, meaning that the divine component has been left out, 

but it is understood. The same is true of many biblical names, including the patriarchs, Isaac, 

Jacob, and the latter’s son, Joseph. Only the verbal component of the name is given, but the 

divine name—usually El in these early times—is understood, and occasionally (in other names) 

given. In the case of Moses, we may speculate that his full name included the name of one of the 

Egyptian gods.” 

A second interpretation emphasizes Moses’ salvation from the river. The daughter of 

Pharaoh states: “I drew him (māšâ) out of the water.” This etymology frees the name Moses of 

its Egyptian origin, locating it instead in the Hebrew verb “to draw out.” According to this 

interpretation “Moses” means “drawer from water.” A passive form of the verb would better 

conform to the details of Moses’ birth (i.e., “one drawn from the water”), but the active meaning 

may be pointing ahead to Moses’ role at the well in Midian or to his leading Israel through the 

water. Most scholars agree that Moses’ name is Egyptian, and that the Hebrew etymology and 

derivation represent a later, popular interpretation. The two etymologies for the name Moses may 

be the result of different writers, but that possibility is difficult to confirm. 

The sister of Moses takes an active role in 2:4, 7–10a. She is unnamed in the story, as are 

Moses’ mother and father. She is described as both “sister” to Moses (vv. 4, 7) and as a “young 

woman” (v. 8). Thus she too is a Levite. The sister adds an interesting turn of events to the 

adoption of Moses. She does not save Moses from the water, but she is present at his rescue and 

influences the outcome of the story. She negotiates with the daughter of Pharaoh so that Moses’ 

mother raises him and even nurses him, thus pulling Moses into the orbit of his Hebrew parents. 

Only after Moses is grown does his Hebrew mother turn him over to the daughter of Pharaoh for 

adoption. The complex relationship of Hebrew and Egyptian women in raising Moses adds 

intrigue to the story, while also laying the foundation for the theme of Moses’ identity as both 

Egyptian and Hebrew, which becomes central in his character development (see 2:11–22). 

The offer of wages to Moses’ mother by Pharaoh’s daughter may be no more than an ironic 

twist to the plot of the tale. The mother now gets paid for taking care of her son, who should 

have been killed. But it may also be a criticism of the slavery imposed by Pharaoh. Women have 

played a subversive and a critical role over against Pharaoh throughout the opening stories of 

Exodus. The exchange of service for wages may be another instance of civil disobedience, where 

women provide a countermodel to Pharaoh. 

The P historian names the Levite couple and the sister of Moses in Num 26:59. Moses’ father 

is Amram, his mother Jochebed, and his sister Miriam (see the commentary on 6:14–27). The P 

author’s identification of Miriam as Moses’ sister provides a new dimension to the story of 

Moses’ birth and rescue from the Nile. Naming the sister links the birth story of Moses to the 

Song of Miriam in Exod 15:20–21. This does not mean that the P historian is the author of the 

individual stories of Miriam or of Moses’ unnamed sister. These stories may have been unrelated 

before the P historian’s identification. Miriam is not identified as Moses’ sister in 15:20–21, and 

the sister of Moses in 2:1–10 is not identified as Miriam. But the P historian forges these links by 

identifying Miriam as Moses’ sister through a genealogy. Once they are made, they cannot be 

ignored in interpreting the present form of the story. The result is that Miriam, the sister of 

Moses, frames the story of salvation in chaps. 1–15, witnessing two events of rescue from water: 

Moses from the Nile River and Israel from the Red Sea. Miriam’s power in both stories resides 

in her speech. She is idealized as a prophetess. At the Nile River she persuades the daughter of 

Pharaoh to hire Moses’ mother as a wet nurse. At the Red Sea Miriam interprets the salvation of 
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Israel through song. Miriam’s prophetic ability later comes into conflict with the prophetic role 

of Moses in Numbers 12. 

The birth and rescue of Moses also conforms to a common legend in the ancient Near East in 

which a hero is abandoned, set adrift in water, and eventually adopted. The most striking parallel 

to the story of Moses is the Legend of Sargon. Sargon is the child of a priestess prohibited from 

conceiving a child. She disobeys, conceives Sargon in secret, and floats the baby on the river in a 

vessel of reeds. Sargon is rescued from the river and adopted by Akki, the water drawer, who 

raises him as a gardener; eventually Sargon becomes king of Akkad. The secret birth of Sargon 

and his adoption may cover over a family genealogy that is less than royal. H. Gressmann long 

ago noted problems of legitimacy with the absence of the father’s name.12 B. Lewis concurs, 

noting that the motifs of abandonment and adoption emphasize the mysterious origin of Sargon 

and his humble beginnings, not royal genealogy. Lewis is also likely correct that the story of 

Sargon is intended to represent the prototype of the ideal king in Mesopotamian tradition by 

idealizing the deeds of Sargon. It is the heroic actions of Sargon, not his genealogy, that account 

for his rise to power. The tale is, to use a phrase from B. S. Childs, a “rags-to-riches” story. The 

continued prominence of the tale from its likely eighth-century B.C.E. composition is evident in 

its central role in Herodotus’s account of the birth and rescue of Cyrus, the Persian king. 

The parallels between the Legend of Sargon and Moses’ birth story include anonymous 

parents from the priestly class, an illegal if not illegitimate birth, a river ordeal, rescue, adoption, 

the protection of women, and as we will see an emphasis on the heroic deeds of Moses. The 

similarities suggest that the Non-P historian also wishes to explore the identity of Moses. Indeed, 

the theme of identity is woven throughout the early stories of Moses. The naming of Moses by 

the daughter of Pharaoh suggests an adoption, compounded by the subterfuge of how he was 

nursed, while the actions of Moses in the opening two stories of his life, the murder of the 

Egyptian (2:11–15a) and his life in Midian (2:15b–22), will probe the relationship between his 

deeds and his identity. 

The departure from the heroic pattern in the birth story of Moses provides the point of view 

of the Non-P historian for interpreting the theme of Moses’ identity. The first departure is in the 

reshaping of the birth story to maintain the clear ethnic identity of Moses. The expected pattern 

of the birth legend is the early anonymity of the infant, who remains incognito until becoming an 

adult and assuming a role of leadership. But in the case of Moses his identity is never lost. 

Pharaoh’s daughter recognizes him as a Hebrew immediately in the river before adopting him, 

exclaiming: “This one is from the children of the Hebrews” (2:6). Moses even remains in the 

care of his Hebrew mother, solidifying his genealogical origin even further (2:9). Ethnic 

separation between Egyptians and Hebrews is clearly maintained in the opening chapters of 

Exodus, and this is also true of Moses. Thus Coats is certainly correct when he concludes that the 

birth story of Moses is not intended to make Moses an Egyptian, but to place him in an Egyptian 

culture. 

The second departure from the heroic legend has more to do with the literary context of the 

Non-P History than the reshaping of the birth story itself. As noted above, the expected pattern of 

the heroic legend is a rags-to-riches story, in which the hero rises from the threat of death and 

anonymity to public leadership. The structure of Moses’ birth story is inverted. Moses is, indeed, 

exalted into the family of Pharaoh, but only momentarily before he returns to the status of a 

hunted slave, when Pharaoh seeks his life (2:15). Many interpret the inverted structure against 

the backdrop of the Israelite slavery and the need for Moses to become a savior of slaves; for 

example, Propp writes: “Whereas the typical hero eventually leaves his lowly environment to 
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assume his rightful glory, Moses flees the Pharaonic court to discover his path first among the 

desert nomads and later among slaves.” The social focus of slavery is certainly an important 

theme in Moses’ preparation for leadership. The inversion of hierarchy in his idealization fits the 

larger thematic development of the exodus, in which salvation is the destruction of royalty and 

liberation of slaves. The identity of Moses will be explored further through his actions in the next 

two stories, 2:11–15a and 15b–22. 

The heroic birth of Moses has played a central role in the history of interpretation. It is 

expanded in early Jewish interpretation. The threat of Pharaoh against the male Israelite babies is 

intensified through dreams and foretelling. Pharaoh dreams that Egypt is outweighed on a 

balance by a goat, indicating that an Israelite child would destroy the country.19 Josephus states 

that scribes warn Pharaoh of the birth of this child, while another rabbinic tradition attributes the 

forewarning to astrologers.21 The intensification of the threat to Pharaoh is accompanied by a 

more miraculous birth of Moses. His birth is accompanied by light. The mother of Moses, 

Jochebed, is over one hundred years old at the time of birth, yet her beauty and fertility are 

restored in giving birth to Moses.23 Her delivery of Moses is painless. And she gives birth in the 

seventh month of pregnancy.25 “A seventh months delivery in pagan or Jewish or Christian 

sources,” according to D. Allison, “betokens a divine origin or a conception supernaturally 

assisted.” 

The author of the Gospel of Matthew builds on the legend of Moses to describe the birth of 

Jesus. The Gospel account is strongly influenced by early Jewish interpretation, as is evident in 

the central role of astrology and the magi to predict a supernatural birth. Yet the account of 

Moses’ birth in Exodus also retains an influential role in the Gospel of Matthew, especially in 

exploring the destructive power of evil, often accompanying an act of divine salvation. Each 

story includes a series of similar motifs, the slaughter of babies, the flight of the hero, and the 

return of the hero only after the death of the evil tyrant. 

Both the birth of Moses and the birth of Jesus probe conflict over power. Even though each 

story centers on an unexpected rescue of the hero, the abuse of power by the ruler unleashes 

unimaginable evil. Both stories use the fanatical fear of a powerful ruler to explore how acts of 

salvation can be accompanied by senseless suffering. I have highlighted the dread of Pharaoh at 

the growth of the Israelites, leading to his desperate act of genocide. Herod, the king, replaces 

Pharaoh in Matthew’s birth story of Jesus. He too enacts an infanticide on the male babies of 

Bethlehem. Like Pharaoh, his action is rooted in a paranoid quest for power, cloaked in shrewd 

acts of deception. Herod works in secret with the magi as Pharaoh sought to do with the 

midwives. Both kill ruthlessly to maintain power. 

The result in both stories is the paradox that salvation and slaughter often accompany each 

other. The slaughter is, moreover, anything but heroic. Childs writes: “The grim reality is that 

even when redemption finally comes, it is accompanied, not by the heroic martyrdom of the 

brave partisan, but by the senseless murder of children.” The Christian liturgical calendar has 

memorialized this paradox: the birth of Jesus (Christmas, December 25) is followed immediately 

by the Feast of the Holy Innocents (December 28). This is the feast memorializing the slaughter 

of the babies in Bethlehem. The interweaving of salvation and senseless suffering in the birth 

stories of Moses and Jesus becomes the paradigm of the martyr in Christian tradition. Yet the 

unresolved paradox is a reminder that religious experience raises as many questions about the 

world and divine providence as it provides answers. 

2:11–15a The first story of Moses as an adult is a tale of failed leadership. The Non-P author 

sketches Moses’ initial inclination toward violence, how such action influences his identity and 
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undermines his authority. The message is that violence begets violence. The Non-P historian 

states the same message at the outset of the history in the story of Cain’s murder of Abel, and in 

the genealogy of Cain, which culminates in the boast of Lamech over killing a boy (Genesis 4). 

In approximately seventy words in Exod 2:11–15a, the Non-P writer recounts no fewer than 

three murders (an Egyptian kills a Hebrew, Moses kills the Egyptian, and a Hebrew kills another 

Hebrew), before concluding the episode with Moses fleeing for his life under a death sentence by 

Pharaoh. The story is structured into three scenes: Moses murders an Egyptian (vv. 11–12), 

Moses fails to mediate a conflict between two Hebrews (vv. 13–14a), and Moses fears for his 

life, fleeing from Egypt to escape a death sentence by Pharaoh (vv. 14b–15a). 

Verses 11–12 narrate the murder of an Egyptian by Moses. The scene is told from Moses’ 

point of view. He identifies himself as an Israelite. Twice in the two verses Hebrews are 

described as his “brothers.” When venturing out one day Moses sees the “hard labor” of the 

Israelites (1:11; 2:11), recalling the initial act of slave labor by Pharaoh. But the slavery is now 

intensified. Moses sees an Egyptian striking a Hebrew man. The Hebrew word “to strike” (nākâ) 

is violent, often indicating a blow that results in death. After ensuring secrecy, Moses responds in 

kind, striking (nākâ) the Egyptian. The opening scene ends with Moses burying the corpse in the 

sand to conceal the murder. The Hebrew word “to bury” (ṭāman) means both “to bury” and “to 

hide.” Although Moses seeks to liberate Hebrews, his first act as an adult is a violent murder 

performed in secret, recalling the private instructions of Pharaoh toward the midwives. 

Verses 13–14a tell of Moses’ initial encounter with Israelites. It is told from the point of view 

of the Hebrews. The scene begins as a repetition of the first. Moses goes out (yāṣā’, vv. 11, 13) 

the next day. This time he sees two Hebrews struggling (nāṣâ). The Hebrew verb nāṣâ does not 

necessarily indicate a fight to the death. But three features of Moses’ response suggest that the 

conflict results in murder. First, Moses addresses the Hebrew man as “the one in the wrong.” 

Childs concludes that the Hebrew is technical legal language indicating guilt. Second, the 

question of Moses, “Why are you hitting your fellow Hebrew?” employs the same Hebrew verb 

(nākâ) used to describe the Egyptian’s assault on the Hebrew slave (v. 11) and Moses’ attack on 

the Egyptian (v. 12). All of these actions likely describe deadly blows. The alternative is that the 

same verb has different meaning in three consecutive verses. Third, the combination of the verbs 

“to struggle” (nāṣâ) and “to strike” (nākâ) indicates murder in the tale of the wise woman of 

Tekoa, who recounts to King David the struggle (nāṣâ) of her two sons when one is struck 

(nākâ) by the other in the field, an act of murder (2 Sam 14:6). 

The point of emphasis in the second scene is the response by the Hebrew man to Moses in 

Exod 2:14a. He questions the authority of Moses: “Who placed you as prince and judge over 

us?” And he indicates his knowledge that Moses is a murderer: “Do you intend to kill me, as you 

killed the Egyptian?” Scholars debate whether the Hebrew views Moses as an Egyptian or as a 

fellow Israelite. The reference to Moses as a “ruler” (śar) is the same word used to describe the 

Egyptian taskmasters (1:11), suggesting that perhaps the Hebrew views Moses as an Egyptian. 

Some scholars argue the reverse on the basis of verisimilitude. The Hebrew views Moses as a 

fellow Israelite, because a Hebrew slave would not address an Egyptian with such disrespect. 

One wonders, however, whether this tale was intended to conform to a strict social 

verisimilitude. The ambiguity of the story concerning the identity of Moses is perhaps the most 

telling point of all. Whether Moses is viewed as an Israelite or an Egyptian, his actions define 

him as a murderer, placing him squarely in the world of Pharaoh. The Hebrew slave, a fellow 

murderer, knows this fact about Moses, and he rejects Moses’ attempt to be a leader who 

mediates conflict. There is no authority in murder. 
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Verses 14b–15a conclude the tale. Murder has already located Moses in the world of 

Pharaoh. His actions at the close of the episode confirm his lack of moral authority. Moses’ 

initial statement to the Hebrew slave was an attempt to provide moral leadership for others 

through asking why one friend would strike another (v. 13). Whatever moral authority Moses 

had hoped to convey through this question disappears when the murderer reveals that Moses is 

himself a murderer. The realization that his secret act of murder was now public information 

changes Moses’ behavior. He ceases to be a moral mediator for others and begins to fear for his 

own preservation. Such fear was first introduced by Pharaoh, starting the cycle of violence in the 

opening chapters of Exodus. It is not surprising, therefore, that the story concludes where it 

originally began, with Pharaoh. He hears the news that Moses has committed murder and he 

seeks to kill him. 

Moses’ killing of the Egyptian has prompted interpreters to discern his motive. The phrase 

“he turned thus and thus” holds the key to motive. I have stressed the secret nature of the murder, 

but such a reading does not reflect the range of interpretation. The Mekilta states that the phrase 

indicates Moses’ complete devotion to the Israelites. According to the Mekilta, “He turned thus 

and thus” interprets the previous verse, where it states that Moses looked out upon the burden of 

the Israelites. “Thus because he devoted himself with his whole soul to Israel they were called 

his.” The interpretation of the Mekilta does not address the killing of the Egyptian. Other 

midrashic interpretations do address the circumstances and the act of killing in detail. One 

reading suggests that “he turned thus and thus” indicates Moses’ quest for justice.32 When none 

was forthcoming he decided to act himself, but not before consulting the angels. Only then did 

Moses kill the Egyptian by pronouncing the divine name. For Calvin the act of “turning thus and 

thus” indicated hesitation on the part of Moses to risk his security in an act of divinely appointed 

deliverance. Such hesitation was a sign of weak faith, requiring divine mercy.34 

Philo stresses Moses’ control of his emotions, his tight rein on his passions, and the power of 

reason guiding his actions. There is no mention of Moses “turning thus and thus” in Philo’s 

interpretation. The killing of the Egyptian was a deliberate and just action by Moses. It was a 

“righteous deed,” according to Philo, because “one who lived to destroy men should himself be 

destroyed.” This line of interpretation is also followed in Stephen’s speech in Acts 7:23–29. The 

interpretation in Heb 11:23–28 omits the killing altogether, focusing instead on Moses’ choice to 

give up wealth and status in order to take on the suffering of the Israelites. But N. Leibowitz also 

provides a more critical interpretation of Moses’ actions from the Midrash of the Passing of 

Moses, where Moses’ request not to die is denied him because of his slaying of the Egyptian. 

2:15b–22 The transition to the story of Moses in Midian is immediate, indicating the close tie 

between the first two stories of Moses’ early adulthood. Verse 15b states in rapid succession that 

Moses fled from Pharaoh, arrived in the land of Midian, and sat by a well. Midian represents 

both a geographical location and a people in biblical tradition. According to Gen 25:1–6 the 

Midianite people are descendants of Abraham through his wife Keturah. Midianites reappear as 

traders in the Joseph story (Gen 37:25–36) traveling from Gilead to Egypt. The land of Midian is 

difficult to locate. The Midianites are associated loosely with the Moabites (Gen 36:35; Num 

22:4, 7; 31:8), suggesting a territory in southern Transjordan. G. Mendenhall concludes from 

archaeological evidence that the land of Midian was located in the region east of the Gulf of 

Aqaba. E. Axel Knauf is less sure about the historical location of the Midianites.38 What is clear 

is that biblical writers locate the land of Midian in the wilderness outside the land of Egypt. 

The two stories of Moses’ early adult life highlight different aspects of his innate ability to be 

a deliverer. In the previous story Moses saw oppression and initiated liberation by killing an 
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Egyptian. Although intended as justice, the act was overly violent. The words used to describe 

Moses’ action revolve around death. Moses “strikes” (nākâ) the Egyptian and “buries” (ṭāman) 

the corpse. The Hebrew man describes this act as “killing” (hārag). At the well in Midian Moses 

sees another act of oppression. This time shepherds drive away (gāraš) the daughters of Reuel 

from the well, preventing them from watering their animals. The words describing Moses’ action 

in Midian emphasize life, not death. He “saves” (yāša‘) the women (Exod 2:17). In contrast to 

the Hebrew man who called Moses a “killer,” the daughters describe his action on their behalf as 

a “rescue” (nāṣal), even though they identify him as an Egyptian, not a Hebrew (v. 19). Salvation 

as a rescue is not free of violence. It signifies deliverance from a threatening situation. Yahweh 

promises such liberation for Israel in 3:8 and 6:6. It takes place on the night of Passover. 

The episode of Moses at the well in Midian is filled with literary allusion. Moses’ act of 

drawing water recalls the etymology of his name, “water drawer.” Drawing water for the 

daughters of Reuel repeats the previous actions by women who drew Moses from the river. 

Propp suggests that Moses may be “returning the protection he received from women in 1:22–

2:10.” The verbs “to save” and “to rescue” will play a central role in Exodus. Moses’ act of 

salvation (yāša‘) at the well prefigures Yahweh’s salvation of Israel at the Red Sea (14:13, 30; 

15:2). The verb “to rescue” (nāṣal, in the Hiphil) occurs nine times in Exodus (2:19; 3:8; 5:23; 

6:6; 12:27; 18:4, 8, 9, 10). The distribution indicates that the motif is closely associated with 

Moses and his Midianite father-in-law. It is introduced by the daughters of Reuel to describe the 

action of Moses at the well in the land of Midian (2:19). The motif returns when Moses is 

reunited with his Midianite father-in-law in the wilderness, where both characters describe 

Yahweh’s deliverance of Israel as a rescue from the Egyptians (18:4, 8, 9, 10). 

The change in geographical setting from Egypt to the wilderness of Midian marks the shift in 

topic from murder and death to life and marriage. The introduction of the well prepares for the 

change in theme. Coats identified the setting of the well as a typical feature for stories of 

marriage. Abraham’s servant finds Rebekah, Isaac’s wife, at a well (Genesis 24). Jacob meets 

Rachel at a well (Genesis 29). Now Moses meets the seven daughters of Reuel at the well in 

Midian, suggesting an imminent marriage. Moses rescues the women from the shepherds. And 

Reuel shows hospitality that does, indeed, lead to Moses’ marriage with Zipporah, one of 

Reuel’s seven daughters, and the birth of a son, Gershom (Exod 2:21–22). 

The narrative of Moses’ marriage and the birth of his son is sparse, only two verses. An 

additional tradition of Moses’ marriage to a Cushite woman appears in Num 12:1. A second son, 

Eliezer, is mentioned in passing in Exod 18:4. Biblical writers do not emphasize the descendants 

of Moses, as they do with the ancestors Abraham (Gen 25:1–18) and Jacob (Gen 29:1–30:24), or 

with the priestly line (Exod 6:14–25). The most likely reason is Moses’ unique role in the 

Pentateuch as the mediator of Torah (for discussion on the genealogy of Moses see 6:14–27). It 

is not an office that repeats in Scripture, requiring offspring for its continuation. The divine 

speech in Numbers 12 underscores the point, emphasizing Moses’ special status as compared to 

other prophets or even to Aaron and Miriam. 

The reticence of biblical writers to explore the descendants of Moses is evident in the 

etiologies provided at the birth of Gershom. There are two in v. 22. Both provide commentary on 

Moses, not Gershom. The first etiology derives from the name Gershom. The etymology is 

uncertain. It may combine the word “resident alien” (gēr) with the word “there” (šām), although 

the spelling in Hebrew is not exact. A more likely explanation is that Gershom includes the 

consonants of the verb “to drive out” (gāraš), the action of the shepherds against the daughters of 

Reuel, prompting the rescue of Moses. In this case the name Gershom recalls the first instance in 
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which Moses saves. A second etiology defines the status of Moses as a resident alien in Midian. 

“I have become an alien (gēr) in a foreign land.” 

HUMAN LAMENT (2:23–25) 

2:23 And it happened in those many days the king of Egypt died. And the Israelites moaned from 

their servitude. And they cried out. And their cry for help went up to God from their servitude. 
24 And God heard their groan. And God remembered his covenant with Abraham, with Isaac, 

and with Jacob. 25 And God saw the Israelites. And God knew. 

Notes 

2:23 And it happened in those many days. The phrase also occurred in 2:11a, where the MT and the LXX 

diverged. But in 2:23 the MT conforms to the LXX, which underscores the passing of “many days” in 

each of the temporal clauses. 
they cried out. There is no object to the cry of the Israelites. Instead, their groan finds its own way to God. 

The LXX follows the MT reading (aneboēsan, “they cried out”). 
2:25 and God knew. The MT has no object for the divine knowledge, creating a parallel with the Israelite 

cry in v. 23. The LXX departs from the MT, interpreting the verb “to know” in the passive (“he made 

himself known,” egnōsthē) and adding “to them” (autois), meaning the Israelites. The result is a 

different reading, in which the Israelite people become the object of the divine revelation. 

Commentary 

The P historian is responsible for the introduction (1:1–5, 7*) and the conclusion (2:23b–25) to 

chaps. 1–2. The introduction underscored the partial fulfillment of the divine promise to the 

ancestors. The fertility of Israel in Egypt, not Canaan, sets the stage for suffering, not blessing. 

The conclusion underscores the suffering of Israel through the language of human lament. 

2:23a The Non-P historian may be the author of the opening clause in v. 23a, “during that 

long period, the king of Egypt died.” In the MT the phrase is tied to 4:19: “Go and return to 

Egypt, for all the men seeking your life have died.” The LXX creates a verbatim repetition: 

“After those many days the king of Egypt died.” The result of the repetition is that the call of 

Moses (3:1–4:18) is framed by a resumptive repetition, a type of repetition that often frames an 

insertion. The repetition between 2:23a and 4:19 may indicate that the call of Moses in 3:1–4:18 

is an embellishment to the plot of the Non-P History. The Non-P historian uses the passage of 

time and the death of the original tyrant in v. 23a to advance the story of Moses. The death of the 

king of Egypt who sought Moses’ life provides transition to the call of Moses in 3:1–4:18, 

setting the stage for the hero’s return to Egypt. In the Non-P History the oppression of the 

Israelite nation recedes in order to tell the story of Moses. 

2:23b–25 The P historian uses the passage of time to focus anew on the people of Israel and 

their ongoing suffering. The message of the P author is that individual tyrants may die, but 

oppression continues. The language and the syntax of the Israelites’ situation in v. 23 are 

important for interpretation. Twice the P author refers to the fact of the slavery of the Israelite 

people. But the focus is more on Israel’s psychological and social condition in slavery. The 

people groan (Niphal of ’ānaḥ) under their slavery. Animals groan when they have no pasture or 

grain (Joel 1:18). Humans groan when the wicked rule (Prov 29:2). Even the roads leading to 

Jerusalem groan at the absence of God and the inability of the Israelites to perform religious 
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festivals (Lam 1:4, 8, 11). All of these images—the lack of basic sustenance, political 

oppression, and the absence of religion—inform the groaning of Israel. 

The condition of oppression prompts a cry for help by the Israelites, but their cry lacks an 

object. The Hebrew verb “to cry out” (zā‘aq) without an object is unusual, signifying 

desperation. It introduces David’s wail: “O my son Absalom! My son, my son Absalom! If only I 

had died instead of you—O Absalom, my son, my son!” (2 Sam 19:4). The verb without object 

occurs again in Tamar’s anguish after being raped by Amnon: “She put her hand on her head and 

went away, weeping aloud as she went” (2 Sam 13:19). More often the verb “to cry out” is used 

in human lament specifically addressed to Yahweh in a situation of distress. Israel cries out to 

Yahweh for salvation from the king of Aram (Judg 3:9), the king of Moab (Judg 3:15), and the 

Midianites (Judg 6:6). The psalmist states that the ancestors cried out to Yahweh and were saved 

(Ps 22:5). 

The absence of an object to Israel’s cry underscores the anguish of their situation and most 

likely their lack of knowledge of God. They are unable to employ the language of lament 

properly, because like Pharaoh they too have lost all knowledge of their past life with God (Exod 

1:6). They simply “cry out.” But “their cry for help” takes on a life of its own and works its way 

to God. 

The P historian changes the mood of the opening chapters with 2:24–25. God has not been an 

active character in the story up to this point. But the “groan” of the Israelite people awakens the 

Deity to a flurry of activity. God becomes the subject of four verbs. God “hears” the groan. God 

“remembers” the past covenant with the ancestors (in the P History God makes covenant with 

Abraham in Genesis 17). Divine memory is first introduced in the P History during the flood 

when God remembers Noah (Gen 8:1). God “looked” on the Israelites. And God “comes to 

knowledge.” The NIV translates the closing phrase, “and [God] was concerned with them,” 

while NRSV reads, “God took notice of them.” The Hebrew is significantly different from these 

translations. It simply states: “And God knew.” There is no object qualifying what God knows. It 

is the LXX version that adds the object, “them.” In the MT version the P author leaves the reader 

with a question at the close of the introduction to Exodus: What is it that God knows? The reader 

must continue into the commission of Moses in 3:1–7:7 for an answer to the question. 

Characters (3:1–7:7) 

INTRODUCTION 

CENTRAL THEMES 

The most significant development in this section is the entry of Yahweh into the story as an 

active character. The absence of Yahweh from Exodus 1–2 allowed biblical authors to explore 

the themes of power and identity from a human perspective, thus setting the stage for the story of 

the exodus. Pharaoh and the women provided insight into a range of human responses to the 

divinely induced fertility of the Israelites. Moses emerged as the central character in this section. 

The biblical authors explored in particular the ambiguity of human power through the character 

of Moses. His lack of identity and changing family situations, from Hebrew, to Egyptian, and 

finally to Midianite, provided the diverse settings for biblical authors to examine the close tie 

between action and identity in the hero. 
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The introduction of Yahweh dominates 3:1–7:7, shifting the focus from the social, political, 

and geographical setting in chaps. 1–2 to an examination of characters. Yahweh is introduced 

without a clear identity, creating a parallel to the opening stories of Moses, where the hero also 

lacked identity. When Yahweh enters the scene in 3:1–7:7 the biblical authors explore two 

related themes with regard to the divine character. The first is to identify Yahweh. Who is this 

God? What is the past history of this God? How powerful is this God in relationship to Israel, 

other nations, and nature? And how will this God act in the future? The two commissions of 

Moses (3:1–4:18; 6:2–7:7) provide answers to these questions. The God appearing to Moses is 

the same God who made promises to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob and led them in their migrations 

in the promised land. Yahweh’s awareness of the Israelite suffering and concern for their 

liberation are spelled out in detail (3:5–10; 6:2–8). The character of God is also developed with 

the revelation of the divine name, Yahweh (3:13–15; 6:2–8). Once Yahweh enters the story, the 

Deity orchestrates all action, commissioning Moses to rescue the Israelites (3:10), providing 

Moses with signs of power and persuasion (4:1–17), introducing Aaron (4:14–17, 27–31), 

predicting the outcome of events (4:21–23; 7:1–7), and even attacking Moses in the wilderness 

(4:24–26). 

The second goal in the section is to define all other characters in relationship to Yahweh. The 

relationships separate into three groups: the people of God (the ancestors, Moses, the Israelites, 

the elders, and Aaron), the opponents of God (Pharaoh and the Egyptians), and the allies of God 

(Jethro and the Midianites). The special status of Moses and the close ties between his story and 

the story of Yahweh suggest that he should be separated out from the category “people of God” 

as a unique hero. 

The relationship of Yahweh and Moses dominates in 3:1–7:7. The central event in the section 

is the encounter between Moses and God at the mountain of the God. Moses emerges as the 

leader of the Israelite people. The ambiguity surrounding Moses’ identity, so prominent in the 

opening scene, is refashioned around the theme of authority when Moses encounters Yahweh on 

the mountain of God. Twice he is commissioned to rescue the Israelites (3:9–12; 6:2–8). All 

revelation of Yahweh is channeled through Moses, and as a consequence the theme of Mosaic 

authority runs throughout the section. Moses doubts his own authority (4:10–13; 6:28–30). The 

“belief” (’āman) of the Israelites in Moses is a repeated motif (4:1–17), as is the need for 

recognition of his authority by the Egyptians (7:5). 

The divine commission of Moses relates the character of God and Moses to such a degree 

that the self-revelation of Yahweh and Mosaic authority become inseparable in Exodus. The 

book will trace the parallel development of Yahweh and Moses until the two are nearly merged 

into one character, when the glory of Yahweh radiates through the face of Moses after the 

revelation of law at the divine mountain (34:29–35). Exodus 3:1–7:7 is the first step in that 

process. The lack of a clear identity for both Yahweh and Moses in Exodus sets the stage for 

something new in history that will disrupt the established social and political order represented 

by Egypt and more particularly by Pharaoh. J. Assmann argues that the sense of newness, 

accompanied by social disruption, is the essence of the myth of the exodus. He concludes further 

that the characters of Yahweh and Moses represent a revolution, not an evolution, in world 

history and religion. 

The Israelites are also defined more clearly with the appearance of Yahweh. Yahweh is the 

God of Moses’ father (3:6), the God of the Israelite ancestors in Egypt (3:15), and the God of the 

patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (3:6, 16; 4:5), having made covenant with them and 

promising them the land of Canaan (6:4). Yahweh identifies the Israelites as “the people of God” 
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(3:7, 10; 6:7) and as the firstborn offspring of God (4:22). The elders are important 

representatives of the Israelites. Yahweh singles them out to Moses (3:16). If the “officials” who 

oversee the slave labor in the opening confrontation with Pharaoh are also the elders (5:1–6:1), 

then they model the conflict of faith in weighing allegiance between the competing power of 

Pharaoh and Yahweh. 

Pharaoh emerges as the opponent of Yahweh. Pharaoh and Egypt represent the old world 

order of kings, polytheism, and social oppression. The commission of Moses places Yahweh in 

conflict with Pharaoh as the God of the Hebrews, implying both a social class and an ethnic 

group. Moses as Yahweh’s representative is to bring out the Israelites from the oppression of 

Pharaoh (3:10). Yahweh predicts that Pharaoh will resist (4:21; 7:3–4). The opposition between 

Yahweh and Pharaoh is stated most clearly in their initial meeting (5:1–6:1). The scene revolves 

around conflicting prophetic messenger formulas: “Thus said Yahweh/Pharaoh” (kōh-’āmar 

yhwh/par‘ōh). The episode begins when Moses and Aaron deliver a message to Pharaoh: “Thus 

said Yahweh, ‘Let my people go, so that they may hold a festival to me in the wilderness’ ” 

(5:1). The response of Pharaoh is first condescension: “Who is Yahweh?” (5:2). Then the 

messengers of Pharaoh counter the demand of Yahweh with increased oppression: “Thus said 

Pharaoh, I will not give you any more straw.” The standoff sets the stage for the conflict between 

Pharaoh and Yahweh in the following episode (7:8–15:21). 

The Midianites are allies of Yahweh in the rescue of the Israelites. They play a minimal yet 

important role in the story. In the previous scene the Midianites offered hospitality to Moses that 

led to his marriage with Zipporah (2:15–22). In this scene Moses receives his commission from 

Yahweh in the land of Midian (3:1). When Moses is instructed by Yahweh to return to Egypt, 

Jethro, the father-in-law of Moses, sends him away in peace (4:18). Then on the journey to Egypt 

Zipporah rescues Moses from a divine attack by circumcising her son as a means of warding off 

God and thus saving Moses’ life (4:24–26). The Midianites are neither the people of God nor the 

opponents of God. They are allies of God. In contrast to Pharaoh, they are able to discern divine 

revelation. They even know rituals that influence divine action. 

AUTHORS 

Research 

Interpreters employ a range of methodologies to identify the anonymous authors in 3:1–7:7. The 

language, the changes in literary style, and the repetitions have received the most attention in the 

modern period of interpretation. The divine names Yahweh and Elohim have played a crucial 

role in identifying authors. But interpreters have also branched out to study the genres of 

theophany and prophetic commissioning throughout the Hebrew Bible as a resource for 

comparison. They have examined themes in the Hebrew Bible to profile the authors, such as the 

divine promise to the ancestors and the identification of Yahweh with the God of the fathers. 

The most prominent repetition in 3:1–7:7 is the commission of Moses. Twice he is 

commanded to rescue the Israelite people from Egypt: first in the wilderness (3:1–4:18), and a 

second time in the land of Egypt (6:2–7:7). This repetition is the starting point for the 

identification of multiple, anonymous authors in the composition of 3:1–7:7. Interpreters are 

nearly unanimous in attributing the second commission, 6:2–7:7, to the P author. The first 

commission of Moses (3:1–4:18), the story of his return to Egypt (4:19–31), and the initial 

confrontation with Pharaoh (5:1–6:1) are identified with Non-P author(s). The review of research 

will follow this division, summarizing first the research identifying the Non-P authorship, and 
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second the problems surrounding P authorship. The focus of debate concerning Non-P 

authorship in 3:1–6:1 is whether the story separates into two sources, J and E, or is the product of 

a single author. Interpreters also detect a history of composition in the P account of the 

commission of Moses in Egypt, 6:2–7:7, and in portions of 3:1–6:1. 

Non-P Authorship of 3:1–6:1 

S. McEvenue provides a starting point for evaluating the composition of 3:1–6:1. He has listed a 

number of possible breaks in narrative continuity that may suggest multiple authors, including: 

(1) the change of divine names, Yahweh and Elohim; (2) the repetition of God’s 

acknowledgment of the Israelite slavery in 3:7 and 9; (3) the break in narrative flow in the 

revelation of the divine name, Yahweh, between 3:13 and 15 created by 3:14; (4) the abrupt 

introduction of the elders in 3:16–20 after the revelation of the divine name introducing new 

vocabulary; (5) the elaboration of the motif of faith in 4:5 and 8–9; (6) the reference to Moses’ 

staff in 4:17; and (7) the repetition of Moses’ departure from Midian in 4:18–20. To this list we 

might add: (8) the identification of the God of Moses’ father with the God of the Israelite 

ancestors, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (3:6, 15, 16; 4:5); (9) the appearance of Aaron at the 

conclusion of the commission of Moses (4:13–16, 27–31), including his presence with Moses in 

the confrontation with Pharaoh (5:1–6:1); and (10) the cluster of stories recounting Moses’ return 

to Egypt, especially the divine prediction of the events of the exodus in 4:21–23 and the divine 

attack in 4:24–26. 

Interpreters debate the number of authors in 3:1–6:1 based in part on the evaluation of 

literary unity or coherence. Is it possible to read 3:1–6:1 as the product of a single author? Or do 

the tensions require the identification of several authors to account for the changing literary style 

and range of motifs in the story? If more than one author is identified, how do the distinct 

compositions relate in the present form of the text? Are there two accounts of the same story now 

interwoven as in source criticism with the identification of the J and E authors? Or are individual 

literary units added to the work of a primary author as in supplementary criticism? An 

examination of the past research on the divine names and the literary character of the 

commission of Moses (3:1–4:18) will illustrate the contrasting methods of interpretation and 

their implications for identifying the Non-P author(s). The complexity and age of the literature 

make all literary judgments tentative and open to revision. 

The diverse references to the Deity (e.g., the Messenger of Yahweh, God, the God, Yahweh) 

prior to the revelation of the name Yahweh in 3:13–15 have received the most attention in the 

modern period of interpretation as a sign of multiple authorship. The divine name Elohim 

(translated “God”) occurs in 3:1, 4, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15; while the name Yahweh is used in 3:2 

(Messenger of Yahweh), 4, 7, 15. The different divine names are especially important for 

interpreters working within the framework of the Documentary Hypothesis, who seek to identify 

J and E sources (see, among the many examples, Noth, W. H. Schmidt, Childs, McEvenue, 

Propp). The occurrence of both names in v. 4 requires that it be separated between J (v. 4a) and E 

(v. 4b), while the similar mixing of names in v. 15 can be attributed to E, since it represents the 

revelation of the name Yahweh. The result is two versions of Moses’ encounter with the Deity: 

the J author (3:2–4a, 5, 7–8) and the E author (3:1, 4b, 6, 9–15). 

The J author recounts the appearance of the Messenger of Yahweh in the burning bush (v. 2), 

the declaration of holy ground (vv. 3–4a, 5), and Yahweh’s announcement to deliver the 

Israelites from Egypt to a land flowing with milk and honey (vv. 7–8). The J version would also 

include the divine commission that Moses seek out the elders of Israel (3:16–22) and the series 
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of objections by Moses, ending with the inclusion of Aaron in his mission (4:1–16). The E author 

describes Moses on the mountain of God (v. 1), the address of Elohim to Moses (v. 4b), the 

identification of the Deity as the God of the ancestors (v. 6), along with the commission of 

Moses, his objection, and the revelation of the divine name Yahweh (vv. 9–15). Most source 

critics identify the J source as the base text with supplements from E. Noth attributes 3:1aba, 2–

4a, 5, 7–8, 16–23; 4:1–27* to the J source, with the role of Aaron representing a secondary 

addition to the narrative, and he assigned 3:1bb, 4b, 6, 9–15; 4:17, 18, 20b to the E source. Propp 

has recently departed from this judgment, reading the P source as the primary document, 

requiring a less significant role for the divine names (J: 3:2–4a, 5, 8, 9, 21–22; 4:19–20a, 24–26; 

and E: 3:1, 4b, 6, 7, 10–15, 16–20; 4:1–17, 18, 20b, 21–23, 27–31). 

Literary problems linger from the identification of J and E sources based on the distribution 

of the divine names in Exodus 3. Blum argues that the story is too compressed to preserve 

sources, as is perhaps most evident in the separation of 3:4. A variety of solutions have been 

offered to account for the present distribution of the divine names with varying degrees of 

success. K. Berge sees tensions in the text suggesting multiple authors, but he also concludes that 

the problem of the divine names cannot be resolved by source criticism. He offers the tentative 

conclusion that the Messenger of Yahweh in v. 2 is likely a later insertion to the story. K. 

Schmid notes that the name Yahweh is associated with the verb “to see/to appear” (rā’â; 3:2, 4, 

7, 16; 4:1, 5), reinforcing the themes of perception, revelation, and authority in the commission 

of Moses and providing a contrast to the name Elohim. Cassuto built on the theme of perception 

in the commission of Moses to argue that the divine names reflect points of view in the narrative. 

The omniscient narrator employs the name Yahweh, while Moses’ perception of the Deity is 

indicated through the name Elohim, emphasizing the breakdown of tradition and memory from 

1:6. The absence of Yahweh from chaps. 1–2 adds strength to the literary argument, although 

aspects of this reading are forced, as in the abrupt shift from Yahweh to Elohim in 3:4. Blum 

detects literary design in the distribution of the divine names in 3:2–4, culminating in the 

identification of Yahweh as “the God” (hā’ĕlōhîm). Schmid broadens the literary argument, 

suggesting a focus on Elohim prior to the revelation in 3:15 (3:4, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14) as compared 

to its use in apposition to Yahweh afterward (3:15, 16, 18; 4:5). 

F. Kohata questioned why the use of Elohim continues after Exodus 3, if the narrative 

strategy of the E source culminates in the revelation of the divine name Yahweh in 3:13–15. The 

interplay between Yahweh and Elohim appears throughout the Non-P narrative of Exodus (e.g., 

chaps. 18, 19, 24). The continuing use of both names is all the more striking when compared to 

the P History, where the name El Shaddai gives way to Yahweh in 6:2–8, without reappearing 

again. Kohata attributes the literary problem of the continued use of Elohim in the Non-P history 

to a later editor of the E source. F. V. Winnett saw the same problem but moved in a different 

direction to conclude that the use of the divine name Elohim is not part of an E source in Exodus. 

Instead he notes that Elohim is clustered in literature associated with the mountain of 

God/Elohim (see chaps. 3, 4, 18, 19, 24), thus accounting for many of its occurrences beyond 

chap. 3. The literary solution of Winnett implies a single author who has incorporated distinct 

literary traditions into one narrative, rather than the two continuous narratives of the J and E 

authors. A number of recent interpreters have also followed the literary solution of Winnett, 

although they diverge in their evaluation of the process of composition and in the degree of unity 

attributed to the present narrative. The interpreters include Blum (the D-Komposition), C. Levin 

(the Yahwist redactor), Blenkinsopp (the Deuteronomistic corpus), and Van Seters (the Yahwist 

historian). 
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The debate over the authorship of 3:1–6:1 is not limited to the distribution of the divine 

names Yahweh and Elohim, and their role in the process of composition. An additional literary 

problem emerges at the conclusion of Moses’ commission, where his departure from Midian is 

stated twice in 4:18–20. First, Moses decides to return to Egypt and tells his father-in-law Jethro, 

who blesses him in 4:18. Then in 4:19 Yahweh commands Moses to return to Egypt, informing 

him that the persons seeking his life in Egypt have now died. It is this repetition, not the divine 

names, that is the starting point for Noth’s identification of the J and E sources. The J author 

recounts the return of Moses to Egypt at the command of Yahweh (4:19) with his wife and 

family (4:20a), while the E author describes Moses deciding on his own to depart from Midian 

(4:18), which he does alone taking the “staff of God” (4:20b). 

The source-critical solution to the twice-told departure of Moses is complicated by an 

additional repetition between 2:15, 23a, and 4:19. The divine statement in 4:19: “all the persons 

seeking your life are dead” (mētû kolhā’ănāšîm hamĕbaqšîm ’et-napšekā) recalls the conclusion 

to the story of Moses’ murder of the Egyptian in 2:15, when Pharaoh was described as seeking 

Moses’ life (wayĕbaqqēš lahărōg ’et-mōšeh), which prompted his flight to Midian. The death of 

the king of Egypt is noted in 2:23a, “and it happened in those many days the king of Egypt died.” 

The material in 2:15 and 2:23a is repeated in 4:19. The repetition is not exact, since the king of 

Egypt is not explicitly mentioned in 4:19. Yet the similarities led Noth to write: “The narrative of 

Moses’ encounter with God (Ex. *3:1ff.) … seems to have been inserted.” The reason, according 

to Noth, is that “Yahweh’s command to return in Ex. 4:19 strikingly contains no reference to a 

commission given to Moses.” Instead 4:19 simply notes the passing of time and the death of 

Moses’ enemies. 

The literary connections between 2:15, 23a, and 4:19 led Noth to conclude that there was an 

earlier version of the story of Moses that lacked his divine commission at the mountain of God 

and led instead directly into his encounter with Pharaoh in 5:1–6:1. The evidence for an insertion 

is stronger in the LXX, since it frames 3:1–4:18 with a resumptive repetition, adding the death 

notice of the king of Egypt from 2:23a to 4:19: “after those many days the king of Egypt died” 

(meta de tas hēmeras tas pollas ekeinas eteleutēsen ho basileus Aigyptou). Resumptive 

repetitions, according to C. Kuhl, bracket insertions. Yet, even on the basis of the more general 

repetition in the MT, Noth concluded that the commission of Moses was a late addition into the J 

source. His early dating of the sources allowed Noth to maintain both the hypothesis of a literary 

insertion and a source-critical solution for identifying authorship. 

But with the abandonment of the source-critical hypothesis and the later dating of the 

narrative literature, the identity of the author of the commission of Moses in 3:1–4:18 has 

undergone reevaluation, with many interpreters advocating a single author rather than two 

parallel sources. The isolation of the commission of Moses, 3:1–4:18, in content and in syntax 

has reinforced this conclusion. The commission of Moses introduces new content to the opening 

chapters of Exodus. W. H. Schmidt underscores the complexity of the episode, noting five 

important themes: (1) the theophany of God on the cosmic mountain; (2) the instruction or 

commission of Moses; (3) the promise of rescue from Egypt; (4) the revelation of the divine 

name Yahweh; and (5) the identification of Yahweh with the God of the ancestors. K. Schmid 

would expand the list to include (1) the motif of faith and (2) the idealization of Moses as a 

prophet.20 And, as Blenkinsopp has underscored, the most central theme of all is the promise of 

land. The combination of themes indicates the pivotal role of the commission of Moses in the 

composition of the Pentateuch and also its literary relationship with the Deuteronomistic History. 
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Its themes stretch back into the story of the ancestors in Genesis, while also anticipating the 

conquest of land in the book of Joshua. 

H. H. Schmid argued that the language of the commission and its form reflect the prophetic 

influence of the Deuteronomistic History. He noted, for example, that the commission of Moses 

is similar to that of Gideon in Judges 6 and to that of the prophet Jeremiah (chap. 1), while the 

divine proclamation of seeing the misery of the people (Exod 3:7) repeats in Deuteronomy (26:7) 

and in the Deuteronomistic History (2 Kgs 14:26). The imagery of the promised land as “broad 

and wide” and as “flowing with milk and honey” also reflects the language of Deuteronomy, as 

does the list of the indigenous population of the land. 

Blum extended the work of Schmid, arguing that the commission of Moses is a free 

composition within the D-Komposition (KD), serving a broad literary purpose. This exilic or 

postexilic author reinterprets prophetic accounts of revelation from the book of Hosea (e.g., Hos 

1:9 and 12:10) and Ezekiel 20, accounting for the complexity of themes in Exod 3:1–4:18. The 

result is a pivotal role to the commission of Moses relating broadly with ancestral literature in 

Genesis (Gen 12:10–12; 15:1–21; 50:22–24), the larger story of the exodus (Exod 11:1–3; 

12:21–27; 13:3–16; 14:1–31), while also anticipating themes in the Deuteronomistic History, 

although Blum is not clear about the ending of this literary corpus. 

Van Seters, building on the work of M. Rose, identifies the author of 3:1–4:18 as an exilic 

Yahwist historian, who reinterprets the commissioning of leaders in the Deuteronomistic History 

(e.g., Judges 6 and 1 Samuel 9–10), by employing the self-introduction of the Deity in the 

commission of Moses. The aim of the Yahwist historian, according to Van Seters, is to relate the 

story of the exodus with the patriarchal stories in Genesis. 

K. Schmid reaches a similar position concerning the purpose of the commission of Moses, as 

an episode aimed at relating the ancestral literature in Genesis with the story of the exodus. But 

he identifies the author as a post-P editor, dependent on the P version of the commission of 

Moses in 6:2–7:7. He underscores in particular the close relationship between Genesis 15; Exod 

3:1–4:18; and Joshua 24. All three texts interpret salvation from a prophetic perspective, 

emphasizing themes of faith, God as savior from death, and the promise of the land as oath. 

P Authorship of 3:1–7:7 

The P authorship of 6:2–7:7 is identified from the language and from the literary style. The name 

of God as El Shaddai recalls the P account of the covenant with Abraham in Genesis 17. The 

emphasis on Aaron and the genealogy of Levi reflect concerns of the P author. But interpreters 

debate the history of composition. The genealogy in Exod 6:14–27 is likely an insertion into the 

commission of Moses. Propp notes that the opening phrase in v. 14, “these are the heads of their 

fathers’ house,” may have once headed an independent document. Moreover, the genealogy is 

framed with a resumptive repetition in 6:10–12 and 28–30, further indicating its addition to the 

narrative. Childs concludes that the genealogy now serves to introduce Aaron into the 

commission of Moses.29 

There is some debate over the unity of 6:1–12; for example, Kohata concludes that v. 8 is a 

Deuteronomistic addition: “I will bring you to the land, to which I raised my arm to give to 

Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob. And I will give it to you as an inheritance, I am Yahweh.” She 

argued that the phrase “to which I raised my arm” reflects the tradition of the promise of land as 

oath in Deuteronomistic literature. But T. Römer and J. Lust have demonstrated that the 

language of “lifting up the hand/arm” reflects a Priestly point of view already evident in 

Ezekiel.31 Thus interpreters in general read the second commission of Moses as reflecting the 
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concerns of the P author. I. Knohl is a departure from this consensus, arguing that the entire 

section belongs to the Holiness Code, a post-P author, while Gertz identifies three authors: the 

original P narrative (6:2–5, 6*, 7–12; 7:1–2, 4–7), an addition to P (6:13–30), and the post-P 

redactor of the Pentateuch (6:6bb; 7:3). 

The presence of P literature in the first commission of Moses, 3:1–6:1, has long been a topic 

of research. Interpreters question whether the signs given to Moses (4:1–9) and the presence of 

Aaron (4:13–16, 27–31; 5:1–6:1) indicate P or post-P authorship because of similarities to the P 

account of the plagues. 

In 4:1–9 Yahweh presents Moses with three signs (’ōtôt) to confirm his authority: 

transforming his staff into a snake (4:2–5), changing his healthy hand into a leprous one (4:6–7), 

and instructions for turning the water of the Nile into blood (4:9). Verses 5 and 8–9 indicate that 

the signs are meant to instill faith (Hiphil of ’āman) in the Israelite people in the authority of 

Moses. The debate over authorship centers on the direction of dependence between the signs in 

4:1–9 and the P plagues. 

Some detect the influence of P literature in the signs, suggesting post-P authorship (e.g., K. 

Schmid, Blum, Gertz, Otto). The reasons are varied. The order of the signs given to Moses 

follows the order of the plagues in the present form of the text, suggesting the dependence of 

4:1–9 on the P History. The motif of faith is a late addition to the Pentateuch, relating prophetic 

presentations of Abraham (Genesis 15), Moses (Exod 3:1–4:17), and Joshua (Joshua 24). The 

repetition of specific motifs suggests further that Exod 4:1–9 is reinterpreting the P plagues: the 

underworld snake, tannîn (7:8–13), is reinterpreted as a local creature, nāḥāš (4:2–4); the turning 

of water into blood fits the setting of Egypt (7:14–24), but is out of place in the wilderness (4:9); 

and the motif of dry ground (yabbāšâ) is a late addition to the story of the exodus. 

Others argue that the P author has reinterpreted 4:1–9, emphasizing the role of Aaron in the 

plagues (e.g., Noth, Propp, W. H. Schmidt, Van Seters). They note differences between the P 

account of the plagues and the signs to Moses. Verses 1–9 focus on the authority of Moses and 

the faith of the elders, as compared to the focus on Aaron and Pharaoh in the P History. Moses’ 

staff becomes a snake (nāḥāš), not a water serpent (tannîn), as is the case in 7:8–13. The leprosy 

of Moses’ hand does not repeat in the plague cycle. And the acts of power are called signs (’ōtôt) 

in 4:1–9 as compared to wonders (môpĕtîm) in the P version of the plagues. 

The comparison of motifs is important for identifying the literary dependence. But it is less 

helpful in determining the direction of the inner-biblical interpretation. The different form of the 

signs and their sequence do, however, provide additional clues for identifying the author. The 

first two signs are in a different form from the third one. The first two signs are acted out: the 

staff of Moses is changed into a snake and reversed (4:2–5), and his healthy hand becomes 

leprous and is cured (4:6–8). The third sign, changing the water of the Nile into blood (4:9), is 

not acted out. It remains a divine prediction of a future event. 

The difference in form is carried over into the meaning of the signs. The first two signs 

convey a message distinct from the third. The snake/staff of the first sign (4:2–5) likely indicates 

healing, a symbolic meaning of the snake in the ancient Near East. The source of healing, 

however, is not in the snake. Moses is presented as fleeing from its danger. The power to heal is 

rather in Moses’ ability to reverse the sign and change the snake back into his staff. The second 

sign (4:6–8) conveys the same message. Mosaic authority resides in the reversal of the leprosy, 

underscoring once again the power of Moses to heal. The emphasis on a reversal in the signs 

idealizes Moses as a healer, not as a wonder-worker. The third sign (4:9) departs from the 

previous two. The power of Moses is not in a reversal signifying healing, but in the destructive 
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action itself, when Moses will pollute the Nile River into blood. In this sign Moses is a wonder-

worker who transforms nature. 

There are three problems with interpreting the signs to Moses as dependent on the P plagues. 

The first is the absence of the motif of leprosy in the P plague cycle. Why would a post-P author 

include the sign of leprosy if the intention is to reinterpret the P plagues in 4:1–9? The second 

problem is that the changing of the Nile River into blood is not restricted to the P version of the 

plague. It is also the first plague in the Non-P History (see the commentary on 7:14–25). The 

third problem is that Aaron is a wonder-worker in the P plagues and not a healer as is the case in 

the first two signs given to Moses. The three problems are an obstacle for interpreting the P 

account of the plagues as the literary source for the signs to Moses in 4:1–9. It is possible, 

however, to account for the form, the number, and the sequence of the signs to Moses in the 

Non-P History. 

The three signs given to Moses in 4:1–9 are acted out in reverse order in the Non-P account 

of the exodus and the wilderness journey, developing in the process the character of Mosaic 

authority that was first introduced in the wilderness commission (3:1–4:18). The third sign, the 

changing of the Nile River into blood in 4:9, is the first of the signs to be fulfilled in the Non-P 

History. It is fulfilled in the first plague in the Non-P History (7:14–24*), which begins a 

sequence of action that will culminate in the destruction of Pharaoh and the Egyptian army at the 

Red Sea (Exodus 14*). The third sign contains no reversal, unlike the first two signs, because it 

indicates the power to save through the destruction of the enemy, not through the healing of the 

Israelite people. The third sign illustrates the destructive power of Moses’ commission against 

Pharaoh and the Egyptians. Yet even the destruction of the Egyptians develops the theme of 

Moses’ wilderness commission, since it will culminate in the Israelite people “believing” in 

Moses and in Yahweh at the Red Sea (14:31). 

The first and second signs are characterized by an act of reversal in order to explore the 

healing power of Moses in the wilderness journey of the Israelite people. The theme of healing is 

introduced in the opening story of the wilderness journey, when the Israelites are promised 

health at Marah with the divine self-revelation: “I am Yahweh, your healer” (15:22–26). Divine 

healing in this story is a reward for obedience to the law (15:25b–26) revealed in Exodus 19–34. 

Exodus 15:22–26 indicates that healing is a central theme throughout the wilderness journey. 

The healing power of Moses is demonstrated in the second half of the wilderness journey 

(Numbers 11–21) after the revelation of the law (Exodus 19–34), when Moses acts out the signs 

of healing from his commission. Moses performs the second sign, leprosy (4:6–8), when he cures 

the leprosy of Miriam (Numbers 12). He demonstrates the first sign, the snake, when he reverses 

the deadly bite of the seraphim with the construction of Nehoshet, the copper snake, at the 

conclusion of the wilderness journey (Num 21:4–9). The healing power of Moses takes place in 

both stories through intercessory prayer, which Aurelius has argued is crucial in the 

characterization of Moses as a healer in the Deuteronomistic tradition, not in the P History. 

The signs in Exod 4:1–9 are not dependent on the P History. Instead they outline the essential 

structure of the exodus and the wilderness journey in the Non-P History. The prediction (4:9) of 

the first plague (7:14–24) leads to the “faith” of the people in Moses and in Yahweh (14:31) at 

the conclusion of the exodus. The idealization of Moses as a healer (4:2–8) is demonstrated at 

strategic locations, which frame the second half of the wilderness journey (Numbers 12 and 

21:4–9) in the Non-P History. It is the P author who partially reinterprets the signs of Moses to 

accentuate the role of Aaron in the plagues. The P reinterpretation is similar in both cases. Aaron 

performs the sign before Pharaoh, not the Israelite people, while the meaning of the sign is no 
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longer a unique act of healing but a demonstration of power, conforming to the central theme of 

the P commission of Moses to bring Pharaoh and the Egyptians to the knowledge of Yahweh 

(7:5). Moreover, the demonstrations of power by Aaron are not unique, but are repeated by the 

Egyptian magicians. 

The debate over P authorship is even more acute in 4:10–17, because of the sudden 

appearance of Aaron in the wilderness (4:13–16, 27–31) and in the initial confrontation with 

Pharaoh (5:1–6:1). The P author fashions the commission of Moses to accentuate the importance 

of Aaron (6:2–7:7), while also including him in the plague cycle (see the commentary). Indeed, 

most references to Aaron in the Pentateuch occur in the P History, where his portrayal as high 

priest is developed in detail. Thus the question arises whether the sudden appearance of Aaron in 

the wilderness is not evidence of P or post-P authorship to expand the role of Aaron from priest 

to prophetic teacher and to include him in the initial confrontation with Pharaoh (e.g., H. 

Valentin, Blum, K. Schmid, Otto, Gertz). 

The problem with attributing 4:10–17 to a P or post-P author is that Aaron appears in texts 

that have no relationship to P literature. The clearest example is the war against the Amalekites 

in 17:8–16, where Aaron and Hur assist Moses. Aaron and Hur are also assigned a leadership 

role over the people in 24:14, although only Aaron plays a role in the construction of the golden 

calf (Exodus 32; Deut 9:20). Aaron is not a priest in these stories. Nor is Aaron a priest in Exod 

4:13–16. He is identified as a Levite and as the brother of Moses, but he functions as a prophet, 

not a priest. A. Cody concluded that Aaron is polyvalent in these stories, taking on different 

characteristics in the distinct stories, prior to his reinterpretation in the P History. Noth agreed: 

“new and different things continued to be related” to Aaron, until his early presentations were 

superseded by the P author.41 Thus both Cody and Noth assign the portrayal of Aaron in 4:10–17 

to a pre-P author (see also Childs, Propp, Van Seters, W. H. Schmid). I will also interpret 4:10–

17 as an episode within the Non-P History. 

The research on 3:1–7:7 indicates its important role in the composition of the Pentateuch. 

The twice-told commission of Moses is a pivotal text, relating themes throughout the Primary 

History of Genesis-2 Kings. The selective overview of scholarship confirms the multiple 

authorship of 3:1–7:7. But it also underscores the ambiguity of the more precise identification of 

the authors, or the exact history of composition of the literature. The distribution of the divine 

names in 3:1–6:1 resists a satisfactory solution, leaving open the character of the earliest stories 

of Moses and the exodus. A similar ambiguity emerges in the latest literary contributions, raising 

questions about the authorship of the signs of Moses and the presence of Aaron in 4:1–18. I will 

return to aspects of the debate over authorship in 3:1–7:7, although the focus of interpretation 

will remain on the Non-P and P Histories. 

Non-P and P Histories 

The review of research has clarified that Moses is commissioned twice to rescue the Israelites 

(3:1–4:18; 6:2–7:7). The commissions differ in language, literary style, and point of view. Their 

most prominent difference, however, is in setting. Moses is first commissioned in the wilderness 

in the Non-P History (3:1–4:18) and a second time in the land of Egypt in the P History (6:2–

7:7). Thus geography emerges as an important feature for interpreting the two commissions of 

Moses. The Non-P History presents a two-part story of Moses’ commission at the divine 

mountain in the wilderness (3:1–4:18) and his failed confrontation with Pharaoh (4:19–6:1). The 

P History supplies a second commission of Moses in the land of Egypt (6:2–7:7). The Non-P and 

P versions result in two commissions with similar motifs, including the revelation of the divine 
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name Yahweh (3:13–15; 6:2–8), objections by Moses because of his inability to speak (4:10–12; 

6:12, 30), and the inclusion of Aaron in the commission of Moses (4:10–16; 7:1–2). The stories 

are presently separated by Moses’ failure to liberate the Israelites in his initial encounter with 

Pharaoh (4:19–6:1). 

Non-P History 

The wilderness commission of Moses in the Non-P History (3:1–4:18) is aimed at the Israelites, 

especially the elders. Yahweh commands Moses to address the Israelites (3:15) and to seek out 

the elders (3:16). Exodus 1:6 provides the background for the commission. The death of Joseph’s 

generation indicated a loss of memory about God and past tradition, requiring that Moses inform 

the Israelite people about Yahweh. Thus Yahweh, like Moses, enters the story of the exodus 

lacking identity. The commission of Moses is intended to clarify the identity of Yahweh to the 

Israelite people in three ways: (1) to reestablish the name Yahweh to Moses and to the Israelite 

people after the break in tradition (3:13–15); (2) to identify Yahweh as the God of their 

ancestors, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (3:6, 15); and (3) to assure Moses and the Israelite people 

that Yahweh is present with them (3:12, 14). But when Yahweh commissions Moses, he objects, 

noting first his lack of identity (3:11) and second God’s lack of identity (3:13), before confessing 

his inability to speak (4:10). Moses doubts his skill to persuade the elders of the divine promise 

of rescue or of his authority. The central problem in the Non-P account of Moses’ commission is 

the “belief” of the elders (4:1, 5, 8 [twice], 9). The Israelites and their leaders have no basis to 

believe in the authority of Moses or his divine commission. 

The revelation of the divine name Yahweh is a first step in laying a foundation for the 

Israelites to believe in Moses and in Yahweh (3:13–15). The emphasis in the Non-P History is 

less on the revelation of a new name than on the equation of Yahweh, the God of Moses’ father, 

with the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. In this way the Non-P History merges the story of 

salvation in Exodus with the ancestors in Genesis. When Moses continues to resist the divine 

commission, the miraculous signs are further demonstrations of his authority intended to create 

belief among the Israelites (4:1–9). The signs initially achieve their intended effect with the 

Israelite people believing in Moses and the power of his signs (4:31). But the failed confrontation 

with Pharaoh (5:1–6:1) indicates how fleeting the faith of the Israelites is as long as they dwell 

under the oppression of Pharaoh in the land of Egypt. 

The faith of the Israelite people in the Non-P History will require the same setting of the 

wilderness as the commission of Moses. Thus when Pharaoh rejects the message of Moses, 

“Yahweh requires a festival in the wilderness” (5:1), the “officials,” who are likely Israelites, 

identify themselves as “servants of Pharaoh” (5:15–16) in seeking relief from the increased 

oppression. The point of emphasis in the Non-P History is that the Israelites, like Moses, require 

the wilderness setting to achieve a firm faith in Yahweh and in the authority of Moses. The 

confrontation at the Red Sea, a wilderness location in the Non-P History (14:31), and the 

revelation at the mountain of God (19:9) provide the proper environment for nurturing faith in 

the wilderness. 

Repetitions within the narrative indicate a history of composition within the Non-P History. 

The review of research has indicated the literary tensions within the narrative. The divine 

concern over the Israelite oppression occurs twice in 3:7–8 and 9–10. In vv. 7–8 Yahweh states: 

“I have indeed seen the misery of my people in Egypt. I have heard them crying out.” Then the 

Deity repeats the message in v. 9: “And now the cry of the Israelites has reached me, and I have 

seen the way the Egyptians are oppressing them.” The commission of Moses and the identity of 
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God as the Deity of the ancestors are also stated twice in 3:10–15 and 16–22. These repetitions 

and perhaps even the different uses of the names of God, Yahweh and Elohim, may indicate 

diverse stories now incorporated in the Non-P History. Thus it is important to recognize that the 

Non-P History is a compilation of stories, providing distinct points of view on the narrated 

events. Whatever may have been the precise history of composition, the different stories share an 

emphasis on the wilderness setting as the important location for the commission of Moses, along 

with a focus on the Israelites, not the Egyptians. 

The Non-P History also narrates the wilderness journey of Moses from Midian to the land of 

Egypt (4:18–31). The narrative is uneven from the outset. The departure of Moses is stated twice 

(4:18–20). Yahweh predicts the outcome of events to Moses (4:21–23) before attacking him 

(4:24–26). Moses is saved from the divine attack when Zipporah, his Midianite wife, wards off 

the Deity with a bloody foreskin (4:24–26). Moses then meets Aaron in the wilderness before 

proclaiming Yahweh’s impending rescue to the Israelites (4:27–31). The initial confrontation 

with Pharaoh in the Non-P History is a failure. Pharaoh’s rejection of the claims of Yahweh upon 

the Israelites (5:1–14) results in two complaint stories: the first by the Israelite officials (5:15–

21), and the second by Moses (5:22–6:1). 

P History 

The P historian adds a second commission of Moses (6:2–7:7) after his initial failure in the land 

of Egypt (5:1–6:1). The commission includes many of the themes from the wilderness 

commission of Moses in the Non-P History. There is a revelation of the divine name Yahweh 

(6:2; cf. 3:13–15), along with the announcement of rescue (6:2–8; cf. 3:8; 5:3) from hard labor 

(6:5, 6, 9; cf. 5:9, 11, 15, 16, 18, 21) and forced labor (cf. 2:11; 5:4, 5). But the circumstances of 

the revelation are changed. The God of the ancestors is not forgotten as in the previous 

commission. Instead there is an evolution in the name of God from El Shaddai to Yahweh. The 

commission in the land of Egypt also repeats the promise of salvation (6:3–8), adding new motifs 

about covenant and divine memory first introduced in 2:23b–25. But the motif of the “belief” of 

the Israelites is absent. In its place the P author underscores the need for the Egyptians “to 

acknowledge” Yahweh, building on a theme that is also central to the prophet Ezekiel, who also 

called both Israel (e.g., Ezek 6:6–7, 14; 7:4) and the nations (Ezek 25:7, 11, 17) to acknowledge 

Yahweh. The central theme of the P version of Moses’ commission is stated at the conclusion by 

Yahweh: “The Egyptians will know that I am Yahweh when I stretch out my hand against Egypt 

and bring the Israelites out of it” (Exod 7:5). 

The change in focus from the Israelites to the Egyptians is introduced in the objection of 

Moses (6:12). His inability to speak is no longer an obstacle to instilling belief in the Israelites. It 

is the rejection by Pharaoh that Moses fears. Exodus 6:28–7:7 focuses exclusively on this 

problem. The revelation of the divine name Yahweh reappears aimed at Pharaoh (6:29). Moses is 

to address the king of Egypt, but objects because of a speech defect (6:30). Yahweh’s concluding 

speech to Moses (7:1–5) counters the objection, providing an outline of what the effects of the 

exodus will be on the land of Egypt, on Pharaoh, and on the Egyptian people, not the Israelites, 

nor their wilderness experience of Yahweh. Moses will appear as a god to Pharaoh, and Aaron as 

a prophet (7:1). Pharaoh will resist, allowing Yahweh to increase signs in the land of Egypt (7:3). 

The Israelites’ leaving Egypt will be an act of judgment on the land of Egypt. God concludes: 

“The Egyptians will know that I am Yahweh” (7:5). 

The P author constructs a polemical interpretation of the exodus aimed at bringing the 

Egyptians to the knowledge of Yahweh. The land of Egypt is the important setting for the story, 
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not the wilderness. The Egyptians must know that Yahweh is the God who rules even their land. 

The Israelites must also come to the knowledge of Yahweh. But for the P author the Israelites’ 

recognition of Yahweh does not arise from the exodus, nor does it take place in the land of 

Egypt. It occurs in the wilderness with the construction of the tabernacle and the formation of the 

priesthood at Mount Sinai (Exodus 29). The polemical perspective of the P History infuses the 

story of the exodus with a more universal dimension concerning the scope and power of Yahweh 

not simply as the God of the Israelites but as the Deity who also rules the land of Egypt. The 

universal perspective of the P History is reminiscent of the exilic prophet Second Isaiah (see 

Isaiah 40–55), who also probes the power of Yahweh in world history. 

LITERARY STRUCTURE 

The relationship of the Non-P and P Histories in Exod 3:1–7:7 follows the strategy of chaps. 1–2, 

where blocks of material are inserted promoting a new or extended interpretation of events. The 

P author framed chaps. 1–2 with a new introduction (1:1–7*) and conclusion (2:23b–25). Exodus 

2:23b–25 serves a dual purpose, also functioning as the introduction to the following section 

(3:1–7:7). As a result, the P History (2:23b–25 and 6:2–7:7) now frames the commission of 

Moses in the Non-P History (3:1–6:1). 

The repetition of the motifs of covenant and divine memory in the P History (2:24–25; 6:4–

5) underscores the literary relationship between 2:23b–25 and 6:2–7:7. The repetition has led 

many interpreters to conclude that the P History was once an independent source or history. But, 

as Cross noted, such a hypothesis means that Moses appears in Exodus without introduction, 

requiring, at the very least, the assumption that a large section of the P History is now missing. 

The need for such gaps in the P History and the close ties to the present narrative context have 

prompted J. L. Ska to conclude that the P account of Moses’ commission is an insertion into the 

Non-P History. He notes links in language between 6:2–7:7 and 3:1–6:1, such as hard labor (5:9, 

11, 15, 18, 21; 6:5, 6, 9), slave labor (2:11; 5:4, 5; 6:6–7), and salvation as rescue (3:8; 5:3; 6:6). 

He further concludes that the divine speech to Moses in 6:2–8 is an oracle of response, 

presupposing the events of the failed mission of Moses in 5:1–6:1. 

The literary position of 6:2–7:7 creates two revelations of the divine name Yahweh, 3:13–15 

and 6:2–8. Recent studies have explored, in particular, how Yahweh undergoes development 

when the Non-P and P versions are read sequentially from the initial revelation of the name in 

3:13–15 to the second in 6:2–8. T. L. Thompson suggests that the sequence is intended to 

advance a new form of “inclusive Yahwism.” The present sequence of the stories certainly 

accentuates a development in the identity of Yahweh. The first revelation of the name, 3:13–15, 

focuses more on the identification of Yahweh, the God of the exodus, with the God of the 

ancestors. The revelation progresses from a general identification of Yahweh with the ancestors, 

stated as a question by Moses (v. 13), to the more explicit listing of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in 

the divine response (v. 15). The relationship of Yahweh to the ancestors is present from the 

outset in 6:2–8. The focus of this revelation shifts more explicitly to the divine names of God, El 

Shaddai and Yahweh, exploring in a more pointed manner the character and evolution of the 

Deity in the change of names. When the two commissions are read in sequence, there is a 

development in theme. Exodus 3:13–15 clarifies the relationship between God and the Israelites. 

Yahweh, the God of the exodus, is also the God of the ancestors, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. 

Exodus 6:2–8 sharpens the attributes of Yahweh, clarifying that El Shaddai is also Yahweh. 

Finally, the two texts explore the full range of Yahweh’s power over evil. Yahweh is able to 
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rescue the Israelites from Egypt (3:1–7:7) and bring the Egyptians to the knowledge of his power 

(6:2–7:7). 

The geographical setting of the two commissions is also important for interpreting the 

literary structure of the canonical text. The separate settings of the wilderness and the land of 

Egypt are crucial for interpretation, providing the springboard for divergent interpretations of 

Moses’ commission. The setting of the wilderness in the Non-P history identifies the divine 

name Yahweh in relationship to the Israelites and their salvation. The setting of Egypt in the P 

History explores the power of God in the broader relationship of the Egyptians and Pharaoh, the 

opponents of Yahweh. The juxtaposition of the Non-P (3:1–4:18) and P (6:2–7:7) versions of the 

commission, as events framing the failure of Moses’ initial confrontation with Pharaoh (4:19–

6:1), allows for two points of view on the power of Yahweh and the significance of the exodus 

without requiring the reader to harmonize them. The exodus will force the Egyptians to 

acknowledge the power of Yahweh in the land of Egypt (the P History) and it will bring the 

Israelites into the wilderness, where they will acquire faith in Yahweh and in Moses (the Non-P 

History). 

The distinct settings of the commissions of Moses, with their separate themes, provide the 

initial clue that geography plays an active role in the thematic development of both the Non-P 

and P Histories. The chart in figure 4 on page 114 illustrates how the distinct settings for the 

commissions of Moses are carried through to the confrontation at the Red Sea. 

The account of the confrontation at the Red Sea in the Non-P History is preceded by the 

notice that the Israelites encamp at Etham (13:20), a location at the “edge of the wilderness,” 

making the defeat of Pharaoh at the Red Sea a wilderness event. Thus in the Non-P History the 

confrontation at the Red Sea is the first experience of the Israelite people in the wilderness. 

Indeed, the story is focused on them. The destruction of Pharaoh reveals the power of Yahweh to 

the Israelites, recalling Moses’ initial confrontation with God in the same setting (3:1–4:18). 

Moreover, the result of the destruction of Pharaoh is that the Israelites begin to acquire faith in 

Moses and in Yahweh (14:31), developing the theme that was first introduced in Moses’ 

wilderness commission (4:1–9). The P History changes the setting of the Red Sea, adding the 

new location of Pi-hariroth (14:1–2). The P author states that the Israelites arrived at Pi-hariroth 

by “turning back.” The reversing of direction after the wilderness setting of Etham suggests that 

they reenter the land of Egypt and leave the wilderness. As a result, the Red Sea is a location in 

the land of Egypt in the P History, corresponding to the setting of Moses’ commission in 6:2–

7:7. The shift in geographical setting is accompanied by a change in theme from the faith of the 

Israelite people (14:31) to the Egyptian acknowledgment of Yahweh’s power (14:18). 

Figure 4 

Non-P History 

 

P History 

 

COMMISSION OF MOSES (3:1–4:18) 

 

COMMISSION OF MOSES (6:2–7:7) 

 

SETTING: WILDERNESS 

 

SETTING: LAND OF EGYPT 

 

THEME: FAITH OF ISRAEL (4:1–9) 

 

THEME: EGYPTIAN ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF 

YAHWEH (7:5) 

 

RED SEA CONFRONTATION (14:1–31) 

 

RED SEA CONFRONTATION (14:1–31) 
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SETTING: WILDERNESS 

 

SETTING: LAND OF EGYPT 

 

Etham (13:20) 

 

Pi-hariroth (14:1–2) 

 

Edge of the wilderness 

 

Turn back, between Migdol 

and sea, before Baal-zephon 

 

THEME: FAITH OF ISRAEL (14:31) 

 

THEME: EGYPTIAN ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF 

YAHWEH (14:18) 

 

The role of geography in 3:1–7:7 yields a three-part structure to the scene: the commission of 

Moses in the wilderness, the failed confrontation with Pharaoh, and the commission of Moses in 

Egypt. The commissions of Moses mirror each other, separating into the same two-part structure: 

the identity of Yahweh, and the authority of Moses. The result is the following outline for the 

commentary. 

 I. Commission of Moses in the Wilderness (3:1–4:18) 

A. Identity of Yahweh (3:1–15) 

B. Authority of Moses (3:16–4:18) 

 II. Failed Confrontation with Pharaoh (4:19–6:1) 

A. Wilderness Journey (4:19–31) 

B. Failure to Rescue (5:1–6:1) 

III. Commission of Moses in Egypt (6:2–7:7) 

A. Identity of Yahweh (6:2–9) 

B. Authority of Moses (6:10–7:7) 

COMMENTARY 

COMMISSION OF MOSES IN THE WILDERNESS (3:1–4:18) 

3:1 And Moses was herding the flock of Jethro, his father-in-law, the priest of Midian. And he 

drove the flock into the far side of the wilderness, and he came to the mountain of God, toward 

Horeb. 2 And the Messenger of Yahweh appeared to him in a flame of fire from the midst of the 

bush. And he saw. Indeed, the bush is burning with fire, but the bush is not consumed. 
3 And Moses said, “I must turn aside to see this great vision. Why is the bush not burned 

up?” 
4 And Yahweh saw that he turned aside to see. And God called to him from the midst of the 

bush. And he said, “Moses, Moses.” 

And he said, “Here I am.” 
5 And he said, “Do not approach here! Remove your sandals from your feet, because the 

place on which you are standing, it is holy ground.” 6 And he said, “I am the God of your father, 

God of Abraham, God of Isaac, and God of Jacob.” And Moses hid his face, because he was 

afraid to gaze at the God. 
7 And Yahweh said, “I have observed the torment of my people in Egypt. And their cry I have 

heard from his taskmasters, because I know his pain. 8 And I have descended to rescue him from 

the hand of Egypt and to bring him up from that land to a good and broad land, to a land 
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flowing with milk and honey, to the place of the Canaanite, the Hittite, the Amorite, the Perizzite, 

the Hivite, and the Jebusite. 9 And now, indeed, the cry of the Israelites has come to me, and I 

have also seen the suffering with which the Egyptians make them suffer. 10 And now, go, and I 

will send you to Pharaoh. Bring out my people, the Israelites, from Egypt!” 
11 And Moses said to the God, “Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh, and that I will lead the 

Israelites from Egypt?” 
12 And he said, “For I will be with you. And this is for you a sign that I sent you. When you 

bring out the people, the Israelites, from Egypt, you will serve the God on this mountain.” 
13 And Moses said to the God, “Indeed, I come to the Israelites and I say to them, ‘The God 

of your fathers sent me to you.’ And they say to me, ‘What is his name?’ What will I say to 

them?” 
14 And God said to Moses, “I will be who I will be.” And he said, “Thus you will say to the 

Israelites, ‘I will be’ sent me to you.” 
15 And God said further to Moses, “Thus you will say to the Israelites, ‘Yahweh, the God of 

your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob sent me to you. This is 

my name forever. This is my memorial for all generations.’ 
16 Go and gather the elders, and you will say to them, ‘Yahweh the God of your fathers 

appeared to me, God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,’ saying, ‘I am very aware of you and what 

has been done to you in Egypt.’ 17 I say, ‘I will bring you up from the torment of Egypt to the 

land of the Canaanite, and the Hittite, and the Amorite, and the Perizzite, and the Hivite, and the 

Jebusite, to a land flowing with milk and honey.’ 
18 And they will listen to your voice. And you, and the elders of Israel, will come to the king of 

Egypt. And you will say to him, ‘Yahweh, the God of the Hebrews, has met with us. And now let 

us go a journey of three days into the wilderness, so that we can sacrifice to Yahweh, our God.’ 
19 But I know that the king of Egypt will not let you go, except by a strong hand. 20 And I will send 

out my hand and I will strike Egypt with all my wonders, which I will do in his midst. And after 

that he will send you out. 21 And I will give this people favor in the eyes of Egypt. And it will 

happen that you will go out and you will not go out empty. 22 Each woman will request from her 

neighbor and from the resident alien in her house vessels of silver and vessels of gold, and 

clothing. And you will place them on your sons and on your daughters. And you will plunder 

Egypt.” 
4:1 And Moses answered and he said, “And suppose they do not believe me. And they do not 

listen to my voice, but they say, ‘Yahweh did not appear to you.’ ” 
2 And Yahweh said to him, “What is this in your hand?” 

And he said, “A staff.” 
3 And he said, “Throw it on the ground.” And he threw it on the ground, and it became a 

snake. And Moses fled from it. 
4 And Yahweh said to Moses, “Send out your hand and seize its tail.” And he sent out his 

hand and he grasped it. And it became a staff in his palm. 5 “So that they may believe that 

Yahweh, the God of their fathers, God of Abraham, God of Isaac, and God of Jacob, appeared to 

you.” 
6 And Yahweh said further to him, “Bring your hand in your breast.” And he brought his 

hand in his breast. And he took it out, and indeed, his hand was leprous, like snow. 7 And he said, 

“Return your hand to your breast.” And he returned his hand to his breast. And he took it out, 

and indeed, it returned like his flesh. 8 “And it will be that if they do not believe you and will not 

listen to the voice of the first sign, they will believe the voice of the second sign. 9 And it will be, if 
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they will not believe even these two signs, and they will not listen to your voice, then you will 

take from the water of the Nile and pour [it] on dry ground. And the water that you will take 

from the Nile will become blood on the dry ground.” 
10 And Moses said to Yahweh, “O, my Lord, I am not a speaker, neither yesterday, nor the 

day before, nor since your speaking to your servant. But I am heavy of mouth and heavy of 

tongue.” 
11 And Yahweh said to him, “Who makes a mouth for humans? Or who makes dumb or deaf, 

clear-sighted or blind? Is it not I, Yahweh? 12 Now, go, and I will be with your mouth and teach 

you what you will speak.” 
13 And he said, “O, my Lord, send, please, by the hand you send.” 
14 And Yahweh became angry with Moses, and he said, “Is there not Aaron your brother, the 

Levite? I know that he can speak. Even now he is approaching to meet you, and he will see you 

and rejoice in his heart. 15 And you will speak to him, and you will place the words in his mouth. 

But I will be with your mouth and with his mouth. And I will teach you both what you will do. 
16 He will speak for you to the people. And it will be that he will become as a mouth for you, but 

you will become as God for him. 17 But this staff you will take in your hand, with which you will 

do the signs.” 
4:18 And Moses went and he returned to Jethro, his father-in-law, and he said to him, “I must 

go and return to my brothers, who are in Egypt, and I must see if they still live.” And Jethro said 

to Moses, “Go in peace.” 

Notes 

3:1 the far side of the wilderness. The Hebrew preposition ’aḥar (“beyond”) is unusual. The MT is 

followed by Sam. The LXX employs hypo with the accusative to express motion toward an object. 

Wevers concludes that if one’s orientation is to the east, the phrase indicates the western part of the 

desert: “What Exod [i.e., LXX] is saying is that Moses brought the sheep way down below, i.e. into 

the far reaches of, the desert where Horeb lay.”1 The awkward syntax in both the MT and LXX is 

likely intended to indicate fantastic geography, meaning locations of mystery at the edges of everyday 

human experience, where unexpected events occur. 
toward Horeb. The phrase continues the emphasis on fantastic geography at the edge of human 

experience (see above). Horeb, ḥōrēb, is both a wilderness region and a divine mountain in the Non-P 

History, Deuteronomy, and the Deuteronomistic History (see the commentary). The translation 

“toward Horeb” results from the directional he on Horeb, ḥōrēbâ, which, when separated from the 

mountain of God, emphasizes more the general locale for the divine residence than the specific 

residence itself. Thus the MT and Sam create a literary relationship between the mountain of God and 

its location at (or in) the region of Horeb, without fully merging the two descriptions. The result is the 

continuation of geographical imagery, in which Moses moves from the wilderness to the more remote 

desert region (Horeb) at the edge of human experience, where God resides. The Hebrew could be 

translated: “And he drove the flock beyond the wilderness, and he came to the mountain of God, 

toward the desert.” The LXX removes the literary allusion, eliminating the reference to the mountain 

of God, and instead identifying the divine residence as Mount Horeb (eis to oros chōrēb). 
3:2 Messenger of Yahweh. The LXX reads, angelos kyriou, “angel of the Lord.” 
3:3 burned up. The MT employs the verb bā‘ar, “to burn,” with lō’, normally translated “not,” hence the 

translation, “Why is the bush not burned up?” The sentence, however, contradicts the statement in v. 

2, “The bush is burning (bā‘ar) with fire.” The LXX resolves the contradiction with different verbs, 

kaietai (burning) and katekaieto (burned up). D. N. Freedman resolves the problem of the MT by 
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reading Hebrew lō’ as an asseverative rather than a negative, translating, “why the bush was burning 

brightly.” 
3:4 Yahweh saw that he turned aside to see. And God called to him. The Sam departs from the MT by 

employing ’ĕlōhîm, “God,” in both references to the Deity. The LXX unifies the references in the 

other direction, employing kyrios, “Lord,” suggesting Hebrew yhwh. Blum suggests that the 

juxtaposition of the names Yahweh and Elohim may be the result of dittography. 
3:7 his taskmasters … his pain. The LXX employs the plural, autōn, “their taskmasters … their pain.” 
3:8 I have descended. The MT is past tense, wā’ērēd, as compared to the future in Sam, w’rdh, “I will 

descend.” 
Canaanite … Jebusite. The LXX and Sam add “the Girgashite,” bringing the six-member list of 

indigenous nations to seven. The MT employs the seven-member list in Deut 7:1 in a different order. 
3:9 indeed. The MT hinnēh could also be translated “see” in this verse and in v. 13. 
3:10 Pharaoh. The LXX adds “the king of Egypt.” 
3:11 to Pharaoh … from Egypt. The LXX reads, “Pharaoh, the king of Egypt … from the land of Egypt.” 
3:12 and he said. The LXX reads, “and God said.” 
3:13 indeed. This is the third occurrence of Hebrew hinnēh in the MT marking transitions in the story: 3:2 

(when Moses sees the burning bush), 3:9 (when God commissions Moses), 3:13 (the inquiry of 

Moses into the divine name). The LXX differs from the MT, translating in 3:2 with kai, lit. “and,” and 

in 3:9, 13 with idou, “behold.” 
3:14 I will be who I will be. The LXX reads, egō eimi ho ōn, “I am the one who is.” According to Wevers 

the participle is simply an attempt to render the Hebrew into acceptable Greek and “not a philosophic 

statement.” 
3:17 Canaanite … Jebusite. The LXX and Sam add “the Girgashite.” See the translation note on 3:8. 
3:18 king of Egypt. The LXX has “Pharaoh, king of Egypt.” 
Yahweh, the God of the Hebrews. The LXX omits “Yahweh.” 
3:19 king of Egypt. The LXX reads, “Pharaoh, king of Egypt.” 
4:1 Yahweh. The LXX reads, ho theos, “the God.” 
4:5 so that. The syntax is difficult, since the verse is a purpose clause without a clear antecedent. 
4:9 The repetition of wĕhāyâ (“and it will happen/be”) in the MT to describe the water from the Nile 

River changing to blood is eliminated in the LXX. 
4:10 speaker. The MT ’îš dĕbārîm could also be translated “a man of words.” For discussion of the syntax 

see GKC §128t. The LXX departs from the MT: ouch hikanos eimi, “I am incapable.” 
4:13 send, by the hand you send. The LXX reads, procheirisai dynamenon allon, hon aposteleis, “appoint 

another who is able,” perhaps carrying through the earlier reading from 4:10, in which Moses states 

that he is “incapable.” 
4:17 but. The MT wĕ’et-hammaṭṭeh is disjunctive, “but the staff,” thus separating Moses’ staff from the 

role of Aaron as speaker. Cf. the LXX kai, lit. “and,” also “but.” 
4:18 Jethro. The MT reads, yeter (Jether), as compared to ytrw (Jethro) in Sam. 

Commentary 

The episode separates into two parts, 3:1–15 and 3:16–4:18. Each section is organized around the 

motif of divine commission. The Deity commands Moses in 3:10: “And now, go, and I will send 

you to Pharaoh. Bring out my people, the Israelites, from Egypt.” There are two additional 

commissions in the second section. The first in 3:16 marks the transition between the two scenes: 

“Go and gather the elders, and you will say to them.” An additional commission occurs in 4:12: 

“Now go, and I will be with you as you speak and will instruct you what to say.” The two 

sections are interwoven by the repeated resistance of Moses to the divine commission (3:11; 4:1, 

10, 13), indicating that 3:1–4:18 is a literary unit in the Non-P History. Both sections explore the 
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related themes of divine identity and Mosaic authority, with 3:1–15 focusing more on the former 

and 3:16–4:18 on the latter theme. Exodus 3:1–15 addresses the problem of the divine identity 

after the break in tradition from the time of the ancestors (1:6). The section also explores the 

ability of God to be present with the Israelite people during their diaspora in Egypt. Exodus 

3:16–4:18 raises the related problem of the authority of Moses in proclaiming Yahweh’s 

imminent salvation, when the experience of the Israelites is of slavery suggesting divine 

abandonment, not salvation. 

Identity of Yahweh (3:1–15) 

Many interpreters have recognized a commissioning form in this section. W. H. Schmidt locates 

the central features of the form in 3:10–12, including: the commission (v. 10), the objection (v. 

11), the reassurance (v. 12a), and the sign (v. 12b). This form repeats in a wide variety of 

literature recounting the commission of charismatic and prophetic heroes like Gideon (Judg 

6:14–17), Saul (1 Samuel 9–10), and Jeremiah (Jer 1:4–10). N. Habel expanded the literary 

pattern of the commission to include Exod 3:1–12. He argued that the commission of Moses 

begins with a divine confrontation with the person (3:1–4a). An introductory word (3:4b–9) sets 

the stage for a specific commission or task (3:10). The hero objects to the commission (3:11), 

allowing for a divine reassurance (3:12a) and finally a sign (3:12b). The repetition of motifs 

between the divine reassurance of presence in v. 12a, “I will be with you” (kî-’ehyeh ‘immāk), 

and the play on the divine name in v. 14, “I will be who I will be” (’ehyeh ’ăšer ’ehyeh), 

indicates that the section must be extended beyond v. 12 through the revelation of the name 

Yahweh in 3:15. 

The genre of the commission is important for interpretation. N. Habel described the form as a 

call narrative. But others have rightly qualified the genre as a commission rather than a call, 

since the hero does not assume an office but is given a specific task to perform. Childs pointed 

out that the genre indicates an identification of Moses with the prophetic office. He noted further 

that the ancient writers are self-conscious of this form, since narrative tensions indicating 

possible literary expansions remain within the genre of the commission narrative, such as the 

repetition of Yahweh acknowledging the Israelites’ oppression (3:7–8 and 9). The commission of 

Moses in the wilderness accentuates his role as a prophetic and charismatic leader, not as a 

priest. This imagery will be carried through in the presentation of Aaron (4:13–16), who also 

functions in a prophetic role. 

The genre of commission, however, does not adequately describe the opening encounter 

between God and Moses. The commission, already identified as 3:10–12, could be expanded to 

include v. 9, since this verse provides the circumstances giving rise to Moses’ task. But 3:9–12 is 

framed by accounts of divine self-revelation in 3:1–8 and 13–15. Verse 6 includes a divine self-

identification to Moses: “I am the God of your father.” Verses 13–15 extend the genre through 

the introduction of the divine name Yahweh. The mixing of genres in 3:1–15 provides a point of 

departure for interpretation. The commission of Moses (3:9–12) is at the heart of the episode, but 

the point of focus is the identity of Yahweh (3:1–8 and 13–15). 

3:1–8 The opening scene of Moses’ wilderness commission has been categorized as a 

theophany and as a cultic etiology. Gertz has noted that the initial exchange between God and 

Moses repeats language from Jacob’s theophany at Beer-sheba in Gen 46:1–5. The similarities 

include: (1) the address of the Deity to the human protagonist with a repetition of the name, 

“Jacob, Jacob” and “Moses, Moses”; (2) prompting the response, “Here I am” (Gen 46:2; Exod 

3:4). Both encounters (3) progress to a divine self-revelation, in which the Deity is revealed as 
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the God of the father (Gen 46:3; Exod 3:6). And (4) each text moves to a proclamation, which 

indicates that God is able to be present in Egypt, using language of migration and return (Gen 

46:3–4; Exod 3:7–8). God promises Jacob: “I myself will go down (yārad) with you to Egypt, 

and I will also bring you up again (Hiphil of ‘ālâ).” The promise to Jacob provides the 

background for God’s opening address to Moses: “And I have come down (yārad) to rescue him 

from the hand of Egypt and to bring him up (Hiphil of ‘ālâ) from that land” (3:8). 

H. Gressmann argued long ago that Moses’ encounter with God also contains features of a 

cultic etiology. The motifs include the identification of holy ground (3:5), requiring Moses to 

remove his sandals, and the imagery of fire associated with the burning bush (3:2). The 

association of the bush with an eternal flame signifies holiness, as with, for example, the holy 

fire on the altar (Lev 10:1–2) or the fire from heaven that Elijah calls down on the altar on Mount 

Carmel (1 Kgs 18:38). The focus on a holy place ties the experience of Moses to Joshua (Josh 

5:13–15). M. Rose has concluded that the account of Joshua is similar to vision reports in the 

ancient Near East, which predict success in war, rather than the genre of a cultic etiology. There 

may be aspects of the same function in Exod 3:1–8. Images of war linger in the background 

when the encounter is read in conjunction with the commission of Moses to rescue the Israelite 

people in 3:9–10 and with the prediction of success in 3:21–22. Both passages contain images of 

war. But Moses’ encounter also reflects aspects of a cultic etiology in the Non-P History, 

emphasizing the sacred character of the divine mountain. The cultic imagery associated with the 

mountain points ahead to the revelation of law and the establishment of the tent of meeting on 

the same site in Exodus 32–34. 

The emphasis in v. 1 is the setting. The scene opens with a portrait of Moses, tending the 

sheep of his father-in-law, Jethro, the priest of Midian (see the commentary on 4:18–26 for 

discussion of Jethro and the Midianites as allies of God in the salvation of the Israelites). The 

point of departure for the divine encounter is Moses’ arrival at “the mountain of God” (har 

hā’ĕlōhîm), located in the “far side of the wilderness” (’aḥar hammidbār). The setting is both 

geographical and symbolic. In ancient Near Eastern religion, the gods live on mountains. The 

mountain home of a god is cosmic in scale, reaching to heaven and providing a way for the deity 

to be present on earth. Temples are built on the site of a cosmic mountain to provide sanctuary 

for the god on earth. A. R. George provides illustration of the relationship between mountain 

imagery and sanctuaries from the Akkadian lexicon for temples, including é.ḫur.sag̃.galam.(ma), 

“House, Skillfully-Built Mountain,” a description of a temple to Enlil at Nippur; e.kur, “House, 

Mountain,” another temple of Enlil at Nippur; and é.kur.igi.g̃ál, “House, Mountain Endowed 

with Sight,” a shrine dedicated to Enlil and Ninlil at Nippur. The following song, containing a 

dialogue between Nanna and Ningal, provides further illustration of the close relationship 

between temples and mountains: 

In your house on high, in your beloved house, 

I will come to live, 

O Nanna, up above in your cedar perfumed mountain. 

The writers of the Hebrew Bible are firmly anchored in the mythological tradition of 

associating temples with mountains. The prophet Micah illustrates the close relationship between 

cosmic mountains and temples when he envisions “the mountain of the temple of Yahweh” (Mic 

4:1; see also 2 Chr 33:15). Once Yahweh dwells in “the mountain of the temple,” it becomes a 

holy site. In another passage Yahweh refers to the temple as “the mountain of my holiness” (Isa 

65:11). 
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The Non-P author mixes geography and religious symbolism in the wilderness commission 

of Moses. Moses is located in the wilderness, associated with the land of Midian. Yet he is also 

situated on the “mountain of God,” which locates him in a sacred place (see notes on 3:1). The 

blending of geography and religious symbolism has prompted interpreters to identify the genre 

as a cultic legend and the setting as representing a cosmic mountain, which connects heaven and 

earth. The “mountain of God” is also the location where Aaron meets Moses (4:27), where Jethro 

sacrifices with Moses and the leaders of Israel (18:5), and where the leaders of Israel feast with 

Yahweh (24:13). The “mountain of God” is not a common designation for Yahweh’s mountain 

home in the history of Israelite religion. More frequent is Mount Zion, the hill upon which the 

Jerusalem temple is built (Psalm 48). It is “chief among the mountains” (Mic 4:1) and “beautiful 

in elevation” (Ps 48:2), providing power and authority to the Israelite kings (Psalm 2). 

There may be an early tradition of locating Yahweh’s mountain home in the desert, which is 

characterized in modern biblical scholarship as the “March in the South” tradition of theophany. 

W. F. Albright noted that in the blessing of Moses (Deuteronomy 33), one of the older poems in 

the Hebrew Bible, Yahweh dwells on Mount Paran, a location in the southern desert associated 

with Seir and Teman (Deut 33:2; see also Hab 3:3). He concluded that the desert homes of 

Yahweh preserve an early tradition of theophany and divine rescue, in which Yahweh would 

appear from this southern wilderness region to save Israel at the time of crisis. The tradition is 

preserved and even accentuated by both the Non-P and P Histories. Both accounts organize the 

wilderness journey of the Israelites around the desert mountains of Horeb and Sinai and not 

Mount Zion, the location for the Jerusalem temple during the monarchical period. The desert 

location for God’s dwelling in both the Non-P and P Histories indicates a rejection of the 

monarchical emphasis of Mount Zion (see the commentary on Exod 24:12–40:38 on the topic of 

the tent of meeting and the tabernacle). 

The more general reference, “mountain of God,” may represent an independent tradition of 

Yahweh’s dwelling place on earth, taken over by the Non-P historian. Winnett reached this 

conclusion, noting that a separate tradition of theophany accounts for the distribution of the 

divine name Elohim in Exodus (e.g., chaps. 3, 4, 18, 24). Noth also identified an independent 

mountain of God tradition associated with the Midianites.19 This research underscores the 

compositional character of the Non-P History as including diverse literary traditions. But the 

mountain of God also acquires a distinctive function in the Non-P History. It becomes the setting 

for theophany and cultic rituals, which take place without a sanctuary. In the literary design of 

the Non-P History, the sanctuary is not present until Exodus 33 with the appearance of the tent of 

meeting, after which the designation “mountain of God” ceases in the story of Moses. Thus all 

ritual and cultic meals on the mountain of God function as a prologue to the establishment of the 

tent of meeting. The designation “mountain of God” returns one time in the larger context of the 

Primary History (Genesis-2 Kings) to describe Elijah’s wilderness encounter with God in 1 Kgs 

19:8. Elijah’s theophany also lacks a clear cultic setting, while making literary allusions to 

“Horeb” as a desert region in much the same way as the account of Moses in Exod 3:1–4 (see 

below). 

Moses’ initial encounter with God is filled with literary allusions to the more prominent 

desert mountains of Yahweh, Horeb and Sinai. The reference to Horeb in 3:1 may be explicit, 

although it need not be. The NIV and NRSV translations of v. 1 illustrate a direct identification 

of the mountain of God and Mount Horeb: “He [Moses] led the flock to the far side of the desert 

and came to Horeb, the mountain of God,” The Hebrew word ḥōrēb means “desolate and dry.” 

The form of the word in this verse, with a locative ending (ḥōrēbâ) indicating direction, may 
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signify a more general translation, in which the “mountain of God” is located in the desolate 

desert. Mount Horeb becomes the home of Yahweh in Deuteronomy (Deut 1:2, 6, 19). It is the 

site for the revelation of the Decalogue (Deut 4:10, 15; 5:2), the sin of the golden calf (Deut 9:8), 

and the making of covenant (Deut 29:1). Mount Horeb also plays a role in the Non-P History as 

the location of the tent of meeting (Exod 33:6). 

The bush in Exod 3:2 provides an allusion to the sacred site of Sinai. The Hebrew word for 

“bush” (sĕneh) employs the same consonants, s and n, as the word “Sinai” (sînay), suggesting at 

the very least a wordplay. The allusion to Sinai may be to a general region, as is the case with the 

phrase “toward Horeb.” Sinai is already a sacred location in the “March in the South” theophany 

tradition, where, as noted above, it is a region associated with Seir, Teman, and Paran (Judg 5:5; 

Deut 33:2). The “wilderness of Sinai” also functions as the general region for the revelation of 

God in the Non-P History (Exod 19:2), continuing the same imagery as the older “March in the 

South” theophany tradition. 

It is the P History, however, that emphasizes Sinai as the divine mountain of revelation and 

the setting for the tabernacle cult. The P History contains twenty-nine of the thirty-six references 

to Sinai in the Pentateuch. The P writer describes Sinai as a region fourteen times: (1) the 

wilderness of Sinai is referred to twice in the itinerary list of Numbers 33, a text with possible P 

editing (33:15, 16); four times in texts referring to the itinerary (Exod 16:1; 19:1, 2; Num 10:12); 

eight times as the place where cultic worship must be observed (the first public worship [Lev 

7:38], Passover [Num 9:1, 5], the place of census [Num 1:1, 19; 3:4, 14; 26:64]). The P writer 

designates the divine home as Mount Sinai at a number of important junctures: the mountain of 

theophany (Exod 19:11, 18, 20, 23), the location of the Glory of Yahweh (24:16; 31:18), the 

mountain of covenant renewal (34:2, 4, 29, 32), and the location for cultic instructions (Lev 7:38; 

25:1; 26:46; Num 28:6) (see the commentary on Exodus 19–24). 

God appears to Moses in the form of the “Messenger of Yahweh.” The NIV, NRSV, and 

NJPS translate “the angel of the LORD,” following the LXX. The MT is more ambiguous, 

indicating simply the “Messenger of Yahweh” (mal’āk yhwh). The divine messenger is often 

indistinguishable from God. Verse 2 employs the phrase “Messenger of Yahweh” (see also Gen 

16:7, 9; 22:11, 15). Other titles include “the Messenger of God” (mal’āk hā’ĕlōhîm, Gen 21:17; 

31:11), and simply “a messenger” (māl’āk, Exod 23:20). All the titles occur in Exodus. The 

“Messenger of Yahweh” appears to Moses (3:2). The “Messenger of God” leads Israel at the Red 

Sea (14:19). And God promises Moses “a messenger” to lead the Israelites (23:20; 33:2; cf. “my 

messenger,” 23:23). 

The divine messenger functions in one of two ways, depending on the geographical setting. 

In the land of Canaan the messenger usually wages holy war for the Israelites (e.g., 1 Sam 29:9; 

2 Kgs 19:35), but at times against them (e.g., Judg 2:1–7). The holy war function of the 

messenger is promised to Moses in Exod 23:20, 23; and 33:2. In the wilderness setting the 

messenger rescues and leads people. The appearance of the Messenger of Yahweh to Moses is 

for the purpose of rescuing the Israelites. His divine confrontation with the Messenger of 

Yahweh creates literary relationships between Exodus, Genesis, and the Deuteronomistic 

History. The wilderness setting of Moses recalls the experience of Hagar, the first person rescued 

by the messenger in the wilderness (Gen 16:7–14). The scene also anticipates the story of 

Gideon, where the Messenger of Yahweh appears to commission the judge to rescue the 

Israelites from the Midianite oppression (Judg 6:11–17). 

The response of Moses to the divine confrontation provides insight into his character. He 

acknowledges the event: “Indeed, the bush is burning with fire, but the bush is not consumed.” 
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The setting of the divine mountain with an eternal flame in a bush is the most explicit sign of the 

Deity possible in the Hebrew Bible. Yet Moses does not recognize the significance. His response 

is simply curiosity over the unusual phenomenon: “I must turn aside to see this great vision. Why 

is the bush not burned up?” Moses, like the entire generation of the Israelites, has lost all 

knowledge of God (see Exod 1:6). The proper response to such an explicit appearance of the 

Deity is to fear God and to turn away from the sight. Moses performs these acts of reverence 

(3:6), but only after God rescues him from the potential danger of trespassing on holy ground. 

The Messenger of Yahweh warns: “The place (māqôm) where you are standing, it is holy ground 

(’admat-qōdeš hû’)” (3:5). The designation “holy ground” is unusual in the Hebrew Bible, 

occurring only one other time: in Zech 2:12 it refers to the land of Israel. The word “place” 

(māqôm) often implies a sanctuary. “The place of the name” in Deuteronomy, for example, 

indicates the sanctuary (Deut 12:14). The use of the word “place” in the P literature may even 

refer to a special section of the sanctuary (Exod 29:31). The combination of the word “place” 

with “holy ground” suggests that the Non-P author is fashioning an etiology for a sanctuary to be 

fulfilled when the Israelite people encounter God at the same mountain (chaps. 19–34). 

The aim of the opening encounter between the Messenger of Yahweh and Moses is to 

identify God. Exodus 3:6–8 provides the initial information. Many interpreters limit the divine 

self-identification to v. 6: “I am the God of your father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, 

and the God of Jacob.” But the parallel to the story of Jacob in Gen 46:1–5 (see above) indicates 

that it includes vv. 6–8. The parallels underscore that the Deity appearing before Moses is not 

only the God of the father (Gen 46:3 and Exod 3:6), but also a God who promised to be present 

with Jacob in Egypt, employing the imagery of migration down to Egypt and a return (Gen 46:4 

and Exod 3:7–8). Exodus 3:7–8 completes the parallel to Jacob’s encounter with God at Beer-

sheba. The statement of divine perception in v. 7 indicates God’s presence with the Israelite 

people in Egypt: “I have observed (rā’ōh rā’îtî) the torment of my people in Egypt. And their cry 

from his taskmasters I have heard, because I know his pain.” The unusual use of the singular 

“his” (“his taskmasters” and “his pain”) may refer to Jacob in Gen 46:1–5, linking the nation 

with the ancestor. The initial identification of God also repeats the imagery of migration, now 

refashioned as the language of salvation: “I have come down to rescue him from the hand of 

Egypt and to bring him up from that land to a good and broad land” (Exod 3:8; see Gen 46:4). 

The parallels indicate that the divine identification to Moses includes all of Exod 3:6–8. 

The initial identification of God is with Moses’ ancestors in 3:6. But the identification is 

perplexing because it moves from a more personal reference, “the God of your father,” to a 

national focus, “the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.” The personal 

identification is not altogether clear. The “God of a father” usually refers to the Deity of a clan. 

When God appears to Isaac he states: “I am the God of Abraham your father” (Gen 26:24; see 

also Gen 31:5). The initial identification of God may also be limited in scope to Moses’ father. A 

similar identification repeats in the Song of the Sea. If the hymn is interpreted in the context of 

the Non-P History, making the voice of the psalmist Moses, then the praise of Yahweh as “the 

God of my father” (’ĕlōhê ’ābî; Exod 15:2) would yield the same meaning. The father of Moses 

is the Levite from his birth story (2:1), who remains unnamed in the Non-P History, but is later 

identified as Amram in the P genealogy (6:20). 

The identification of God with Moses’ father and with the patriarchal ancestors Abraham, 

Isaac, and Jacob fits only loosely together. Van Seters concluded that the merging of the God of 

Moses’ father with the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob is an innovation by the author of 

3:1–4:18, whom he identified as the exilic Yahwist historian. The aim of this historian, according 
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to Van Seters, is to bridge the story of Moses and the exodus with the story of the ancestors in 

Genesis. In his study of the promise of land to the ancestors in Genesis, R. Rendtorff reached the 

same interpretation, concluding that the theme of the “God of the fathers” in Exodus 3, identified 

as the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, was a late development in the formation of the 

literature. He noted that the reference to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob is infrequent in the story of 

Moses and is clustered at the outset of Exodus, three times in the P History (2:24; 6:3, 8) and 

four times in the Non-P literature (3:6, 15, 16; 4:5). The three patriarchs are mentioned only two 

other times in Exodus (32:13; 33:1). Rendtorff concluded that the insertion of the promise to the 

ancestors in the story of Moses introduced a new interpretation. The point of focus is no longer 

the reception of the promise by the ancestors, as was the case in Genesis, but the continuity of 

divine revelation from the time of the patriarchs to the exodus generation of Israelites. 

Van Seters reached his conclusion working in the opposite direction from Rendtorff. He 

recognized that the ancestors in Ezekiel (20:5–6) and Jeremiah (2:4–5) are the generation of the 

exodus, not the patriarchs from Genesis. Coupled with this he noted that the earliest reference to 

Abraham in the prophetic corpus was in the exilic book of Ezekiel (33:24), where the context is 

the future possession of the land: “Abraham was only one man, yet he got possession of the land; 

but we are many; the land is surely given to us.” Abraham also becomes more central in the 

literature of Second Isaiah, where imagery similar to Ezekiel appears: “Look to Abraham your 

father and to Sarah who bore you; for he was but one when I called him, but I blessed him and 

made him many” (Isa 51:2). Van Seters concluded that the promise of land to the ancestors in the 

earliest tradition of Deuteronomy and throughout the Deuteronomic tradition focused on the 

generation of the exodus. The merging of the ancestors of the exodus with the patriarchal 

ancestors Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob was the work of the exilic Yahwist historian. Van Seters 

writes: “In the period of the exile, there was a conscious confessional shift from Yahweh as the 

God of the exodus to Yahweh as the God of the patriarchs and to base God’s covenantal 

promises on identity with them.” Exodus 3:1–4:18 thematizes this confessional reformulation, 

according to Van Seters, as a new myth of origin. 

The research on the God of the fathers in Exodus indicates that the divine promise to the 

patriarchs focuses on the land. The land becomes the point of focus in the self-identification of 

God to Moses in 3:6–8. The initial revelation of the Deity in v. 6, as the God of Abraham, Isaac, 

and Jacob, is followed in vv. 7–8 by the promise of land. Verses 7–8 are a brief summary of 

salvation history. God will rescue the Israelites (v. 7) in order to give them a land of their own (v. 

8). The rescue of God in v. 7 (nāṣal in the Hiphil) is the same word that characterized Moses’ 

deliverance of Jethro’s daughters at the well (2:19), indicating a reversal from a situation of 

oppression. The emphasis in 3:7–8, however, is on the promise of the land of Canaan as the goal 

of the divine rescue. The expression in v. 8, “to bring [the Israelites] up (Hiphil of ‘ālâ) from that 

land,” is about acquiring the land of Canaan, not leaving Egypt. The “going up” or “aliyah” of 

the Israelites indicates immigration or land possession, as it continues to do in contemporary 

Israeli society. When the departure or the exodus from Egypt is the point of emphasis, biblical 

writers use the expression, “to go out (yāṣā’) of the land” (see the commentary on chap. 13). The 

exodus will become the point of focus in the commission of Moses (3:9–12). But in God’s self-

introduction to Moses the promise of land takes center stage. The prediction of the Israelites 

“going up from the land” is followed by a detailed description of the land of promise. 

God reveals to Moses the utopian character of the promised land. It is a good and broad land. 

Its abundant fertility is expressed with the image “flowing with milk and honey,” a common 

description in Deuteronomy (Deut 6:3; 11:9; 26:9, 15; 27:3; 31:20). Milk most likely refers to 
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goats’ milk. Honey is probably produced from dates or grapes, not bees. In his study of 

eschatological imagery, Gressmann underscored the utopian character of the expression, noting 

that milk and honey are the food of the gods in Greek tradition. The Israelite prophets use similar 

imagery to describe the messianic age (Amos 9:13; Joel 3:18). In Exodus the phrase does not 

appear to be messianic, but it does suggest utopian images of paradise, requiring divine 

revelation to Moses. Yahweh must tell Moses about the land of Canaan (3:8, 17) before he is 

able to convey the information to the Israelites as cultic instruction (13:5). 

Paradise is not unpopulated. Yahweh lists six nations as the indigenous inhabitants of the 

land, the Canaanites, Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites. Variations of the list 

occur twenty-seven times in the Hebrew Bible. The number of nations ranges from two (Gen 

13:7) to twelve (Gen 15:19–21), creating conflicting borders to the promised land. The twelve-

nation list envisions the promised land as encompassing much of the ancient Near East, from 

Egypt to the Euphrates River. The six-nation list in Exod 3:8 is the most common, appearing 

eleven times. It divides between three nations whose history is recoverable (the Canaanites, 

Amorites, and Hittites) and three obscure groups (the Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites). The six-

nation list envisions the promised land as a smaller territory confined to Syria-Palestine. The 

story of the spies provides a partial geographical distribution (Num 13:29). The Canaanites live 

by the sea and along the Jordan River, while the Hittites, Amorites, and Jebusites dwell in the hill 

country. Yet it is doubtful whether any of the nations reflect the historical circumstances of the 

Non-P writer. They appear to be stereotyped, used to represent foreign gods and nations who 

pose a threat to the worship of Yahweh. The Non-P historian underscores the need for the 

Israelites to remain separate from the indigenous nations, conquering them upon entry into the 

promised land in order to remain faithful to Yahweh (see the commentary on 23:20–33). 

3:9–12 God’s awareness of the Israelite oppression in Egypt is stated twice in 3:7–9. God 

first reveals to Moses in v. 7: “I have observed the torment of my people in Egypt. And their cry 

I have heard from his taskmasters, because I know his pain.” Then in v. 9 the Deity repeats the 

message: “And now, indeed, the cry of the Israelites has come to me, and I have also seen the 

suffering with which the Egyptians make them suffer.” S. McEvenue writes of the repetition: 

“Verse 9 after v. 8 sits there either portraying God as senile, or showing a break in the text.” For 

McEvenue and all source critics the repetition indicates originally distinct versions of the story. 

Figure 5 

Text 

 

Exod 

 

Josh 

 

2 Sam 

 

Revelation 

 

3:6–8 

 

14:6–9 

 

7:27 

 

Ground for Action; 

wĕ‘attâ, “and now” 

 

3:9 

 

14:10–11 

 

7:28 

 

Action; wĕ‘attâ, “and 

now” 

 

3:10–12 

 

14:12 

 

7:29 

 

M. Greenberg, followed by Blum, provides the starting point for an interpretation that 

addresses the literary function of the repetition. The interpretation requires comparison between 
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the divine commission of Moses (3:7–10), the prayer of David (2 Sam 7:27–29), and the 

message of Caleb to Joshua (Josh 14:6–12). See figure 5 above. 

The three stories share a similar structure in which an instance of revelation progresses to a 

specific action. The middle section of the form provides transition stating the reason or ground 

for the action. Both the reason for the action and the action itself are introduced with the phrase 

“and now” (wĕ‘attâ). The form can be illustrated in the prayer of David. 2 Samuel 7:27–29 

begins with David recounting the revelation of his election as king: “For you, O Yahweh of 

hosts, have made this revelation to your servant” (v. 27). The revelation moves to a concrete 

request in v. 29 requiring a specific divine act: “And now (wĕ‘attâ) may it please you to bless the 

house of your servant.” Verse 28 provides the transition from the election of David to the request 

for the divine act of blessing: “And now (wĕ‘attâ), O Yahweh God, you are God and your words 

are true, and you have promised.” The message of Caleb adapts the form from a prayer to a claim 

on land. Caleb recounts a past revelation to Joshua in Josh 14:6–9: “You know what Yahweh 

said to Moses.” This revelation is the background for action in Josh 14:12: “And now (wĕ‘attâ) 

give me this hill country.” Verse 10 provides transition from the revelation to the specific action: 

“And now (wĕ‘attâ), as you see Yahweh has kept me alive.” The significant point of transition in 

both of these texts is the shift from revelation to the ground for action marked by the phrase “and 

now.” 

The same structure is at work in Exod 3:6–12, although it is now adapted to a story of divine 

commission rather than a prayer (2 Sam 7:27–29) or a legal claim on land (Josh 14:6–12). 

Exodus 3:6–12 divides between the self-introduction of God (3:6–8) and the commission of 

Moses (3:9–12). God’s statement to Moses in v. 7, “I have observed the torment of my people,” 

is part of the divine self-revelation to Moses in 3:6–8. It provides insight into the character of 

God. But the repetition of this motif in v. 9 is no longer the self-revelation of God. It is rather the 

beginning of Moses’ commission (3:9–12). Verse 9 provides the grounds or rationale for action, 

signaled by the emphatic “and now”: “And now (wĕ‘attâ) the cry of the Israelites has come to 

me.” The rationale for action requires a specific act, the commission of Moses in v. 10: “And 

now (wĕ‘attâ) go!” The repetition between 3:7 and 9 may reflect distinct accounts of the 

commission, but in the present structure of the story they mark the transition from divine self-

revelation (3:6–8) to the commission of Moses (3:9–12). The present form of 3:6–12, with the 

three-part structure of revelation (vv. 6–8), ground for action (v. 9), and action (vv. 10–12), 

suggests moreover that the Non-P historian is fashioning the story into a pattern that repeats in 

the Deuteronomistic History. 

I have already clarified that the self-revelation of God in 3:6–8 focuses on the promise of 

land. The commission for Moses in 3:9–12 is not about the promise of land. It focuses rather on 

the exodus from Egypt. Three times the exodus formula is used: “to bring out (Hiphil of yāṣā’) 

the Israelites from Egypt” (3:10, 11, 12; see the commentary on Exodus 13 for a more detailed 

interpretation of the exodus formula). The exodus formula occurs first in the divine commission 

itself. God states to Moses: “I am sending you to Pharaoh to bring out (yāṣā’) my people the 

Israelites from Egypt” (3:10). Moses’ objection arises from his ambiguous identity. He states: 

“Who am I?” But he also repeats the exodus formula: “that I should … bring the Israelites out of 

Egypt” (3:11). 

The divine reassurance in v. 12a is a promise of presence: “I will be with you” (’ehyeh 

‘immāk), implying if not success then at least the ability of God to be present with Moses in 

Egypt. Finally, God provides a sign to Moses in v. 12b, repeating the exodus formula a third 

time: “When you have brought the people out of Egypt, you will worship God on this mountain.” 
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The commission of Moses in 3:9–12 is about the exodus. It is not about the entrance into the 

promised land. The Non-P History separates these themes between Moses and Joshua. 

The sign to Moses in v. 12a presents a problem. Signs are a means for humans to test the 

reliability of a divine commission. They are an extension of the objection to a call. Gideon, for 

example, asks for a sign in his commission (Judg 6:11–17). God does not offer him one. Gideon 

states to God: “If now I have found favor in your eyes, give me a sign that it is really you talking 

to me” (Judg 6:17). The sign to Moses is not a sign at all. It is a divine prediction about the 

future. The need for God to initiate a sign to Moses underscores yet again his lack of knowledge 

of tradition. Moses does not know enough about the process of divine commissioning to finish 

his own call narrative by testing through a sign. God must do it for him. The remainder of 

Moses’ wilderness commission is a sequence of signs, meant to answer his objection and to 

confirm his authority as Yahweh’s commissioned messenger to the Israelites (Exod 4:1–17). 

3:13–15 The wilderness commission of Moses returns to the theme of divine identity in 

3:13–15. The objections of Moses provide the transition in theme. The first objection of Moses 

underscored his lack of identity: “Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh?” (v. 11a). It brings forth 

the divine reassurance that God would be present in Egypt with Moses: “I will be with you” (v. 

12a). The promise of divine presence in Egypt sets the stage for the change in focus from the 

commission of Moses (3:9–12) back to the identity of God (3:13–15). The second objection of 

Moses focuses directly on God’s identity. Moses poses the objection by creating a hypothetical 

situation: “Indeed, I come to the Israelites and I say to them, ‘The God of your fathers sent me to 

you.’ And they say to me, ‘What is his name?’ What will I say to them?” (v. 13). The question 

repeats the personal revelation to Moses from 3:6, in which God was identified as “the God of 

his father.” The hypothetical character of Moses’ objection introduces a national perspective for 

exploring the identity of God. The question places the problem of God’s identity outside Moses’ 

personal experience and into the context of the nation. Who are you in relation to the nation of 

Israel? The repetition indicates that the divine response in 3:14–15 to Moses’ question about the 

nation is an extension of the private self-revelation of God to Moses in 3:6–8. The separation 

between private revelation to Moses and public revelation to the nation will continue throughout 

the revelation of law in the Non-P History (19–34) and in Deuteronomy. It provides the basis for 

the exploration of Mosaic authority in the Non-P History. 

The divine response to Moses in 3:14–15 is one of the most extensively interpreted texts in 

the Hebrew Bible. The verses include three statements by God: 

(v. 14a) And God said to Moses, “I will be who I will be” (’ehyeh ’ăšer ’ehyeh) 

(v. 14b) And he said, “Thus you will say to the Israelites, ‘I will be’ (’ehyeh) sent me to 

you.” 

(v. 15) And God said further to Moses, “Thus you will say to the Israelites, ‘Yahweh (yhwh), 

the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, 

sent me to you.’ This is my name forever. This is my memorial for all generations.” 

When 3:6–8 and 3:13–15 are read together there is a progression in the Deity’s self-

introduction from Moses to the nation. God is first identified in a personal revelation to Moses as 

the God of his father and the God of the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (3:6). Moses 

places this new information in the larger context of the entire Israelite nation with the question: 

“Indeed, I come to the Israelites and I say to them, ‘The God of your fathers sent me to you.’ 

And they say to me, ‘What is his name?’ What will I say to them?” (3:13). Verse 15 contains the 

divine response to Moses’ question. In providing the name Yahweh, God is identifying with the 
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entire Israelite nation. The national scope of the name Yahweh is indicated by the repetition of 

the theme, “God of the father,” now in the plural form rather than the singular form, to Moses. 

Moses is to identify Yahweh to the Israelites as “the God of your fathers and the God of 

Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.” 

Van Seters concluded that the identification of Yahweh with the God of the ancestors in 

Genesis and the God of the fathers of the exodus generation is the point of the wilderness 

commission of Moses, since it merges the story of the ancestors in Genesis with the story of 

Moses. The name Yahweh is not a new name in this interpretation, since it has been used from 

the outset of the Non-P History (see already Genesis 4). It is, rather, the reintroduction of the 

divine name Yahweh to the exodus generation of the Israelites, which is necessary because of the 

break in tradition that was noted in Exod 1:6: “And Joseph died, and all of his brothers, and all 

that generation.” The rupture in tradition provides a clear break between Genesis and Exodus, 

which underscores that the promise of land to the ancestors is unfulfilled to the exodus 

generation of Israelites. Van Seters characterizes this merging of traditions as a confessional 

reformulation of tradition in the exilic period, which focuses on the unfulfilled promise of the 

land. The unfulfilled promise of land gives the story of salvation history a future orientation in 

the Non-P History. The result is that God is now obligated to act in the ongoing salvation of the 

Israelite people, because of the oath to the ancestors in Genesis. 

Verse 14 shifts in focus from the God of the fathers to a more direct reflection on the name 

Yahweh through wordplay on the Hebrew verb “to be” (hāyâ). Interpreters judge v. 14 to be a 

later addition, perhaps as an attempt to introduce more speculative reflection on the meaning of 

the Deity. The reason for judging the verse a later addition is that v. 14 does not address directly 

the question of Moses in v. 13. Propp comments on this ambiguity, questioning whether the 

verse is revelation or obfuscation, yet in the end he attributes its composition to the author of the 

E source, thus assuming the unity of 3:13–15. 

Whether an addition or the literary creation of the Non-P author, the combination of vv. 14 

and 15 relates the themes of divine presence and the God of the father(s). The two themes were 

introduced together in the private revelation to Moses in 3:6–8. The theme of the God of the 

father(s) begins the self-revelation (v. 6). And the theme of divine presence in Egypt concludes 

the section when God states to Moses: “I have come down to rescue them [the Israelites] from 

the hand of Egypt” (v. 8). The theme of divine presence is further developed in God’s 

reassurance to Moses: “I will be with you” (3:12). The divine reassurance is stated using the first 

person form of the verb, “I will be” (’ehyeh). The book of Hosea provides comparison. When 

God threatens to withdraw from the Israelite people in Hos 1:9 the Deity states: “For you are not 

my people, and I will not be (’ehyeh) to you.” F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman translate the 

phrase in Hosea as the name of God: “For you are not my people, and I am not Ehyeh for you.” 

The threefold repetition of the verb “I will be” in Exod 3:14 suggests a further extension of 

the theme of divine presence and its association with the divine name. The expression “I will be” 

occurs twice in the Idem per Idem of v. 14a: “I will be what I will be” (’ehyeh ’ăšer ’ehyeh). The 

repetition of the verb in the Idem per Idem construction is for emphasis. It is followed by yet a 

third occurrence in v. 14b, when the Deity repeats, “I will be (’ehyeh) sent me to you,” recalling 

the language of Hos 1:9. 

The aim of Exod 3:14, to advance the theme of divine presence through reflection on the 

meaning of the divine name, continues in the history of translation, especially in v. 14a. The 

LXX provides an ancient example, when it eliminates the Idem per Idem construction to 

translate: “I am the one who is” (egō eimi ho ōn). The reflection on the meaning of the divine 
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name Yahweh continues into the present. Two prominent modern translations are the declarative, 

“I am who I am,” and the causative, “I cause to be what I cause to be.” The difference between 

the two translations is the emphasis on God as creator in the causative translation, a theme that 

comes to center stage in the divine response to Moses in 4:11: “Who makes a mouth for humans? 

Or who makes dumb or deaf, clear-sighted or blind? Is it not I, Yahweh?” 

The divine name Yahweh is revealed to Moses in 3:15. W. H. Schmidt notes that the verse 

rests somewhat uneasily in its present narrative context with the additional introduction: “And 

God said further (‘ôd) to Moses.” The history of interpretation has emphasized the verbal 

character of the play on the divine name Yahweh. The name may be an early form of the Hebrew 

verb “to be” (hwh) and not a noun, as one would expect. W. F. Albright, supported by Freedman, 

interpreted the name yhwh as a hypocoristic form of an original theophoric sentence, Yahweh-El, 

with a causative meaning, “Let El create.” 

The revelation of the divine name to Moses evolves through two stages in the story, playing 

with its verbal character. God responds initially to Moses in v. 14 by stating the verb “to be” in 

the first person with the phrase: “I will be who I will be” (’ehyeh ’ăšer ’ehyeh). When read from 

this point of view the focus in 3:15 is not the theme of the God of the fathers, but the verbal 

character of the divine name Yahweh, in which the Hebrew consonants yhwh are read as the 

third person masculine singular form of the verb “to be,” translated “he is.” The verbal character 

of the name Yahweh places the focus of God’s name on actions for the Israelites and not on 

God’s independent being or essence. The verbal focus emphasizes the theme of divine presence 

in the divine reassurance to Moses: “I will be with you.” The LXX may have moved the focus of 

the name back to God’s being with the translation: “I am the one who is.” But in the MT the 

verbal background to the divine name Yahweh suggests that God cannot be discerned through 

contemplation of the name itself. The same point is made in Jacob’s struggle with the nocturnal 

being, when he is denied the name of his opponent (Gen 32:22–32), also a story in the Non-P 

History. 

The name Yahweh in Exod 3:15 actually creates an incomplete sentence that poses a 

question: “ ‘He is’ … what?” The answer requires further reading in Exodus and indeed in the 

entire Primary History, which records the future actions of Yahweh for Israel. The content of the 

divine verbal name is contained in the actions of God for Israel. By reading on in the Non-P 

History the question posed by the name receives an answer: “ ‘He is’ savior, healer, revealer, 

covenant maker, and so on.” But, as the interpretation of Van Seters underscores, the first insight 

into the divine name concerns the past, not the future. Yahweh, the God appearing to Moses and 

the Israelites in Egypt, is also the God of the ancestors Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (3:15). 

Yahweh is rooted in the past. Moreover, God reveals to Moses that the name Yahweh is eternal. 

Yahweh may be rooted in the past as the God of the father(s), but the everlasting quality of the 

name also signifies the faithfulness of God’s actions toward Israel into the future. 

The divine name Yahweh is known in tradition as the Tetragrammaton, referring to the four 

consonants, Y-H-W-H. In Jewish tradition, before the Common Era (the era of Judaism and 

Christianity), uttering the divine name became a religious taboo. This religious development has 

influenced the writing of the Hebrew Bible. The four consonants of the divine name, yhwh, lack 

their original vowels. Scholars are left to reconstruct an original pronunciation of the name based 

on a study of comparative Semitic languages. A common vocalization of the name is “Yahweh,” 

with the vowels a and e, the form I use throughout this commentary. To ensure that the 

Tetragrammaton would not be pronounced the Masoretes inserted the vowels from the word 

’ădōnāy, “my Lord,” into the consonants yhwh. Their intention was that whenever the reader saw 
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the Tetragrammaton, he or she would say ’ădōnāy. The insertion of the vowels from the word 

’ădōnāy yields the name YeHoWaH for the Tetragrammaton (the first “a” becomes an “e” in 

Hebrew because of rules of phonology). This vocalization appears as “Jehovah” in the KJV 

(through Latin the Hebrew y is transliterated as j, and w as v). The NIV, NRSV, NJPS, and most 

other English versions translate the name Yahweh as “LORD.” The English “God” translates 

Hebrew ’ĕlōhîm (Elohim) or variations of this word (e.g., ’ēl, El). 

The name Yahweh also appears twice in Exodus in a shortened form, “Yah.” The first is at 

the outset of the Song of the Sea, “my strength and my power is Yah” (15:2), and the second is in 

the closing line of the war against the Amalekites, “the test of Yah” (17:16). The shortened form 

also occurs in names, such as Elijah, “My El is Yah,” and in the cultic formula Hallelujah, 

“praise Yah.” 

Authority of Moses (3:16–4:18) 

The wilderness commission of Moses (3:1–4:18) changes in emphasis from the identity of God 

(3:1–15) to the authority of Moses (3:16–4:18). Mosaic authority is prophetic in character and 

aimed at the Israelites. The story introduces the theme of Mosaic authority in two scenes with 

different characters: 3:16–4:9 explores Mosaic authority in relation to the elders; while 4:10–17 

changes the focus to Aaron in a prophetic role. The first scene (3:16–4:9) confirms the absence 

of Mosaic authority and the need to equip Moses with signs aimed especially at the elders. 

Exodus 4:1 states the central theme as “belief” (’āman) in Moses, which means listening (šāma‘) 

to his voice (qôl). The phrase “listening to the voice” is a reference to the law in Deuteronomy 

(e.g., 5:22; 15:5; 26:17; 28:1, 45, 62; 30:20), and the same meaning is present in the Non-P 

History. The motif will reappear at the outset of the wilderness journey in Exod 15:26 signifying 

God’s voice as law. But it will become increasingly intermingled with Moses’ voice in the 

experience of theophany when the people appoint him to mediate law for them (19:9, 19; 20:18–

20). The second scene with Aaron (4:10–17) continues the emphasis on prophetic authority and 

clarifies the unique role of Moses as a god-like figure and the subordinate role of Aaron as a 

prophetic teacher. 

The theme of Mosaic authority, conceived as charisma, returns in the Non-P History, after 

the revelation of law (Exodus 19–34) when the people resume their wilderness journey in 

Numbers 11–12. The motif of leprosy relates the stories. The second sign of Mosaic authority in 

Exod 4:6–7 is his ability to heal leprosy, which Moses performs on Miriam in Num 12:10–15. 

The relationship goes beyond theme to structure, with both stories dividing between the elders 

(Exod 3:16–4:9; Numbers 11) and Aaron in a prophetic role (Exod 4:10–17; Numbers 12). The 

parallel structure reveals development in the theme of Mosaic authority in the Non-P History. 

The absence of Mosaic authority among the elders in 3:16–4:9 is fulfilled in Numbers 11, when 

seventy elders receive a portion of Moses’ spirit. The unique character of Moses’ authority, as a 

god to Aaron’s prophet, first established in 4:10–17, is confirmed in a divine oracle to Aaron and 

Miriam in Num 12:6–8 within the tent of meeting, the designation for the sanctuary in the Non-P 

History. Aaron and Miriam may be prophets, but only Moses speaks directly with God—in that 

role he is unique. The emphasis on Moses’ special relationship with God as one who speaks 

directly with the Deity relates the Non-P History and Deuteronomy. 

3:16–4:9 The topic of Mosaic authority in relationship to the elders of Israel (ziqnê-yiśrā’ēl) 

begins in 3:16–22 with the divine command that Moses gather them together (v. 16) and 

announce their impending deliverance (v. 17), which is followed by a divine prediction of the 

events (vv. 18–22). The scene concludes in 4:1–9 when God equips Moses with signs signifying 
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his authority. The absence of a specific reference to the elders in 4:1–9 may indicate a later 

expansion of the story. 

The command in v. 16 repeats the name Yahweh, the identification of God with the “God of 

the fathers,” and the further identification with the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The 

emphasis in the command, however, is on the experience of Moses, not on the identity of God. 

The verb “to see” is stated in the passive, placing the focus on Moses and the authority of his 

experience, not on the identity of God. He is to inform the elders: “Yahweh, the God of your 

fathers, appeared to me (nir’â ’ēlay).” The literary style indicates the change in theme from the 

identity of God to the authority of Moses, which will continue in the objection of Moses. It is the 

need to persuade the elders of the authenticity of his experience that will prompt Moses’ 

objection in 4:1: “They will say, ‘Yahweh did not appear to you’ ” (lō’-nir’â ’ēleykā), which 

calls forth the divine response in 4:5, “They will believe that Yahweh appeared to you” (nir’â 

’ēleykā). 

The theme of Mosaic authority is explored specifically in relationship to the elders of Israel 

in the Non-P History. They will reappear at important junctures in the history: as the “officials” 

during the first confrontation with Pharaoh (5:1–6:1), to receive Passover instructions (12:21–

27), at the mountain of God with Jethro (Exodus 18), in making covenant (19:7), on the 

mountain of God for the cultic meal (24:9–11), and as recipients of Moses’ spirit in the 

wilderness journey when they assume a charismatic office of leadership as judges and inspired 

interpreters of tradition (Numbers 11). The close relationship between the Non-P History and 

Deuteronomy is evident in the role of the elders throughout the latter book (e.g., Deut 19:12; 

21:2, 3; 22:15; 31:9). 

The introduction of the elders separates into two sections, Exod 3:16–17 and 18–22. First, 

Yahweh commands Moses to address the elders to inform them of the content of his commission 

(3:16–17). Many themes repeat in this section, from Moses’ initial encounter with God, 

including the identity of Yahweh as the God of the fathers (see 3:6, 13–15), the divine concern 

over the Israelite oppression (see 3:7, 9), and the promise of land with the same utopian vision of 

fertility and the list of the indigenous nations (see 3:8). The repetitions underscore the close 

literary relationship between chaps. 3 and 4 as constituting a single account of the commission of 

Moses in the wilderness. 

Second, Yahweh instructs Moses to take the elders with him to Pharaoh to request the release 

of the Israelites for worship in the wilderness (3:18–22). New themes appear in this section. 

Worship of Yahweh requires a three-day journey into the wilderness. A journey of three days 

marks significant events in the wilderness travel of the Israelites. After the defeat of Pharaoh at 

the Red Sea, Israel’s arrival at the wilderness of Shur is a three-day journey (15:22). The 

Israelites’ departure from Mount Yahweh (yet another name for the mountain of God) after the 

revelation of the law is also a three-day journey (Num 10:33). 

Three additional motifs are introduced in Exod 3:18–22, all reflecting a background in war 

and anticipating the ensuing conflict between Yahweh and Pharaoh. First, Yahweh informs 

Moses that Pharaoh will resist, requiring Yahweh to act “with a mighty hand” (bĕyād ḥăzāqâ). 

The “hand of God” underscores the theme of divine power and the conflict between God and 

Pharaoh that is central to the exodus. The motif occurs frequently in Deuteronomy in reference to 

the exodus from Egypt (e.g., Deut 5:15; 6:21; 7:8, 19). The root of the word “mighty” (ḥzq) takes 

on a variety of meanings in the story of the exodus. When used as an adjective to describe the 

hand of Yahweh it is a term of salvation. But as a verb it is often used to describe the heart of 

Pharaoh, translated “to harden,” as in the conclusion to the first plague: “Yet Pharaoh’s heart 
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became hard” (ḥāzaq, Exod 7:13). Often, as in this example, Pharaoh hardens his own heart (see 

also the conclusion to the plagues of blood [7:22] and gnats [8:19]). But eventually Yahweh 

takes over and hardens Pharaoh’s heart (e.g., boils [9:12], hail and fire [9:35], locusts [10:20], 

darkness [10:27], culminating in the death of the Egyptian firstborn [11:10]). Yahweh’s 

overpowering of Pharaoh in the act of hardening his heart is one sign of Yahweh’s “mighty 

hand.” 

Second, Yahweh also predicts “wonders” (niplā’ôt) performed among the Egyptians causing 

them to send out the Israelites from their land. The “wonders” of God are frequently mentioned 

in the Psalms as the basis for praise by the worshiper (e.g., Pss 72:18; 98:1). Thus Yahweh’s 

wonders are normally signs of salvation recognized by the people of Yahweh, not by the 

opponents of God (see also Exod 34:10; Josh 3:5). But in this passage the wonders of God are 

the plagues aimed at the Egyptians, not the Israelites. They are weapons of war by which 

Yahweh will strike the Egyptians, forcing them to send out the Israelites from their land. 

Third, the war background is further underscored when God foretells that the Israelites will 

plunder the Egyptians of their jewelry, gold, and clothing (Exod 3:21–22). The word “to 

plunder” (nāṣal in the Piel) connotes images of booty taken in battle. The command to plunder or 

to despoil the Egyptians is repeated in 11:2–3 and executed in 12:35–36, indicating Yahweh’s 

victory over Pharaoh and the Egyptian people. The theme returns one other time in Exodus, 

when the Israelites plunder themselves of silver and gold in the construction of the golden calf 

(32:1–6). The act of building the golden calf is described as self-plundering because after this 

event the people no longer wear jewelry. The absence of jewelry indicates an aniconic view of 

worship, perhaps symbolizing a rejection of the icon of the golden calf. Worship without 

symbols is associated with Mount Horeb (33:6), the mountain of revelation in Deuteronomy 

(e.g., Deuteronomy 4–5). 

4:1–9 Moses objects to the divine commission in 4:1 even after he is equipped with the name 

Yahweh. He fears that the elders will not believe that God appeared to him. With this objection 

the theme of the “belief” (’āman) of the elders in Moses takes center stage. The verb ’āman 

occurs three times (4:1, 8, 9). His objection also introduces the inseparable relationship between 

Mosaic authority and the revelation of Yahweh conceived as law. The NIV and NRSV translate 

Moses’ objection: “What if they do not believe me or listen to me?” The Hebrew can be rendered 

in English more literally: “What if they do not believe (Hiphil of ’āman) in me and they do not 

listen (šāma‘) to my voice (qôl).” The phrase “listening to the voice of Moses” becomes 

interchangeable with the act of “listening to the voice of Yahweh” in the Non-P History. The 

purpose of theophany in the Non-P History is for the people to hear the voice of God as revealed 

law, which is possible only through the speech of Moses (15:26; 19:9, 19; 20:18–20). 

Deuteronomy continues the same emphasis on theophany as an experience of sound, not sight 

(see Deut 4:12, 33; 5:4, 22), which is then channeled as law through the voice of Moses. 

The objection of Moses prompts God to equip him with three magical powers in Exod 4:2–9 

identified as signs (’ōtôt, v. 9) that confirm his authority. First, God infuses the staff of Moses 

with supernatural power, so that it can be transformed into a snake (nāḥāš) and back into a staff. 

God’s power over the staff/snake may symbolize royal power, since the staff indicates royalty 

and the snake is a protector of Pharaoh. More likely the snake indicates Yahweh’s power to heal, 

another symbolic meaning of the snake in the ancient Near East. The emphasis on healing is not 

in the snake, however. Moses is presented as fleeing from its danger. Rather, the power to heal is 

in Moses’ ability to reverse the sign and change the snake back into his staff. This power, 

moreover, is unique to Moses. He acts out this sign in the concluding story of the wilderness 
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journey (Num 21:4–9), when he reverses the deadly bite of the seraphim snakes by constructing 

Nehoshet, the copper snake, which is able to heal the Israelite people from the poisonous venom 

(Num 21:4–9). Aurelius has emphasized that the power of Moses to heal resides in his ability to 

intercede through prayer. The people plead with Moses: “Pray to Yahweh to take away the 

serpents from us” (Num 21:7). The healing of the Israelite people fulfills one of the initial self-

revelations of God to the Israelites in the wilderness at Shur: “I am Yahweh, your healer” (Exod 

15:26). 

The magical staff may be a transformation of Moses’ shepherd staff, or it may be Yahweh’s 

staff. It is called the “staff of God” when Moses sets out on his journey back to Egypt (4:20). 

Many gods possess a staff in the ancient Near East. The Canaanite god Baal, for example, has 

two magical clubs used in battle (CTA 2.iv.11–26). The motif of a wizard’s staff will return in 

the first plague of the P History, when Aaron and the Egyptian magicians transform their staffs 

into a sea monster, known as tannîn (7:8–13). The conflict between Aaron and the Egyptian 

magicians is limited to changing their staffs into a snake. They do not reverse the process as in 

the sign to Moses. 

The second sign provided to Moses is the transformation of his hand from healthy flesh to 

leprous and its cure (4:6–7), perhaps indicating Yahweh’s power over death. The Hebrew word 

usually translated “leprosy” signifies a wide range of skin diseases requiring seclusion (see 

Leviticus 13–14). It is not Hansen’s disease, the modern form of leprosy. The point of this sign, 

like the previous one, is the reversal, underscoring the power to heal that is unique to Moses. 

Moses illustrates the power to heal when he cures Miriam from “leprosy” (Numbers 12) through 

intercessory prayer: “And Moses cried out to Yahweh, ‘O God, please heal her!’ ” (Num 12:13). 

Thus both of the signs given to Moses are acted out subsequently in the wilderness journey, and 

they are exercised through intercessory prayer. J. Assmann has noted that the motif of leprosy 

repeats in many of the later Hellenistic accounts of Moses and the exodus, suggesting a strong 

relationship between this motif and the retelling of the story of Moses in the Hellenistic period. 

Third, Moses is given the power to turn the water of the Nile to blood (Exod 4:9), a direct 

link to the impending plagues (7:14–24). In contrast to what God did with the preceding two 

signs, God only predicts the power of this sign as a later act in the land of Egypt. The setting of 

the wilderness precludes the acting out of the sign by Moses. There is an additional contrast. The 

emphasis of the sign is not on the reversal but on the action itself. Thus the third sign points 

ahead in the story, beyond the initial meeting of Moses with the Israelite people to the first 

plague in the Non-P History, when Moses changes the water of the Nile into blood (7:14–24). It 

presupposes the confrontation with Pharaoh (5:1–6:1), when his refusal to send out the people 

leads the officers of the Israelites to doubt the authority of Moses (5:15–21) after their initial 

belief in him (4:31). 

The third sign also indicates that the plagues in the Non-P History remain focused on the 

Israelites and therefore lack the polemical character of the P History, in which they are intended 

to bring the Egyptians to the knowledge of God (7:5). The Non-P author confirms a different 

focus for the plague cycle in 10:1–2a in stating that they are intended to bring the Israelite people 

to knowledge of God, the opposite conclusion of the P historian. The third sign to Moses 

becomes the second plague in the P History, where the first plague is the changing of Aaron’s 

staff into the sea monster. Moreover, the editorial changes in the P History make Aaron the 

protagonist in the second plague of changing water into blood, rather than Moses (the P additions 

to the plague of turning water into blood include 7:16b, 17ab, 19–20aa, 21b, 22a, bb; see the 

commentary on 7:14–24). 
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4:10–18 The commission of Moses in the wilderness is extended through one additional 

scene by two further objections, both of which focus on Moses’ inability to speak. Verses 10–12 

introduce the theme of eloquence, and vv. 13–17 extend the topic of prophetic authority. The 

result of Moses’ final two objections is that Aaron is introduced into the Non-P History as a 

prophet. The commission of Moses in the wilderness concludes with the notice of his departure 

from Midian in 4:18. 

Moses presents five objections to Yahweh in 3:1–4:18. The first focused on himself, 

especially his lack of identity: “Who am I, that I should go to Pharaoh and bring the Israelites out 

of Egypt?” (3:11). The second addressed the identity of Yahweh as the God of the ancestors: “If 

the Israelites ask your name, what do I tell them?” (3:13). The third raised the problem of the 

elders’ belief: “They will not believe me and they will not listen to my voice” (4:1). Now Moses’ 

fourth (4:10) and fifth (4:13) objections come full circle and focus once again on himself, this 

time his inability to speak adequately. 

Moses states his fourth objection in 4:10: “O, my Lord, I am not a speaker, neither yesterday, 

nor the day before, nor since your speaking to your servant. But I am heavy of mouth and heavy 

of tongue.” Commentators speculate on what is meant by “heavy of mouth and heavy of tongue.” 

Is it a speech defect? The text is unclear. The point of emphasis is the divine response in 4:11–

12. The parallel between Moses’ wilderness commission in 3:9–12 and the prophetic call form 

has already indicated the idealization of Moses as a prophet in the Non-P History. The call 

narrative is used to authenticate prophets (e.g., Jeremiah) and charismatic leaders (e.g., Gideon). 

Such leadership is based on personal charisma, often requiring persuasive speech. Moses is the 

most persuasive speaker in all of Scripture, since he is the transmitter of Torah. Yet his final 

objection reveals that he is not by nature eloquent. Moses’ objection, that he lacks rhetorical 

skills, sets the stage for the divine reply that charisma, the power of personal leadership and 

persuasive speech, comes from God; it does not reside innately in humans. 

The Non-P historian explores the nature of charismatic power in a divine speech of 

disputation in 4:11–12. Yahweh responds to the objection of Moses by underscoring the creative 

power of God: “Who makes mouth for humans? Or who makes dumb or deaf, clear-sighted or 

blind? Is it not I, Yahweh?” W. H. Schmidt notes that the disputation speech begins with a 

rhetorical question, introduced by such words as “who” (mî) or “where” (’êpōh). The content of 

the disputation often focuses on the power of God as creator. The appearance of God to Job 

provides comparison, “Where (’êpōh) were you when I laid the foundation of the earth? Tell me, 

if you have understanding.… Who (mî) determined its measurements?” (Job 38:4–5). The 

questions are intended to accentuate the creative power of God. The same is true in God’s 

response to Moses. The parallels to Job underscore the background of this language in the 

wisdom tradition. The disputation speech also places the Non-P History in the larger context of 

exilic prophetic literature. Second Isaiah employs the disputation speech to underscore the 

creative power of Yahweh even during the Israelites’ experience of the exile. The prophet 

despairs, concluding that humans are no more than grass (Isa 40:6). God disputes such despair 

through the imagery of creation: “Who has measured the waters?” (40:12). “Who has directed 

the spirit of Yahweh?” (40:13). “Who taught him knowledge?” (40:14). Despair based on human 

experience does not adequately probe the power of God, who is able to create new things, even 

out of the situation of the exile. 

The imagery of creation in the divine disputation to Moses is focused more narrowly on 

persuasive speech. God claims the power to create and to destroy speech in commissioning 

Moses: “Now, go, and I will be with your mouth and teach you what you will speak” (Exod 
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4:12). The assertion that God creates prophetic speech also appears in the exilic literature of 

Second Isaiah, where the prophet is called from the womb (Isa 49:1–5). The commission of the 

prophet Jeremiah provides an even closer parallel to the commission of Moses. Jeremiah is also 

commissioned in the womb: “Before I formed you in the womb I knew you” (Jer 1:5). But his 

commission, like the story of Moses, moves to an objection in which he notes his inability to 

speak: “O, my Lord, Yahweh, I do not know how to speak” (Jer 1:6). The objection leads to the 

declaration that Yahweh is the creator of speech. God touches the mouth of the prophet, stating: 

“Now I have put my words in your mouth” (Jer 1:9). 

Finally, in his fifth objection, Moses just pleads his case: “O, my Lord, send, by the hand you 

send” (Exod 4:13). The syntax of this final statement is awkward in Hebrew: Is Moses 

acquiescing to the commission or unwilling to go? Whatever the exact meaning, Yahweh 

becomes angry and states: “Is there not (hălō’) Aaron, your brother, the Levite?” (4:14). The 

phrase “is there not” (hălō’) repeats God’s self-identification at the close of the disputation 

speech: “Is it not (hălō’) I, Yahweh” (4:11). The parallel suggests that both questions function 

rhetorically. 

The identification of Aaron is noteworthy. The syntax is unexpected, according to H. 

Valentin. The order of the identification of Aaron, from “brother” (’āḥ) to “the Levite” (hallēwî), 

raises questions about his relationship to Moses and his religious function in the Non-P History. 

The ambiguity begins with the interpretation of the word “brother.” The problem is that the P 

History has fashioned the word to mean the nuclear family of Amram, whose children include 

Moses, Aaron, and Miriam (6:20; 7:1–2). Thus the word “brother” as a description of Aaron in 

the P History would mean “sibling.” This designation continues in the later description of the 

priesthood (28:1, 4, 41). Some interpreters judge the description of Aaron as “brother” in 4:14 to 

indicate a post-P author, who is building on the familial relationship of Aaron and Moses from 

the P History. This is the position of Valentin, who states that the aim of the author is to 

accentuate the teaching office of the Aaronide priesthood in the postexilic period (see Lev 

10:11). 

But the term “brother” also plays a role in the Non-P History, where it has a more general 

meaning, signifying the entire Israelite nation as opposed to Egyptians. Thus Moses identifies 

with the Israelite people in 2:11 as his “brothers.” Exodus 1:6 may provide transition and 

background for the broader meaning of the term in the Non-P History: “Joseph died, and all his 

brothers, and the whole generation.” The verse provides transition in the meaning of “brother” 

from the nuclear family of Joseph (“all his brothers”) to the nation (“the whole generation”). The 

more general meaning of “brother” is also intended in 32:27 when Moses commands the Levites 

to slaughter their “brothers” in the camp after the incident of the golden calf. The narrator 

concludes that they killed three thousand of the people (‘am), a collective term for the Israelites. 

The Non-P author most likely intends the same broad meaning of “brother” in the description of 

Aaron (4:14) corresponding to its meaning in the earlier description of Moses (2:11) and in the 

later actions of the Levites (32:27). It is also the intended meaning four verses later in 4:18 when 

Moses announces to Jethro: “I must go and return to my brothers (’aḥay), who are in Egypt.” 

The point of emphasis of the divine reply to Moses is not that Aaron is a “brother,” but that 

he is “the Levite.” The title conflicts with the view of Aaron in the P History, where Levites are 

separated from the Aaronide priests as subordinate assistants in the cult (Numbers 3–4, 8). In the 

Non-P History the title “the Levite” designates an office of teaching. Aaron speaks the words 

that Yahweh teaches (yārâ) Moses (4:15). W. H. Schmidt points to parallels in Deuteronomy 

(33:10), in Chronicles (2 Chr 17:8ff.), and in Nehemiah (8:7ff.). Deuteronomy provides more 
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detail on the teaching function of Levitical priests (Deut 24:8–9), their care of Torah (31:9–13, 

25), and their ability to convey covenant curses (27:1–26). 

The Levites are separated from the elders in Moses’ wilderness commission. The two groups 

are introduced in the second half of the commission, which develops the theme of Mosaic 

authority (Exod 3:16–4:9). The elders are introduced in 3:16–4:9 to develop the theme of the 

belief in the authority of Moses. The introduction of Aaron, the Levite, is contained in 4:10–17, 

where the theme is no longer the “belief” in Mosaic authority. Rather it is the need to convey 

Mosaic authority to the people through teaching. 

The distinction between the elders and Aaron is further developed when the theme of Mosaic 

authority returns in Numbers 11–12. The texts are once again clearly separated, with the elders 

functioning in Numbers 11 and Aaron in Numbers 12. In Numbers 11 the elders acquire an 

office of leadership when they receive Mosaic authority directly from God and even acquire 

momentarily the charismatic power of Moses to become prophets (Num 11:25). Numbers 12, by 

contrast, separates Aaron (and Miriam) from Moses, underscoring the latter’s unique status 

before God as the only person to speak directly to the Deity. The clairvoyance of Aaron and 

Miriam is indirect at best, arising from visions and dreams (Num 12:6–8). The introduction of 

Aaron in Exod 4:13–16 reinforces the same point. He and the Levites do not directly possess 

Mosaic authority themselves, even though they teach it. The Deity makes this clear in appointing 

Aaron to assist Moses in 4:14–16. He is singled out for his eloquence in speaking. But he 

functions in a subordinate role to Moses. Yahweh speaks only through Moses in the Non-P 

History. Moses will function as a god to Aaron. Aaron, in turn, will be Moses’ spokesperson to 

the Israelites conveying the divine instruction (yārâ in the Hiphil, v. 15), a reference to law or 

Torah in the Non-P History (see 15:25; 24:12). Deuteronomy 17:10–11 outlines the role of the 

priests to instruct the people. 

The wilderness commission of Moses concludes in Exod 4:17–18. God commands Moses to 

take his staff with him and to perform the signs from 4:1–9. Exodus 4:18 records the departure of 

Moses from Midian. Moses informs his father-in-law, Jethro, of his intention to return to Egypt 

to inquire about the Israelite people. Yet the departure of Moses is recorded twice in 4:18 and 19 

(see “Authors: Research”). In the commentary I have separated the repetition to designate the 

literary boundaries of the wilderness commission of Moses. Both notices provide transition from 

Moses’ encounter with God at the divine mountain to his wilderness journey to Egypt. The first 

notice, 4:18, emphasizes Moses’ Midianite family. The second notice, 4:19, shifts the focus to 

Moses’ Israelite family (“his brothers”), while also making reference indirectly to his Egyptian 

family (“those seeking his life have died”). 

FAILED CONFRONTATION WITH PHARAOH (4:19–6:1) 

4:19 And Yahweh said to Moses in Midian, “Go and return to Egypt, for all the men seeking your 

life have died.” 20 And Moses took his wife and his sons and he mounted them on the donkey, and 

he returned to the land of Egypt. And Moses took the staff of the God in his hand. 
21 And Yahweh said to Moses, “As you go to return to Egypt, see all the wonders that I placed 

in your hand, and do them before Pharaoh. But I will harden his heart, and he will not send out 

the people. 22 And you will say to Pharaoh, ‘Thus said Yahweh: My son, my firstborn, is Israel. 
23 And I say to you, Send out my son, so that he can serve me. And if you refuse to send him out, 

indeed, I will kill your son, your firstborn.’ ” 
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24 And it happened on the way at the place where they spent the night, Yahweh met him and 

sought to kill him. 25 And Zipporah took a flint. And she cut the foreskin of her son. And she 

touched his feet, and she said, “For a bridegroom of blood are you to me.” 26 And he let them 

alone. Then she said, “Bridegroom of blood for circumcision.” 
27 And Yahweh said to Aaron, “Go and meet Moses in the wilderness.” And he went and he 

encountered him at the mountain of God. And he kissed him. 28 And Moses told Aaron all the 

words of Yahweh, which he sent him, and all the signs, which he commanded him. 
29 And Moses and Aaron went and they gathered together all the elders of the Israelites. 

30 And Aaron spoke all the words that Yahweh had spoken to Moses. And he did the signs in the 

eyes of the people. 31 And the people believed. And they heard that Yahweh was aware of the 

Israelites, and that he saw their torment. And they bowed and they worshiped. 
5:1 Afterward Moses and Aaron entered and said to Pharaoh, “Thus said Yahweh, God of 

Israel, ‘Send out my people so they can keep a festival to me in the wilderness.’ ” 
2 And Pharaoh said, “Who is Yahweh, that I should listen to his voice to send out the 

Israelites? I do not know Yahweh. And, moreover, the Israelites I will not send out.” 
3 And they said, “The God of the Hebrews encountered us. Let us go a journey of three days 

into the wilderness, so that we may sacrifice to Yahweh our God, lest he strike us with plague or 

with sword.” 
4 And the king of Egypt said to them, “Why, Moses and Aaron, do you slacken the people 

from their work? Go to your forced labor!” 5 And Pharaoh said, “Indeed, many now are the 

people of the land. Return them to their forced labor!” 
6 And on that day Pharaoh commanded the taskmasters and his officers, saying, 7 “You will 

no longer give the people straw for bricks as yesterday and the day before. They will go and 

collect straw for themselves. 8 But the number of bricks that they made yesterday and the day 

before, place on them. Do not deduct from them, because they are slack. Therefore they cry out, 

saying, ‘Let us go and sacrifice to our God.’ Make the work heavy on the men. Let them do it and 

not look to words of deceit.” 
10 And the taskmasters of the people and his officers went out and they said to the people, 

saying, “Thus said Pharaoh, ‘I will not give you straw. 11 You go and take for yourselves straw 

from wherever you find, for your work will not be lessened at all.’ ” 
12 And the people scattered throughout the land of Egypt to collect stubble for brick. 13 But 

the taskmasters harangued, saying, “Complete your work, a day’s work in its day, as when there 

was the straw.” 14 And the officers of the Israelites, whom the taskmasters of Pharaoh placed 

over them, were beaten, saying, “Why have you not completed either yesterday or today your 

prescribed amount of bricks as yesterday and the day before?” 
15 And the officers of the Israelites went and they cried to Pharaoh, saying, “Why do you do 

this to your servants? 16 No straw has been given to your servants. Yet they are saying to us, 

‘Make bricks!’ Indeed, your servants are being beaten and you have sinned against your 

people.” 
17 And he said, “Slackers, you are slack! Therefore, you are saying, ‘Let us go and worship 

Yahweh.’ 18 And now go and work. Straw will not be given to you, yet the full measure of bricks 

you will give.” 
19 The officers of the Israelite saw themselves in trouble in the saying, “Do not deduct from 

your bricks, a day’s work in its day.” 20 And they encountered Moses and Aaron stationed to 

meet them when they went out from Pharaoh. 21 And they said to them, “May Yahweh look on 
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you and judge, since you have made our scent stink in the eyes of Pharaoh and in the eyes of his 

servants to place a sword in their hand to kill us.” 
22 And Moses returned to Yahweh and he said, “My Lord, why did you bring this evil on this 

people? Was it for this that you sent me? 23 Ever since I came to Pharaoh to speak in your name, 

he has treated this people badly. And you have certainly not rescued your people.” 
6:1 And Yahweh said to Moses, “Now you will see what I will do to Pharaoh. For by a strong 

hand he will send them out, and by a strong hand he will drive them out from his land.” 

Notes 

4:19 and Yahweh said to Moses in Midian. The LXX adds, “after those many days the king of Egypt 

died” (meta de tas hēmeras tas pollas ekeinas eteleutēsen ho basileus Aigyptou), creating a repetition 

with 2:23a. 
4:23 to send him out. The LXX reads, “to send them (autous) out.” 
4:24 Yahweh. The LXX reads, angelos kyriou, “the angel of the Lord.” Wevers speculates that the LXX 

has sought to “mitigate the harshness of the account.”1 
4:25 she touched his feet. The antecedent to “his” is unclear in the MT, whether Moses, his son, or 

Yahweh. The LXX replaces “she touched” with “she fell down at” (prosepesen) and eliminates “his” 

in reference to feet. The result is: “She fell down at the feet.” But Wevers rightly concludes: “One 

still does not know whether it refers to Moses or the angel or to her son.” 
for a bridegroom of blood are you to me. The LXX departs significantly from the MT: Estē to haima tēs 

peritomēs tou paidiou mou, “The blood of the circumcision of my son stands.” 
4:26 bridegroom of blood for circumcision. The LXX departs from the MT. See previous note. 
4:30 that Yahweh had spoken to Moses. The LXX reads, “which the God (ho theos) had spoken to 

Moses.” 
4:31 and they heard. The LXX reads, echarē, “they rejoiced.” 
Yahweh. The LXX reads, ho theos, “the God.” 
5:1 keep a festival. The MT ḥāgag implies a religious pilgrimage with a festival celebration. 
5:2 Who is Yahweh. The LXX reads, Tis estin, “Who is he?” 
5:3 to Yahweh our God. The LXX reads, tō theō, “to God.” 
with plague or with sword. The LXX reads, thanatos, “death,” for MT “plague.” 
5:4 many now are the people of the land. The syntax of the MT suggests that the “people of the land” are 

the Israelites. The Sam turns the sentence into a comparison, making the “people of the land” 

Egyptians: “And Pharaoh said, ‘Indeed, they are greater now than the people of the land (rbym ’th 

m‘m h’rṣ).’ ” 
5:6 officers. The MT šōṭĕrāyw means “officers” or “scribes.” The LXX reads, grammateusin, “scribes.” 

The range of meaning, from officers to scribes, influences the identity of the “officers,” whether they 

are Egyptian or Israelite. See the commentary. 
5:7 you will no longer. The MT tō’sipûn is written with an aleph, suggesting the root ’sp (“gather, 

collect”), although the translation assumes the root ysp (“add to, increase”), as in Sam. The LXX 

follows the Sam reading: “Do not continue to give” (prostethēsesthe didonai). 
5:9 let them do it. The LXX reads, merimnatōsan tauta, “they will look at it,” repeating the same verb in 

the following sentence, mē merimnatōsan en logois kenois, “and they will not look at false/empty 

words.” 
5:14 and the officers of the Israelites. The LXX describes officers as grammateis, “scribes,” and identifies 

their ethnicity as Israelites, adding tou genous (“and the scribes of the race of the Israelites”). See also 

5:6. 
either yesterday or today … as yesterday and the day before. The MT does not separate the two phrases, 

but reads: “Why have you not completed your prescribed amount of bricks either yesterday or today 

as yesterday and the day before?” 
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5:16 you have sinned against your people. The MT, wĕḥāṭā’t ‘ammekā, lacks the preposition, lĕ, 

“against.” The Hebrew, ḥāṭā’t, rendered in the second person rather than the third, implies a moral 

offense, hence the translation, “sin,” as in the statement of Pharaoh in Exod 9:27, “I sinned this time.” 

The LXX translates, adikēseis oun ton laon sou, “So you will treat your people unjustly.” The LXX is 

reflected in the NRSV, “You are unjust to your own people.” 
5:19 saw themselves in trouble. The Hebrew is awkward, translating lit. “saw themselves in evil.” 
in the saying. The MT reads “saying” (lē’mōr) as does the LXX (legontes). The translation indicates a 

reference to past speech, not direct discourse. 
5:21 Yahweh. The LXX reads ho theos, “the God.” 
since. Hebrew ’ăšer is translated as an independent relative, serving in the larger verbal clause as an 

object, thus indicating the content of what Yahweh is to judge (see IBHS §19.3.c). 
5:22 was it for this. The MT lāmmâ zeh could be translated “Why this?” The LXX reads, hina ti 

apestalkas me. 

Commentary 

The twice-told departure of Moses in 4:18–19 prepares for the confrontation with Pharaoh (4:19–

6:1), which separates into two parts: 4:19–31 is an account of Moses’ wilderness journey to 

Egypt and his report to the Israelite people of Yahweh’s imminent salvation; 5:1–6:1 narrates 

Moses’ initial failed confrontation with Pharaoh, which provides a prelude to the story of the 

plagues. 

Wilderness Journey (4:19–31) 

The central theme in the wilderness journey of Moses is kinship, explored through the family 

relationships of the hero, Moses. Moses has three different family relationships in Exodus. He is 

born to an Israelite family (2:1); he is adopted into the Egyptian family of Pharaoh (2:10); and he 

marries into the Midianite family of Jethro (2:21). The twice-told account of Moses’ departure 

(4:18–19) refers to all three relationships. Motifs of kinship play a role in the individual stories 

of Moses’ journey. The geography of his journey from Midian to Egypt provides the setting for 

the theme of kinship in the individual stories. The theme of family relationships begins with the 

description of Moses leaving Midian accompanied by his wife Zipporah and his sons (4:19–20). 

It continues in the divine speech declaring the Israelite people to be God’s firstborn (4:21–23). 

The divine attack on Moses further advances the theme of family (4:24–26) before Aaron enters 

the story in 4:27–31. 

The portrayal of Moses’ family in 4:19–31 conflicts with other accounts of his nuclear 

family. For example, the reference to the “sons” of Moses in 4:20 is plural, yet the reader learns 

about the two sons of Moses, Gershom and Eliezer, only in 18:4. Exodus 18 also assumes that 

Moses traveled alone to Egypt and only later was united with his Midianite family (18:1–4). The 

contradictions between these stories indicate that the Non-P History is a conflation of several 

traditions surrounding the Midianite background of Moses. It also reinforces the importance of 

family relations as a theme in 4:19–31. The theme is important enough for the Non-P historian to 

tolerate the conflict in narrative logic in the larger story of Moses. The overall aim of the author 

in fashioning the multiple images of family in 4:19–31 is to reestablish Moses’ Israelite identity. 

The goal is achieved through the motif of a journey conceived as a rite of passage from Moses’ 

Midianite family to his Israelite family. The central event in the rite of passage is the attack by 

Yahweh (4:24–26), in which paradoxically it is Moses’ Midianite wife Zipporah who provides 
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the ritual protection, creating a close bond between Midianites and Israelites in the Non-P 

History. 

4:19–20 Moses’ return to Egypt begins with the Midianites. The wilderness commission of 

Moses concludes with a portrait of Jethro in 4:18. Moses approaches his father-in-law stating his 

need to return and to inquire of his “brothers,” a reference to the Hebrews. This statement begins 

the process of separating Moses from the Midianites in the Non-P History. The sparse 

information provided by Moses to Jethro hardly appears to be an act of deception, as suggested 

by Propp. The blessing of Jethro reinforces a positive interpretation of Moses’ transition from 

Midian to Egypt. The divine command for Moses to return in 4:19 appears out of place, but it 

provides continuity with 2:23a, where the death of the king of Egypt was noted (see “Authors: 

Research”). The indirect reference to the king of Egypt also calls the reader’s attention to the 

third family of Moses, his previous adoption into the house of Pharaoh. Moses departs with his 

Midianite family, including Zipporah and, most likely, two sons (see 18:1–4). In addition to his 

family Moses also leaves Midian with two possessions, one from Jethro, a donkey, and another 

from Yahweh, “the staff of God.” Both indicate his improved status from his initial arrival in the 

land of Midian when he fled the death threat of Pharaoh, his adopted Egyptian father. 

The Midianites play a special role in Exodus as allies of Yahweh. They are closely associated 

with the two wilderness revelations of Yahweh at the mountain of God, initially to Moses (3:1–

4:17) and then to the Israelites (Exodus 19–Numbers 10). The diagram in figure 6 on page 151 

illustrates the distribution of the Midianite stories in the Non-P History and shows that stories 

about the Midianites frame Moses’ wilderness commission (Exod 3:1–4:17). The revelation of 

Yahweh to Moses is introduced with a positive story about the Midianites in 2:15–22. The land 

of Midian provides a safe haven for Moses in fleeing from Pharaoh. The Midianite family of 

Jethro offers Moses hospitality, which leads to his marriage with Zipporah. The land of Midian is 

also the setting for the appearance of Yahweh on the mountain of God (3:1). The wilderness 

commission of Moses (3:1–4:17) is followed by two additional stories about the Midianites in 

4:18–26. Upon hearing of his commission, Jethro blesses Moses (4:18–20). Then, when Moses 

begins his journey, Zipporah, his Midianite wife, rescues him from a divine attack in the 

wilderness (4:24–26). 

The wilderness revelation of Yahweh to the Israelites on the mountain of God (Exodus 19–

Numbers 10) is also framed by stories about the Midianites in the Non-P History. The story of 

Jethro on the mountain of God in Exodus 18 provides an introduction to the revelation of 

Yahweh in chaps. 19–34. Jethro interprets the Israelite flight from Egypt as the salvation of 

Yahweh (18:10–11), while offering sacrifices to God (18:12). The revelation of Yahweh to the 

Israelite people follows chap. 18. It includes the theophany of God (chap. 19), which establishes 

the covenant (chap. 24) and forms the Israelite cult (chaps. 32–34). The revelation of Yahweh to 

the Israelites is followed in the Non-P History by further stories about the Midianites (Num 

10:29–32). This time Moses requests his father-in-law, here named Hobab ben-Reuel, to lead 

them in their wilderness journey to the promised land of Canaan. When he declines, Yahweh 

assumes the leadership of the Israelites (Num 10:33–36). 

Figure 6 

Wilderness Revelation to Moses on the Mountain of God 
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4:18–26 

 

MIDIAN REVELATION MIDIAN 
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Thus the stories about the Midianites frame the two accounts of divine revelation at the 

mountain of God. In the process the Midianites emerge as a people with close ties to Yahweh 

and who possess special knowledge of religious rituals. The mountain of God is either in or at 

least near their land (Exod 3:1). Moses’ father-in-law, Jethro, is a priest, who shows hospitality 

to Moses (2:15–22). He possesses the power to bless Moses upon hearing of his divine 

commission (4:18). Moses’ wife, Zipporah, is skilled in rituals that save him from a divine attack 

(4:24–26). Jethro is also clairvoyant, recognizing the power of Yahweh in the rescue of the 

Israelites from Egypt, which leads to his interpretation of the event for the elders of Israel 

(18:10–11). In addition, Jethro is skilled in cultic rituals and in sacrifice (18:12). He advises 

Moses on judicial matters (18:13–27). Finally, Moses requests that his father-in-law serve as the 

guide in their wilderness march and offers him a share in the future salvation of Yahweh (Num 

10:29–32). 

The literary role of the Midianites in Exodus has raised questions about the history of 

Israelite religion. Biblical scholars have speculated that the worship of Yahweh may have 

originated in Midianite culture and only later was it adopted by the Israelites in the land of 

Canaan. The evidence arises in part from archaic poetry, which preserves glimpses of tradition 

that do not correspond with the story line of the Pentateuch. Early traditions identify the home of 

Yahweh as the southern Transjordanian desert (see the commentary on 3:1). Yahweh is the “one 

of Sinai,” who journeys from Seir and marches from the land of Edom during times of crisis to 

rescue the Israelites in the land of Canaan (Judg 5:4–5; Deut 33:2). The location of the land of 

Midian is unclear from the biblical stories, but it too may be associated with the same desert 

region as the early poems about Yahweh’s residence. 

A further complication in unraveling the history of Israelite religion is the equation of the 

Midianites with the Kenites outside Exodus. Twice in Judges the Kenites are identified as the in-

laws of Moses (Judg 1:16; 4:11), not the Midianites. The father-in-law of Moses is named 

Hobab, not Jethro (Judg 4:11). Yet the names, the ethnic groups, and their regional homes are 

intermixed. Both groups dwell in the southern desert, the Midianites in southern Transjordan and 

the Kenites at Arad (Judg 1:16). Jethro and Hobab share the name Reuel (Num 10:29). And 
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Hobab is identified as both a Midianite (Num 10:29) and a Kenite (Judg 4:11). The biblical 

accounts of Moses’ Midianite father-in-law include a range of distinct folk literature. Albright 

sought to harmonize the divergent traditions into a single account by arguing that the distinct 

names for Moses’ Midianite father-in-law actually represent two generations. Thus the reference 

to Hobab in Num 10:29 is to the son of Reuel. 

The Kenites are descendants of Cain (Gen 4:17–24). They represent cultural heroes and 

itinerant smiths (the name Cain is related to the verb “to forge”). The image of the Kenites as 

metallurgists may reflect historical circumstances surrounding their occupation, or it may carry a 

symbolic message about cultural assimilation. P. McNutt has demonstrated that metallurgy can 

represent cultural intermixing in ancient literature, the forging of two different elements into new 

objects. The Kenite/Midianites fill this role in the area of religion in Exodus. They are allies of 

God, forging a new form of Yahwistic worship by aiding Moses and the Israelites in the 

wilderness. 

The questions surrounding the history of Israelite religion are intriguing, but in the end 

probably irresolvable. What emerges is a complex web of folk traditions about the desert and the 

non-Israelite origin of Yahwistic worship, known in biblical scholarship as the Kenite 

Hypothesis. More certain is an interpretation of the Midianites as a literary theme in Exodus. The 

Midianites complicate the character of Yahweh. They are a wilderness people, distinct from the 

indigenous nations of the land of Canaan (see the list in Exod 3:8), who must be destroyed by 

conquest. The Midianites, by contrast, appear to have knowledge of Yahweh that is independent 

of Moses and the Israelites. They are not the founders of Yahwistic religion in the Non-P 

History. Yahweh is clearly the God of the Israelite ancestors, calling Abram from Ur (Gen 12:1–

4). Yet the religious insight of the Midianites (offspring of Abraham and Keturah, Gen 25:1–6) 

prevents Yahweh from being exclusively a national God, limited to the Israelites. 

The heroic role of the midwives, who feared God more than Pharaoh, already suggested the 

theme of Yahweh’s relationship to the nations. But the Midianites advance the theme beyond the 

midwives’ general fear of God. The Midianites possess a special understanding of God as the 

Deity Yahweh. And they transmit their religious knowledge to Moses, once he encounters 

Yahweh on the mountain of God. Jethro returns to lead the Israelites in worship at the mountain 

of God (Exodus 18). Balaam, the seer, reinforces the same theme at the close of the Israelite 

wilderness journey, when he too demonstrates an intimate knowledge of Yahweh independent of 

the Israelite cult or history of salvation (Numbers 22–24). The uneasiness of exploring divine 

relationships outside the boundaries of the Israelites is evident in the P History, where both the 

Midianites and Balaam are killed in an act of war sanctioned by Yahweh (Numbers 31). 

4:21–23 Yahweh advances the theme of kinship in this section beyond distinct human groups 

to include the divine family by proclaiming the Israelite people his firstborn. The speech includes 

an interpretation of the exodus. God refers to the previous “signs” given to Moses (4:1–9), now 

described as “wonders” to be performed before Pharaoh, not before the people of Israel. The 

meaning of the divine instruction to Moses is not immediately clear. The word “wonders” 

(mōpĕtîm) is used by the P author to frame the plague cycle, describing the initial episode where 

Aaron and the Egyptian magicians turn their staffs into snakes (7:3, 9) and the death of the 

Egyptian firstborn (11:9, 10). The repetition in the P History suggests upon first reading that the 

P author composed this speech. The phrase “in signs and in wonders” (bĕ’ōtōt ûbĕmōpĕtîm) is a 

common expression in Deuteronomy (e.g., Deut 4:34; 6:22; 13:2, 3; 26:8; 28:46) in reference to 

the salvation from Egypt. The compound phrase, however, is absent from 4:21–23. The story of 

the man of God in 1 Kings 13, who proclaims an oracle against the altar at Bethel, employs the 
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motif of a “wonder” to develop the theme of true and false prophecy (1 Kgs 13:3, 5). The wonder 

in this story is the destruction of the altar confirming the truth of the oracle of the man of God. 

This parallel provides a closer analogy to Exod 4:21–23. It suggests that the wonders confirm the 

truth of Moses’ message and his authority as God’s representative to Pharaoh. Thus the divine 

speech to Moses is not about the faith of the Israelites. It is about God’s power over Pharaoh. 

Yahweh predicts the failure of the wonders and states that he would harden Pharaoh’s heart. 

The hardening of Pharaoh’s heart (see the commentary on 3:19–20) signifies resistance to God. 

Pharaoh will not listen to the request of God or Moses to release the Israelites (e.g., 7:13). The 

divine claim to be the agent of the hardening is less deterministic than it appears upon first 

reading (see the commentary on 3:19). The hardening evolves in the course of the conflict 

between Yahweh and Pharaoh. Initially Pharaoh hardens his own heart in resisting God’s claim 

on Israel (snakes, 7:13; blood, 7:22; gnats, 8:19). Eventually, however, God overpowers 

Pharaoh, conceding his stance of resistance and in the process becoming the agent of the 

hardening (boils, 9:12; hail and fire, 9:35; locusts, 10:20; darkness, 10:27; culminating in the 

death of the Egyptian firstborn, 11:10). The evolution of the motif underscores the interactive 

process involved in the hardening of Pharaoh’s heart. 

The divine prediction to harden the heart of Pharaoh probably refers to the death of the 

Egyptian firstborn, since it is followed by the divine claim that Israel is Yahweh’s firstborn 

(bĕkōr). The firstborn status of Israel is a new motif to the story, expanding the theme of family 

relations in this section. The firstborn status of the Israelites signifies kinship between Yahweh 

and the Israelites. It provides background for the subsequent death of the Egyptian firstborn (see 

the commentary on chap. 12) and the divine claim on all the Israelite firstborn (see the 

commentary on 13:1–2). 

4:24–26 The newly proclaimed kinship tie between Yahweh and Moses’ family is acted out 

in this section. Zipporah plays the central role in the story, rescuing the person under attack from 

God. The exact details of the episode, however, are impossible to determine because of the lack 

of proper names to identify the role of each participant. The ambiguity begins in 4:24. During the 

night Yahweh seeks to kill one of the male family members—it is unclear whether it is the son or 

Moses. The attack may represent Yahweh’s claim on the firstborn, or it may result from the 

absence of circumcision of either Moses or his son. 

Zipporah stops the attack in 4:25 by circumcising her son, presumably Gershom, and 

warding off the Deity with the bloody foreskin. The word for “knife” (ṣōr) indicates a flint knife, 

common for circumcision in the ancient Near East. The act of cutting the son’s foreskin is 

described with the Hebrew verb kārat (lit. “to cut”), a word used to indicate covenant 

relationships (e.g., Gen 15:18), rather than the expected term mûl, “to circumcise.” Zipporah 

takes the foreskin and “touches his feet.” The word “feet” is most likely a euphemism for 

genitals. The action of Zipporah as a rescuer suggests that Moses is the object of the divine 

attack, since his salvation by women is a central theme in the opening chapters of Exodus (see 

also the midwives, his mother and sister, and the daughter of Pharaoh). The NIV and NRSV 

translations also indicate that Moses is the object of her action: “And Zipporah … touched 

Moses’ feet with it [the foreskin].” The NJPS is more ambiguous: “and [she] touched his legs 

with it.” The Hebrew is unclear whose genitals she touches, Moses’ or perhaps she refers 

symbolically to God. Zipporah’s statement: “For a bridegroom of blood are you to me,” 

eliminates Gershom as the object of her action. 

The phrase “bridegroom of blood” probably indicates marriage. The Hebrew word ḥātān 

means “a male relative by marriage,” usually indicating a son-in-law. The Arabic ḫtn means “to 
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circumcise” and “to protect.” Perhaps all of these meanings are playing a role in the story. 

Zipporah’s act of circumcision protects by warding off the Deity and, as noted, it may create or 

confirm a familial relationship with the Deity. The identification of Yahweh as the “God of the 

fathers” has been a central theme throughout the opening chapters of Exodus. If Yahweh is the 

object of her action, the story underscores the familial bond between Yahweh and the family of 

Moses, hence the allusion to covenant. Yahweh has also just proclaimed a familial relationship 

with Israel in the previous speech (4:21–23). If Moses is the object of Zipporah’s action, the 

story may represent the protection of Moses through the circumcision of his son. But it may also 

reflect an ancient understanding of circumcision as a rescue of the firstborn from the divine 

claim upon his life. 

What is clear in the story is that Zipporah, the Midianite, performs the proper ritual to 

appease the Deity and to protect her family. In the process she passes on the ritual knowledge to 

Moses and hence to the Israelites. The closing verse (4:26) indicates that the story functioned at 

one time as an etiology for infant circumcision. As a cultic legend the story tells of a transfer of 

circumcision from the religious practice of the Midianites to the Israelites through Zipporah, the 

Midianite wife of Moses. 

The story also plays an important role in the present context of Exodus. Twice in Exodus 

Yahweh is presented as a destroyer. God seeks to kill Moses or Gershom in 4:24–26, and “the 

destroyer” kills the Egyptian firstborn in chap. 12. The two stories are related. Both explore 

Yahweh’s claim on firstborn, introduced in 4:22. The historical and religious background of the 

divine claim on firstborn is not clear from the biblical text, especially whether the claim required 

the sacrifice of the firstborn. The prophet Ezekiel acknowledges the ritual practice, but separates 

it from the Deity as a law that was “not good” (Ezek 20:25–26). Genesis 22 is a polemical story 

against the practice in the Non-P History. Exodus 13:1–2 states that Yahweh claims all firstborn 

animals and humans, suggesting a possible tradition of child sacrifice. Rescue from the divine 

attack in both stories requires special cultic rituals associated with blood. The blood of the 

Passover lamb protects the Israelite firstborn from death in Exodus 12. The blood from the 

circumcision of Gershom protects Moses or Gershom from the attack by Yahweh. 

The exact meaning of Zipporah’s ritual action is no longer clear. What stands out is that it is 

Zipporah, not Moses, who knows the special rituals of protection and that in performing them 

she rescues Moses from the attack of Yahweh. In this act she is the final female rescuer of 

Moses. Her rescue is not an escape from the social tyranny of Pharaoh. Instead, her knowledge 

of religious ritual about Yahweh, associated with Jethro the Midianite (Exodus 18), allows 

Moses to live safely in the wilderness with God, his divine father (see 15:2). 

4:27–31 This section shifts the focus from Moses’ Midianite family to his Israelite family by 

referring to Aaron. Aaron was introduced as the brother of Moses at the close of Moses’ 

wilderness commission (4:14–17). Aaron returns in 4:27–31, providing a transition to Moses’ 

role as the representative of Yahweh in claiming the Israelite people (5:1–6:1). Aaron is 

instructed to meet Moses in the wilderness (4:27; cf. 4:14). Moses informs Aaron of his 

encounter with God (4:28; cf. 4:15). Aaron speaks for Moses to the Israelites (4:29–30; cf. 4:16). 

Aaron performs the signs given to Moses (4:30), which creates a literary tension with 4:17, 

where Moses is instructed to perform the signs. Finally, the people believe in Moses (4:31; cf. 

4:1, 8, 9). The Israelite belief in Moses in the land of Egypt is fleeting, however. It will disappear 

at the first resistance of Pharaoh. The motif will return when the Israelites first enter the 

wilderness at the Red Sea (14:31) and later encounter Yahweh at the divine mountain (19:9). 
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Failure to Rescue (5:1–6:1) 

The initial confrontation with Pharaoh separates into three scenes. The story opens with 

Pharaoh’s rejection of Yahweh’s claim upon the Israelites (5:1–14). The failure of Moses to 

rescue the Israelite people leads to complaints, first by the Israelite officers (5:15–21) and second 

by Moses (5:22–6:1). 

5:1–14 The initial confrontation pits Pharaoh against Yahweh, with the Israelite elders in the 

middle of the conflict. Moses and Aaron are presented as messengers of Yahweh to Pharaoh in 

5:1. The clause “Thus said Yahweh” is prophetic speech, indicating that the prophet is a 

spokesperson for God who brings an announcement to a king or to the people of Israel (e.g., 

Amos 5:3, 4). The idealization of Moses as a prophetic messenger is rooted in his commission in 

the wilderness (Exod 3:1–4:17) and it continues throughout the events of the exodus (e.g., 7:17; 

8:1; 9:4). 

Pharaoh’s response, “I do not know Yahweh” (5:2), fits the larger context in which Yahweh 

must be revealed anew to the Israelites. Pharaoh could not possibly know the identity of 

Yahweh. His speech is also contemptuous, however, implying his superiority to Yahweh: “Who 

is Yahweh?… I will not send out the Israelites.” Moses and Aaron answer Pharaoh by 

identifying Yahweh with the Israelite slaves as “the God of the Hebrews” (5:3; see the 

commentary on 1:15–16 for the meaning of “Hebrew” as “slave”). They add that Yahweh 

requires a three-day journey into the wilderness for worship (see 3:18). They conclude by stating 

that the failure of the Israelites to respond to the divine demand for worship carries the threat of 

punishment in the form of plagues or a sword, recalling the divine attack of Moses (4:24–26). 

Pharaoh’s response continues in 5:4–9. The section begins as an address to Moses and Aaron, 

but shifts to a more private speech addressed to the “taskmasters” (nōgĕšîm) and the “officers” 

(šōṭĕrîm). The “taskmasters” are most likely Egyptians, while the “officers” appear to be 

Israelites. Deuteronomy 1:15 describes Israelite officers as leaders of the people, and 16:18 

identifies such persons as judges. The same Hebrew word, šōṭēr, also means “scribe,” deriving 

from Akkadian šaṭāru, “to write.” The Non-P historian identifies the officers as the elders in 

Num 11:16 in the divine command to Moses: “Gather for me seventy of the elders of Israel, 

whom you know to be the elders of the people and officers over them.” 

The identification of the elders as the officers is important for interpreting the confrontation 

with Pharaoh. They emerge as the central characters in the initial confrontation between Yahweh 

and Pharaoh, thus developing the theme of faith in Moses that was introduced in Exod 3:16–4:9. 

Yahweh designated the elders as the object of Moses’ commission (3:16, 18). Their belief in 

Moses is central in establishing his authority (4:1, 5, 8, 9). The closing portrait of the Israelite 

people upon hearing of the revelation of Yahweh was their belief in Moses and the act of 

worship (4:31). It is unclear whether the elders are included in the scene. The reference to all the 

Israelites may include the elders, but they are not specifically mentioned. Exodus 5:1–14 

indicates that the elders have a special role with Pharaoh. They are part of his private group in 

planning a response to Yahweh. Pharaoh shares his fear with the elders that the growth of the 

Israelites poses a threat to Egypt. The Israelites are many. They may even have come to 

outnumber the “people of the land,” a technical term for landowners, in this case the Egyptians. 

Pharaoh commands the taskmasters and the Israelite elders (the “officers”) to intensify the 

Israelite oppression by making the people gather their own straw for construction without 

decreasing their work quota. Pharaoh states that the increased labor is intended to demonstrate 

that the message of Moses and Aaron was a lie. The Hebrew word for “lie” (šeqer) indicates 

false prophecy in Jeremiah (e.g., Jer 5:31; 14:14; 20:6), recalling the prophetic role of Moses and 
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Aaron as messengers of Yahweh. The dual role of the elders, as leaders of the Israelite people 

who must believe in the imminent salvation of Yahweh and the authority of Moses, and as part 

of Pharaoh’s planning group, raises the question of their loyalty, thus advancing the motif of 

“faith” in the Non-P History. 

The question of loyalty is further complicated with the public proclamation in Exod 5:10–14. 

The elders, along with the Egyptian taskmasters, are presented as delivering the message of 

Pharaoh in the form of a prophetic messenger announcement, “Thus said Pharaoh.” Pharaoh 

requires an equal amount of building without providing straw, setting the stage for a conflict 

between Yahweh and Pharaoh. The use of the prophetic messenger speech by representatives of 

Yahweh and Pharaoh frames the confrontation initially as one of equals. The elders are caught in 

the middle of the conflict. The scene ends with their being beaten by the Egyptian taskmasters 

for failing to meet their building quota (5:14). 

5:15–21 The elders complain that their situation has worsened. Their actions and their speech 

raise questions of loyalty. They “cry out,” employing the language of lament used in addressing 

Yahweh. But their lament is directed to Pharaoh, not Yahweh. Three times they identify 

themselves as “servants” of Pharaoh (5:15–16) and once as Pharaoh’s “own people” (5:16). If 

they were included in the initial belief in Moses and in the worship of Yahweh in 4:31, their 

statement is now an abrupt reversal. Yet the scene closes with the elders calling on Yahweh to 

judge the action of Moses and Aaron, whom they accuse of having put them in peril of death. 

They now “stink,” meaning most likely that the Egyptians hold the Israelites in contempt (see the 

reversal of the motif in the plagues of blood [7:18, 21] and frogs [8:6, 14]). They are vulnerable 

to the point of death because of their present circumstance. The complaint of the elders will 

intensify in the wilderness journey with the development of the murmuring motif (see the 

commentary on the journey, 15:22–18:27). 

5:22–6:1 Moses turns to Yahweh to register his own complaint, questioning again his 

authority. The complaint of Moses in 5:22–23 relates the actions of Yahweh and Pharaoh 

through repetition of the word “mistreat” (rā‘a‘, “to do badly”). Yahweh mistreated the people 

by sending Moses, prompting Pharaoh to mistreat the people through increased slave labor. 

Moses’ conclusion is that Yahweh has not rescued his people, a denial of the divine promise (cf. 

3:8). Moses will repeat this complaint in Num 11:10–15, accusing Yahweh of not fulfilling the 

divine promise of presence (cf. Exod 3:12). 

Yahweh addresses the complaint of Moses in 6:1. The divine response also links the actions 

of Yahweh and Pharaoh, this time through repetition of the phrase “a mighty hand” (yād ḥăzāqa; 

see also 3:19). Yahweh’s mighty hand on Pharaoh will force him to “drive out” Israel from his 

land with his own “mighty hand.” Salvation, as an act of “driving out” (gāraš) by either Pharaoh 

or the Egyptians, is repeated by Yahweh in 11:1 and fulfilled in 12:39. The word also recalls the 

name Gershom (2:22) and the action of the shepherds prompting Moses to rescue the women at 

the well in Midian (2:17). Salvation in this instance is not Yahweh’s direct liberation of the 

Israelites as either a defeat of the Egyptians or an escape from Egypt. It is, rather, Yahweh’s 

ability to overwhelm the will of Pharaoh, so that he himself expels the Israelite people from the 

land of Egypt by “driving them out.” The exodus as an expulsion of the Israelite people by the 

Egyptians is at the core of the tradition. It is noteworthy that it repeats in the Hellenistic histories, 

where the cause of the expulsion is the contamination of Egypt from the leprosy of the Israelites. 

COMMISSION OF MOSES IN EGYPT (6:2–7:7) 
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6:2 And God spoke to Moses, and said to him, “I am Yahweh. 3 And I appeared to Abraham, to 

Isaac, and to Jacob as El Shaddai. But my name Yahweh I did not make known to them. 4 And 

I also established my covenant with them to give to them the land of Canaan, the land of their 

sojourning in which they resided as aliens. 5 And I also heard the groan of the Israelites from 

the Egyptians forcing them to work. And I remembered my covenant. 6 Therefore, say to the 

Israelites, ‘I am Yahweh, and I will bring you out from under the forced labor of Egypt. And I 

will rescue you from their work service. And I will redeem you with an outstretched arm and 

with great judgments. 7 And I will take you to myself as a people. And I will be to you as God. 

And you will know that I am Yahweh your God, who brought you from under the forced labor 

of Egypt. 8 I will bring you to the land, to which I raised my arm to give to Abraham, to Isaac, 

and to Jacob. And I will give it to you as an inheritance. I am Yahweh.’ ” 9 And Moses spoke 

thus to the Israelites. But they did not listen to Moses, because of a depressed spirit and hard 

work. 
10 And Yahweh spoke to Moses, saying, 11 “Go and speak to Pharaoh, king of Egypt, so that 

he sends out the Israelites from his land.” 
12 And Moses spoke before Yahweh, saying, “If the Israelites did not listen to me, how 

would Pharaoh listen to me, since I am uncircumcised of lips?” 
13 And Yahweh spoke to Moses and to Aaron. And he commanded them concerning the 

Israelites and Pharaoh, king of Egypt, to bring out the Israelites from the land of Egypt. 
14 These are the heads of their fathers’ house: the sons of Reuben, the firstborn of Israel: 

Hanoch, Pallu, Hezron, and Carmi. These are the families of Reuben. 15 And the sons of 

Simeon: Jemuel, Jamin, Ohad, Jachin, Zohar, and Shaul, the son of a Canaanite. These are 

the families of Simeon. 16 And these are the names of the sons of Levi, by their genealogies: 

Gershon, Kohath, and Merari. And the years of life of Levi were 137 years. 17 The sons of 

Gershon: Libni and Shimei, by their families. 18 And the sons of Kohath: Amram, Izhar, 

Hebron, and Uzziel. And the years of life of Kohath were 133 years. 19 And the sons of Merari: 

Mahli and Mushi. These are the families of the Levites by their genealogies. 20 And Amram 

took Jochebed, his aunt, to be his wife. And she bore for him Aaron and Moses. And the years 

of life of Amram were 137 years. 21 And the sons of Izhar: Korah, Nepheg, and Zichri. 22 And 

the sons of Uzziel: Mishael, Elzaphan, and Sithri. 23 And Aaron took Elisheba, the daughter of 

Amminadab and the sister of Nahshon, to be his wife. And she bore for him Nadab and Abihu, 

Eleazar and Ithamar. 24 And the sons of Korah: Assir, Elkanah, and Abiasaph. These are the 

families of the Korahites. 25 And Eleazar, the son of Aaron, took for himself one of the 

daughters of Putiel to be his wife. And she bore for him Phinehas. These are the heads of the 

fathers of the Levites according to their families. 
26 That is the very Aaron and Moses, to whom Yahweh said, “Bring out the Israelites from 

the land of Egypt by their regiments.” 27 They are the ones who spoke to Pharaoh king of 

Egypt to bring out the Israelites from Egypt. That is the very Moses and Aaron. 
28 And it happened on the day that Yahweh spoke to Moses in the land of Egypt, 29 Yahweh 

spoke to Moses, saying, “I am Yahweh. Speak to Pharaoh, king of Egypt, all that I speak to 

you.” 
30 And Moses said before Yahweh, “If I have uncircumcised lips, how will Pharaoh listen 

to me?” 
7:1 And Yahweh said to Moses, “See, I made you a god to Pharaoh, and Aaron, your 

brother, will be your prophet. 2 You will speak all that I will command you. And Aaron, your 

brother, will speak to Pharaoh, and he will send out the Israelites from his land. 3 But I will 
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harden the heart of Pharaoh, and I will multiply my signs and my wonders in the land of 

Egypt. 4 But Pharaoh will not listen to you, and I will lay my hand on Egypt and I will bring 

out my regiment, my people, the Israelites, from the land of Egypt with great judgments. 5 And 

the Egyptians will know that I am Yahweh when I stretch out my hand on Egypt. And I will 

bring out the Israelites from their midst.” 
6 And Moses and Aaron did as Yahweh commanded them. Thus they did. 7 And Moses was 

a son of 80 years and Aaron was a son of 83 years when they spoke to Pharaoh. 

Notes 

6:3 El Shaddai. The LXX theos ōn autōn, “God, being of them,” departs significantly from the MT and 

Sam, thus eliminating the name El Shaddai. Wevers translates the LXX: “I appeared to Abram and 

Isaac and Jacob (as) being their God.”1 
6:12 how would Pharaoh listen. The Hebrew particle ’êk may signify a real question or an exclamation 

(see IBHS §18.4d). When the particle is used with the imperfect it indicates a reproach or even 

mocking (GKC §148). The syntax of hēn …’êk also occurs in 6:30. 
6:12 since I am uncircumcised of lips. The LXX provides a more general description of Moses’ ability to 

communicate as lacking logos (egō de alogos eimi; “I am lacking in eloquence”). 
6:26 Yahweh. The LXX reads, ho theos, “the God.” 
by their regiments. The LXX reads, syn dynamei autōn, “with their force/army,” underscoring further the 

military imagery of the exodus from Egypt. 

Commentary 

The P account of the commission of Moses in Egypt (6:2–7:7) follows the structure of the 

wilderness account (3:1–4:17). It too separates between sections focused on the identity of God 

(6:2–9; cf. 3:1–15) and the authority of Moses (6:10–7:7; cf. 3:16–4:17). The P account also 

identifies the Deity by mixing the genres of divine self-revelation (6:2–5; cf. 3:1–8, 13–15) with 

the divine commission that Moses rescue the Israelite people (6:6–8; cf. 3:9–12). The loss of the 

divine name Yahweh through the breakdown of tradition in the Non-P History is reinterpreted in 

the P History as an evolution in the divine name from El Shaddai to Yahweh. The mixing of the 

genres of divine self-revelation and the commission of Moses allows for an identification of the 

God of the exodus with the patriarchal ancestors, as was also the case in the wilderness account. 

The P account of Moses’ commission also changes in emphasis from the identity of God 

(6:2–9) to the authority of Moses (6:10–7:7). The transition is signaled by Moses’ statement that 

he is not a persuasive speaker. His objection is stated twice (6:10–13 and 28–30) with the result 

that the authority of Moses is developed in two stages following the pattern of his wilderness 

commission, where his authority was developed first in relation to the elders (3:16–4:9) and 

second in relationship to Aaron, considered a prophet (4:10–17). The first objection of Moses, “I 

am uncircumcised of lips” (6:12), is followed by a divine speech directed to Moses and Aaron, 

which, in turn, introduces the genealogy of Phinehas (6:14–27). The parallel structure between 

the two commissions of Moses suggests that Phinehas replaces the elders (3:16–4:9) as the 

representative of Mosaic authority in the P commission. The second objection of Moses, “If I 

have uncircumcised lips, how will Pharaoh listen to me?” (6:30), allows for the repetition of 

Aaron as the prophet of Moses (4:10–17), while changing the context of prophetic speech from 

the belief of the Israelite people in God and in Moses to the Egyptians’ acknowledgment of 

Yahweh. 
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Figure 7 
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The diagram in figure 7 above illustrates the similar structure of the two commissions of 

Moses. The parallel structure of the two commissions of Moses suggests that the P account is 

dependent on the Non-P wilderness version. The genre of the commission is rooted in the 

prophetic office. It explores the authority of charismatic leadership, not the authority of the 

priest. The genre requires the audience to encounter directly the hero’s power. They must be 

persuaded through experience. The interplay of objection and divine reassurance is equally 

crucial to the genre, since it clarifies that the charismatic power of the hero originates with God 

and not with the personal strength of the hero. Exodus 3:1–4:17 fulfills these expectations. The 

motif of faith requires the Israelites to experience firsthand Moses’ signs of authority (4:1–9), 

while the objections of Moses underscore that his charismatic power derives from God, not from 

his personal strength. 

The P account of Moses’ commission follows the form of the genre while lacking the 

essential characteristics. The authority of Moses is not rooted in the prophetic office, it is not 

affirmed experientially through signs, and it does not require the faith of the Israelite people. 

Mosaic authority is noncharismatic in the P account of his commission. It is established 

objectively through the P genealogy. Phinehas represents the continuation of Mosaic authority in 

the P account of Moses’ commission as a right of birth, not as an act of faith. The objective, 

noncharismatic character of Moses’ commission is further evident in his objections. They fulfill 

the form of the genre of a commission, but again they lack function. The first objection of Moses 

has nothing to do with charismatic authority, or with the hero’s fear in fulfilling a mission. It is a 
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statement focused as much on past actions as on the fear of future inadequacies: “The Israelites 

would not listen to me; how then should Pharaoh heed me?” (6:12). The objection does not even 

warrant a direct divine response. There is no reassurance of divine presence linked to the 

objection of Moses. The second objection (6:30) allows for a redefinition of Aaron’s prophetic 

function from the people of Israel (4:10–17) to the Egyptian nations (7:1–5). The comparisons 

suggest that the P author is following the prophetic genre of 3:1–4:17 to designate the Aaronide 

priesthood, not the elders, as the representatives of Mosaic authority, while defining prophetic 

authority in the larger setting of the nations. 

Identity of Yahweh (6:2–9) 

The name Yahweh is revealed to Moses a second time in this section, indicating a different 

author from the revelation in 3:1–6, 13–22. Exodus 6:2–9 is written by the P historian, who 

places the event in the land of Egypt, as compared to the Non-P historian’s account of a 

wilderness confrontation between Moses and Yahweh. The section is unified by the repeated 

self-introduction of Yahweh (6:2, 6, 8), while also splitting its focus between the self-revelation 

of Yahweh (vv. 2–5) and the commission of Moses (vv. 6–8). The section concludes with the 

fulfillment of the commission by Moses (v. 9). The command (vv. 6–8) and fulfillment (v. 9) 

pattern is common in the P History (see its repeated use in Numbers 1–10). 

The motifs in Exod 6:2–9 provide literary links to the larger P History, to the account of 

Moses’ commission in the Non-P History, and to Ezekiel. The self-revelation of Yahweh (6:2), 

the theme of covenant (6:4), the divine memory (6:5), and the reference to the land of sojourning 

(6:4) recall the revelation to Abraham in Genesis 17 and the notice of divine awareness of the 

Israelites in Exod 2:23b–25. J. L. Ska has argued that the motifs of hard labor (6:5, 9) and slave 

labor (6:6, 7) relate the commission of Moses with the Non-P History (see 5:4, 5, 9, 11, 15). Ska 

also interprets the genre of 6:2–8 as a divine disputation, presupposing the initial failure of 

Moses in 5:1–6:1. 

P. Weimar and J. Lust note a series of literary parallels to Ezekiel. Weimar notes that the 

passive construction of the verb “to be known” in 6:3, “I did not make myself known to them,” is 

a common expression in Ezekiel (see especially Ezek 20:5). Lust notes an increase in parallels to 

Ezekiel in the commission of Moses (Exod 6:6–8), beginning with the phrase “therefore say” 

(lākēn ’ĕmōr), which often introduces a public oracle in Ezekiel (e.g., Ezek 11:16, 17; 12:23, 28; 

20:30; 36:22). Other parallels include salvation as an act of redemption (gā’al, Exod 6:6; Ezek 

11:15), the phrase “lifting the hand” (Exod 6:8; Ezek 20:28, 42; 47:13ff.), and reference to the 

land as a heritage (môrāšâ; Exod 6:8; Ezek 11:15; 25:4, 10; 33:24; 36:2, 3, 5). 

6:2–5 The self-revelation of Yahweh to Moses opens with the proclamation: “I am Yahweh” 

(’ănî yhwh). The phrase is a central motif in the P History and occurs three times in this section 

alone (6:2, 6, 8). The phrase has been researched broadly. M. Greenberg demonstrated that it 

may function as an oath and that similar expressions are attributed to deities throughout the 

ancient Near East. The Egyptian god Khnum is introduced with the phrase: “I am Khnum, your 

creator.” The Assyrian goddess Ishtar states: “I am Ishtar, of Arbela, O Esarhaddon.” W. 

Zimmerli concluded that the phrase is a cultic formula in ancient Israel indicating the self-

introduction of God as creator and savior.6 The literature of the exilic prophet Second Isaiah 

indicates that the phrase is a reply to Israel’s doubts about the divine ability to save (Isa 41:4; 

44:6) and a response to the cry for help (Isa 42:8). In addition to its use in Second Isaiah, the 

self-introduction of Yahweh is also used frequently in Ezekiel, where it occurs 82 times (e.g., 

Ezek 5:13, 15, 17). The phrase is limited to one occurrence in the Non-P History (Exod 15:26). 
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The P historian employs the self-introduction of Yahweh in a variety of contexts. It recalls 

the self-revelation to Abraham, “I am El Shaddai” (Gen 17:1), indicating a progression in 

revelation. The self-introduction of Yahweh is sometimes accompanied with a further 

qualification, “your God” or “their God.” The self-introduction of Yahweh occurs during the 

plagues (e.g., Exod 7:17; 8:22; 10:2), the instruction for Passover (12:12), the confrontation at 

the Red Sea (14:4, 18), on the wilderness journey, during the revelation of Sabbath (16:12), and 

frequently during the revelation of the tabernacle cult at Mount Sinai (e.g., 29:46; 31:13; Lev 

11:44–45; 18:2, 4, 5, 6, 21, 30). On the basis of the wide range of occurrences K. Elliger 

concluded that the self-introduction of Yahweh confirms the power of God in deeds of salvation 

for the Israelites and in actions against their enemies. This is certainly the case in the present 

passage, where Yahweh affirms his intention to save the Israelites (Exod 6:2–8) and, in the 

process, to overpower Pharaoh (6:11–13, 29; 7:5). Finally, Sarna has rightly noted that the self-

introduction of Yahweh does not indicate a new revelation of the name Yahweh. Its use in 

ancient Near Eastern religions confirms that the self-introduction of a deity assumes a prior 

knowledge of the god on the part of the recipient. This is also true in the P History. Many of the 

occurrences of the formula imply that either Pharaoh (e.g., 8:22) or the Israelites (e.g., 10:2) 

know the name Yahweh. 

Yet in 6:2–5 the P author does intend for the self-introduction of Yahweh to function as a 

new revelation of the divine name. God states that the ancestors did not know the name Yahweh 

but were limited in their knowledge of God to the divine name El Shaddai, translated in NIV and 

NRSV as “God Almighty,” and in NJPS as “El Shaddai.” The meaning of the divine name El 

Shaddai has long puzzled scholars. The treatment of the name in the LXX, theos ōn autōn, “God, 

being of them,” indicates that the name presented a problem already to the ancient writers and 

translators. El means “God,” and may indicate the high god in the Canaanite pantheon. 

“Shaddai” may indicate a connection with mountains, suggesting the translation “God of the 

mountain,” although its more primary meaning is “breast.” Cross has traced connections to an 

Amorite storm god, Ilu Amurru, and to the Canaanite god El.10 The name refers to a group of 

gods (šdyn) in the Balaam text from Deir ‘Alla, where they appear to influence the weather. Yet 

neither etymology nor comparative religion provides a clear avenue for interpretation. The larger 

context of the P History provides better clues. 

In the P History El Shaddai is a distinct manifestation of God to the patriarchs Abram and 

Jacob. The creator God, Elohim (Genesis 1), appeared to the ancestors as El Shaddai when they 

were resident aliens, making covenant and promising them a land of their own. The result of 

God’s appearance to Abram and Jacob is the transformation of the human participants, which is 

signaled by their change of names: Abram becomes Abraham and Jacob becomes Israel. The 

first appearance of God as El Shaddai is to Abram in Gen 17:1. The story begins with the 

formula of the divine self-introduction: “I am El Shaddai.” The manifestation of God as El 

Shaddai to Abram is associated with covenant: “I will confirm my covenant between me and 

you.” El Shaddai promises Abram both progeny and the land of Canaan, which results in his 

change of name to Abraham, meaning he would be a father of many nations. El Shaddai does not 

appear to Isaac. Instead Isaac repeats the covenant promise of El Shaddai to Jacob (28:3), who 

later receives a similar revelation as Abraham, only this time at Bethel (35:9–11). The revelation 

of El Shaddai to Jacob begins with the same formula of the divine self-introduction: “I am El 

Shaddai.” The promises of progeny and land are repeated to Jacob, who then also undergoes a 

name change from Jacob to Israel. 
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The revelation of El Shaddai to the patriarchs provides the background for interpreting the 

revelation of the name Yahweh to Moses in the P account of his commission. There are a number 

of similarities between the appearance of El Shaddai to the ancestors and that of Yahweh to 

Moses. The appearance of Yahweh to Moses is in the form of the divine self-introduction, “I am 

Yahweh,” recalling the earlier appearances of El Shaddai to the patriarchs Abram and Jacob. The 

appearance of Yahweh is also associated with covenant and the promise of land, providing a 

parallel in content to the theophany of El Shaddai to the ancestors. The revelation of the name 

Yahweh to Moses is based explicitly on the prior covenant with the ancestors. The Deity states to 

Moses that it is the divine memory of covenant (Exod 6:5) that has prompted the appearance of 

Yahweh to Moses. The Deity also tells Moses that the content of the covenant is the promise of 

land (6:4). Thus there is continuity in form (the divine self-introduction) and in theme (the 

promise of land, covenant) between the appearance of El Shaddai to the ancestors and Yahweh to 

Moses. 

But there is also an important difference. The Deity undergoes a change of name in the 

commission of Moses, from El Shaddai to Yahweh, rather than the human heroes in the stories of 

the ancestors. Moses does not undergo a change of name like Abram (Abraham) or Jacob 

(Israel), when El Shaddai made covenant with them and promised them land. Rather, in 

remembering the covenant with the ancestors, the Deity, El Shaddai, now becomes Yahweh: “I 

am Yahweh. I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob as El Shaddai. But my name Yahweh 

I did not make known to them.” What accounts for this reversal in the story of the divine self-

introduction to Moses? Why must the Deity undergo a change of name rather that the human 

hero? The clearest reason for the reversal is the Israelite oppression in Egypt. The slave status of 

the Israelites is a new social condition, which draws out a new dimension of the Deity in the P 

History. El Shaddai must become Yahweh in order to fulfill the covenant promises to the 

ancestors, which now required the leading of the Israelite people out of Egyptian slavery. 

Yahweh is not a distinct God from El Shaddai according to the P author any more than El 

Shaddai was distinct from the creator, Elohim, or Abraham was a different character from 

Abram. Rather the groaning of the Israelites under slave labor (2:23b–25; 6:5) has called forth a 

new aspect of the creator God, Elohim, and the covenantal God, El Shaddai, now signified by the 

name Yahweh, whose characteristics are described in vv. 6–9. The common theme in the names 

Elohim, El Shaddai, and Yahweh is the promise of land. 

6:6–9 Yahweh’s commission to Moses in 6:6–8 is framed with the self-introduction, “I am 

Yahweh” (6:6, 8). The content of the commission is a series of seven predictions by Yahweh that 

define the character of the new name, Yahweh. Each announcement is a divine action to save the 

Israelites. The number seven is significant in the P history often symbolizing completeness. God 

creates in seven days (Genesis 1), Moses ascends the mountain to receive the plans for the 

tabernacle on the seventh day (Exod 24:15–18), God delivers seven speeches to Moses to 

describe the plans for the tabernacle (Exodus 25–31), and the central month for worship in the P 

liturgical calendar is the seventh (Leviticus 23; Numbers 28–29). The seven acts of salvation in 

Exod 6:6–8 are stated in the first person, “I am,” or “I will,” recalling the self-introduction of 

Yahweh and providing definition for the new name. When read together they outline the 

salvation of the Israelites from slave laborers to residents in their own land. 

1. I will bring you out from under the yoke of the Egyptians. 

2. I will rescue you from slavery. 

3. I will redeem you with an outstretched arm and with mighty acts of judgment. 

4. I will take you as my own people. 
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5. I will be your God. 

6. I will bring you to the land I swore with uplifted hand to give to Abraham, to Isaac, and 

to Jacob. 

7. I will give it to you as a possession. 

The first three statements provide insight into the character of Yahweh as savior. The P 

author employs words and phrases that are closely associated with the Israelites’ exodus from 

Egypt. Some themes repeat from the wilderness commission of Moses. The declaration of 

Yahweh “to bring out” the Israelites from Egypt, employing Hebrew yaṣa’ (in the Hiphil), is a 

standard reference to the Israelite liberation from Egyptian slavery and a central theme of the 

wilderness commission of Moses (see 3:10–12; see the commentary on chap. 13). Salvation from 

Egyptian oppression as a divine “rescue” (nāṣṓ̧ş in the Hiphil) also occurs in 3:8. Salvation as 

“redemption” (gā’ṓ̧şā́ by God is a new theme, indicating a restoration of lost property (see the 

one other occurrence in 15:13). The term may reflect the context of covenant stressed in the P 

History. The fourth and fifth statements anticipate the revelation of God at Mount Sinai in the 

wilderness, since it is the location where the Israelites become the people of God and where they 

finally achieve knowledge of God (29:44–46). The final two statements provide continuity with 

the past covenant to the ancestors, recalling El Shaddai’s promise of land, while also pointing the 

reader ahead to the conclusion of the P History. 

Moses fulfills the commission immediately in v. 9. But the Israelites reject the message based 

on their present experience (6:9) as compared to 4:31, where they believe in Moses and worship 

Yahweh. Their rejection sets the stage for a change in theme from the identity of God to the 

authority of Moses. 

Authority of Moses (6:10–7:7) 

The focus on the authority of Moses in the P version of his commission arises from his objection 

to the commission, which parallels the wilderness version in the Non-P History. The point of 

focus changes, however, from the faith of the elders to the obedience of Pharaoh. The section 

separates into three parts: the commission and Moses’ objection (6:10–13), the genealogy of 

Phinehas (6:14–27), and a repetition of the commission and Moses’ objection (6:28–7:7). 

6:10–13 Moses receives a second commission in the P History. His first commission was 

directed to the Israelites: “Therefore, say to the Israelites” (6:6–8). The second commission is 

now aimed at Pharaoh: “Go and speak to Pharaoh” (6:10–11). The double commission follows 

the pattern of the Non-P History, in which a first commission of Moses (3:9–12) was followed 

by a second focused on the elders (3:16–22). The P History follows the two-part structure of the 

commission of Moses in the Non-P History, but changes the focus in the second commission 

from the elders to Pharaoh. 

The role of Aaron represents a further change between the Non-P and P Histories. Whereas 

Aaron was included at the end of Moses’ commission in the Non-P History in the role of 

prophet, in the P History Aaron is embedded in the commission from the outset, replacing the 

leadership role of the elders in Non-P History. The change in leadership is signaled in the 

objection of Moses in v. 12, when he claims his inability to speak persuasively, which in the P 

History is directed not to the elders but to Pharaoh: “If the Israelites did not listen to me, how 

would Pharaoh listen to me, since I am uncircumcised of lips?” The objection creates a repetition 

with the commission in the Non-P History (4:10). A closer reading suggests that the P History is 

dependent on the structure of the Non-P History, since the objection has no function or force in 
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6:12. Indeed, the Deity does not even respond to it. Instead, the following verse simply assumes 

the presence of Aaron in the commission of Moses: “And Yahweh spoke to Moses and Aaron” 

(v. 13). The result is that the commission of Moses in the P History is also the commission of 

Aaron. The two characters are interwoven into a single office by genealogy. 

6:14–27 The prominent role of the genealogy in the commission of Moses provides a clue 

into the nature of Mosaic authority in the P History. The authority of Moses is not developed 

through charismatic signs of power experienced directly by the Israelites. Mosaic authority in the 

P History is rather the objective genealogy of Moses, where the focus is on Aaron and more 

particularly his grandson Phinehas. The genealogy may consist of portions from several distinct 

texts, all of which have been woven into the present narrative context. The call of Moses and 

Aaron (6:13, 28–29) and the objection of Moses (6:12, 30) frame the genealogy (6:14–27), 

providing narrative context. The bracketing emphasizes Aaron, not Moses, suggesting that the 

purpose of the genealogy is to legitimate his descendants as the official priesthood of the 

Yahweh cult, and thus as the tradition bearers of Mosaic authority. 

There is also a tension in the genealogy between vv. 14–15 and vv. 16–25. The former 

section provides the genealogy of Jacob’s first two sons, while the latter portion develops the 

genealogy of Levi through Phinehas. The different points of view may indicate that previously 

independent genealogies are combined in the P History. The second genealogy, vv. 16–25, 

represents the traditional division of the Levitical clans into the three houses of Gershon, Kohath, 

and Merari. This structure is the most prominent tradition of the Levites in the Hebrew Bible. It 

is first stated in the family genealogy of Gen 46:11. It reappears in the census of the Levites in 

Numbers 3 and again in 1 Chr 5:27–6:34. The standard three-part division of the house of Levi 

originates in the exilic period. The Hebrew Bible has preserved a glimpse into an older structure 

of the Levitical priesthood in Num 26:58a, where the house of Levi is separated into five clans, 

rather than three: Libnites, Hebronites, Mahlites, Mushites, and Korahites. The divergent 

genealogies have given rise to research on the historical development of the Israelite priesthood 

in the preexilic period and the identification of the priestly clans represented by the distinct 

descendants. The Mushite clan in particular has attracted special interest as possibly representing 

the priestly line of Moses. Wellhausen, followed by K. Mühlenbrink, speculated that Moses and 

the Mushite priesthood were associated with the Shiloh cult. Cross extended this line of research, 

identifying preexilic conflicts between Aaronide and Mushite priests that are preserved in the 

stories of the wilderness (Numbers 12, 16–17; Lev 10:1–7). 

Genealogies play a prominent role in ancient historiography. Ancient king lists evolved into 

more complex genealogies in order to indicate the origin of a people and the evolution of their 

city, tribe, or nation. Genealogy in ancient history writing is unlike contemporary genealogy, 

which seeks historical accuracy. Ancient genealogies are socially constructed fictions intended to 

explain relationships or to legitimate the status of an individual hero or a particular group. For 

this reason two genealogies of the same person may vary greatly depending on the aim of the 

author. 

For example, the Non-P (Gen 4:17–24) and the P (5:1–32) authors provide different 

genealogies of Cain to conform to their distinct views of history. The Non-P author provides a 

dark view of history as increasing in violence. The evolution of violence is evident in the 

genealogy of Cain. Although his descendants produce all aspects of higher culture including the 

construction of cities (Cain, Enoch), the musical arts (Jubal), and metallurgy (Tubal-cain), the 

Non-P author concludes that the accomplishments of civilization rest in the end on violence, 

symbolized by Lamech, who boasts of killing a boy: “I have killed a man for wounding me, a 
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young man for striking me” (4:23). The P author sees more hope in history and reaffirms the 

image of God in humans through the same genealogy. He begins the genealogy: “When God 

created humans he made them in the likeness of God” (5:1). The lingering image of God in 

humanity results in a different portrait of Cain’s ancestor Lamech. In the P genealogy he does 

not boast about killing a boy, instead he looks for the relief from suffering through his son Noah: 

“Out of the ground that Yahweh curses this one shall bring us relief from our work and from the 

toil of our hand” (5:29). The Gospels of Matthew (Matt 1:1–17) and Luke (Luke 3:23–38) also 

provide conflicting genealogies of Jesus. The author of Matthew relates Jesus to Abraham, 

thereby emphasizing his Jewish identity, while the author of Luke takes his genealogy back to 

Adam to underscore the universal significance of Jesus. The genealogies not only focus on 

different origins in tracing the identity of Jesus, they also run in opposite directions with 

differences in ancestry after the generation of David. 

Ancient genealogies are constructed to serve a larger literary and sociological purpose for 

their authors. The social background of the genealogies in the P History suggests that the loss of 

land in the exile is important and that the emergence of the Aaronide priesthood into a leadership 

role is most central of all. The genre of the genealogy assumes a prominent role in the P History. 

The P History is organized by a genealogy, described as tôlĕdôt, meaning “the begettings,” 

deriving from the Hebrew verb yālad, “to beget.” The history begins with the genealogy of 

heaven and earth (Gen 2:4) and of the first human, Adam (5:1), before narrowing in scope 

through Noah (6:9), Shem (10:1), Terah, the father of Abraham (11:27), Isaac (25:19), Jacob 

(37:2), and finally ending with Aaron and Moses (Num 3:1). The use of genealogy to provide 

such an overarching structure indicates its important role in the composition of the P History. 

The interpretation of Exod 6:14–27 must also be placed within the larger structure of the P 

History. The specific individuals mentioned in a genealogy, their relationships, and any 

additional commentary provided by the author aid in the interpretation. 

A genealogy is best interpreted backward. Genealogies are written from the perspective of 

the final character, usually to legitimate that person or the group represented by the person. The 

genealogy structuring the P History ends with Aaron and Moses (Num 3:1). Although Aaron 

precedes Moses, he is the central person, indicating that the P History is written with an eye on 

the Israelite priesthood. The genealogy beginning with the heavens and the earth (Gen 2:4) and 

the first human, Adam (Gen 5:1), is actually the family tree of the Aaronide priests, legitimating 

their role as leaders in the Israelite cult. 

The genealogy in Exod 6:14–27 also appears to be focused on Moses and Aaron. Verse 13 

states that Moses and Aaron received a commission from Yahweh, while v. 26 mentions both 

characters at the close of the genealogy, but in reverse order, emphasizing Aaron over Moses. 

Most commentators have noted the emphasis on Aaron, concluding that the aim of the P author 

is to legitimate Aaron as a hero of the exodus along with Moses. This certainly appears to be the 

case. But the last person named in the genealogy is Phinehas, the grandson of Aaron. 

Commentators suggest that Phinehas is included to introduce all the high priests that are 

mentioned in the Pentateuch. Phinehas follows Aaron and Eleazar in the office of the high priest 

in the Pentateuch, assuming leadership at the close of the wilderness journey, when he wages a 

holy war against the Midianites (Numbers 31). His inclusion in the genealogy may carry an 

additional message about the Midianites. The indigenous nations of Canaan represent a religious 

threat to the Israelites according to the Non-P author (see Exod 3:8). They must be destroyed. 

But the wilderness nation of the Midianites assumes a very different position. The Midianites 

played a central religious role in the Non-P historian’s account of Moses’ wilderness commission 
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(2:15–22; 3:1–4:26). By extending the genealogy of Aaron to Phinehas, the P author introduces 

the character who will destroy the Midianites for polluting the cult of Yahweh. The genealogy of 

Phinehas may contain the P author’s commentary on the Non-P version of Moses’ commission, 

especially the role of the Midianites as allies of Yahweh. 

Figure 8 

 

The structure of the genealogy and the additional commentary included by the P author 

affirm the central focus on the Aaronide priesthood. The basic form of a genealogy consists of 

names and the intergenerational relationship between them. For example, the P author introduces 

the ancestor Levi as having three sons, Gershon, Kohath, and Merari (6:16), and Gershon as 

having two sons, Libni and Shimei (6:17). When the genealogy of Levi is read from this limited 

perspective, six generations emerge (see fig. 8 above). 

The structure indicates the important position of Phinehas. He is the only character 

mentioned in the sixth generation of descendants from Levi. Additional information provided by 

the P author further accentuates his position. The P author provides the age of three characters, 

Levi (137 years), Kohath (133 years), and Amram (137 years), emphasizing the ancestry of 

Aaron. Then, beginning with the father of Aaron, Amram, the P author also includes the name of 

the wife: Amram married Jochebed, his father’s sister; Aaron married Elisheba, the daughter of 

Amminadab and the sister of Nahshon; and Eleazar married one of the daughters of Putiel. The 

recording of the mothers further accentuates the status of Phinehas. 

When read against the background of the exile, Phinehas, the sixth generation, represents the 

postexilic community, since the fourth and fifth generations are those who undertake the 

wilderness journey, which signifies the experience of the exile. Aaron represents the generation 

of the exodus itself, those who begin the wilderness journey but fail to enter the promised land. 

Eleazar is the high priest for the second generation who journey in the wilderness and enter the 

promised land. Phinehas is the high priest for the third generation of Israelites who must create a 

new life in the promised land. This is the audience of the P author. 

Scholars have raised two further questions about the selectivity of characters in the 

genealogy of 6:14–25. The first is the insertion of information in the fifth generation of 

descendants about the Korahite clans, Assir, Elkanah, and Abiasaph (6:24). The fifth generation 

represents the second generation of Israelites who journey in the wilderness. Moses, Aaron, and 

Korah are part of the fourth generation, representing those who experienced the exodus from 

Egypt but lost the gift of the promised land. Korah is important in the P History because he 

represented the most significant challenge to the Aaronide priests from within the clan of Levi. 

During the wilderness journey, the Korahites claim equal status with Aaron (Numbers 16), 

requiring the intercession of Yahweh to authenticate the role of Aaron as high priest (Numbers 

17). Their inclusion in the genealogy may be related to the conflict in Numbers 16. The inclusion 

of Phinehas, as the only representative of the sixth generation, reinforces the conclusion of the 

narrative in Numbers 16–17, that the Aaronide line of priests are specially chosen by Yahweh as 

the representatives of Mosaic authority. 

The second puzzle concerning the characters in the genealogy is the inclusion of Reuben 

(Exod 6:14) and Simeon (6:15). The P writer listed all the tribes at the outset of the book of 

Exodus (1:1–5), raising the question of why only the two tribes of Reuben and Simeon are now 

incorporated in 6:14–27. The selection may be the result of the birth order of the sons: Levi is the 

third son, after Reuben and Simeon. Another possible reason may be the role of the Reubenites 
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in the subsequent wilderness journey, where the exclusive role of Aaron as priest is challenged. 

The Reubenites Dathan and Abiram are included in the Korahite challenge to the leadership of 

Aaron (Numbers 16). Perhaps their inclusion in the genealogy is intended to point to the same 

story, in which case the inclusion of Reubenites is a polemic by the P author. But this leaves the 

tribe of Simeon as a problem, since no persons from this tribe are mentioned in Numbers 16. 

A sociological reason for the inclusion of Reuben and Simeon may be indicated in the 

comment by the P author that their descendants are the “heads of their fathers’ house” (ro’šê bêt-

’ăbōtām). The Hebrew phrase bêt ’ābōt translates literally as “house of fathers,” not “families” 

as in NIV. The NRSV translates, “ancestral houses”; NJPS, “respective clans.” The word 

“family” is also used in the genealogy, “These are the families of Reuben” (6:14), and “These are 

the families of the Levites, according to their genealogies” (6:19). The confusion in translation 

arises from the fluidity of the words to describe overlapping social groups. Both the words 

mišpāḥâ (usually translated “family”) and bayit (lit. “house”) can describe small social or kinship 

units. The key for interpreting the bêt ’ābōt, however, is not translation, but the social group 

represented by the phrase, especially in the postexilic period, the time of the P History. 

J. Weinberg concluded that in the Second Temple, or postexilic, period the term bêt ’ābōt 

designated lay groups organized around temples for economic purposes. He concluded that the 

bêt ’ābōt signified an agnate group, meaning members related by male descent. But such kinship 

relationships could be either real or fictional. Thus genealogies tracing the “descendants” in a bêt 

’ābōt may indicate a social coalition of unrelated individuals, rather than a family tree. The 

tendency, writes Freedman, is for such groups to blend into kinship groups over time. 

Membership in a bêt ’ābōt, according to Weinberg, was essential for economic prosperity and for 

successful leadership. The books of Ezra and Nehemiah indicate that such temple communities 

or bêt ’ābōt assumed a prominent role in Judah at the time of the P author. The research suggests 

that the P writer may be addressing such a temple community, indicating a relationship between 

the Aaronide priests and the lay leadership of the bêt ’ābōt, composed of clans identified with 

Reuben and Simeon. This interpretation moves in the opposite direction of the previous solution 

to the selective listing of the two tribes in the genealogy. The nonpriestly members are not the 

object of a polemic, but members of a coalition with the Aaronide priests. 

6:28–7:7 The final section of the P account of Moses’ commission begins with a series of 

repetitions between 6:10–13 and 6:28–7:2. The repetitions include the divine command that 

Moses go to Pharaoh (6:10 and 29) and Moses’ objection that he is unable to speak (6:12 and 

30). The divine response to the first objection simply includes Aaron in the commission, 

“Yahweh spoke to Moses and Aaron” (6:13). Thus when God outlines the role of Aaron as 

prophet after the second objection of Moses (7:1–2), it appears out of place. The genealogy has 

already underscored the important role of Aaron, even reversing the order of their names in 6:26: 

“It is this same Aaron and Moses to whom Yahweh said.” The role of Aaron as prophet in 7:1–2 

suggests that the P historian is re-interpreting the Non-P History. The demonstration of Mosaic 

authority in Aaron is no longer the ability to teach the law to the Israelites (so 4:13–16). It is 

rather Aaron’s ability to mediate the message of liberation to Pharaoh (7:2). In the P History this 

mediation is in the form of magical actions set over against the Egyptian magicians. 

The commission of Moses in the P History concludes with the divine prediction of the 

outcomes of events (7:3–5), creating a counterpart to the similar speech to Moses in the 

wilderness (4:21–23). The prediction includes Pharaoh’s resistance to the commission as a hard 

heart, causing signs and wonders, judgment upon the Egyptians, the exodus of the Israelite 

people, and the Egyptians’ acknowledgment of Yahweh. 
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The P author’s account of the hardening of Pharaoh’s heart introduces two new 

interpretations of the exodus. First, the exodus will occur with acts of judgment, mighty deeds 

that prove the power of Yahweh. Similar motifs occur in Ezekiel (Ezek 14:21). The “judgment” 

of Yahweh is most likely a reference to the death of the Egyptian firstborn, since the P author 

repeats the motif in describing this event (see Exod 12:12). Second, the exodus will bring the 

Egyptians to the knowledge of God. Yahweh’s demand for recognition is stated with the formula 

consisting of the verb “to know” (yāda‘) used in conjunction with the causal particle “that” (kî), 

resulting in the phrase: “So that you/they may know that.” Zimmerli concluded that recognition 

of Yahweh is always preceded by concrete divine actions that are public and momentary. These 

actions provided the basis for recognition. In the P History the public actions are the plagues 

aimed at the Egyptians. The theme of knowledge is carried through the confrontation between 

Yahweh and Pharaoh. One aim of the plagues and the exodus in the P History is to bring Pharaoh 

and the Egyptians to the knowledge of Yahweh (see 7:5, 17; 8:10, 22; 9:14; 10:2; 11:7), which is 

fulfilled with Yahweh’s victory at the Red Sea (14:8, 18). 

Exodus 7:6–7 states that Moses and Aaron execute the divine command at the ages of eighty 

and eighty-three, respectively. The P author often provides the age of heroes at important 

junctures in their lives. Noah is five hundred years old when he has children before the flood 

(Gen 5:32) and six hundred years old at the end of the flood (8:13). Abram is ninety-nine years 

old when God appears to him as El Shaddai (17:1), one hundred at the birth of Isaac (21:5), and 

one hundred and seventy-five when he dies (25:7). Jacob dies at age one hundred and forty-seven 

(47:28) and Joseph at one hundred and ten (50:22). Cassuto notes that the age of Moses in the P 

History creates tension with his portrayal in Exodus 2, which suggests a younger person  

Conflict (7:8–15:21) 

INTRODUCTION 

CENTRAL THEMES 

Exodus 7:8–15:21 returns to the theme of power first introduced in chaps. 1–2. In the opening 

chapters of Exodus the power of God was evident only indirectly through the fertility of the 

Israelites, a lingering effect of the divine promise to the ancestors. The population explosion of 

the Israelites allowed the biblical authors to explore a range of human responses to the power of 

God without introducing Yahweh into the story as an active character. Pharaoh emerged as a 

sharply defined character in chaps. 1–2 opposed to the power of God. He perceived himself to be 

shrewd, he feared the growth of the Israelites, and he instituted acts of oppression to combat the 

power of the divine promise at work in the growth of the Israelite population. 

The opposition between Yahweh and Pharaoh intensifies in Exodus from an indirect to a 

direct confrontation. In chaps. 1–2 the tension between the two characters was only indirect. The 

women, including the midwives, Moses’ mother and sister, and even Pharaoh’s daughter, 

represent the power of the divine promise over against Pharaoh, and their actions as agents of 

God are often performed unwittingly, since only the midwives are explicitly described as fearing 

God. The women resist Pharaoh by playing subversive roles in undermining his power. Their 

actions created an ironic and satirical story demonstrating the ease by which Pharaoh’s plans 

could be subverted. 
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Exodus 7:8–15:21 narrates the direct conflict between Yahweh and Pharaoh over the fate of 

the Israelites as a war between kings. The participation of Yahweh in war suggests that the story 

of the exodus is in the tradition of holy war. F. Schwally stated that Israelite warfare was holy 

because the people saw themselves as a federation constituted around the Warrior God Yahweh. 

Thus Israel was Yahweh’s military host. The act of warfare was sacramental, while war itself 

was closely linked to cultic practices. The closing hymns in Exodus 15 certainly celebrate the 

power of Yahweh through the imagery of war. Yahweh destroys “the horse and its rider,” hurling 

them “into the sea” (15:21). Yahweh is even proclaimed to be a “warrior” (15:3). Also the 

actions of Yahweh become closely linked with worship practices, including the Passover and the 

Feast of Unleavened Bread (chap. 12). The Israelite act of “despoiling” the Egyptians also 

involves the people in war as Yahweh’s military host taking booty after a victory (12:35–36). 

The Israelites are even described as a military host, “armed for battle,” as they march out of 

Egypt (14:8). These motifs reinforce an interpretation of the exodus as a story of holy war. 

Yet the conflict between Yahweh and Pharaoh also departs from the tradition of holy war in a 

significant way. Holy war focuses on the people of Israel. The act of war probes their courage 

and faith to participate in a life-and-death situation trusting that Yahweh fights along with them. 

The book of Joshua provides an example of holy war. Joshua is called to be courageous and not 

to fear as the leader of the Israelites (Josh 1:6). Throughout the stories of war in Joshua the focus 

is on the Israelite nation and their faithfulness in following Yahweh against more powerful 

nations. 

The story of the exodus focuses on Yahweh, not the Israelites. Once Moses employs a war 

oracle, encouraging the Israelites not to fear the approaching Egyptian army (Exod 14:13). But 

for the most part the story of the exodus is not about the faithfulness and courage of the 

Israelites. Exodus 3:1–4:17 indicates that the “faith” of the Israelites, and along with it holy war, 

are themes reserved for the wilderness setting and eventually the land of Canaan. The land of 

Egypt is the setting for Yahweh’s deliverance. Salvation from Egypt is certainly a story of war, 

but the conflict is between Yahweh and Pharaoh, not between the Israelites and the Egyptians. 

The focus on Yahweh does not conform to other stories of holy war, where the Israelites assume 

center stage (e.g., Numbers 31; Deuteronomy 20; Joshua 6–9). 

The war between Yahweh and Pharaoh takes on epic proportions. The plagues are both 

weapons of war and signs of Yahweh’s power over nature aimed at defeating Pharaoh. The 

plagues progress through the elements of nature, from water (the snake or sea monster) to land 

(gnats from the earth), and finally to air (boils from ashes thrown into the air) as Yahweh assaults 

Pharaoh. Yahweh emerges in the sequence of the plagues as the Storm God hurling hailstones on 

the land of Egypt. When the weapons of nature fail to persuade Pharaoh to release the Israelites, 

Yahweh narrows and intensifies the attack, first by killing the Egyptian firstborn and then by 

destroying the Egyptian army in the Red Sea. The Song of the Sea interprets the theme of power, 

declaring that Yahweh is a warrior, worthy of praise, because of his victory over Pharaoh. 

The focus on Yahweh allows the biblical authors to explore how God exercises power in the 

world. The introduction of characters in Exod 3:1–7:7 provides the framework for the biblical 

authors to explore the nature of Yahweh’s power through the divine interaction with the 

secondary characters. Two perspectives on power loom in the background. The first is that 

Yahweh exerts power unilaterally in the world. From this perspective Yahweh is the only active 

agent in the story, forcing his will on all persons in order to achieve his goals. The will of God is 

not influenced by other characters. Yahweh simply forges ahead in the story, independently, to 

defeat Pharaoh and to achieve the liberation of the Israelites. The secondary characters are 
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incapable of influencing God or the outcome of events. The exercise of unilateral power is like 

fate, since the outcome of events is predetermined by Yahweh. As a result Yahweh does not 

undergo change in the events of the story. 

The second perspective on power is that Yahweh exerts his will only in relationship with 

other characters. From this perspective Yahweh is both an active force in the world and 

influenced by other characters and events. The response of Pharaoh, the intercession of Moses, 

and the role of the Israelites are capable of changing the outcome of the story, because Yahweh 

exerts power in relationship to other characters. When power is exerted through relationships the 

will of God undergoes change, depending on the events in the unfolding story. 

The two perspectives on power raise a series of interpretive questions that I will deal with in 

the commentary. Does Yahweh exert force independently of humans in the story of the exodus, 

making the outcome of events predetermined? Is the exodus a story about fate with the ending 

firmly fixed at the outset? Or do other characters interact with God in the story of the exodus and 

in the process influence the outcome of events? Are Moses, Pharaoh, the Israelites, and the 

Egyptians able to shape the outcome of the story by how they respond to God, making Yahweh 

open to change through time? These questions probe the nature of Yahweh’s power in the world, 

the central theme of the following commentary on 7:8–15:21. 

AUTHORS 

Travel Notices 

The two commissions of Moses in 3:1–7:7 provide the starting point for identifying the Non-P 

and the P Histories in 7:8–15:21. Geography emerged as an important difference in the two 

commissions. The Non-P History locates the commission of Moses in the wilderness (3:1–4:18), 

the P account in the land of Egypt (6:2–7:7). The literary design of the commissions indicates the 

active role of setting in the distinct interpretations of Moses’ commission, the reason for his 

objection, and the goal of the exodus. The diagram in figure 9 on page 180 summarizes the 

different interpretations of the commission of Moses in the Non-P and P Histories. 

In the Non-P History Moses is alone in the wilderness to receive his commission. The 

content of his commission is aimed at the Israelites, especially the elders (3:16). Moses’ 

objection centers on their lack of belief in his authority (4:1, 5, 8, 9). Yahweh predicts that the 

exodus will bring the Israelites into the wilderness, where they will acquire faith in Moses. 

In the P History the commission of Moses occurs in the land of Egypt. Moses remains the 

recipient of the commission, but Aaron is also closely associated with the call. The genealogy at 

the center of the commission is of Phinehas, the grandson of Aaron, not Moses (6:14–25). The 

objection of Moses is not about the lack of belief by the Israelites or the elders, but the resistance 

of Pharaoh to the demand that he release the people (6:30). The goal of the exodus remains the 

liberation of the Israelites from the land of Egypt. But the P author introduces a new and more 

polemical motif aimed at Pharaoh and the Egyptians: they must recognize that Yahweh is the 

God ruling over the land of Egypt (7:5). 

The setting continues to influence the presentation of the exodus and the wilderness journey 

in the Non-P and P Histories. Both histories track the departure of the Israelite people from 

Egypt into the wilderness with travel notices described by Coats and later by G. I. Davies as 

“itineraries.” The organization of ancient histories with travelogues is not unusual. Davies has 

noted that the expedition of ancient armies is recorded with itinerary notices. The Assyrian 

Annals, for example, contain itineraries of military campaigns with lengthy descriptions of 
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topography and foreign customs, which relate the Assyrians to their neighboring cultures (e.g., 

the Sargon Geography). The inclusion of the itineraries in the Non-P and P Histories may also be 

for the purpose of infusing the literature with the imagery of a military march.6 Itineraries are 

also important devices in the writing of ancient history. Geography plays a prominent role in the 

development of Greek historiography. Van Seters notes that the forerunners of Herodotus were 

geographers (e.g., Anaximander and Hecataeus). 

Figure 9 

Commission of Moses 

 

Non-P History (3:1–4:17) 

 

P History (6:2–7:7) 

 

Setting 

 

Wilderness 

 

Land of Egypt 

 

Commission 

 

To lead Israel out of Egypt 

into the wilderness 

 

To demand that Pharaoh let 

the Israelites leave Egypt 

 

Objection of Moses 

 

Disbelief of the elders 

 

Resistance of Pharaoh 

 

Outcome of the exodus 

 

Belief of the Israelites 

 

Egyptians’ recognition of 

Yahweh’s power 

 

Coats has argued further that the itinerary notices provide an important structural framework 

for interpreting both the exodus and the wilderness wandering. They organize the Pentateuch. 

The first travel notice occurs in 12:37: “And the Israelites journeyed from Rameses to Succoth.” 

Once they are introduced, the itineraries continue to organize the remainder of the story of the 

exodus, the wilderness journey, and even the entry into Canaan. 

The exodus story includes the following locations in the journey out of Egypt: Rameses, 

Succoth (12:37), Etham (13:20), Pi-hahiroth (14:1–2). The wilderness journey includes the 

follow locations: Shur (15:22), Elim (15:27), Sin (16:1), Rephidim (17:1), Sinai (19:1–2), Sinai 

(Num 10:12), Mount Yahweh (Num 10:33), Taberah (11:1–3), Kibroth-hattaavah (11:35), 

Hazeroth (11:35; 12:16), Paran (12:16; 13:3, 26), Kadesh/Zin (13:26; 20:1), Mount Hor (20:22), 

Edom (21:10–20), the land of the Amorites (21:25, 31), the plains of Moab (22:1; 26:3; 31:12; 

35:1), Shittim (25:1). The entry of the Israelites into the promised land includes Gilgal (Josh 

4:19). 

The abrupt change in location, the disruption in the sequence of travel, and the confusion in 

the setting indicate the presence of more than one author in the arrangement of the itinerary 

notices. The exodus from Egypt includes the divine command that the Israelites “turn around” 

and encamp at Pi-hahiroth (Exod 14:1–2), indicating an abrupt change in location. With regard to 

the sequence of travel the wilderness journey presents a number of problems in narrative logic. 

The isolation of the oasis at Elim (15:27) suggests its possible subordination to the setting of Sin 

(16:1) for the story of manna. The two locations for the Israelite departure after the revelation of 

law from Sinai (Num 10:12) and from Mount Yahweh (Num 10:33) indicate a contradiction in 
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setting, as does the confusion over the setting of the spy story, which takes place at Kadesh/Zin 

(Num 13:26) and at Paran (Num 13:3, 26). The problem surrounding the setting of the spy story 

is compounded by a separate account of the arrival of the Israelites at Kadesh/Zin toward the end 

of the wilderness journey (Num 20:1). The problems in the sequence of the itinerary notices 

increase with a comparison to Numbers 33, which contains a separate version of the travel 

sequence of the exodus and the wilderness journey. The evidence of multiple authors is clear 

from the many points of tension in the sequence of travel. Yet the identification of the authors 

has continued to pose a problem for modern interpreters because the travel notices do not fit a 

single literary form. 

The itinerary notices present a range of historical and literary problems that exceed the scope 

of this commentary. My aim here is to identify places where the P author has influenced the 

travel sequence of the Israelites in order to provide a distinct interpretation of events from the 

Non-P History. For this limited goal there is evidence that the P author has changed the travel 

sequence of the Non-P History in three places: (1) the confrontation at the Red Sea (Exodus 12–

14); (2) the sequence of travel from Elim (15:27) to Sinai (19:1–2); (3) the location of the spy 

story (Numbers 13–15). 

The three settings are associated with the central themes of the exodus, the revelation of law, 

and the loss of the land by the first generation of Israelites to leave Egypt. Below I will 

summarize the itinerary structure of the exodus (Exodus 12–14) and the spy story (Numbers 13–

15) to provide an overview of the distinct itinerary structures of the Non-P and P Histories. The 

travel sequence from Elim to Sinai will be described in the commentary on the journey, 15:22–

18:27.13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
13 Dozeman, T. B. (2009). Commentary on Exodus (pp. 176–182). William B. Eerdmans 

Publishing Company. 
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